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FOREWORD
Regional studies in any subject are seriously lacking in India. When, therefme,
a scholar decides to work on a to@ such as the Archaeology of Kumaon, a highly
neglected part of India, one naturally feels at once elated because little is knom of
this area. And it is special attd'on like this that has brought fonuard the particular
regional character o f a f m north Himulayan districk o f Kumaon and Garhwal,
Dr. Nautryal has done t h work vev thoroughly, Not only he has relied u f i n a feu,
available wn'tten works on the history, culture and traditions of various tribal groups
which once inhabited this crea, but undertaken an intensive field work throughout Kumaon
and Garhwal; and this alonc has brought forth the hidden archaeological wealth
of this region,
The entire work is divided into various chapters dealing with architecture,
sculpture, iconography numismahts and religion. Thus, it will be apparnrt to any
reader how useJiLl this book is and how very much useJiLl it will be fi similar regional
imnks are camed out $r dzferent districts of Uttar Pradesh alone which m ofthe
biggest States in the Indian Union.
Poona
October 1, 1969.
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T h e w o k~ in its prescnt forin is the result of
-field work .,jo
Kumaon, Galhwal and Dehiadun (luring 1961 and '1962. T h e mater*
incorporated in a thesis was submitted for a Ph. D. degree in Archmlogy
to the Poona University in May, 1963. While sending for publication, best
efforts have been made to recast it thoroughly, though for paucity .of any
substaritial fresh matc~ial cornirrg with in all these years, not r ~ ~ u chas
k bees
rein~espretedor added to it.
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Till a few ycals back little was known of the archa'dblogical potentialittes
of this region. 111tlle field of political history, culture, religion, customs add
manneis, scholars like E. T . Atkinson, T. D. Gaiiola and Rev. Oakley
rendered an admirable service by writing well dscumented books.. Afey
independent articles by other eminent \uri%ersin iece&.
didthrw
,..,
significant light on the archaeological wealth of this region,
.
-. . - Yet more or less, it remained a twra incognita in the fiekl oof~coriipr&asive
archaeological account. Hence a systematic fidd survey was'considered to be
a great necessity. The present work, thererore, aspired) to.fulFrl tha-t rieed, .
. .
Since the last two decades, much stress is being placed ON the st;dy of
regional archaeology in India. \Yith this view in mind, the present qudy was
followed on the line set by Prof. H. D. Sankalia add latir, oa under his
guidance by one of his pupils, Dr. Naik. The former worked on Gu,jarat, while
the latter on the Deccan.
. .
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This study colnprises the account of former five 'districts, i. e.. Nainital,
Almora, Garhwal, 'Tehri Garhwal and Deh~adun. .Qut oL thcm, t&e first four
districts had lately been reorganised under two new qivkions of Kuqaon amj
Uttariikhaqda affiliating to them about seven newly-created districts of Nainital,
Almora, Pithoragarh, Garliwal, Chamoli, Uttarkashi and Tehri Garhwal.
After this due to further political expediency, a new separate Ga~hwalDivispn
has been created, having the four districts of Garhwal, Uttarkashi, Chamoli
.ancl Tehri Galhwal in its jurisdiction. These political demarcations of
boundaries, as they are of recent origin, do not change . the' natural 'cultwal
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set-up of the region. I n the modern sense of the term, Kumaon may make a
layman understand the three districts of Almora, Nainital and Pithoragarh,
which is altogether a misnomer. I have very widely made use of this term
in this work. This appeared to me quite a convenient name carrying it to
mean the whole cultural region of the northern Himalayas in the present
Uttar-Pradesh, which was anciently known as Uttar2khanda. The idea of two
individual entities, i. e. Garhwal and Kumaon may exist for long, yet it
must be admitted by a serious student of history that the account of Kumaon
without Garhwal or vice versa will mean the separation of the head from
a body. I have, therefore, earnestly put up my ideas in this book, making it a
basis on actual evidences of history and archaeology. Hence the title or
any other term, till specifically mentioned, should not make one to take
ih the framework of modern interpretations. Dehradun, being in the
juxtaposition, offers us a similar type of historical account, though its monuments and inscriptions do carry an elevated national importance vis-a-vis
other region.
The book contains nine chapters covering various aspects with elaborate
account. I n the initial stage of work, emphasis was laicl on the prehistoric
atrd protohistoric investigations, but not much headway was achieved in this
field. I t appears that the region in its early stage of human history could not
even offer the minimum basic needs to the Stone Age man. T h e same may be
said also about the succeeding protohistoric period of' Indian history. One reason
being that the fbothill ( Bhabar or Tarai ) area, even during those days must
have been notoriously mosquito-infested due to dampness in climate. In the
later period, however, remnants of the Copper Hoard people with a typical
ochre-coloured pottery are reported to have been discovered at Bahadrabad
( district Saharanpur ) 13 km. west of Harclwar and ~t Rajpur Parsu in the
Bijnor District. Both these places are in the closer proximity of the Himalayan
fwhills. This along with subsequent recent discoveries of the llistorical
period by Dabral are of no mean significance.
I n whatever way it was possible for me, I have tried to incorporate
almost every fact concerning the development of culture and archaeology from
the very beginning to about 12th century A. D. The political history has
also received an altogether different treatment in this book, being mai~ilybased
on archaeological evidences.

Despite all my efforts to collate the entire data, I must admit that still
the whole of the northern Himalayan region of Uttar Pradesh is a treasure
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house, which can provide material for many other monographs like this. I feel
that the entire Tarai ( foothill ) region needs a fresh probe. Here due to thick
vegetation and dense forestation, even preliminary surveys were sometimca
completed with great difficulty. I t is therefore expected that future
archaeologists will concenlrate themselves on this area and solve many
problems with the help of new discoveries.
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To H. H. Maharaja Madhav Rao Scilldia of Gwalior, Shri Bhakta Darshan,

Minister of State for Education, Central Government, Shri S. S. Bhandarkar,
Vice Chancellor, Jiwaji University, Gwalior and Smt. Shanta Bhandarkar,
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the National Museum, New Delhi, Dr. S. C. Kala, Director, Municipal
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Bombay, Shri Vimal Kumar, Assistant Secretary, M. P. ICala Parkhad,
Gwalior, Shri Swami Pranavanandji, F. R. G. S, of Almora, Shri B. D. Bhatt
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THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF KUMAON
( INCLUDING DEIjRADUX )

CHAPTER I
GEOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY

Position of Kumaon
Physically, Kumaotl occupies the extreme north-west corner of northern
India. The tract is fairly wide and its boundary is well marked by mountains
and rivers. O n the east the river Kah serves as a boundary between Kumaon
and Nepal, while on the west the Tons, feeder of the JamunH, creates a clearcut demarcation with the Panjab's hilly region. On the north Hirnalayan
ranges separate Kumaon from Tibet, while the southern boundary line is
formed by the foothills from the plains of the present Uttar Pradesh.
Kumaon rises' from the sub-Siwalik bhiibar to a "magnificent series of
glacier-garlanded peaks.''= The outer range of hills rises quickly from the
submontane tracts to a height of 700 or 800 feet and 011 these are situated
the hill stations of Naini Tal, Almora, Mussoorie, Chakrata and Lansdown.
The interior has a second range of mountains with the Kedgm~th-Badariath
group, Kamet ( 25, 447 ) across the Alakanand~river and further east TriiCd,
Nand~kotand Nand3 Devi, the last at 25, 447 feet being the highest peak
in India.
Precisely, the whole of the region is formed of hilly as also of the plain
parts. The foothill region is called as the tarZi or Bhabar in the general use
of the term. The accompanying map has a narrow strip showing the plain
part. But the noteworthy feature of Dehra Dun and its adjoining territory is
that there are small hillocks, which rVadia has named a.s the outer Himalayas.'
They are known as the Siwaliks. They "intervene between the lesser Him&
layas and the plains. Their width vxies from five to thirty miles. They form
a system of low fool-hills with an average height of 3000-4000 feet.,,4

The Glaciers
Among the glaciers, the well kllown are PinclHri, Milam, Shankalpa
and Poting. These are easily accessible. The well known among them is the
1. See Map I.
2. Spate, 0.H. K., l ~ d i oand Pakisran, Iondon, 196 4 , p. 399.
3. Waclia, D. N., Gsola:y of India, London, 1044, p. 0 .
4. Ibid.,
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P i n d ~ r iin the Alrnora District. There is a belief that once this region had
about 360 lakes, some of which have partially or completely dried up.
Some of the important rivers of India have their sources in the Kumaon
Himalayas.
Ganga :-"The
great river of northern Tndia which carries off the drafnage of the Southern Himiila~as, and also a smaller volume received from
the northern and eastern slopes of the Vindhya~."~ It rises in the Tehri
Garhwal in 30° 55' N. and 7g0 7' E from an ice cave near Gangotri, 13,800
fcet above sea level, where it is known as Btl~girathi. During its earlier course
it receives Jiinhavi from the north-west and subsequently the Alakanandi at
RuJraprayzg, after which the ullited slream is called Gang& It flows torrenlially ill the hilly region changing the course from time to time and turns
south~westto Hardwar. From here it flows south and south-east towards the
plailis of northern India.
Jamuna ( or Yamunii ). I t is another great river of northern India. It
rises like the Gangii in Tehri Garhwal, eight miles west of the lofty mountain,
Bandarptinch ( 20, 731 feet ) in 30' 1' N. and 78' 27' E. I t passes into the Dtin
and receives at K~lsi, the Tons, which at the place is a large stream. Its
course now flows south-west for 22 miles reaching finally in the plabs of
Saharanpur and Muzaffarnagar Districts of Uttar Pradesh, where it irrigates
thousands of acres of land.
Ramaganga :-It rises in Kumaon Himalayas ( 30' 5' N., 79" 12' E. )." It
flows for about ninety miles with a very rapid fall, first through Garllwal, thcll
through Icumaon and after again entering Garhwal it reaches the Bijnor
District of U. P.
Resides these i~nportarit rivers, tllere are a little less imporlalit rivers
Known as the Icosi at Ramnagar, Dhelz at Ktshipur, Alakanandii in G;u.h~val,
Mandzliini and Nayiir all in Garhwal and Kali or ShXr~la ncar 'Tari'lkapur in
t h Alrnora
~
District.
Lakes
Tlwre are several lakes in Kurnaon. A few of them, such as the Naini
in Naini Tal and Bhim in Bhim Tal are more important. But the NaukuchiyZ,
1\/IZlw~and Sat, all near Naini Tal ant1 GohanB in the interior of Garhwal
P

6 . 1. G. I., Unilcd Prcmncas of Agra and Oudh, Oal. 1908, Vol. I, p. 161.
6. Ibid., p. 3 77.
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District are also significant. "They art more remarkable for their beautiful
scenety than for their size."' They vary from l10 to 125 acres in area.
Regarding the origin of these lakes, Wadia m a r k s : W hilt a few may
be duc to differential earth-movements like faulting, others may have been
produced by landslips, glaciers, etc.w8

The name Kumaon and its origin
The word 'I<umaonyin the present usage signifies only a political divisiorl
of four well known distl.icts of Uttar Pradah. Skanda-Pur~xp( M a n q khat.wj
r~fersto Kumiiravana and Kiirmavana, "of which the modern Kumaoli is
supposed to be a later c~rruption.:'~ V i ~ is~ ustated to have incarnated here
near Lohzghiit as Karma to support the M a n d ~ r amoun~ain, which may very
well help us to Surmise about the origin of the word Kurmavana. Later on the
use of the term came to be Kiirmachal. The view that the word Kumaon was
from 'Kumuno,) of the local dialcct, which means a cultivated land, does not
appear to be convincing. Linguistically, the derivation of Kumaon from
Karm~chalappears to be more correct.
There is no mention of the word 'Kumaony in any of the inscriptions
from Kumaon. The Katyuris did not use even KiirmZchal or Knrmavana.
The Chands have, howevcr, used Kiirmlchal in their records. It therefore
appears that the word Ki'irm%hal came to be used frequently only after the
12th cenlu~~y
A. D. The use of the word 'Kurnaon' is noted for the first time
in the historical description of J72hya bin Allmad, in which he riarrates an
episode between Kharagu, the lcatehiri chief and the Sultan Firoz Tughlak.'"
Besides Kurm~chal, there were several names for the other parts of
Kumaon. Particularly the land of Badrinzth and KedarnZth was known by
the n m ~ eof Ked~rkhand. The other name for the whole tract "embraced by
the Ganges to the K ~ l isi Uttar~khand,
. . which may be translated the 'cardinal
pointsy ( of the compass ) ...the macrocosm of h e Hinduism."" According 10
traditional distribution the entire Himalaya is divided in five parts i. e. Nepal,
Karmiichal, Kedara ( Garhwal ), Jalandlara ( Kangra ) and Kashmir.12

...

7. Ibid.. p. 8.

8. Wadia, op, rit., p. 2 1.
9. Nautiyal. K. P., "The Numismatic Hbtory

d K~-'',

3. N. S. I.,

Vol. XXIIr,

P.

376.

10. Ellior and Dowson, H i r ~ ef ~India, Vol. IV p. I4
1 1 . Newall, D. J. F., The Highllrndr of India, London, 1882, P. 81,
1 2 . Kha?c!q paficha HimXlayasya KatltkH ~ e ~ l i l s - K ~ r m ~ c h a l ~ ,
I<etlLroatbaJalandharoath ruchirah Kashmlr s@ontimhi
,.

Sec Sankrityaynn, Rabul, Hitnzlap Pmishop. Carhwnl A l l d 1053,

p. 40.
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Though the region of Kumaon, according to the above tradition, was
divided into two parts, it ~nustbe said that the division was created for indicatting two geographical tracts of Kurnaon. Kcd~rakhag? was adopted after the
holy Ked~rniith, while KiirrnZchal after Kiirmavana in eastern Kumaon. But
it appears that both Kiirmiichal and Ked2rakha~d were not politically and
culturally divided then. Even the Katyuris kept both the tracts united.
I t is only in the beginning of the 1lth century that Kurnaon and Garhwal were
separated from each other. As will be seen, Kumaon afier this division was
ruled by the Chands and Garhwal by the R~jijasof Garhwal. Nevertheless, the
two tracts did not separate even afterwards in the cultural and social set-up.
The land was united again in the bcgiilning of 19th c~llturywhenGarhwa1
and Kumaon were captured by the British regime i'som the Gurkhas of Nepal,
who were in possession of it. Uncler the British rule Garhwal was subdivided
into two districts i. e. British Garhwal and Tchri Garhwal, while the region
of Kumaon in Naini Tal and Almora districts. AU these districts were later on
put under the administrative contlol of the Commissioner of Kumaon. DehraDun, once a part of Garhwal, was scrapped and so were the present Thakurdwara and other places of the Tarsi region. The four hilly districts later
formed a division known as the 'I<umaon Divisiony. This administrative set-up
has remained in vogue till the present times. However, recently a separate
division, known as thc U t t a r z k h a ~Division,
~l
has been created out of the existing
four districts. This has resulted due to political exigency and all the parts
bordering Tibet have been put under this division. This comprises three districts,
known as the Pithor~garh,Cliamoli and Uttar ICZshi
Thus tlic ancient Kumaon, having diffc;rent names of clil3brellt areas, was
a one wholc political and cultural entity.

Rout esls
Kun~aonis conncctccl will1 Illdia by at leas1 Iivc xoules i11 tlic soutllern
side. The Moradabad-Kashipur line leads to Ramnagar ant1 tllcn to Naini
Tal and Almora. The Bareilly-Kathgodam route leatls io the Soothills of
Naini Tal, while the Tanakpur-Champawat road i11 the South-eastern part
links with Pilibhit, the northern district of U. P. The Bijnor-Kotdwara road
links Garhwal with the plains of India, while the Ha:-d\val.-Rishikesh road
connects Dehra Dun and Tehri and a part of Garhwal with the rest of India.
In the northern side Kumaon provicles passes to Tibet. They are the Milam,
13. See Map. 11.
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Niti and Mzn8. Till recently trade was carried by the Hhofiyzs from Tibet to
India through these passes.

Linguistic Limits
Linguistically, the whole region is divided by three Pahari dialects.
Kumaoni is spoken in the districts of Almora and Naini Tal, while in Garhwal
and Tehri Garhwal Garhwali is the dialect of people and in the region of
JaunsZr-BZwar there is Jauns~ri. These dialects have a close affinity with each
other. Though almost all of them have been derived from Hindi, it is suppo~ view appears to be
sed that they are all the offshoots of R ~ j a s t h a n i . ~The
reasonable, but it may be added that besides the influence of Rzjasthani, these
dialects are akin to Gujarati and to some extent to Nepali also. The reason
for this similarity is quite obvious. As will be seen subsequently, the region of
Gujarat, Riijputsnz and Nepal came closer with Kumaon after the l It11 century
onwards.

Present distribution of Population
The census report15 presents the population of all the districts of Kumaon
region like this. The recently created districts of Uttark~shi,Chamoli and
Pithoragarh show 122, 836, 253, 137 and 263, 579 total population respectively.
The other districts i. e. Naini Tal, Almora, Garhwal, Tehri Garhwal and
Dehra Dun have 574,320, 633,407, 482,327, 347,736, 429,014 population
respectively. As far as the growth rate is concerned, Naitii Tal District shows
73. 10 per cent between 1951-61. This is the highest growth rate in the entire
U. P. In the other districts the ratio has remained from 20 to 11 per cent?6

SECTION I1
Geology
T o have a ~reliminaryknowledge of the Geology of this region, it should
be sub-divided accostling to its natural potentialities.
Firstly the region of Tarsi, which is at the foot of the Himalayas, is
significant. It consists of a zone of sccently formed Gangetic alluvium, while
the Bhsbar is a sloping mass of coarse gravels, still being formed from the
debris brought down by mountain's streams. A sub-Himalayan zone of low
llills known as the Siwaliks contain deposits of the Upper Tertiary. According
14. Crierson, C . A., Linguisti~Surocy

India, Vol. I, Pt. I, p. 184.

1 6 . Census of India, Paper No. I of 1962. p. 48.

16. C. 0.I., See hlap, p. 386.
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to Wadia, "they

llothing else than the alluvial detritus derived from t h
subaerial waste of the mountains, swept down by h
e
h
e
r
inumerous rivns and
streams and deposited at their foot."17
These Siwaliks are more in the region of Dehra Dun, especially the
Southern p a n of it is f a of these low hills. This Siwalik range is composed
in its lower and southern most parts with sand-rock and a few thin mammalian
fossils.
The lesser HirnalayanlS zone is not a single continuous chain of or range
of mountains, "but a series of several more or less parallel, or conveying ranges,
intersected by enormous valleys and extensive plateaus. ..The individual ranges
generally Present a steep slope towards the plains of 1ndia.y~'"articularly
the
"western Himalayas of the Panjab and Kumaon rise gradually from the plains
by the i~lterventionof many ranges of lesser attitudes, their peaks of everlasting
snows are more than a hundred miles distant, hidden from view by the mid
Himalayan ranges to the inhabitants of the plains.f130
The Great Himalaya consists of the innermost line of high ranges,
rising above the limit of perpetual snow. The highest is the Nandii Devi peak
in this class ( 25, 645 feet ). Then the snow-bound peak of Badarinzth is about
23, 190 feet and GangotIi about 21, 700 feet.
The Lesser or Middle Himalayas together with the Great Himalaya are
"composed of crystalline and metamorphic rocks-pnites, gneisses and schists
wit11 u!l~~ssiliferous
sedimentary deposits of very ancient ( P u r ~ p a) a g e . 7 ~ ~ ~

Ice Age in the Himalayas
The areas of Kumaon and Garhwal are not explored, as far as the
evidence of Ice Age is concerned. On the other hand the valleys c~fKashmir
and Kangra have been examined to some extent and a useful evidence of
pleistocene geology has come to us. Regarding Kumaon, however, it is believed
rock-basins owe their origin in the action of glaciers
lakes
that the
now no longer existing." This along with some other fresh data may be
.

-I 7 . IVad~a,op. sit., p. 26 3.
1 8 . wadla after norrad
classified the Himalayan system into four

H

~
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Ibid., p. a.
19. Ibid.,
20. Ibid.,
21. Ibid.,
22. Ibid.,
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brought to light in future by a detailed survey and exploration of the Kumam
Himalayas.

Prehistory
The prehistory of this region yet remains unknown 10 us. It may be
either due to the recent formation of the rivcrs or the non-availability of suitable raw material or for want of sufficient search.
The region remains more or less unexplored in the field of prcllistory.
The present author ventured a little in this direction and explored the rivers
Kosi at Ramanagar ( Nainital Diylrict ) a d the Jamuna and Tons at Kalsi
( Dehra Dun District ). At the lattcr placc h e river tcrrace exhibits an
interesting sequence. It has at least four phases of deposition. Thc first is a
rock, which is covered by thick gravel containing boulders. O n it is a firle
cemented gravel finally covercd by the silt.
Though no prehistoric tools could be picked up from here, a later
reporf's says about the discovery oi' a few hand axes and choppers in a r o U d
condition. The discovery is significant, but a definiteness cannot be ventured
unless the tools are examined thoroughly

HISTORY
The region of Kumaon lying in the northmost corner of India is bounded
on the north-east by Tibet ; on the south-east by Nepal ; on the south-west
by the districts of Saharanpur, Moradabad and Bareilly in Uttar Pradesh
and on the north-west by the Sirmur, Rawain, Taroch and Jubbal of the
Punjab. The boundary directed for the aforesaid region signifies that the tract
has a considerably wide extension. As noted earlier, the present Kumaon had
once included the region of Dehra Dun as well. I t was only in the beginning
of the present century that it got off from Kumaon. I t can thus be surmised that
the ancient Kormachala comprised the entire belt from river Kgli in the east
to Tons it1 the west ; the Niti pass or a littlc above upto the Sutlej in the north
and Th~kurdwaraof the present Moradabad District in the south. For quite
a long time this entire tract seemed to have retained perfect homogeneity in
the political, cultural and social life of the people. The administrative units in
the present years, however, show rnany marked diversities.

Survey of work regarding the history of Kumaon
The history of the region is more or less a pack of tlisjointcd facts. 'The
actual records are sporadic and the early part of the history is yet a vexed
problem. The pioneering work of putting together the split ficts of history was
done by E. T. Atkinson, whose services in this direction remain unrivalled.
Known as the Hirnalayan Districts of the North-west Provinces of India and published in 1884, the whole compendium was the result of his thorugh sludy. Since
have brought forth ncw clala and fresh
then many historians and
interpretations. Fuhrer's Monumental Antiquities and Inscriptions ( 189 1 ) enriched
our knowledge by throwing light on many fresh and urlkllo\vr~ i~scriptions
and antiquities. Besides, some inscriptions were published by various
scholars, as for instance, the Bage4war stone inscriptian,' thc LTkhamandal
inscriptionhand the Tgleivar Copper plate grants."ccords
like the
h he R~geiwarinscriptionD, 3. A. .Y. D., Vol. VI1, p. 1 0 6 6 .
2 . Ruhler, G . , 'The Praias~iof the Temple o ~ ~ a k h r i m a ~ ? aI;.l ' , I., Vol. 1, 1., l ? .
3 Gupte, Y. H., 'Two TZleu'var Coppcr Plate Grant:, E. I., Vol. XI11, pp. 108- 1 2 1 .

l . Chakravartti, Saroda Prasad,
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Pandukeivar plates4 have thrown very significant light on the political
condition of the region posterior to the 6th-7th century. These inscriptions
created a new stimulus among the historians interested in the region. And
hence, several writers have later on contributed articleri in the light of these
fresh discoveries about the history and archaeology of this area. The work of
outstanding merit was done by J. C. Powell Price, T. D. Gairda, N. N. Misra
and H. Goetz through their valuable articles on history, epigraphy, numismatics
ancl other allied subjects. Apart from it, other scholars like Rallul Sankritya..yan," B. D. Pande; H. K. Raturi,' and S. P. DabralB produced works in Hindi.
But almost all of these writers selected a particular area and empliaised on the
historical aspccts based mainly on the existing traditions and folk-lores. None
of'them trietl to study the history of the entire region in a wider perspectivc.
Among all of them tht: work of Kahul Sankrityayan, thougl~ full of rnaliy
generalisations, ranks first in order of merit. Being a recent work, it contains
some observations on the latest discoveries in Kumao~i archaeology. But at
the same time the presence of many unwar~antedslatemerlts limit ils value.

Nadure of the sources
The sources for the history of Kumaon are thus scanty. Whatever is
available is in a most disconnected state. The reason for it is that we have
got very little material to work upon and the early part of Kumaon history
lacks corrohola~ivc evidence. As such it is based mostly on parables and
mythological traditions.
What was the actual positioil of this region during the Vedic time is
mostly a matter of speculation. Probably it was very sparsely inhabited by
some indigenous people who might have bee11 far away from the pale of Vedic
civilization.
In the Epics and some other PurZt?as, there are stray references to this
part of the country. They give us some ideas about the liistory of this period.
L$e' are not in a positiorl to fix the date of Aryan immigration to this part
of tile country. Though there is an account in tlie Mahgbharata of their arrival
ill the land of Gailga and JamunZ. LVe ca~illotdefinitely say whether they
.
-

4.

.
p
-

.

Kielhorn, F., 'Pa?dukelvar Plare of Lalicarnradeva', I. A., Vol. XXV, pp. 177- 164 alld Sircar,
D. C., 'Three Plates from P ~ ~ d u k e i v a rE.
' , I., \'ol. XXSL, pt. \'I and \"L,
pp. 2 77-280.

6. Sankrityayan, Rahul, Hi~nalayaParishayo, Pt. l Carhwal and P I . 11 Kurnoan.
6 . Pande, 13. D., Kumaon ka Itihar7. Raturi, H . K., Garhwal ka Ilihas.
8 . Dabral, S . P., U t l a r a k h a ~ c ! ~1960-6
,
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actually reached to some parts of Kumaon as early as this period. We can,
however, rely on other testimony about the Kir~tas,who according to it,
inhabited the region around the sources of these two riversdg
The Khasias or Khasas come next in the field of tliscussion. The Mahgbh%
rata does mention them and assigns them the region near the upper waters of
the Jamunii and Galiga. Pliny also described the Casiri, whom many historians
have identified with the Khasas.lo Herodotus has also an account of ''Indians
who border on the city of Kaspatyrus."'l The first written record of some
value throwing a stray light, though quite indirect, is the KZlsi Rock Edicts of
A b k a which contains a reference to the border people ( Savala vijitasi
Deviinampiyasii piyadasiia liijine yechn antii )?'
Ptolemy also rekrs to a group of pcol~le, wlio nay be inc~difietiwill1 the
K u l i d a s of the Mah5bh3rata1s. Clu~lningllarnhas further studied the ~ r o b l e m
of the Ku~intlasand enunciated interesting thco~ies.~*Hodgson has, however,
propounded about them differently.I6 'I'hcil comc the Yaudheyas, who are
known only through their coins,

Archaeological sources
What are the archaeological remains in Kumaon, which directly or indirectly have bearing on the history of the region ? Under this head we call take the
coins, epigraphs and some other available materials, like the pottery.
The first one coins, found at various places of Kumaon, are significant.
They belong to the Kunindas, Ya.udheyas and the Kusiinas. These are divergent
opinions about tlie extent of the territories of these dynasties. Scholars were
not prepared to acccpt that these dyllasties hacl anything to do with Kumaon.
Later discoveries at several places of Kumaon have confirmed the view that
all the aforesaid dynasties and specially the two former ones had connection with
.

-~

.
.
.
p
.
-

9. Gandharv~nKinnaran YakshZn I<aksovidysdhal.or3g3n

Kalspagr~mak~nichaiva
Tatha KimpurugZn Iihaulna
KiritBhihcha Pulindahshcha KurDn Sabhartanapi
YetZn J a n a p a d a n ~ r ~ aGahgZ
n
I.hJvayale SubhEn
rrom BrahamBn$a, Prlatsya and V ~ y uPurznas. See Sircar, D. C.,
Studies in !he Gtogrophj of Ariricnl and t!ldincurrl It~dia-1960, pp. 6 2 - 6 4 .

...

10. Atkinson, C.'r., 'l'he Hirnalayan Distri~iof the North-Wes~ernProvinces ol' India, 11384, p. 3 6 3 .
l I.
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the entire t r a c t . ' V n fact, the study of numismatic tliscoveries has been
quite helpful in filling up the gap of about four hundred years in Kumaon
history.
Next to it, the epigraphs are important for the conslruction OF history.
Unfortunately nothing has survived which may reflect on the early period of
Kumaon history. 'The condition of Kumaon during the Gupta period is also
unknown to us. 'I'he solitary reference. in thc A. P. I. of Samudragupta to the
Kartripura'has been taken by scholars as to refer to KZrllikeyapura-a one time
capital of the Katyiiri rulers of this region The allusion to the Karlripura
signifies that there was some histo~ical dynasty which gavc allegiance to the
Gupta monarch. Direct inscriptional evidence from Kumon is available only
after the 6th century A. D., because an earlier record li-om Jagatgr~m,Dehra
Dun District belonging to about the 3rti century A. D., hardly contributes
anything important to the history of this region.
Pottery as a basis of precise history cannot be take11as a mosl collvincing
category of evidence. Nevertheless, the occurrence of the Painted Grey Ware
and the Northern Black Polished Ware at Th~kurdwglZand IS&hipurl7 points
to the existence of some early settlements-as far back as about the beginning
of the first millennium B. C.-in and around these areas in Kurnaon.

Literary Evidence
Hieun-Tsang, the Chinese traveller, supplies us the description of some
of the Kingdoms of Kumaon flourishing during his visit. His account is highly
valuable in so far as the people and places of KumaonLsare concerned. Apart
From it, we have references in the KHvyarnimIrhsZ of R~jaAekharato the Kzrttikeyanagara, which was ruled by a Khasa ruler and who had to fight with
a king Sarrnagupta?' The detailed description regarding this statement will
be taken up in the later pages. However, it is essential here to idcntify this
Kgrttikeyanagara with the Kzrttikeyapura of Kumaon.

Historical Sketch

The Aryan migration and th condition of Kumaon
Due to paucity of substantial evidence, it is difficult to say anything
about the condition of Kumaon during the Aryan's immigration. Some write13
--
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like Prof. Benfey and Weber"' propounded that the migration of Aryan
stock took place through the region of Kumaon. Later on, some scholars
have, however, abandoned the view tluc to the availability OS suFFicie~lt fresh
material. Recently, Robert ShaSer, an Amulican scholar, has reconstruc~cdthe
migratio~iroute of the Aryans quitc differently. H e remal ks, heir homcland
was witllin the Mcru lake, i. e . Miinasa-sarovara region. They were probably
ush he cl out of tliere by sorne Inore powerful people. Some migrated northwest
down the upper Irldus ; and then the Iranians drove on into Iran, but left some
behind as the Sakas, Kiimbojas, Pahlavas, and perhaps some Sogdins ; the
Dardic ICaimiras, and some of the Khasas ( some having bcen lcrt behind in
the Himalayas of Nepal and Kumaon ). Some of the Indo-Aryans Inay have
followed this Ioute and remained behind in the nolthwcst, but thcre is vcry
little to irldicate it.wz1
The above estimate, though very interesting, is based more on the
testimony of the P u r a ~ ~ a s Rccent
.
arcl~aeological discovzriei are proving that
the route of migration was difTerent from it. Hence, therc is every likelihood
that this proposition may be outrightly disproved one day.
What was the condition of Kumaon during this period ? This is an
important question for which any finality cannot be had at present. However,
a probable likelihood seems to be that the region was inhabited by several
tribal groups, aboriginal as well as those migrated from outside-known
through traditions and stray facts in religious literature as the Khasas, Kiratas,
RZjyakiriitrs, Sakas, N ~ g a sand Hiiqas. The last named tribe is morc doubtful,
though Atkinson connected it with the Kumaon Himalayas. There are some;
objections against his assumption. The emergence of Hoans in the llistory of
India is itself an episode of later period. Therefore, it callnot be accepted that
they were flourishing in Kumaon with the other tribal groups of' early times.
Similar to the Hii*as, tile presence of the Sakas during lllis period is doubtful.
I t appears that the term $aka is a misllonler for the Khasa tribe as far as the
early history of' Kumaon is concerned.
Excepting these two tribes, the clainls of the rcst cannot be cl~allcn~ed.
All of them have received serious attention by writers like iltkiuson and
Sylvain Lrvi. A separate consideration of each 01 tllcm is, tllerelbre,
necessary since they are associated with the very dawn of Kumaon history.
p

20.
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I t appears that the Nagas, Kiratas and Khasas migrated at thc rsame time
when the Aryan movement took place. The earliest notices regarding the Kifitas
bring them as far wcstward as the Jamun'i in the first century. Local tradition
in Nepal connects them with the very start of its history.2' A list of some namcs
of this race occurs in the local Nepalese history," which is very similar,
according to Atkinson, to the fourteen rulers attributed to the Khasa race in
Kali Kumaon. "Indeed the community in manners and religion between the
dcfferent divisions of the snake-wol-shippingtribes would alone show a common
The af0resai.J observation of Atkinson is undoubteclly valuable. But
taking into consiclelation the facts supplied by the Puspas, and especially by
the Mahzbhiirata, W C may observe that despite the affinity in customs and
religion, these two tribes-Khasas and Kir~tas-were two scparate peoples of
Kumaon. In the Mah~bhartathe Kiratas are k~lowllas a peoplc dwclling
around the sources of the Ganga ancl the Jamunx. It separately refers to the
Khasas as dwellers of the Himalayan rcgiol~.Ptolemy also placcs the country of
the Kiriitas at tk.e mouth of the Ganges; it "is from them that one car1 obtain the
hest equality of' rnalabathr~n."~It may thus bc concluded that the Kirztas were
a widely spread tribe inhabiting the hilly region of Kurnaonb a part of Tibet,
the entire Tarai and the valley of Nepal. The influence of these people did not
encompass thc major part of the Indian plains And the statement that the new
racial and culture-language element came into India in about the middle of the
first m i l l c n n i ~ nB.~ C , seems to be correct. Chatterji observes : "the hlangoloid
Sitio-'ribclan spcnkers,. ..touched only the fringe of India in the ilort h and the
north-cast ; ancl their influence was but local, and not of much signifi~ance."~~
The traces of the Kiratas in the Kumaon region are more or less absent
at present. The assumptiorl that the present Tangavi of the Garhwal District
can be associated with the Kir2tas2' remains simply a guess, whicl~cannot be
substantiated by facts.

Rczjya-Kirgtas
Atkinson connecting "the Kiriitas of somewhat Tibetan physique and the
Khasas of equally pronounced Aryan form and habits,"'8 contented that the

- --...-
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R ~ j i of
s Askot in Kumon may probably represent the intermixture of these two
tribes.
I n the B&tSamhitd
the Riijya-Kir~tasare placer1 in the region
between Qzmaravana and C h i n a . ' V h i s Damaravana ( or Amravana )30 has
been identified by Atkinson with the present J~geivar. However, the above
identification cannot be easily accepted. The region of J;igeivar is known in
the Purznas as D ~ r u v a n a ~and
' not P;ilnaravana or Amravana. The more
probable hypothesis, therefore, may be that these Riijis occupied some part of
the Kumaon region bordering the Tibet. Mr. Traill, the first Commissioner of
Kumaon, stated long back that these Rajis "represent themselves as descendants
of one of the aboriginal princes of Kumaon who with his family fled to the
jungles to escape the destruction threatened by an usurper."32 H e further
identified them with the present day black-complexioned and curly-haired r)om
or Harijans of Kumaon. Prof. Ritter supported the conjecture and further
stated that a "negro race may have been among the aboriginal inhabitants of
the Himalaya.y,33 Dr. Pritchard conjectured "that the Riijis would be found
to resemble the other numerous aboriginal tribes found along the Himalayan
border, all possessing the physical character of the Bhotiyas in general and
very unlike the D o ~ s . " Ancl
~ ~ finally Dr. Latham identifies them with the
Chepang of Nepal.
T h e above observations by various authors contradict each other. The
contention of Traill that the Rajis had affinity with the Qoms of Kumaon is
wholly baseless. T h e investigation of Atkinson in this direction is most valuable.
H e states that the present Rajis of IC~rnaondo not allow the Qoms to enter
their dwellings. They profess Hinduism like the other caste Hin~ius.~' This
very fact shows that they were far from the so-called untouchables. The conjectures of Pritchard and Latham, though not of much significance, can be
accepted to some degrees. I t appears that the R ~ j i sof Askot in Almora were
the descendants of the Rajijyn-Kiratas of the Puriinas, who dwelt in the region of
Doti in Nepal and some palts of Kumaon bordering the Tibet. They had inde
pendent entity from the Khasas and the Icir~tas. I t seems very likely that the
29. Prahrnapura DXrpa DXrnaravana rxjya I<ir?i~aChina KaunindZh ... Khasa ( ; h q a KuchikZkhy5h

Byuha! So1;ihilii- 1 6 - 3 0 ,
30. Atkinaon reads it Xrnravana.
41. In Rrahm?i~?aPurZqa it is stated

10

have been situated on the Himalayan crest. See Br. 11.

.27. 2-90.
32. Traill, "Report on ~ u m a o n " ,AI. Re:., Vol. XVI, p. 1150.
33. Atklmon, E. T., of, cit.,p. 366.
34. Ibid.
36. lbed.
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Rajis, who were known a9 the R~jya-Kiratasin the Purznic testimony were the
aboriginals of Kumaon and its borderland. They were probably flourishing
in the aforesaid region when the migration of the Khasas, Kifitas arld
other tribes took place in Kumaon. IVe do not know what their religion was
in the early period of their history. However, it can be surmised that they
probably used to worship nature and had some sort of "their own peculiar
gods."36 But fiom Atkinsonysinvestigation it is clear that the Riijis practised
Hinduism. This is quite obvious that the Rzjis after some passage of time
might have accepted the Hindu customs and manners after forsaking their own.
Khasas

The Khasas remain a subject of interest in the history of Kumaon region.
They seem to have occupied the major portion of Kumaon, where their progress remained unabated for a considerable period.
The Khasas have been variously describecl in the literary texts. The
Vi;cu Pur@a states that the K h a s ~is the daughter of Dakb, wife of KaSyapas7
and mother of Yaksas and R ~ k s a s a s . In
~ ~the Alahdbhiirata Khasas do not occur
in the great list, but they are mentioned in the Kama-Parvan as living in the
Punjab, between the Arattas and Vagtis. Pliny mentions about the Khasas in the
first century and further describes that "after the Attacori we find the nations of
the Phuri and Tachori and in the interiors the Casiri of Indian race who look
towards the Scythians.~'~~
This statement of Plinv, though valuable, is probably misinterpreted due to a, simple reason of the similarities of the terms Casiri
and Khasa. And it is very certain as Powell Price says that "we cannot place
too much reliance on their ( Casiri ) connection with Khasas or the modern
Khasias."*' Herodotus has an interesting account of the "1n:lians who border on
the city of Kaspatyarus. These people dwell northward of all the rest of the
Indians and from them men are sent forth who go to procure g01d.~>~'In the
Mahdbhhrata, the Khasas are mentioned among the northern tribes who brought presents to Yudhisthira and among them was "paipilika or ant gold."
The paipilika gold was known so brcause it was collected by ants ( pipilika ).
36. Ibid.
Kaiyapasyatubhary ya stas7m narnSni me $nu
Aditir ditir danachaivaristacha surasr LIias;l
V i p u Purlina Rook I Adhyiya 15, p. 128.
38. According to M y u PurXl;la, K h a 6 had two sons Yakw and REQasa, 8e\~erally the progmiton
of those beings. See wilson, H. H. l'~
am. \')?nu PurXna, p. 160, n 20.
97.
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This refers significantly to the trade in gold dust with the miners of Tibet by
the Khasas who probably were the chief carriers or distributors and who appear
to have occupied the borderland of Kumaon.

Who were the Khasas ? The question is quite obvious. The subject has
received attention of historians, ethnologists and anthropologists. Therefore,
there are many divergent views regarding their origin, later history and areas of
occupation. The consensus of opinions is that they were Aryans in customs and
religion. Atkinson believes that the "Khasas were a very powerful race like the
Nagas who came at a very early period from that 'officina gentiumy central
Asia and hava left their name in Kashmir and recognizable colonies at the
present day in the hills from Kashmir to Nepal ancl ill various parts of the
plains and that the Khasiyas of Kumaon are of the same race.f14j I t appears
very convincing that the Khasas were a branch of the Aryan stock who in the
later course occupied Kumaon and some other hilly regions of Northern India
gradually. As already stated, though they were related to the Aryans, their
continuous habitation in the hilly regions, where due to unsuitable climatic
conditions the strict observance of the ceremonial usages was not possible, they
came down to the degraded position. Atkinson very aptly refi~testhe view of
some writers that the Kumaon Khasas are people of mixed Tibetan and Indian
race. H e further states that it can be accepted if the Khasas of Nepal were less
exposed to Aryan influence or may have been motlilied by admixture with
Tibetan tribes. It cannot, however, be said a110111tlie Kumaorl Khasas. They
''in physiognomy and form are as purely an Aryan race as any in the plains of
northern India."43
T h e remnants of this tribe are rcmarkably scen among the Khasas of
JaunsBr-BZwar area. Speaking about them Majumrlar points out that "the
Khasas are either Rajputs or Brahmins.. ....rllthough thc Khasas are tribal
people in India, they belong either to the Proto-Australoid or to the Mongoloid
racial stock. T h e Khasas, even if they have heell diluted in blood by mixture
with the Mongoloids of the upper Himalaya or with the Doms of the lower
region, belong to the Mediterranean stock, and some among them 1,cpresent
the true Mediterranean features.yy44
The Khasas were probably a branch OF rile ilryan stock. They migrated
to the hilly regions of India abanrlonirlg graclually most or their old practices
and adopting the local customs. And they probably lost their superiority
.
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in the later ages due to miscegenation and intermixture with the aboriginals."'
At any rate, this characteristic feature is applicable to Kurnaon Khasas.
Another consideration of prime importance is held about their ancestral
or original home before their migration to the hilly regions of India. It has
already been proved that the Khasas had a strong Aryan affinity. It may
not, therefore, be erroneous to presume that the Khasas branched off from their
ancestral home, which was probably in some part of central Asia, and took a
different route for India. Atkinson in his excellent research propounded that
"Kgshk~raoccurs amongst the countries to which the ancient Khasa race has
given a name."46 This name is known for the states in the upper Kunar
valley, which are named as Chitral, Yassan and Mastui afier their principal
towns. H e says further : "they ( Khasas ) belong to a nation which has left its
name in various parts of the Himalaya, and that they are one in origin
with the tribes of the western Hirnalaya .........This nation in course of
time and chiefly from political causes and the iritrusion of other tribes
was broken up into a number of separate peoples, some of whom had become
Muhammadans, some Buddhists and others again-as in these hills where the
facility of communication with the plains and the existence of the sacred
shrines in their midst rendered the people peculiarly open to Brahmanical
influence-became Hindus in religion, customs and speech.""
At the time of their movement, the Khasas seem to have scattered widely.
Almost all the hilly regions of northern India, such as Kumaon, Kashmir,
Kangra and Kulu were probably occupied by them in the first instance. It
seems that they reached Nepal and even penetrated Tibet.
One cannot point out the surviving remnants of the pure Khasa culture
in any part of India. Nevertheless, the area of JaunsZr-Bzwar, to which
we have already made a reference, manifestly represents this culture. Some of
the inhabitants of this place are still known as Khasas. Their physical features
and build-up even now suggest that they had affinity with the Aryans.
Regarding some tombs of large size found at DwHrahHt and B~geSwar
scholars like Rahul Sankrityayan and others thought that they belonged to the
Khasas. But some earlier writers like Atkinson identified them as the Mughal
45.
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tombs. NeverthelesS Rahul Sankrityayan in support of his theory stated that a
few similar tombs at Lippa in Tibet were examined by him and hc found that
there were a few earthen utensils inside the tombs just to keep wine and food
for the dead body. H e further contented that this very nature of the tombs
shows that they were not in accordance with the Islamic practice, and hence
they can be ascribed to the K h a ~ a s . ~Cunningham,
~
however, propounded a
different theory by stating that tliese are taken to be "the monuments of the
allcient I<u~indasor Kuriets, before they wcce driven from L)wZrah%t to
~ ~ ~ h j ~ ~ f h . ~ ~ V r n r nafter
e d iita he
t e changed
ly
his views and stated that they
were possibly of "the Khasas and llot of the KUII~LS.YY~'
These views are valuablz. But nothing definite can be stated unless the
tombs of Dwnrahat and Biigeiwar are exposed [or thol-ough examination.51
Kunets--the present inhabitants of Sirnla, Kal~gra,Kulu and other places
are identified by some scholars with the lihasas. But the statement of Hodgson
seems to be correct that. ...the Kunets are ccclearlyof mixed breed, aboriginal
Tartars by the mothersy side, but Aryans by the father."52 It shows that the
Kunets like the Khasas were also another occupants of' these hilly regions
before the great Aryan migration took place to these areas.
The period of Khasas in India and particularly in the Kumaon regioncannot be in any way rccorded with precision. \Vllatever has been written about
them is based more on cor?jectures wol.kecl out after stray references of Greek
writers and on the testimonies of Puriinic literature. One notable feature,
however, is quite significant that the Khasas as a whole-emerging out of a
powerful tribe-played a very interesting role in the later history of'liumaon.

..

Kumaon during the time of the Buddha and after
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Komaon during the time of Buddha. Powell Price co~ljecturedthat Kumaon
was probably under the kingdom of KoSala, which had extended its sway as far
as Nepal." The above speculation without any solid evidence cannot be taken
to be convincing. Even after the Buddha the history or this region L4 shrouded
in obscurity. During Alexander's invasion, Arian, the historian of that adventure,
tells us nothing about Kumaon and attention is chiefly directed to the Punjab,
Therefore, Powell Price thought it "probable that the fringes of the Himalayas
at this period were occupied by innumerable pctty clans subject apparently to
no one head and possibly many were by now of Tibeto-Chinese origin."64 So
far as the first part of the observation is concerned, it can be taken as correct,
since the complete unification of Kumaon under one rule is a later phase, to
wit, c. 7th century A. D. The second part of his observation can, however,
be brushed aside. It is probable that the region of Kumaon had some trade
relations with Tibet and with some paits of China. Even during the present
century, the Tibetans used to b~irlghand-made articles with them and barter
in lndia for salt and other necessary commodities. Excepting this, we cannot
trace any other affinity in between Kumaon and 'Tibet or China.

The Nandas
It has been suggested that the Nandas, who ruled in Magadha before the
Mauryas, came from a tribe of Nandas who lived near the Riimgailg~between
the Ganges and the Kosi rivers in Kumaon. This can be taken as an interesting
speculation, I~utspeculation only. The corroborative evidalce is lacking. Therefore, no reliance call bc put on it. ilpart flom it, the geographical conditions might have kept Kumaon isolated from the rest of the country.

The Mauryan Period
During the period of Chandragupta h4aurya also Kunlaorl seems to have
remained isolated. And it is fairly certain that ASoka did not include it in his
empire. The Rock Edicts at KBlsi in Dehra Dun District suggests that it was
h e ~ epossibly the limit of his empire. In one of t h e lines the description of the
border people might be taken as a reference to the people of Rumaon as well.
Though there is no specific mention about the region of Kumaon, an assumption Inay be forwarded that the inhabitants of Kuinaon were probably treated
by ASoka as one among the several border peoples mentioned in the
in~cription.~V
appears
t
that these border people were independent, excepting that .they
had to pay a nominal tribute to the Mauryan Emperor.
- -- -- p
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After ASoka, however, a great change prevailed in this part of the
country. I t was no more a land of isolation. And the cultural infusion started
with the gradual movement of people from the plains to the hilly regions.
Powell Price rightly remarks that "the belt of ruined cities and monasteries of a
Buddhist civilization which lie all along the foothills from the Gandak to the
Dun and beyond seem to point to a great change after the time of A S o k a . ~ ~ ~
T h e forests of Tarai seem to have changed since then. They were not probably
marshy, thick and infested with wild beasts then. And if they are thoroughly
combed, they may substantiate the speculation of'tl~eabove aulhor.
We do not have any evidence to show that the Indo-Greeks ever reached
has propounded a view that the ancient remains of
K u r n a ~ n . ~Sankrityapn
~
Joshimath and Pa~dukeSwar in Garhwal display an influence of Greek art.68
The view seems to be unwarranted totally and, therefore, it can be refuted
without any further consideration. Incidentally, we may refer to some other
powers emerging out of oblivion and setting a firm footing on the Indian
as
soil. They were the Sakas, Pahlavas and later on the K u ~ ~ n also.
None of
them has initially anything to contribute to thc land of Kumaon.

Our attention is drawn by the Kuninclas, who along with other tribal
dynasties of India filled the stage of political panorama ill about the 2nd
century B. C. Their history, though unrccorded, is supplcmcnted by the
discovery of coins in many parts of India. Whatever might havc been thcir
role in the history of India, it is fairly certain that at least they hat1 a powerful
dominatiorl in the hilly regions of north India for a reasonably sufficieilt time.
----P.
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"that Menander ruled at least as far as the R Z V ~in the east ; there I S evitlcnce t l ~ a lhe made
raids even beyond the RBvi a n d the Seas in10 the Jamunli vallcy nntl .let1 an army in
league with others to PZ!alipulra."
But the aulhor himsell dis~nisses the vic~v by slating
illat there is nothing to prove such a conquest or these areas. Again the au~lior quotes horn
the western classical sources about ~ e n a n d e r ' s conqurst in Intlia, \\lliclr advotare that he
probably advanced beyond the Hypanes ( Ileas ) as lar as ihc river Innaus or Isa~nos ( usually
identified either wiih l h e Jamuna o r the Son). l'lris !samos has Iwen identified I,y Raychaudhri
with Trisamr. and by Sircar with I4urnal1, a river oC rlie PBnc.hala country o f ~ c n iden~il~ed
with the K ~ l i n a d iof Kumaon, Rohilkhand and Kanauj region. See, Narain, A . K., T11c IndoGrrrkr, pp, 81-82.
58. Sankrityan, Rahul, ap. rif., p. 6 2 .
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There are references to them in the P u n ~ y and
~ @Var%hahamihiram( 587 A. D. )
places them somewhere in the Himalayan region.
The Kunindas were the aboriginal tribe of the hilly regions of north
India. Cunningham connects them with the present day Kunets of KHngrH and
the Trans-Sutlej area adding further that they are "the original inhabitants of
the whole of lower slopes of the Himalayas from the banks of the Indus to the
And then he goes on to associate them with the Khasas.
Brahmap~tra.~)~'
The identification of Kunindas with the Kunets, though appearing p m
bable, is not without objections. The Kunet population in Kangrg and CisSutlej area may be considerable. But nothing can be said about the Kumaon
region. Though Cunningham states that the census retnrns include all the
lands in the Dun valleys with the Kunet population, the present position,
however, indicates that the mzjority of inhabitants comprises the Khasia and
some other inferior castes. Long ago, due to paucity of suflicicnt resources,
Cunningham assigned them to the two sides of the Sutleje3 Nevertheless, the
recent numismatic discoveries have extended the territory as far as to the
border of Tibet, thus assigning to them the present Garliwal and Kumaon as
well.63 We do not know anything about the present day descendants of
Kunindas in the Kumaon region. Hence the contention of Cunningham
about their identification with the Kunets of Kgngrz cannot also be taken to
he very convincing.
011
the statement of Ptolemy that the Kunindas were the clwcllers of the
upper valley of the Ganges, we can surmise that they were the aboriginals in
the Himalayan regiotl, who later on in the course of their history migrated to
various hilly regions of north India.
Cunningham's remark about their being an aboriginal non-Aryans seems
to be correct. The Kunindas were probably valorous, but without the least
political ambitions in the beginning stage. I n such state of affairs they might
have lead a nomadic life. They seemed to have gained experience gradually
in the company of more civilized people-the Khasas. They progressed and
even outbeat the Khasas in their advancement. We do not know when the
actual uprising of these people started. But on the basis of their coin-finds it
may be said that they had established themselves politically by tlle beginning
-.--

--

6 9 . Sircar, D. C . , nB.cil., p, 2 4 ,
6 0 . &hat-Sahhila, 16-30

6 1 . Cunningham, A., a.! tit., p. 126.
6 2 . Cunningham, A., Coins of Aitcitnl India, p. 71.

63. Nauriyal, K . P.,op. sit., p. 380.
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of 3rd-2nd century B. C . Powell Price stated that during the times of ASoka,
Nepal or Kumaon may have been part of the Kingdom of the Kupindas?'
His view is sound since it can be well assumed on circumstan~ialevidence that
they had a sway over some parts of Kumaon, Dehra Dun and the Panjab even
during the Mauryan times.
After the dowllfall of the Mauryas, the emergence of tribal dynasties in
the Indian political arena took place with full vigour. Their successors, the
Suilgas, were *lot powerlhl enough to maintain the empire as before. Therefore in about the 2nd century R. C. many well known tribal dyllasties had
established themselves as rulers. The Kuvindas, whose associalioil with Kumaon is very well corroboratcd by the nulnismatic evidence, were one of them.
The provenance of their coins is wide. For this, it can be surmised that
they occupied parts of Garhwal, Kumaon, Kulu, Kangra and other adjoining
regions. They issued coins from these different regions and yet had some sort
of homogeneity in the coin-legends and other symbols. Sliglit variations were
followed, but tliat may be accounted due to some features of local importance
creeping in.
We do not have a series of coins of this dynasty referring to all the rulers,
save one, to wit, Amoghabh~ti,whose coins have been discovered plentifully.
His date has been fixed by Cunningham to about 150 B. C. since tlie coins
were fol~nd along with about thirty coins of the Greck king Apolloclotu~in a
field near Jw2lumukhi." From Kumaon, the instancc of three silver coins
bearing tlie names Sivadatta, Sivap~litaalld Haradidta is also very interesting.
Known as the Almora coins,"Gthey arc attributed to thc Kupi11las. Palaeographically the coins have been assigned to cir. 2nd cent B. C.
These four kings of the ICupilida dynasty tell us sometliing significanL as
almost all of'tlicm are associaled wit11 some chief episodes of Indian history. Sircar propounils a view that the king Amoghnbhfiti is consiLlered to have carved
out a kingdom on tlie ruins of the Indo-Greek cmpil-e about the c111 of the
first century B.
This view bears somc weight. Tlie discovery of
~iiggcsts tliat the
coins of Amoghabhuti along with the coins of ilp~>olodo~us
aforesaid ruler of the I<ul;inda dynasty ruled irnrncdiatcly after the Greek killg
App010.lotus. Narain states that, "it is only after his clcntli thnt thc last pliase
--

-

--

- -

--

--

-

G4. Price, Powell, J. C . , A Hi~logvof Indig, p. 45
G B . Cunningham, A., op. ci!., p. 134.
6 6 . See Nautiyal, K . P., loc, cit., for detailled sludy.
6 7 . Sircar D. C., T h t Age of Itnfierial Unity, p. 1 G 1 . f n. 1.
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of Indo-Greek history begins.'yh This indicates that after the death of
Appolodotus his successor might not have k e n able to keep up thc standard
of his power aloft. And thus having a fine opportunity before, thc Kuninda
king Amoghabhiiti might have probably struck a blow and carved out *h
independent principality.
Apart from this king, the three belonging to the Almora I~ranchof thc
Kuninda dynasty seemed to have been comparatively powerful. Sircar advocates
that the Kusgna king Kaniska I appears to have subjugated them in the first century A. D.""ut
the date which Sircar postulates for this episode is not ki conformity with the numismatic evidence. The coins of these kings on palaeographical indication have been assigned to cir. the 2nfl.cent. B.C. Therefore, the copten
tion of the above scholar does not seem to he sound. Nevertheless, it is probable that the Kupqas were responsible at some stage in driving the Kunindas
out from the foothills. Tlie Kunindas, who were the mountain-dwellers, rnoved
forward towards the plains probably aker the c~ownfa11of the Indo-Grecks.
I t seems, therefore, that Kaniska I had nothing to do with tlie Kuqindas,
though he might have subjugated the other tribal dynaslies like the Audumbaras, Vemikis and a few other families of north India. I t is quite likely that
during the early period of their conquest, the Kusiinas did not pay. any
attention towards the Kuvindas. And the result of this was that they remained
undisturbed for a fairly long time after their settlement in the plains as also in the
foothills. But as stated above, the Kus~nas were responsible at some stage
for the defeat of the Kunindas. This probably took place in the 2nd. century
A. D. This view has some corroborative evidence. Though its final establishment awaits more confirmative discoveries, it will not be out of place to assume
so on the basis of a recent chance-discovery of three Kugna gold coins70
belonging to the later KusZna ruler Vasucleva I1 from the ruined mound of
KZshipur in Nainital District. This plnce is of great antiquarian interest and
is considered to be a one time capital of the Kunmda dynasty. Thus, as far
as Ku~naonis concerned, it seems that on the KusZna invasion the K u ~ n d a s
retreated to the inaccessible areas of tlic Ilills, \vheref~ornthey could probably
never think of any fresh adventure, though i t is believed that they assisted the
Yaudhcyas in regaining the lost power 'dtcs a fiw ccn~nrics.
The Kunindas, though rising from a minor hill t~ ibc, cnjoyccl considerable
dominance over a large area by sheer dint of eifort. As briefly referred to
6 8 . Narain, A. K . , op. cif., p. 127,
69, S!rrar,D.C.,ap.cit.,p. 161.
70. Naljtiyal, K . P., 'Three K u s h Z ~ Gold Coins Tmm ~ ~ h i ~ u 3.
r ' N,
, S. I., 1'01. XXLV
pp. 181-182.
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earlier, the Kunindas were assigned to a limited territory few years before,
But in the light of fresh discoveries the picture has completely changed
W
Because of a large scale discovery of coins in the region of Sugh
in Kangra, Cunningham identified it with the Srughana of Hieun-Tsang.
He further speculated that this region was once under the Kuvindas. If it
is taken to be the kingdom of Srughana of Hieun-Tsang, it is essential to describe
the territory as done by him. He says that it "was 6000 li, or 1000 miles in
circuit. O n the east it extended to the Ganges and on the north to a range of lofty
mountains, while the Jumna flowed through the midst of it."7J O n the basis of
this data Cunningham draws a territorial line for the Srughana kingdom that
it probably included the "hill states of Sirmor and Garhwal lying between the
Giri river and the Ganges, with portions of the district of Alnbala and Sallarar?pur in the plain~."~"Ve
cannot comment a t present on the above hypothesis
since further exploration is very essential in the aforesaid area to prove it. Accepting it tentatively, we can utilise it in a different manner. The likely centres of
Kuninda power in Kumaon, such as G o v i s ~ ~ora modern Ksshipur, Dhikuli
or R ~ m a n a g a rin the Nainital District and Joshima~hand B~rhiif in Gnrhwal
District7' were quite contiguous to this Srughana kingdom. It appears, therefore, that the above centers were under different individual branches of the
Kuginda dynasty. They were probably supervised by a central power working as a supreme authority either at Srughana or at some other place. And
thus, it appears to have made a sort of unitary form of administration. However, substantial evidence is required to establish this view finally.
The Kunindas probably subdued in the foothills occupied some part
of the hills. Nevertheless, the history of this perio.1 especially pertaining to
the Kumaon region is totally wrapped up in oblivion. As n o t d car lier, the
KusGas probably ext~nguished the Kuvinads from the Kasliipur region
But though the Kugnas advanced as far as Kashipur, they do not
seem to have occupied it for, one does not find any trace of their
influence on the monuments and sculptures available there. It therefore
appears that they had only appointed a native person as govcr~lor to look
after the affairs of Kashipur
7 1 . Cunningham, A., Ancirnf Cengrophy of lradia, p. 398.
7 2 . Ibid.
73. The coins pertaining to them are reported to have been discovered thruugho~~t
lllese region#.

For detailed study see, Nautiyal, K . P., op. cit.,pp. 375-06.
74. Out of the three gold coins round on the rnound at KLshipur, one bears tka lunie adliuja
( or Sadhuia ) along with the usual legend.

who might havo ruled over this area.

This was probaldy thc name of the governor,
See Nautiyal, R. l'., 4). fit., p. 381.
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Yaudheyas

By the end of the second and the beginning of the third century A. D.,
the tide seems to have turncd. The Yaudheyas, who together with the other
tribal dynasties of India were subjugated by the Kugiiw invasion, rose up
once again with full vigour and gave a severe Mow to the rivals. And this
resulted in their gaining not only the lost territory, but attaining some more
which was not their own. The Yaudheyas seemed to have also conquered
the region of Kumaon during the course of their victory. This view has a
corroborative evidence of coins. Several coin-hoards are reported to have been
discovered in Kun~aon,particularly from places like Dehra Dun and Garhwal.
These coins are assigned to a later period, to wit, about third century A. D.
Along with these discoveries, no coins belonging to the ICu~inda dynasly are
available from the region. It, therefore, appears that the territory, which was
enjoyed by the KusZnas till then, was acquired by the Yaudheyas. And at
least the foothills, particularly the Kishipur of Kumaon region, came under
the yaudheyas.
It has been suggested by Altekar that in crushing the Kupna power
the Yaudheyas were assisted by the Kunindas. I n support of his theory he
cites example of the M a h ~ r ~ jand
a Chhatreivara type as "having close
resemblance in type, size and fabric to the contemporary Yaudheyas with
Kgrttikeya on the obverse."76 The view seems to be quite sound, but the
argument of coin resembIance cannot be easily accepted. The probable likelihood is that the Kunindas, who were now confined only to a comparatively
limited area, had not the capacity to take up arms against the Kukpas with
full strength. And, therefore, t h e hssistance to the Yaudheyas could have
been probably quite nominal in nature. However, it cannot be said definitely
that thc abovc referred coin-types were issued after this episode. It is just
possible that thc resemblance is due to the closer contiguity of the two kings
doms. 'I'he very fact of their joint venture against the I i u p ~ ~ asuggests
that both the powers at one tirne maintained closer and harmonious relations
wilh each other. This may be the reason behind striking similar types of coins.
Another contention of Altekar that the formation of a federation of the
three powers, to wit, the Yaudheyas, the Kunindas, and the ArjunZiyans
took place to meet effectivzly a foreign menace, may howevw, be
accepted. But as has been stated before, the Kunindas had no capacity
to rise up with strength equal to that of the Yaudheyas. It appears, therefbre,
-- - - - ---. .

--

76. Altckar, A. S., .'The Yaudheyas as the Political Successors or the Kurh~qar in Nor~h~ndia,"
3. U. P. N,S.,\'ol. XVt, p. 5 5 .
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that they joirled the Yaudheyas due to their age old ties of friendship without
any corlsideration for forming a federation.
Ajsr the Taudheyas
We do not have any systematic record of our history even after the
Yaudheyas. Nevertheless, Firishta throws a sidelight, which instead of giving
us a clue, baffles us greatly. Describing the kingdom of Delhi, he says that
after leaving an infant son, Jaya Chand, the ruler af Delhi died. The young
prince ascended the throne but was deposed by his uncle with the help of his
nobles. After having ruled for four ycars "Phoor, a R 2 j ~
of Kumaon collecting
a considerable force, attacked Dehloo, took him prisoner and sent him into
confinement in the fort of Rohtas, hinlself usurping the empire. R ~ J ZPhoor
pushed on his conquests through Rung, as far as the ocean, and having collected
a great army, refused to pay tribute to the kings of Persia. The Brahmanical
and other liistosians are agreed that 1"hoor marched his army to the fronticr of
India in order to oppose the progress of Alexander, on which occasion PJhoor
lost his life in battle, after having reigned seventy-three years."76 Commenting
on the above statement, Atkillson says that "the Greeks found Prous
between the Hydaspes and the Akesines and the nephew of Porus in the
next duab. We may accept the suggestion that they were both
Pauravas or descendants of Puru, for Plutarch makes Gegasius the
progenitor of Phoor, and he inay be identified with YayZti. We have
another Porus, however,...,..
...who sent an embassy to Augustus in B. C.
22-20, and this date would agree better with the time given in the local legend
of R~jaPyhoor..................who may havc been an Indo-scythian or Parthian,
and here 11c is connected with Kumilorl, of which he may have been a
suzerain."77

......

After consitlering the i~lformationsupplictl by Firishata and thc colnrnent
of Atltinson, it is really difficult to acccpt the very basis of this account.
Fisislltii, who had visited India in about tlle 17th century, hacl based liis study
on second hand i~ifol.rnatio~i.And Briggs has rightly re~narkeilin his preface
itselfthat he ( Firishta ) carried "a rapid ailtl imperfect account of Hindu
History previously to the h~Eoharncdau invasion."'"
Several discrcpa~lcies
have made the entire issue quite contrary to fazts. Thc throne of Delhi and
the ruler Jaya Chand c10 llot coiilcicle at all with any krlolvn fact of the
ancient history of India. rFlle famous Jaya Chand of the mediaeval period of
76. Kriggs, John, I!i>lory of 1/18 Alohtmuden Pou'er
7 7 . Atkinson, I.. T., op. c i f . , p. 451.
78. rriggs, John, oh. tir,, p. tX.

ill

I n d i a , \?ol. I, 1). I.XXlI-1908.
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Indian history colncs about in thc 10th-l lth ccnturics. Thcn the identification
of Porus of Indian history with R3jZ P'lioor of Firishtz is unwarranted.
None of the Greek classical writers mentions that Porus liad anything to do
with Kumaon. Atkinson's identification of anotbcr Porus of' B. C. 22-20 also
cannot be accepted.
After some othcr discussion, FirishtH says that P'hoor was succeeded by
SansHr Chand, whose empire was finally usurped by Jooria-thc nephew of
pjhoor. Almost all these names are new to Kumaon Ilistory. Hetice we cannot
say to which dynasty these rulers belong;:!.
It appeals very probable that this
episode in Firishta's account was erroneously takcn ~5 of early pcliori. A very
plausible likelihood appears to be that the incident is rclatcd to some event
of the Chand rulers of Kuniaon, whose history is a subject of later discussion.
The reason fbr such a llypothesis may be that RZjd Phooi- of FirishtZ w a
succeeded by his so11 Sausiir Chand and we gel this name ( SnnGr Clland )
in the list of Chand rulers also.79 Hence an assumptio~i may be built up
that probably R s j P'hoor
~
of Firishta was Purva Chand or tlie Chand dynasty.
This king corncs ttiird in order of succession from Soma Chand, the first Chand
ruler of Kumaon. Then after an interval filled in by Indra Chand, Sa-r
Chand occupied the throne. I t is difficult to identify Joona with any of the
Chand rulers, The mistake committed by Firishtii in wrongly producing the
episode of history was quite obvious. I t appears that the incident belonged to
about Uth century A. D., while Firishtz wrote his account in c. 1612 A.
Hence it would have been difficult to w ~ i t ecorrectly about an incident which
had already happencci about live hundred years ago and which was probably
handed over to him in a most unauthenticatecl form.

Samudragupta and the Kuntaorl ~ c g i o n
After thc episode of king P'hoor, a reference which can be taken as of
some liistoiicdl importance is the reference in tlie Allal-iabatl P i l l ~ rinscription
of Samuclragupta The mention of Kartripura, along with the list of those
lias been talten by scllolars to stand for
places subjugated by San~udra~upta,
K u m a o ~ ~The
. ~ ~Kartripura, it appcaxs, comprised tlie modern valley of Baij11~1thin Almora District, which was once known as the K2rttikeyapura. There
7 5 . See Sankrityayan, Rahul, Pt. 11, p. 76. PhoneticallyTalso the words POrna and ~ ' h o o rshow a
remarkable similarity.

80. Briggs, Jolir,,

bp,

dl., p. X1

01. Long ago, Fleet had identitled i t wit11 the modern Kart'srpur in Jullundar. hlany later

historians rollowed his contention. Fur the consensus of opinions is that i t was meant for the
Katyar valley ~['Kumaon. ].'or example Oldham in J . R . A . S., 1898, p. 90 ; Nando La1
Dev and \'. A. S m i ~ hin the same journal accept this ide~ltil~cation.
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is nothing to advocate as to who was the ruling prince of this place during
this time. However, it can be surmised that the Kuqindas had attained
stronghold in Kiirttikeyapurn after their discomfiture from the foothills. This
Kartripura was probably a state like Nepal. The very geographical position
of modern Baijniith suggests that it was herc that the Kunindas were the
chief occupants. The suggestion of Powell Price can be taken as correct
when he says that "among the names of frontier peoples or kingdoms in that
inscription is to be found the name Kartripura. This name occurs exactly
in order where the name Kur~inJamight be expected. Of course, an inscription it1 verse cannot always give the geographical position accurately as
considerations of metre Inay not always allow. Yet this name fits in quite
nat~rally."~' This statement of the above author deduces the fact that the
Kuqindas were probably mentioned in Samudsagupta's inscription not by name
like the other tribal dynasties, but by the name of their capital-Kartripura
or the later Kzrttikeyapura.

A Second Reference by Firishtd
Apart fiom the earlier reference, there is another in Firishtsys account
about the region of Kumaon. Describing the exploits of one Ram Deo
R&t5ttior,B8 he tells us that he ( Ram Deo Rathor ) was opposed in his conquests
by the R i i j ~of "Kumaon ( who inherited his country and crown from a long
line of ancestors that had ruled upwards of 2000 years ) : a sanguinary battle
took place, which lasted during the whole of one day, from sunrise to sunset,
wherein many thousands were slain on both sides; till at length the RzjZ of
Kumaon was defeated with the loss of' all his elephants and treasures, and fled
to the hills."s4 The R ~ j aof Kumaon was compelled to give him his daughter.
Atkinson does not infer anything from it since it is agzi11 a vague
reference in FirishtZ's accourlt. \V110 were these two liistorical personalities is
not known to us. As noted earlier, the date fixed by Atkinson, as 440
and 470 A. D., cannot also be accepted. Wlioever tliis RZm Deo
had been, the R ~ t h o s Iiistory itsclf indicates that the dynasty lrad
emerged lately in the Indian political scene.R"Aiter
closely scrutinising
8 2 . Yowell Pricc, 'liunintlns and ~ n t ~ u r i s3.
' , U. P. H. S., \'ol. XVIII, Fts. I and 11, p. 217.
83. Atkinson has quotrtl Iirigys sivirrg tlrc <late of Riim I>co R&tl>oras 4 4 0 ancl 4 7 0 A . l?. I t is,
however, no^ given Ity I'riggs in his book. \Ve cannot say how Atkinson llss committed this
mistake. Sec I:riggs, ,J., 01. c i f . , p. EXXVII.
84. Ibid.
8 5. An inscription or tlre (.:h~lukyaciyrrnsty or k ! a , dated A. 11. 1050, associates a li+!rnkqa ( or
LiBthor ) dynap!y w i t l ~1Canau.i. Another inscription, lound at B d Z u n gives some account of
the K5g\rak~!atlynnsty ruling in Pa?clr?ila country in tlre l l t h and 12th centuries. Sec Canguli, D. C. ' ~ a n a u j 'Thr Slrugglc I'm Emj,irr, Vol. V , p. 5 0 .
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the history of the Rathors ( or Rqtrakiitas ), we do not get any of t k n a m e
similar to RZm Deo Rathor mentioned by FirishtL Though Firisht~ clearly
states that Ram Deo Rathor was the general of one Vasudeo of Kanauj, who
had died leaving his thirty sons behind him quarrelling for the throne, it is very
difficult either to identify Vasudeo with any of the known kings of Kana.uj.
Whatever incident the present reference might relate, it is more than
certain that the episode belonged to about the 11th-12th centuries. In this
case also FirishtZ seems to have made a mistake once again. Hence no more
weight can be given to his statement and neither the incident may be applied
to any period of Kumaon history.

PostCupta Period of Kumaon history
Though the period, under discussion, is shroucIed in obscurity, we have
stray references about some of the kingdoms of Kumaon flourishing during
this age. The picture thus gathered is that the rcgion appears to have beeri
divided amongst a number of petty principalities. ICieun-Tsang, the Chinese
traveller, vistting India in 634 A. D., specifically speaks about the kingdoms
of Kumaon. While proceeding from Th~neSwarto Srughana in Saharanpur
and across the Ganges to Madiiwar in the Bijnor district, he describes Mayijrzi
or Mayapura close to Hardwsr and his journey to PO-Lo-ki-rno-pou-10 or
Brahmapura, which lay 300 li or 50 miles to the north of Mad~war. This
Brahmapura has set the scholars speculating. Cunningham was the first to
place it in the Garhwal-Kumaon region. He says, "the northern bearing
is certainly erroneous, as it would have carried the pilgrim across the Ganges
and back again into Srughana. We must, tfierefore, read north-east, in which
direction lie the districts of Garhwal and Kumaon that o n e formed -the
famous kingdom of the Katyuri dynasty."""e
further argues -that this is
the region intendcd by the pilgrim as is proved by the fact that the region
of Garhwal i. c. Dhanpur and Pokhri yield copper in abundance. Apart
from the description of the inhabitants of this kingdom, the traveller goes on
to speak about another kingdom, which wa5 situated to the north of the
former. This great snowy mountain kingdom is known as the kingdom of
Sou-fa-la-na-kio-ta-10 or Suvarrpgotra, \vhere gold of a superior quality is
produced. From east to west the kingdom has a great extension, but from
north to south it is very narrow. For many centuries the ruler has been a
woman, and thus it is an Amazonian kingdom. This country touches on
the east the country of the Tibetans, on the north the country of Khotan and
on the west is San-po-110 or Sampha.
-

-

--

HG. A.

G. I.,

p

12. S. N. Majumdar ~ ~ s t r 1l 0, 2 4 , p. 407.
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Trying to identify the Brahmapula kingdom, Cunningham further
suggests that il might be the same as Lakhanpura or Vairatapaftam
on the R b g a n g % river, which is considered to have been another capital
of Korhaon. The distance fiom M a d ~ w a rto Lakhanpura or Vairztapattam
is about 50 miles. For this discrepancy Cunningham argues that the place next
visited by Hieun-Tsang was probably Govi~xga,from where Vair~tapattamlies
exactly 50
towards the north. Some other scholars identified the Brahmapura kingdom with the present $rinagara in District Garhwal, while some placed
it in the Bijnor District. Atkinson places it at Bi~hiitin Garhwal because "it was
the seat of an old dynasty and contains ilumerous remains or temples and other
buildings.fls7 Powell Price, however, suggested "the Katyar valley which has
a tradition of many centuries of o c c ~ p a t i o n . " ~Fuhrer
~
on the other hand
identifies the ruins of MandhZl ancl Yanduwalz in Hardw2r as another likely
site for it.sg Thus this has remablecl a vexed question till the present day. In
recent years Goetz has propounded cluite differently. H e has placed the
Brahmapura kingdom in Chamba rather tlian in Kumaon and Garhwal. He
says further, "as the ancicnt name of Brahnior in C h a r n b ~was Brahrnapura,
and as the most interesting monuments there belong to the 7th century, it is
tempting to identify Brahmor with the Brahmapurn of Var~hamihira and
Hieun-T~ang."~~
Let us examine the views propounded by various scholars. Firstly, the
suggestion of Goetz is not without flaws. He himself is not very sure of his
proposition and says at another place that the matter is not so simple because
"Hieun-Tsang does not mention Brahmpura in C h a m b ~at all, though he gives
detailed descriptions of its neighbours, Kulu as well as the J~landhara kingdom
which then covered the Kangra valley." Nevertheless, he puts his argument
forcefully on thc basis that the Brahmapura kingdom was very cxtcnsive, "whereas the identification with a place in Kumaotl permits only of the cxistcncc of a
tiny and obscure principality.,~~~
The very foundation of Goetz's 'theory secms to be weak as the
Chinese traveller specifically places thc Brahmapura kingdom near the Gangetic
valley and never outsi:le it. It can be acceptccl that solnc solt of discrepailc~
might have entercd in the account of thc Clliilcsc pilgrim. But there callnot
-

-

- - - -

--

-

-

8 7 . A~kinson,E. T. @b.,c i r . , p. 4 53.
08. Powell Price, ap, air,, p 220.
80. P u h r e ~ ,A., np. c i l . , p. 46.

90. Goerz, H., T11c I+,'arh It'ondtn 'rernl,Icr
9 1. Ibid.
9 2 . Ibid.

of Chanllir,
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be any scope in altering his suggested geographical direction. AMther
argument obout the vastness of the region of C h a m b ~should also be rejcctcd.
We will see subsequently that Kumaon comprises several archaeological
sites, which might have formed once the territory of the Brahmapura
kingdom.
The reference to Suvarnagotra or "Gold country*) has been taken by
Goetz to be for SZrthol in Tibet. Atkinson placed it to the north of Gar?ai
in the valley of the Gauri ( Gori ) : "There is no doubt that the valley of the
Gori in Juhar in which Milam is situated has at present day a considerable
population and commands a large trade with Tibet."93 Herodotus mentions
the city of Kaspatyrus in the extreme north where "men are sent forth to
procure gold."gC The gold is the legendary 'ant* gold which is mentioned
in the MahZbhZrata, where the Khasias bring 'paipilika' or ant gold to Yudhisthira ( pipilaks nam uddhrita yat pipilike )." This has been again referred to
by Mega~thenes.~~
The kingdoms of the Amazons is meant for the country
where for many centuties the ruler has been a woman. But where was this
Amazonian kingdom ? Atkinson aptly remarks that we must search for it
across the passes in Tibet. He further states that "the Chinese name for the
Amazonian kingdom was Kinchi and M. Julien makes Sampha which, lay
to the west of it the same as MO-Lou-Loor Malasa, which was some 2000 li
or 333 miles to the north of Lo-hou-10, the modern Lahul
This
clearly brings us across the snowy range to the trans-Himalayan valley of the
Sutlej. .. ... The country lying between the Ganges and the Matchou or
Karnali is called Nacra Somtou in the Jesuits map of Tibet. GNari is
celebrated for its mines of gold and is bounded on the north by Kh-n
and
on- the east by Tibet proper.. ...Wilson writes that the Stri-Rzjya is usually
placed in Bhot ...In the Chinese annals we have record which corroborates
the statement of Hieun-Tsang and proves that the Amazonian kingdom lay
in Tibet and was a reality From it we learn that there was a tribe in Eastern
Tibet known as the Nu-wang from the fact of their being ruled by a woman."B7
From the above observation of Atkinson, it is clear that this Suvarnagotra
or the Amazonian kingdom lies in the borderland of India. And therefore,
there cannot be any doubt in placing it in the Tibet or somewhere in the
Bhot country. As has been remarked already, the inhabitants commonly

...............

... ...

-

...

.

Atkinson, l':. T., ap. ril., p. 455.
94. Herodotus, 111, p. 102.
93.

95.

9G.

See, Sabhaparvan, Chapter 5 2 . verse IIL.
hlajurnrlar, R. C., Thr Classical Arrounts of India, 1960, p. 266.

07. Atkinson, E. T., op. (it, p. 4 5 8 .
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known as the BhotiyZs might have carried the trade with the Himalayan
region from a very ancient past. Therefore the contention of Goetz
"that very little gold trade could pass through K u m a ~ n " ~ ~ onote sseem
to be correct.
The proposition of Atkinson about the Brahmapura kingdom is also rmt
acceptable to the present author. Though Barhat has a fair antiquity, it
cannot be placed in any way prior to the 8th cent. 4. D.
Powell Price's contention about the Katyar valley is also not
doubts. This valley, though very significant from the point of Kumaon
history, cannot be taken as a likely site for the Brahmapura kingdom. The
T~leBwarcopper plate grants are interesting in this c o n n e c t i ~ n . ~They
~
seem
to have becn issued fiom Brahmapura. They mention the flame Karttkeyapura, which had probably a geographical contiguity to this Brahlnapura
kingdom. But to suggest that Brahmapura and K~rttikeyapura were both
in the Katynr valley1'"' is totally wrong. The Brahmapura kingdom was
quite extensive and was probably one of the most important kingdoms during
the advent of Hieun-Tsang. Therefore, it is difficult to accept that it was
situated in the Katyar valley of Kumaon. This valley is not so vast as to
have becn ruled by two different kingdoms simultaneously. Hieun-Tsang
does not say a word about KZrttik~yapura. Therefore, it seems that only the
Brahmapura seat of government, which was a very important one attracted
attention of the Chinese traveller. The K~rttikeyapura principality was
probably less significant during these days. The Tiileiwar copper plates refer
to a place called Kirrttikeyapuragr~m,lO' which was surrounded by some
villages under the rule of Brahmapura kingdom. Here it appears, therefore,
that the intention might have been to name the villages of Brahmapura
kingdom in the vicinity of Karttikeyapura. The mention of Kzrttikeyapura
in the TiileSwar C. P. grants simply suggests that the Brahmapura kingdom
had probably eclipsed the Kzrttik~yapura kingdom it1 its power and glory.
It had acquired some villages from the Kirrttikeyapura kingdom also as the
contents of the grant show. However, further data is required for the final
establishment of this view.
The problem now arises as to where this Bralimapura kingdom was
located. T o solve the riddle we have to go back to an earlier discussion. It
is already stated that Cunningham placed it on the R ~ m a g a b griver.
~
.
.

-

-

-

98. Coetz, H.. op. cif., p. 16.

9 0 . Gupte, Y. R., a). d.,
p. 116, L. 20 and p. 1 1 6 , L. 1 .
100. Powell Price, op. cif., p. 2 2 1.
101. Gupte,Y. R., ap. cil.. p. 116, L. 20.

The suggestion of the above scholar is vcry sound taking into consideration
the following factors. This place is known presen~lyas Dhikuli and is about
4 miles north-east of the modern Kgmanagar. A personal survey of the sit&
revealed the existence of extensive ruins which suggest that it was once a
flourishing ancient city.loa An earlier survey had brought to hght "portions
of pillars, Sikharas of temples, bas-relief of lions, bulls and deities of Buddhhtic
designs... lying scattered throughout the Chaurs."los These relics were thomughly examined and many details were found to be correct. Helice, this seems
to have been the Brahmapura seat of government. As remarked, the Brahmapura kingdom was fairly extensive. It probably cornpriscd almost the entire
Tarsi region and extended in the west upto H a r d w ~ r . There are some
ancient ruins in the T a r Z area, known as the Moradhwaj and Chaturbhuj.
They seem to have been included in the Brahmapura ki~lgdom. The ruins
of Mandhal and Piinduwslz near Hardwiir indicate that they were also
probably the chief cities of the Brahmapura kingdom.'"'
These two sites
have yielded sculptures pertaining to various sects. Some of them are qaite
remarka ble.lO"
Therefore, on the basis of the above judgement a fresh but tentative
boundary can be drawn for this kingdom. Having its seat of government at
Brahrnapura or modern Dhikuli, it probably extended in the east to the present
Almora town, touching the boundary of the Kzrttikeyapura kingdom, thus
having modern Riinikhet and some part of the present Nainital in it. In the
west its extension reached as far as Hardwar or the so called Ma@rapura or
Mzyiipura of Hieun-Tsang?06 I n the north it included the tract of Slinagara
in Garhwal District and in the south probably it bordered another kingdom
102. After examining the ruins of the above site the statement of the Chinese traveller, thet the
capital is nmall but the inhabitants arc numerow and prosperour, m y safely be applied to
Dhikuli.
103. Misra, N. N., 'A note on the Dhikuli and Ujhain ~ u i n s ' , J . U. P. H, S., Vol. LX,
July-1836. Pt. 11, pp. 46-48.
104. This PZndufilz is ao much important from the point of antiquarian interest that it h u been
I-B, which means a most important site according to him. SW,
categorisd by Fuhrcr
Fuhrer, A., sp. d.,
p. 46.
106, Apart from the other interesting sculptures, one inscribed image of the Buddha kept in the

Gurukula mumum is very significant. Prom this fact we can tentatively conclude that
the account of Hieun-Tsang about b e religion or this kingdom can be taken ac correct.
However, further material is awaited for the finality of thia view. See, Hari Datta, 'Curukula
hluseum' Hardwar, J . I. A1 ., 1063, Vol. IX, pp. 125-2 7.
106. Cunninghnm h a also assigned a considerably wider territory to this Hrahmapura klngdom.
See Map X, a). E ; / . , p. 376.
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known as Goviqqpa and metltiolied in Hieun-Tsang's account. Thus the kingdom in question had an extensive territory. And therefore, the view that the
region of Kumaon suggests only a tiny and obscure principality and as such
to push it to the Kailgra region is fairly unjustified.
Powell Price conjectured that the rulers of the Brahmapura kingdom were
the Kunindas.'07 The hypothesis goes against the statements of the Taleiwar
C. P. grants. It is stated there that the donor descended from the "Lunar
as well as the Solar race", and belonged to the royal lineage of the
Pauravas. This in a very vague statement from which no conclusion can be
derived.
Taking into consideration the details about the rulers of this Paurava dynasty of Brahmapura, we come to know that the first copper-plate grant was issued
ja
in the 5th regnal year of Paramnbhatt~raka M a h i i r ~ j ~ d l i r ~Dyutivarman.
The legend on the seal attached to this plate indicated that he was the son
of Agnivarman, grandson of Vrisavarman and great-grandson of Visnuvarman.
The second charter was issued in the 28th regnal year of Paramabhattaraka M a h ~ r ~ j ~ d h iVisquvarman
s~ja
I1 son of Dyutivarman and grandson
of Agnivarman.
The genealogies in the charter show that both the lines of rulers were
connected with each other. And thus the whole family may be put in order
of succession in the following manner :Visnuvarman I

I

Excepting a general description in their recorcls, we do not get any
other details about these Pausava rulers of Brahmapura.
Now the question aliscs as to wliat was llle oligill or tllcse Yaulavas,
who claimed to have clcscenclcd horn both the moon and the sun ?
It is a statemerit wtlicll does not leacl us auywherc. l3owcve1, quite
tentatively, their origin might be traced- from the famous Paurava
dynasty of the Purai?as. iVhat was the role of these Pauravas in the
history of Kumaon ; where was their original place ; when did they migrate to
-

---

-

107. Powcll Price, ap. cit., Vol. 1V, p. 10.
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this region of Kumaon arid when did they establish a seat of government at
Rrahmapura ? For this we have no answer to give at the present state of air
knowledge.
Who were the Pauravas of the Purgnas ? Pargiter assumz~l that thc
Pauravas along with other dynasties, such as the Anavas, Yadavas, etc,
were all Aryans?08 Shafer has recently postulatecl that they were not Aryatis.
"The Purtis were fighting the Aryans at Paru~ni and were described in' 'the
Rgveda as 'rrqdhravHcahy of hostile speech, otherwise applied only to Dasyus.
The V ~ y u p u r holds
~ ~ a the Pauravas to be foreigners. In the royal Paurava
line were names such as Dhundhu, Kuru and Jahnu, for which no certain
derivation has been found and others which seem out of line with .the
usual Sanskrit names of
Both the views arc equally strong.
Nevertheless, one can say that the Bralimapura dynasty of Paurava
rulers was perfectly Brahmanical in habits and practice, for, in the opening
line of the first grant the king claims to have wished the welfare of cows and
B r ~ h m a ~ a gs 6 - v r ~( brz ) hmana-hitaisi )."O
In the earlier pages it has been clearly stated that after repelling
the Kus~nas, the Yaudheyas extended their territory and also brought
the foothills of Kumaon under them. . It appears, therefore, that the Govis~na
or Kzshipur remained for sometime under the Yaudheyas, while the Katynr
valley of Kumaon was ruled by the Kunindas. And the region between these
two tribal dynasties was probably occupied by the Brahmapura kingdom.
Thus its north to south extension was comparatively wide than east to west.
We cannot say anything about the early eventuality in the fbrtunes of this
dynasty, but it seems that they occupied the seat of Brahmapura kingdom after
acquiring it either from the Kunindas or from the Yaudheyas. And this might
have taken place only after the times of Samudragupta.lll The latter had coqpletely liquidated both the powers, i.e. the Kunindas and the Yaudheyas. The
Pauravas, might have, easily overwhelmed either of these powers and estabiished
the seat at Brahmapura in about the closing years of 4th century A. D.

The Kingdom of Goui?ii?la
Apart from Brahmapura, there is yet anotlier impostant kingdom of the
Kumaon hills, which is described by IIieun-Tsan~as Kiu-pi-shwang-na. This
has heen identified by M. Julien as GovisZ~~a.On leaving Aladswar, the
108.

Pargilar, F. E., Awicnl Indian Hisfarical rraditian, London, 1 9 2 2 , pp. 110-1 16.

109. Shafer, Robert, op. cif., p. 1 7 .
110. Gupie, Y. R., op. cif., L. 2.
11 1 . The A. P. I. contains no reference to this kingdom or any 01 its ruler in the list of those who
were s u b j u g a t by Samudragupta.
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Chinese pilgrim travelled 40 li or 66 miles to the south-east and arrived in the
kingdom of Kiu-pi-shwang-na. ('The capital was 14 or 15 li, or two and a
half miles in circuit. Its position was strong, being elevated and of difficult
access, and it was surrounded by groves, tanks and fish ponds. There were two
monasteries containing 100 monks and 30 Brahmanical temples. In the
middle of the larger monastery, which was outside the city, there was a stupa
of Abka, 200 feet in height built over the spot where Buddha was said to have
explained the law. There were also two small stupas, only 12 feet high,
containing his hair and nail~."l'~ Four hundred li or 67 miles to the south.
east lay the kingdom of 0-hi-tchi-ta-10 or Ahichhatra. After surveyillg and
sensing the distance assigned by Hieun-Tsang, Cunningham reached the
conclusion that Govipna should be identified with the old fort near the village
of Ujhain, one mile east of modern Kashipur in the Nainital District. The
ancient place had remained deserted for several hundred years before the
occupation of present Kzshipur. The placc, known as K~shipurtoday, was
founded by K~shinathAdlck~rias late as 1718 A. D. The ancient name was
subsequently forgotten, but the tank Drona-SZgara still retains the old name,
probably after D r o n ~ c h ~ r yofa the M a h ~ b h ~ r a t a .
The kingdom of Govigzya saw many phases of settlement in its history. I t
call be surmised that it had its beginning some centuries before the Christian
era. Some trial excavations of the site have also proved its antiquity.l13
I t cannot, however, be ascertained as to who were the inhabitants at this
place before the Kunindas and the Yaudheyas114 Even the Chinese traveller
remains silent about it.

fikhiirnandal Dynasties
Apart from the dynasties at Brahrnapura ancl Govi:ar?a, we also
get two inscriptions from Lakhama~dalin Dehra Dun District, which tell us
about two more dynasties of rulers
A. S. I., Vol. I, p. 2 6 2 .
l 13. The excavation was conduc~edby Rameshwar Dayal, Deputy Collector, Aln~ora, about 20
112. Cunningham,

years ago. UnTortunately the report was nowhere published. But the sculptures kept in a
temple at Kahipur sufficiently prove that they belong to the Gupla tlrnes. kiowever,
nothing dehnire can be said about the exact date of the site. Hut the discovery of N. R. PWare at the mound by the author ( cf. I. A. I(. 6 1-62 ) takcs us much earlier than i l l ~
Gupta times.

Hence a tentative postulatio~~
demands a tl~oroughexcavation of the site.

114. This point has already found a sufficient discussion that KZshTpur was in the occupa~ionof the
Kugindm and the Yaudheyas successively.
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The first belonging to about 5th century A. D. contains a bare list of
rulers. The genealogy in the inscription is given in the following manner :-

5. ChhagaleSad3sa
6. RudrdadHsa
7. Chhagalda ( Ketu )

l. Jayad~sa

2. Name lost
3. Guhda
4. Achala

The editor of the inscription remarks that the blank space in line four
suggests that one more name between Achala and ChhagaleSadHsa also might
have been lost.l16
Excepting a genealogical list, the composer of the verses does not
enumerate at all the achievements of any one of the rulers.
The line opens with a salutation to Nagendratanay3 ( Pgrvati ). Who
were these rulers is a pertinent question and wliich cannot be explained at the
present state of our knowledge. Chhabra has drawn attentionto the peculiarities
of their names. He says that "Cllhagal&a reminds one of the SanakZnika
MahZrZja Clihagalaga whose grandson has left us an inscription dated in the
reign of Chandragupta 11, Gupta year 82 at a cave near Udayagiri in
G~alior.""~ This identif cation is quite interesting, but the author is himself
correct in remarking that there is no intention to offer any comment at this
stage. However, it seems that this dynasty of rulers was probably of some
indigenous people of the Lnkh~mavdalregion where they ruled for sometimes, when finally they were overthonvn by the ruler of Singhapura dynasty.

The dynasty of Singhapura
The work of overthrowing the house of Lakhamavdal might have been
completed by this dynasty in about 6th century A. D. A list of the kings of
the entire family is supplied by a praiasti at L3kh~maqdal.
The prdasti records the dedication of a shrine of Siva by a princess,
Ibvar~,ll' "who belonged to the royal race of Singhapura, for the spiritual
welfare of her deceased husband. The latter, called Srichandragupta, was
the son of a king of JHlandhara."l16
--

-

p

-

116. Chhabra B. Ch., "hkharnan~al Fragmenlry

J . U.p. H . S., Vol. XVII, Pt. I, p. 80.
116. Ibid., p. 84.
1 1 7 . Tasy%tanayX SXddhvT S ~ v i t r d v a r e t inXmnHsita.
118. Buhler, G., op. ail., p. 1 1.
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The following genealogy is available from the inscription :I.
Senavarman

-

I

IV.

Pradiptavarman
l

I
I

VI.

Vriddhivarman

...,

VII. Siiighavarman
l
VIII. Jala ( varman )
I

.

I

IX.

~ajii~iarman

X.

Achalavarman Samaraghanghala

l

XI.

l

Div~karavarman
Mahighai~ghala

I
XII.

l

Kapilavardhhana

I

Bhaskara
( varman )-married-Jaygvali
Ripughatighala

I
I

Iivara-married-Chandragupta
prince of J~landhara
The dynasty belonged to the line of Yadu or the YZdavas of the
lunar race-which hacl ruled over the country "since the beginning of
the Yuga."'lg
From this inscription also we do not gather any historical fact, though
several verses have been devoted to the royal personages. There is
only a statement in the inscription about Jayiivali that "she obtained
This statement permits us to
.the title devi through her virtue^."^'"
.infer that she belonged to a lower social strata. This is further indicated
by the epithet iri to her father, who might have been probably a common
Rzjpat. Then we have the expression Sri Chanclragupta, who was the son of
'J~landhara. This points out that he himself was not a reigning king, "but either
a younger son or possibly an elder son who died during his fathcr's
110. Ibid., L. 1, verse 2.
120. Ibid.

121.

Ibid., p. 11.
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The history of this dynasty is nowhere available any more for a
detailed study. It will be, howevcr, quite interesting if we attribute the
ASvamedha sacrifice at Jagatgriima, Kglsi, to this dynasty of rulers. Prior to
it, T . N. Ramchandran has attributed the site to the Yaudheyas,laJ who were,
according to numismatic evidcnce, the inhabitants of this region. But the
identification cannot be easily accepted, as we do not have any Yaudheya
coin bearing the name S i l a ~ a r m a n ? ~
This
~ king, who petiorrned sacrifice at
Jagatgrgma, has left no antecedants either in his inscription or anywhere else,
but since the name and suffix closely resemble those in the inscription,
the performer of the sacrifice may be very probably taken to be the king of
the same dynasty. Though the present identification may carry an argument
that the LgkhHmavdal inscription belongs to about 6th-7th centuries, attention may be invited to consider the observation of Biihler, who places the
accession of the first ruler ( senavarman of the inscription ) in the beginning
of the 4th century A. D. His arguments are following :l"
( a ) Hieun-Tsang remarks about the government of Singhapura that the
country had no king or rulers, but was in dependence on Kashmir.

( b ) Since our "inscription distinctly asserts that kings of Yadu race ruled
the realm of Shigliapura since the beginning of the yuga and enumerate8
eleven generations by name, its date probably falls before the Kashmirian

onq quest."'"^
c ) Even if we assume that Singhapura again became independent at
the time of I-Iieun-Tsangys visit, its contents would clash with Hieun-Tsang's
statement. If we take the date before that of Hieun-Tsang, that will perfectly
suit the assertion of the inscription that the Y~davasruled Siilghapura since
the beginning of the Yuga. In such case the eleven princes ruling in
a direct succession would have taken at least 275 years. And that
will very conveniently place Senavarman to the beginning of the 4th
century A. D.
The inscription at Jagatgr~mhas been dated on palaeographical conside122. Ranchandran,

.r. N., 'Ajvamedha

sire near ~ ~ l s i3.
, ' 0. R. Af., Vol. XXI, PIS. I-IV, p. 24-

12 3. Siddham-om yuges'varas@vamedha yugaiailamahTpate i~!akH varpagaqyasya n ! ~ a t e i i ~ ~ ~ ~
nab. See I. A. R., 1 9 6 3 - 6 4 , p . 11.
( The region under Silavarman was known as y ~ g a r ' ~ i lwhich
~,
probably signihcd the
rnoun~ainousregion ).

124. Huhler, G.,
126. Ibid.

6

bp.

tit., p. 12,
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r a t i o ~ ~tos about 4th century A. D. This brings out a very convincing hypothesis
that $ilavarman of the Advamedlla sacrifice might have been the firn ruler
Senavarman of the Singhapura dynasty, who was probably miwpelled by
the scribe of the prahasti as 'sena' rather than 'iila'.

History of Kumaon during Har;a9s Reign
We have no sufficient records to make out any definite picture of the
region of Kumaon during the times of Harsa ( 606-647 ). R. S. Tripathi
postulated that the kingdoms "about the governments of which HieunTsang maintains silence were probably included within Kanauj."li6
Thq statement seems to be correct at least in the case of Kumaon. The
Kumaon region which was being ruled by several dynasties seemed to have lost
its united strength. And at this occasion Har?a probably succeeded in
acquiring the kingdoms of Govisapa, Brahmapura and Matipura and put them
under his nominal suzerainty.
Yet another proposition is forwarded by Rahul Sankrityayan about
the rest of the Kumaon region. H e postulated that the Tibetan king SrongTsang-Gampo ( 629-647 A. D. ), who had attained invincible power, extended
his empire far and wide upto China and Nepal. Besides, he is said to have
overwhelmed almost all the rulers of the entire Himalayan region?27?,he above
observation seems to be correct taking into consideration the conditions of
Kumaon. Here we have the relics of the Tibetan Buddhism, which can
be assigned to the above period. I t is evidently a well known fact that
the Tibetan king became a clevout Buddhist after having becn baptised by
his wife.lJs It is, therefore, believed that he propagated this religion with
a very sincere zeal. And since the region of Kumaon, particularly
Garhwal, was probably under his suzerainty, it is quite obvious that he
introduced some changes in the religious set-up of the place. I t appears that
the first prey of this Buddhistic expansionism was the sacred shrinc of' Badarinstli.
It is only during this religious cataclysm that several icons belonging to
the Hindu pantheon were destroyed. The Badarin~th image has recently
become controversial, h r it is attributed by some to be of the Buddha.
126. 'Tripathi, R. S., History of Kanauj, 1 0 3 7 , p. 1 16.
1 2 7 . Sankrityayan, Rahul, op. sit., p. 60.
128. On the basis of the Tibetan chronicle, authors like I ~ v i and others have concluded that
after having conquered Nepal, the Tibetan king married the daughter of king A?iiu\~arrnanof
Nepal, who rook with her a contingent of nuddhist preachers and artists who helped to build
tip a new culture for that country. See, Hegmi, D. R., ap. sit., p. 126.
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This fnds place elsewhere elaborately. Nevertheless, it can still be stressed
that the relations between the Tholing muth ( Tibet ) and the Badaridth
shrine had probably originated during this period. And tl-.is could have beer1
possible only if both the places i. e. Badaringth and Tholing mutli had something to do in common either with Hinduism or Buddhism.
The Tibetan supremacy over Kumaon remained for some time.
Though it can be said that there could not have been a total subjugation
of Kumaon dynasty, some allegiance was probably lent to the Tibetan
monarch by the kings of this region.
In the closing years of about 7th. cent.ury A. D., the Tibetan power
started waning and the rulers of the Himalayan region were probably ablc to
orerthrow the Tibetan hold. This power-survival in the beginning of the next
century resulted in the formation of many indepelldent principalities in
these Himalayan hills.

The Historical Dynasties of Kumaon
The historical material that helps us in building up the history of
Kumaon is available only after the close of 7th century A. D. As stated above,
this period marks the downfall of the Tibetan supremacy and the rise of several
petty chiefs in the whole region.

The Xirtflis
They seem to have been the earliest rulers of Kumaon to have
established their power firmly on its ( Kumaon ) soil. It was the first
historical dynasty that had left some records of its achievements. But the
extant material pertaining to their history supplies barely a genealogical
list. Some of the copper plate grants, referred to earlier, simply describe
the good deeds performed by the rulers oC this dynasty. And, therefore, there
is not much scope for constructing their con~lected political account. Before
taking up their history, let us take a survey of some other ruli~lghouses contemporary to the Katyiiris. The houses of prominence in the region during the
7th-8th centuries were the following :l. The kingdom of Bhillang in the western part of Garhwal, and
2. The house of Chandpurgarh in the eastern part of Garhwal.
Besides, there were the kingdoms of Govis;i~a, Brahmapura and KHrttikEyapura, all in the present Almora and Nainital Districts. They had probably
become inactive after coming under the suzerainty of Harsa. Hence the
former three, whose records are available, should be taken for consideration.
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The Kingdoms of Bhillang and Chii~zdpurgarh'~"
Several writers like Atkinson, Gairola, Powell Price, Raturi, Pati Ram
and Sankrityayan have touched upon the history of these kingdoms.
Scholars have identified the Bhillang kingdom with the present BHrhHt
in Tehri Garhwal District. This can be taken as a tentative identification,
for nowhere else this name occurs in this context. This Bl~illang kingdom
was probably named after river Bhillangana flowing in the eastern part of
present Tehri-Garhwal. The kingdom seemed to have extended upto Chandpurgarh in the east. Sonapal is attributed to have ruled over herc and during his
regime, a powerful chief is stated to have arrivecl in Garhwal from Malwa
in Samvat 755 A. D. 699 ). The RiijZ, named Iianakapzl, on his arrival,
"was adopted successor to K z j ~
SonapZl, who gave his daughter and sole heir
in marriage to him ( Kanakapal )."l3"
The
W e d o not know anything more about tlie B l ~ i l ~ i nI<ingclom.
g
kiligdom at ChZndpurgarh, however, has historical records and its antiquity
is well cstablished. Inscriptions belonging to 9th-10th century or even
before that are reported to havc been discovered from this region. At
Adbadari in the vicinity of ancient C h ~ n d ~ u r g a r al ~Garuds
,
image coiltains
an inscription of Aaka Samvat 900 ( A. D. 978 ).

Ch~ndpurgarh is associated will1 the R%jijasof Garllwal. PVl~ilegiving
the genealogy of the Garhwal RZJZS,Beckett placed Kanakapal as the founder
of this Garl~waldynasty. But some of the other lis~s,like those of Hardwick's,
which was given to liim by RZJZPraduman Shah of Garhwal dynasly in 1796
A. D., Williamas list,131 Almora list, Tellri list and M o l ~Ram's list do not
hold Kanakapzl as the founder of Garhwal dynasty. Instzc;d, AjaypZ1 is
generally considered to be the founder of this dynasty. The question naturally
arises as to who was this KanakapZl ? Thc issue cani~ot be set aside simply
because the lists are "traditional and liistorically i n a c c ~ r a t e . ~ ~ ~ K a i ~ a k a y H l
whose reference comes twice once in the list given by Beckett and the
other in the traditional account-is uncloubtedly a chief OS some hislorical
importance. The story tells us that hc came from Malwz and "settled
129. Chandpurgarh i s a later term for thc rarly C h ~ n r l ~ i l r . The aclual seat of government is
placed by the scholars in Chaund village in Clr:rndpur or Ch;?~ldpurgarlr.

130.

Pati Ram, T h e Hi;lary of Garhwal, p. 4 6 .

1 3 1 . See all the lists in Atkinson, op. sit., pp. 446-47.
132. Gairola, T. D., "Notes on the Early His~ory of Gnrhwal lCSj.~s ( 6 33-1 3 2 6 A.

J . U . P . H . S., V o l . X V I , P t . I , p . 76.
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himself in the midlatid~."'~ This midland may mean ChXndpurgarh, whi&
probably lay between the Joshimath seat of the Ka~yuris and the kingdom
of Sonaps1 at BShZi. It appears that Kanakapzl aficr achieving success in
the region of Garllwal established his seat at Ch3ndpurgarl1, instead of at
B3rh~1, where his father-in-law Sonap21 had been ruling. He seemed to have
united the two parts and thus made his kingdom wider than that of hi
predecessor.
The facts about the liistory and acliievcmcnts of this rulcr are merely
mattcrs of speculation. It is redly strange that Ilorlt: fi-om his dynasty succeeded
him and thus he remained a solitary figure jn the liistory of Kumaon. A
suggestion may be forwarded for the sudden disruptio~ior his line. It appears
that the chief who had come from lllalwa coulJ no1 c o p up with the
local situation. I3e might have felt it dificult Lo adjust himself in the hill culture. Then the Katyiiris, who had attained strength l ~ ythat time, might
have vied with him to see his (Kanakapal's) growing importance. Anclefinally,it
appears, that this indigenous dynasty (the Icaty~ris).had probably not allowed
the foreigner to enjoy an upper hand in tlic local political affairs. In such
circurnstanccs, therefore, Kanakapgl might have either aba~ldolleclthe throne
or was killed in some local skirmish. M1 that has beell stated above remains
oilly a plausible suggestion till some definite historical records prove it correct,
or otherwise.
The period from the 9th century to the advent of Ajaypal, the founder
of Garhwal dynasty in the 14th cei~tury,'~~
is shrouded in a thick veil
of oblivion. We cannot say as to what happciled with the C h ~ n d ~ u r g a r h
seat during this period. I t was probably abandoned by the Garhwal Rgjljas
as they are said to have transferred their capilal to Dewalgarh near the present
&inagar in Garhwal. But it seems, however, probable that they kept their
sway over that area also.

The Other Kingdoms
The kingdoms of G o v i ~ ~Brallmapura
a,
and K~I-ttikeyapura
have already
li~lgdom,none of them has
been cliscussed. Excepting the K&~-ttikEyapura
evoked much attention of historians. I r e canllot say whether there was a complete
143. Pati Ram wrote this on the basis of a tradition ~rcvailingiu Calhhal tha: Kanakapd came
from h151~4,usurped the throne oT the ruler aner nlarrbirlg his daughter and settled himself

hnally. See, Pati Ram, op. cif., p. 46.
134. See Gairola, T. D., Hin~aloyanFolklore. p. Q. ( On the h i s of a few inscriptions at Dewalgrrh,
lie placcs him in 1264 A. D. )
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extinction of the Brahmapura and Govis~na kingdoms after the 8th century
A. D. However, for want of sufficient evidence, we may say that the emergence
of the Katyiiris, as a powerful dynasty in about 8th century A. D., heralded a
new era of political unification in Kumaon.

The kingdom of Kzrttikeyapura is generally. associated with the Katyiiris.
T h e place, which is so famous in the Kumaon history, has a considerable
antiquity. I t is known by at least three names. First is Karavirap~ra,'~~
second Kartripura'3e and the thircl I<%rttik&yapura.137 Under the last name,
the' kingdom reached the culmination of its progress, after this for it was a
continuous seat of government of the Katyiiris for many centuries.
'

The Katyiiris or K a t ~ r a s( The Origin )
The origin and the age of the Katyiiri rulers in Kumaon has been
controversial. Scholars like Atkinson, Gairola, Powell Price, Pande and Goetz
have propounded diifererlt theories regarding their origin. There is no
unanimity in the opinions of scholars. Hence it is necessary to state their views.
A t k i i ~ s o n 'was
~ ~ the firs1 to trace their origin from the Kabul valley and
connect them with the Kators of that region. H e says, "We may now conclude
that we have carefully and fairly made out a connection between the dynasty
ruling west of Illclus known as Kators and the Kumaon Katy~ras."'~'
Gairola based his views on the ancient folk-lore and tradition of Kumaon,
which according to him, "show that the Katyiiras were a small Khasa
tribe who originally dwelt at Joshima!h in the north of Garhwal and
subsequently immigrated to the 1Catyur valley in K u m a ~ n . ~ ~ ' ~ ~
Powell Price contcntcd differently and said, "in any case it would seem
more probable that they were a remnant of the Kuqinda empire and thus
their rise to power presents no difficulties."141
135. Atkinson, E. l'., ap. cir., p. 468.
136. A. P. I., L. 2 2 .
1 3 7 . P~?dukeiwar.C. P. C.
138. Apart from Atkmson,

WC

see the sarnc explanation of facts in Elliot and ~ o w s o n ' s History of

India as fold by its Hislorians. App. 'A', pp. 4 0 3 - 4 2 7 .

139.

Atkinson, E. T., op e i f . , p. 438.

140, Gairola, T. D., T11t Hirnalayan Folklore, p. 1 2 .

14 1. Powell Price, op. c i f . , Vol.

lV, p. 1 1.

Pande traced the ancestry of Katyoras to h i - ~ i i h a n a ,the famous king
of Ayodhyz, who flourished three to four thousand years ago.'""
First of all, Atkinson's proposition of connecting the Kators of ~ a b u l
with the Katyiiris of Kumaon seem ill founded on the following basis :

( a ) After describing the political conditions of Kabul and the Kators,
he says, "In 961 A. D. Alptegin established the Musalmzn dynasty of Ghazni
and henceforth the Hindus were the objects of bitter persecution, so that many
became Musalmans and others fled to the hills or to India.n143 The above
statement goes against the very basis of his theory. The episode of 961
A. D. in the history of Kabul does not fit in the political conditions of Kumaon.
The Katyiiris cannot be taken to have established themselves in Kumaon
after 961 A. D. The general agreement of opinions have been to assign the
Katyiiris to cir. 8th century A. D.14' or even earlier.
( b ) Further, Atkinson contradicts himself when he says, "the
Katyiiras.. ....were according to local tradition, the ruling family in Kumaon
both before and after the great religious cataclysm of the 8th century.ul46
This statement totally dismisses his assumption that the Katyoris had
migrated from Kabul in the 10th cent. A. D.
PoweU Price's presumption is also not without objection. T o connect
the Kugindas with the K a t y ~ r i swill really be a far fetched thing. The
Kuvindas, though singularly a hill tribe with their centres of chicf activities
in the Kumaon region, cannot be taken to be the remnants of the Katyiiris.
To prove his contention Price discarded the belief that the Katynris had
their homeland in the valley of Alakanandz or at Joshimath. About the
Kunindas, it has been stated that their power started waning after they were
repelled by the Kusznas from the foothills. Hence the presumption of their
continuous rule for a thousand years at one place can not be given much
weight. The best alternative seems that after the downfall of the
power, the Katyiiris occupied the Karttikeyapura seat in Kumaon after
having migrated from Joshimath in Garhwal.
B. D. Pandeys contention to trace out the ancestry of the Katyaris to
S2livzhana, the famous king of Ayodhya is also without any corroboration.
142. Pandc, D. D., b p . sit., p. 148.
143. Atkinson. E. T., ep. sit., p 434.
144. This date should be discarded now.

The succeeding pages will prove that the KatyOris can be
assigned even an earlier date than this.

146. Atkinson, F- T., ep. tit,. p. 467.
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What thcn was the origin of these Katyuris of Kumaon ? This is really
a riddle for which no definite clue is possible. Nevertheless, the theory of
Gairola seems to be fairly cogent. The folk-lore and tradition of Kurnaon,
which he made as the basis of his theory, should contain some truth, for
excepting minor interpolations, they are found to be historically correct.
The folk-lore and tradition show that the K a t y ~ r i swere a small Khasa tribe
flourishing in the vallcy of Alakananda. The fable appears to be true. The
Khasas played an interesting role in the history of the entire hill region of
northern India. Many independent dynasties ruling in the early mediaeval
period in these parts of India seemed to have offshooted from the Khasa
stock. And it seems very likely tliat the Katyuris also, as an extension
of the Khasa tribe, proved to be the first historical dynasty of K~maon."~'
The Date
I t is difficult to trace the chronology of the Kat~iiris. Even about the
date of their settlement in the Katyur valley, there are several speculations.
I n the inscription and copper plate grants so far available, it is really difficult
to verify the regnal years. Therefore, in almost all the :cases palaeography
has only remained helpful in assigning the date. I n all, the Katyiiris
have left behind five copper plate grants and a stone inscription. Almost all
of them are interesting and on the basis of their evidence we can draw a
tentative list of the Katyuri rulers. The most interesting among these records
is the B~geSwar ternple ii~scl~iption~'~
in Almora District. There are in all
about eight rulers mentioned in this record. Sircar has made a suggestion
that this stone inscription contains "no lcss than three grants made by three
different kings in favour of the god Vy;tghrebvara D e v a ~ ' ? ~H~e does not say
anything about the kings of the first two grants. The third grant, howeve5
attracts his attention. The reason for it is that it mentions Lalitasuradeva as
the third in the list. This very king is further known through tlle Pa~~dukehvar
copper plate grants, which were issued from Kiirttik~yapura, dated in the
Blst and 22nd years of his reign. Kielhorn assigns the grants of Lalitasuradeva to be of 9th century A. D. on grounds of palaeography.14' One of the
grants was made on the occasion of the Uttariiyava Sarikranti on the third day
of the dark half of MZgha in the 21st regnal year 01 the king. Kielhorn
suggests that this date may be 22nd December, 853 A. D. The second grant
-

I46a. The name K a l y ~ r iwas probably adopted by them later o n just aner the place-name-Kartr+
pura, which in due course became KZrttik?yapura.
146. This ~nscriptionis not available now in the temple. A rough transcript of the inscription
~ublishedin J . A. S. D., Vol VII. Unfortunately i t is very unsatisfactorily edited.
1 4 7 . Sircar, D. C., 'some Ancient Kings of Kumaon and ~ a r h w a l ' ,B. V., Vol. X[[-1861,p.
148. Kielhorn, F., ep. tit., p. 178.

Wlu

149.
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made on the occasion or tlie Visuva-Safikr~nti,on the 15th of the dark half
of Karttika which coincided, according to the above author, with the 25th
September, 854 A. D He further observes, 'The two dates themselves do not
fix the time of Lalitasuradeva with absolute certainty; but on palaeographical
grounds the inscription here published ( i. e. the Pa~dukdwarinscription of
the 21st year of Lalitasuradeva ) might well have been written in A. D. 853,
and in the whole of the 9th century A. D., there are no two consecutive
years which would suit the two dates so well as A. D. 853 and 854 do." 149
The conclusion drawn by the author is very significant and the dates are,
therefore, more or less well established. On tlie basis of Kiclhorn's calculation,
Sircar has assigned the four rulers, viz. Nimbarta, I?tagana, Lalitasura and
Bhtideva to the period between 790 and 870 A. D. 16"
Though the above dates worked out by Sircar are valuable, they do not
fulfil our aim. But it cannot either be denied that on the basis of it we can
tentatively date the establishment of the house of' Katyoris in Kumon. As
already noted, the BBgeSwar stone inscription, though full of doubtful transcript
and trauslation, gives 11s a list of eight r1.11ers.l~~
The suggestion of Sircar that this
inscription contains three charters seems to be fairly correct. But at the same
time it appears as if almost all the kings of different charters have some sort of
relationship with each other. This further makes us to presume that all these
kings of different charters, belonging to one clynasty, ascended the throne
in order of succession as given in the inscription. Sircar himself agrees in
one of his papres that Ihe kings of rhc scconrl cliarter "flourished later than
those mentioned in the first rliarter ..
...h11t before the kinss known from the
third chart cr.y' lb2

...

Now if Sircar's date of 790 A.D. assigned to Nimbarta is ac.ceptable for
the present reconstsuction of Icatyiiri history, there would be no difficulty in
fixing the #lateof t l ~ ffirst
'
ruler of tllis i~ircription. There are in all fivc ( including the tlnmclcss ) kings hcio~c tlle asccll~lnncyof Nirnlja~ta. And if each
of thcm i ; roughly tissignecl a period of twcuty years, the date of the first
king, nain :ly, 13as.1!1tana 01. Masarltana would come to c. 690 A. D.
This date. fits well in the political conditio:l of Kumaon. As stated
earlier, tile rlirninishing l'ibetiin sway encouragecl tlle petty rulers of
-

-

149. Ibld.

c.11.

12.

150. S~rcar,D.C., op. cit., p. 150.
1 6 1. Apart from the names or eight k~ngs,one more nameless ruler

1s

put as the son of Easantana-

cleva. This adds one more ruler to the list of eight kings and thus maker the number as nine.
162. Slrcar, D.C.,'Kumaon and ~ a ~ h w a lThs
, ' Age cflmprrial K a m j , Vol. LV. p. 1 2 2 ,
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Kumaon and Garhwal to carve out independent principalities. I t seems to have
been the case of' the Katyiiri dynasty also. Tradition tells us that Vasudeva
was the founder of this dynasty. "The ancient tempale of Vasudeva
at Joshimath is said to bear the name of the first of the Katyiiri kings
as Sri Basdeo Giririij Chakra Chfh-2mani." IJS
Who was this Vasudeva ? We have no other reference to the
existence of this king. Rahul Sankritya~anhas identified him with Basantana,
the first king in the BageBwar stone i n s c r i ~ t i 0 n . l ~ It
~ seems untenable as
there is no convincing proof in support of this. Moreover, the
names Vasudeva and Basantana differ from each other. I t seems that
these two persons, though belonging to one dynasty, were quite different and
flourished in two different periods. It would not be inappropriate to put
forth a suggestion that Vasudeva was the first king of the Katyiiri dynasty
flourishing at Joshimath. His status, it seems, would have been that of a
petty chief, but definitely superior to other contemporary powers of the region.
I t is very likely that this king was probably responsible in routing RgjB
Kanakapiil from Chandpurgarh.
I t seems that the last quarter of 7th century witnessed a family feud,lB6
which probably resulted in the migration of Katyijris to Karttikeyapura,
modern Baijnzth in Almora District. The ruler, to establish the house
at Kiirttikeyapura, may thus be taken as Basantana. As statcd already, his date
may be tentatively put as the last quarter of 7th ccnt. A. D., which may also
be fixed as the initial date of the house of Icatyaris at I<alttikeyapu~a.

The Dynastic History of the Katyiiris of Kumaon
Before writing the history of this dynnat.y, we may take into
consideration the inscriptions, which arc thc only hasis of 0111. 11istol.y.
p

-.-

.
.
.
p
-

163. Atkinson, E. T., ap. s i t . , p. 467.
164. Sankrityayan, Rahul, ap. c i f . , p. 1 0 4 .
166. There are two traditions about the Katytiri immigration from Joshima!h to tlrc KatylIr valley.
Firstly the mythological story runs like this : While king Vasl~tlevahacl gone 10 jungles for
hunting, Narasimha faking the shape or a man visi~edthe palacr: anil asked Tor food from the
'The KBni gave him sufficient to eat. After ealing, hr lay clown orr Ihe RZ~Z'S bed.
When the Raja returned, he saw a stranger asleep on 1::s 11ctl. IIe Jrew his sword
and struck him on the arm, hut instead of I,looc\ milk flowed Srciln !he wound. The

qeen.

RXjZ was terrified.

The man disclosed llim that he was '~arasiA111a.' As he was pleased

with him he had come to him, but now 1,y his (king's) fault he will have f o leave the pleavant
place-Jyotirrlh~m-ancl

go to Katynr and establish the aeat there. Anotl.er s l o ~ )simply
~
tells us that a family quarrel caused a branch to migrace to the Karyiir vnllcy in Kumaon.
O u t of these two, the latter seems to be snr~nd,

As notcd briefly, the Katyiiris have left it1 all five copper platcs '"
and one stone illscription at B~geSwar. They are as follows :

- Year 21

1

P~~duke6var
Copper Plate of Lalitasuradeva

2.

...................................................Year 22

3. B~leivarCopper Plate Grant
of Deiata. ........................................
Year 5
4. P~ndukeSvarCopper Plate grant
of Padmata .......................,...,..Year 25
5. P~ndukeQvar
Copper Plate grant
of Subhiksharijadeva
Year 4

..................

6. Bggeiwar Stone inscription of Bhadeva
Genealogy according to Bagejwar imription
l. Sri Basantana or Masantanadeva

I

Nameless king

2. Sri Kharparadeva15&

I

Sri Kaly2qar3jadeva

I
Sri Tribhuvanargjadeva
3.

Sri Nirnbartadeva or Nirnbaradeva
I
Sri Lalitasuradeva

I

Sri Bhodevadeva or Bhudeva
-- --

-.

.
-

-

166. The copper plates were preserved in the temple of Yogabadar~ at Pzndukdvar. Four of
them are now in possession or the Badarinath Temple Cornm\ttee. The writer had an

opportunity of examining them personally.

Forlunatly, almost all of

them

are now

published.
1 5 6 ~ .Atk~nson and other earlier writers take him as the son of the nameless king. Even
some others put him as the son of Baaanrana. Rut the transcript does no( show anytbing
ltke this.

See J.A.S.B

, Vol.

1838, pp. 1066-68.
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Genealogical list according to Lalitasuradeva inscriptions-Years 21 and 22

1. Nimbar-Ndu Devi

I

-

Istaganadeva-Vega Devi

I

Lalitasuradeva-SZma Devi

( I ) Plate of Lalitasuradeva-year 22
l. Nimbara-Ndii Devi

I
I

Igtaganadeva-Vega Devi
Lalitasuradeva

(2) Plate of Padma&uieva-Tear 25
Salonaditaya-Sitighuvali Devi

I

Ichchhata-SinghU Devi

I

D~atadeva-Padmall2 Devi

I

Padmatadeva

(3) Plate of Su6hik;ariijadeva- Tear 4
Saloq~dit
ya
1

I

Ichchhatadeva-f S ~ n aDevi

The available inscriptions do not tell us m~icli about the political
achievements of these rulers. However, there is suficient scope to construct a
picture of the social, religious and administrative co~iditionsof the age.
Before taking up all these aspects, one point shoulcl be noted at the
very outset that the inscription and grants do not supply us rt connected list
of the rulers of Katyiiri dynasty. No find reason ~ ~ r - 1I1l t ' Ibr\vardetl for this
sort of arrangement. However, it can he 111csumtxcl t11;l~ ,111110s~ every king
ofthese records belonged to the Katyari dy11;~sty.

Basantana
Basantana, who has been creclitecl to I>e t l ~ e fourlder of this dynasty
at Kzrttik~yapura, was succeeded by his 5011, whose name is nlissi~lgin the
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BSgeSwar inscription. Basantana, who might have been probably a chief of lesser
strength than his successor, was also titled as a king of kings (Paramabhatt~raka
mahar2jadhir~ja). This seems to have no value and the cpithet was
probably added by the donor of the grant out of sheer feeling of respect. But
Basantana seems to have been a pious ruler and was the follower of
hivism. His son, whose name is missing, was an equally devout ruler. He
donated some villages to the Vaisnavas as well and revived the grant given
by his father. Apart from his religious acts, the king is stated to have built
many rest-houses all along the public roads.
The line of Basantana seems to have ceased after only two generations
and aAer it p~obablya cousin or some one else who was next of kill to the first
line sricccedcd the throne. This king is known as Kharparadeva. We
do lot have anything to record about this king. But it seems that he could
not acquire any other telritory for his empire than what he got from his
prrdeces~ors His son ICalylqal ~jndzva, though bearing the usual title
does not seem to have been politically powerful, as we do
of Mahiir~j~dhirr~ja,
not get any account about him in the inscriptions. His successor, Trihhuvanarsjadeva has, however, an important account in the inscription. But politically,
he also lacks victories to his credit. His pious act of donation, is nevertheless,
emphasised like his early predecessor's. This king had close links with a
'RirBtaputra,' who is stated to have donated a field of two and a haIf drona
yield-capacity in favour of the same god ( Vyaghregvaradeva j.

..

Thisline met the same fate as that of the earlier ones. After the last
ruler Tribhuvanar~jadeva, we do not know of any other successor of this
line. Instead, Nimbartadeva of another line succeeds him. Nothing can be
said about the relationship of these rulers of m e r e n t branches. But it seems
that they all belonged to one family and succeeded each other in a natural
cou1.se. 157

At the accession of this king, the position of the ruling house appears
to have chansed considerably. One advantage regarding this line of
kings is that all of them are also described in the P~~dukegvar
copper plates.
And, therefore, we know comparatively more about them. Nimbarta is said to
be the first ruler having gained sufficient power. Though unendowed with
.-

--

--

-- - --

---

157. The succession of these liner seems to have taken place in a natural manner.

hint anywhere or a family quarrel that ensued the accession of any one of them.

There i s no
Moreover,

the dorlor equally emphasises the good deeds done by all the kings of various lines.
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imperial titles, he is known in the records as a fighter of wars, who
vanquished his enemies "as the rising sun dispels the mist." l'' Powell Price
holds that the victory probably referred to some war with the Palas.
Previously, Atkinson and a few other scholars have drawn a similarity of the
RndukeBvar plates with the Pala inscriptions. Atkinson compared them with
the Monghyr Plate and the Bh~galpur inscription of the P2la rqjb. He
contented further that the tribal name of the writer of these grants from
P~ndukeivaris Bhadra, which is quite similar to that of the P& grants.
The dedication and verses are also the same. lBO On the basis of it, almost
all the scholars and particularly Powell Price concluded that there was a
Psla invasion on Kumaon, which ultimately resulted in a treaty and by
which, in all probability, the hill rZ.j%swere enrolled as supporters of the Palas.
And further, this would explain the imitation of Pals records.
This conclusion appears to be fairly correct. About Dharmapala, it is said
that 'he went to extirpate the wicked and plant the good and happily his
salvation was effected at the same time; for his servants visited Kedara and
drank milk according to the law.' lG1
From the above statement, it seems that king Dharrnapzla carried on his
march upto Kumaon after extirpating other enemies of the Gangetic plains.
H e also seems to have conquered the ruler of Kumaon, i.e. Nimbartadeva,
who was himself sufficiently powerful, but had probably failed in achieving
success. The very fact that he was not endowed with imperial titles shows
that he had to accept the suzerai~lty of some power. This was probably
DharmapZla, who was quite invincible. lfi2
.

.
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168. Atkinson, E . T . , ap. rir., 1.3, p. 4 7 8 .
169. Powell Price, ap. cif., Vol. IV, p. 13.
160. Atkinson, E. T., ap. sit., p. 4 7 8 ,
161. Ibid.,
162. The Dhruvaswaminr episode referred to by R ~ j d e k h a r ain a versc in his ~ a v ~ a r n ~ m
was
~ms~
probably composed by some court poet of 1)harmapzla after his victory of K ~ r i ~ i k b y . p m a
kingdom of Kumaon. It seems that before the advent of the Katytiris in K~rltikEyapura,some
barbaric Khasiya ~.ulerhad occupicd this seat of governmrnt for a short while. He was
probably invaded by sonic later imperial Gupta King, who met defeat at the hands of chin
Khasa ruler or KhasXdhipati. Thc Khasztlhipati had prohal,ly captured L l h r u v a s ~ m i M ,
the wife of the Gupta King. It was prol~al,ly a disastrous failure a n J a humiliating ddeat to
the Gupta king. This very incidrnt of KZrrtikZyapura ( or I i ~ r t t i k ~ y a n a g a )r ahas probably
remained a n unforgettable episode ior many centuries. Antl, ttrercrore, when ~ h a r m a p = l ~
again invaded the same K ~ r t t i k ~ y a ~ kingdom
ura
in a t o u t the beginning of 9th century* his
victory was taken as of great signitlrance; and llenre tllc court poet conlposed the verse stating
the fact that at the very place ( Karttiktyanagara ), where the Khsu~dhipatilrad defeated
Sarmagupta or Senagupta, the praises of the king ( Dharmapsla ) for his victory are sung by

The immediate causes of resemblance between the copper plate grants
and the Pala records can be verified without any difficulty. It seems
that after the defeat of Nimbartadeva no immediate arrangements could
be made to copy the Pgla records. 'I'he Kumaon ruler, who was probably
compelled to sign a treaty, did not issue any charter. His grandson Lalitasuradeva was probably responsible for bringing out this resemblance. It appears
that he was actually influenced by the PZla records and had copied them in
his grants.
Though Nimbarta suffered a defeat, he was probably a strong ruler of
Kumaon offering a tough resistance to the invaders.
Apart from his bravery, Nimbartadcva is eloquently praised for
being a devout Saiva. He was endowed with kindness ( daya ), courtay
( d2kshi~ya), truthfulness ( satya ), virtuous dispositon ( Sattva Sih ) and
liberality ( audHrya ).
Nimbarta seems to have beer1 the first builder of the Katyari dynasty.
The Vimtinas at J~gebver are contemporary to his period and may be take11
to have been 'built by him. If this is accepted then his devotion to Saivisrn
is proved by the fact that he selected the most sacred site of Kumaon,
namely J~geivar,for such construction.
p
p

the women d Kzrttikwanagara.

This verse charwterised as ' ~ a t h o t t a ' was probably i n c o r p

rated by Rrijabkhara in his KEvyamirnIms'l.
The above episode has, however, h e n inler~reted diEerently l ~ y the scholars.
,
RXma511ptaand ChandraGenerally, it has I~eentaken as an episode of the Gupta ~ e r i o d viz.
gupta 11. Hut it is not arrrcptahle to the present writer on the following grounds :
Fir~tly, during the time of Chandragupta 11, the KuCindas, though dcfunct, were
ruling in

Kgritikayapura.

And we have seen that they were not the Khasar, but a n

indigenous people. As already stated, the episode had taken lace with some Khaiya
chief, who had prohahly captured the scat of Ksrttikayapura for a short time. Ilut this
seems to have taktn place only aner the Kl~nindas and lwfore the ascendancy orthe
Katyiiris at KXrttikayapura.
Secondly, in ~ a m u d r a g u ~ t aPra(asti,
's
the name Karttik€yapura does not a c u r at all. It
is known as Kart!ipura. The name E;SrltikEyapura seems to be n later deriva~ionof about the
6th-7th century A.D. Therelore, the argument remains in the field that if the e p i d e W=
contemporary to the early Gupta monarchs, why did not the poet use Kartripura instead 01
Karttikeyanagra ?
All these points suggest to the present writer that the episode belonged to a later
perial.

And hencr, i t cannot he tagged on to

RXmagupta

of the Gupta dynasty.

It

apppars that the episode referred toanother Chandragupta, who should he designated as
Chandragupta I l l . Though this personalily is itself a suhiert or controversy, his coins have
Iwcn discovered long back and are described by Allan. This is only a tentative sue;gestion till
some more light is available on

it.
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[slagana
Igagnpa succeeded his father in about 810 A. D. He was 7(qually
powerful. Except for llis military attainments, we do not gader anything
else about his personal life. That he fought with his enemies is porved by
the statement that the "edge of his sword slew furious elephants.', le3 On the
basis of this statement, Atkinson correctly postulated that the reference to this
because
indicated "that the invader must have come from the plains," '@
the elephants could hardly be used by a hill-tribe against another.
I t seems that the political conditions of Kumaon and particularly of the
foot-hill region were wrapped up with severe conflicts. T o subdue
all these powers would have been a strenuous task. The statement
about the extermination of elephants is not in any way an exaggeratim.,
Earlier, it has been pointed out that the period between the 6th and 7th
centuries is marked by the formation of small kingdoms in the entire
Kumaon region. I t appears that Istaganadeva had to dispel some of these
petty ~ r i n c e swho might liave suddenly raised their heads and who probably
had occupied tluting this anarchy tlie foothill regions like G o v i g ~ a ,parts
of Hardwar and Dehradun. I t was, therefore, quite obvious to say that the
king might have crushed in war the elephants belonging to these petty rulers.
T h e purpose for his fight might have been, therefore, the unification of the
entire Himalayan region. Hence, the reference to the elephants may not be a
mere exaggeration.
Istagana thus appears to havc successfi~llyunified the entire ICumaon
regioli and rulcd over the whole Kingdom from lillrttik~yapul;? For this
unification hc seems to have upsootccl almost all llis ~lcigllbor~ril~g
~ l vrlalie.;.
t
H e was a clrvout wossllipper of Siva ( p;imrnnmillcivn~i~
). Likc his
fathcr, therfore, Ile s&ms to have selcctccl thc olcl sitc of J;lgc-Sv;~r Tor he
construction of shrines. At J ~ ~ e J v a rthc
, second set ot tcnlples, collsisting of
the Navaclurgz, tlie Illahisa~narclini, thc Lakulii,~an1 the Nn!tr:.ja,
can bc
attributed to him. 011the basis of' stylistic considcratiolls also, ,111 of them
have been taken to be c.o~llcmporaryto this killg.
Unlf c his fallier and gsandfi~the~.,
Lalitasuradeve illllcriLcd a vast empire.
His father, who is cntlowed with many victories, sccms to have uliitecl the whole
of Kumaon. Like his father he is also prniseil for his succcss ill Lvar. Tt is st211ctlill

--
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the inscriptions that "lle player1 the part of ttic excellerlt boar (i.e. the god Vigvu
in the boar incarnation )... who is a fire or prowess to the circle of his e n o
mies who vanished before the omnipresent force of his natural intelligence and
greatness; who frightens the host of his enemies over and over again, as the lion
does the elephant cubs by his curling mane, by the terrific frown of his brows
when ( his adversaries ) begin to collect great strength; the seeds of whose fame
were to grow up into garlands, thrown on him in the scope of wreaths of
flowers of the bracelets dropping from the trembling wrists of celestial damsels
who were distressed with bashfulness at seeing him first embracing the excellent
amorous lady ( viz. the fortune of victory ) as she was forcibly clrawn to him by
the superior strength of his mite, yet ringing, sword and arrows ( and ); who
keeps (other) kings of the earth at peace by his rule over it that has been
subdued by having recourse to the strength of his bow, bent by his massive
arm, just a s b i t h u firmly fixed the chief mountains in their places in order
to tend the cow, brought into subjection by means of his bow." '65

...

T h e above description in praise of the king is very significant. Though
usually the inscriptions contain this sort of statements, it cannot be wholly
taken as an exaggeration. At least some part of it should be taken as of some
consideration. Lalitasrlradeva, like his grandfather Nimbartadeva, had to
probably check the incursions from plains. The Elas, who were very
powerful during these clays, must have created troubles for this king of Kumaon
as well. Devapala ( 810-850 ) "is said to have exacted tributes from the
whole of northern India from the Himalayas to the Vindhyas and from the
. ~ ~ \ye cannot definitely cletermine whether
eastern to the western o c e a ~ llG"
Devap21aysimperial designs affected the king Lalitasuradeva also. But the
Monghyr Copper Plate eloquently speaks of his influence in the aforesaid
region. lG7 It shows that L.alitasuradeva, who is extolled so high in his
records, came in conflict with some strong forcc of his times. Considering
the political conditions of his age, we cannot take any one else but
DevapZla, who must have invaded Kumaon likc his father D h a r m a ~ ~ l a .
I t seems that l l e v a p ~ l acould not have achieved a total success. However,
Lalitasiiradeva had to bear thc burnt of tlie prcssmc ancl hence he came to an
hononr~blesettlement with the Pala king.
It appears very likely that this vcry fact resulted in the imitation of
PBla records by the Kumaon rsjiis.
1 6 5 . Sirrar, D.C., ap. rit., p. 281.
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Lalitasurudeva was known as "a devout worshipper of Maheh and
devoted to the supreme Brahma ( or exceedingly liberal to Brahma)." lm
H e seems to have worshipped Vigau also as is indicated in the inscription
by his own comparison with the god ( Visnu ).
We cannot say whether he took part in building activities like his
predecessors. Though he might have been preoccupied more with his
defence problem, he might Rave constructed some shrines.

Bhiideva ( 875 A. D. )
Bhodeva ascended the throne of his illustrious father Lalitasuradeva
in probably 875 A. D. We have no sufficient records of him. Even the
grants from PfiqdukeSvar do not contain any reference to him. I t is only
from the B~geiwar inscription that his existence is known. Rut even that
does not convey in details his military attainments or any other activity.
I n the Bageswar inscri~tiption he is clescribed as 'king of kings'.
This statement indicates that he had also inherited a vast empire from his
father, after which he probably looked very ably. The statement that his
"ears were frequently troubled by the sound of the jewels of the crowns of
rgjij~s,who bowed before him and whose great weapon destroyed darkness,"
indicates that the r~jiiswho were subjugated by his father and who paid
obeisance to the Katyiiri raj%, continuecl to do so dul.ing his rcgime also.

I-Ie was religious, servecl thc Br5hmanas ( BIahma-pars yana ) and was a
great enemy of' Uucldha Svava~l ( or bramalja ) ( param Buddha kravana
ripu ). This statement is highly significant since it clearly proves that he
totally discarded Buddhism.
H e also scems to have participated in builtling activities like his
predecessors. And the initial temple of B~gebwar including some of the
original shrines, not extant now, at Baijniith may be safely attributetl to him.171
168. Atkinson, E. T.,

op.

tit.. p. 478.

160. I . A . S . B . , p. 1066.

170. Ibid.
171. The stone inscription was lound on the temple of n~geiwar. Tlrough the original shrine
does not exist today, it seems that afier its fall a new structure was built upon it. The
temple as it exists today is a later construction.

And as will be described elsewhere,

it belongs to about 12th-13th century A. D. About BaijnEth also we can simply
p t u l a t e on the basis of its tradition that the site has a n age-long antiquity and i t is
said even today that several temples of this place arc built on some earlier structures.

Cbllataal Line
Bh~deva,the last ruler of the line of Nimbarta, was probably suceeeded by a collateral line of kings. D. C. Sucar thought that since the house
of SalonMitya flourished later than that of Lalitasura, it is very likely that
"the house of Lalitasura may have been overthrown shortly after his son$
( Bhiideva ) rule by Salonsditya or his son who was thus the founder of
a new Iine of kings at Karttik~yapura."'l2 The contention of Sircar seems
to be untenable since there is no evidence about overthrowing the house of
Lalitasura by any of the succecding lines. Moreover, the earlier line of
rulers succeeded another branch of rulers in the same manner. This has
been already discussed in the preceding pages. It is, however, wortllwhile
to say once again that all these rulers of K~rttik~yapura
belonged to one
family and succeeded the throne one after the other in quite a peaceful
manner.
The list of the kings of this line is available frotn a separate set of
inscriptions. In all, this line of kings has three inscriptions. Two of them
are the Copper Plate grants kept together with the plates of Lalitasuradeva
and the third is preserved in the temple at BZleSwar, Almora District. All
of them are known by separate names. The first belongs to Desata, while
the second and third are assigned to Padmala and Subhikshar~ja.

All the records agree ill placillg Salo@ditya as the founder of this line.
Like Nimbartadeva, grandfather of Lalitasuradeva, Saloiladitya is mentioned without imperial titles. But he is described to have established his
power "in the numerous powerful circles of his enemies.. acquired by his
own slender arms, which had been purified by the dust of the lotus-feet of
the holy Chandrakkhara ( Siva ).'>
We c a n ~ ~ overify
t
this statement and neither can we say with whom
the king had to fight. In the north, the seat of Kanauj was so powerful as
to be able to subdue almost all the petty rulers. R. S. Tripathi believed
that "~MihirBhoja's suzerainty was certainly acknowledged upto the f i t of
the Ilimalayas." 17' I-Ie based his remark on the discovery of an inscription
in Gorakhapur District, wherein the donation of land by the king to a
Kalclluri family is described. The region which Tripathi meant is the T a r S

....

172. Sircar, D. C , op, t i t . , Vol. XXXt, PI.

V[, p. 286.

1 7 3 . Ibid., p. 288.

174. Tripathi, R. S., Hislary o j K a ~ u j ,1037, p. 238.

area bordering India and Nepal. This has nothing to do with Kumaon,
~~t eve11 then we can surmise thal clue to the fear of a growing power, the
Kumaoll ruler, viz. Salo~jiiditya,liacl to mobilise his forces for the act of
defence. And tlierelbre, it appears that the lcference to wars in the inscrip.
tiolls may probably stand for such i~~cursions
in his territory.
Like his predecessors he was a devout king. H e whorshipped Siva and
~ ~ ~ d ~ d e v was
i ~ fully
~ h en:lowecl
~ l d
with all the virtues. For his good
deeds, he is compared with Sagara, Dilipa, hlindhiitri, Dhundumzra, Bharata,
Bhagiratlia, Dabaratha and other kings of the golden age.
Nothing is known about his other activities. Pa~ticularly,we do not
know about his architectural activities. If he can bc assigned to some temples
in Kumaon, they may be at Baijnlith only. However; there is nothing
sufficient to prove it.
Ichchhatadeva
S a l o ~ ~ d i t ywas
a
succeedcd by his sori Ichchhati~deva probably in
There
is nothing noteworthy about this king. The period
about A. D. 920.
of liis reign seems to have been uneve~itTul. Antl, therefore, the inscriptions
remain silent about his achievements-both political and religious.
Desatadeva
Ichchhatadeva, who probably ruled for a short period, was succeeded
by his son Desatadeva in c. 930 A. D.
H e is also known, like his grandfather, as the fghtcr of wars, "who
crushed the entire circle of liis enemies.'>"'l
It is difficult to say as to what episode the above statement refers to.
However, it seems that the conditions in north Irlilia were not in any way
conducive to set up a strong rule. Dcsata, unlikc his father, was probably
an ambitious ruler. Atid therefore, he might have checked the incursions
of the political fugitives, who hacl probably heen clrive~laway by MahipHla,
the Pratihzra ruler.
C

He was a devout worsliippcl of h4allcjvn~a( S~V'L
) allcl was extremely
hospitable to tile BrZhn~a~~as.
Hc sliowcd co~np~usiontowarcls the poor,
helpless wretched, afflicted a11J thc scckers of l>rotection. In the illscriptions
~

--

.-

. -.
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The worship of Nandadevi is taken as o l utmosc importance from quite an ancient past.
The goddess has her temple in thc Al~nora Dis~rictand is still in the state of daily
worship.
176. Sircar, D. C., 0). d . ,p. 2 8 9 .

he is extolled as a giver of gold offerings in favour of thc leaders of' the
best Brshmanas from the Prachya, Udictiya, Pratichya, and DzkstiGtya
countries ( or from the eastern, uortherri, western and southern quarters
CVe cannot say whether he
existing monuments erected by
surmised that since he was a
some degrces to the monuments
lish this view is awaited.

also added somc more shrines in tlic already
his predcccssors. Never~heless, it call be
devout ruler, he must have contributed to
of Kumaon. But further evidence to estab

Padmaia, who was comparatively a powerrul king, succcedcd liis father
probably in c. 915 A. D. 178 He issued his own grant and was f'ollowcd
in the same manner by his son as well.
I t is said about Padnlata that lie "acquixed by tlie miglll of his arms
unnumbered provinces on all sides, the owners of which coming to make
him obeisance poured f&th -such incessant gifts of horses, elephants arid
jewels before him that they held iu conte'rnpt the o a r i n g s made to In Ira."
I t seems that this king was more powerful than his prcdecessors. H c
seemed to have occupied some portions of tlic praent Moradabad-Ramnabar
area and even as far as Bareilly. Nothing can be said about his vassals.
I t is highly probable that he completely subjugated almost all ~ h cf i j ~ s
flourishing in thc ~~eighboulhoo-lof tlie &art~ik&yapurakingdom. From
the above statement in his inscription, it appears that some oT the rsjijas
already under the suzerainty of the Katyiiri rulers held the arrns alofi to
fight against their overlord. The suppression of this political upl~eaval is
probably referred to in his inscription.
Like his father he was also a devout worshipper 01%hlalicivara ( (iva ).
H e was a charitable king. An interesting epithet of this king claims
that in charity he excelletl even Bali, Vaikartana, Dadllichi and Chandragupta. Sircar has rightly suggested that "this Cl~andragupta mentioned
along with certain mythical personages, is no doubt the celeb~atcdR Z ~ Z
Vikram~ditya of Indian traclition and folklore. Although the activities of
all the Gupta Vikram3dityas appear to have contributed to tlie growth of
-

-
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178. On the hasls of palaeography, Sircar has assigned the grants of Padma!a and hia son

Sul>h~kshar~jadeva
to the second quarter of the tenth century.
178. Atkinson, E. T., op. d.,p. 484.
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Vikramzditya saga, the hero of the legends has rightly been identified
with king Chandragupta I1 ( 376-414 A. D. ) of the Cupta dynasty." lEO
During the glorious period of this king, it is quite logical to assume
that some of the existing monuments of Kutnaon and Gathwal were built.
A few shrines at Joshimath, NZlZ and Bhetii ( or Narayal~koti ) in Garhwal
and the rest at Baijnath in Almora are of this period.

Padmatadeva was succeeded by his son Subhikshar~jadeva in about
the second quarter of tenth century.
Sorne description throwing minor sidelights on him is available from
his inscription.
Nothing remarkable is said about his military attainments. However,
it seems that he checked the ambitious vassal rulers and "destroyed the
expansion of the arrogance of the stone staff-like arms of the enemies by
forcibly carrying away their fortune." ''l This is quite obvious since it was
the culminating point of the KatyDri success. Subhiksharzja seems to have
enjoyed a great success in almost all the fields of his activities.
H e was a well read person, "whose body is adorned with all the groups
of arts acquired with ease and who has removed far away the collection of
the darkness ( of ignorance ) ......by the lustre of the light of the scriptures
completely mastered ( by him )." Isa
Unlike his predecessors he was a devout worshipper of Visnu and was
extremely hospitable to the Brahmaqas.

...

It is very significant that he was a devout Vaispava. He must have
built some of the V i ~ v u and Durga shrines of the Kurnaon region. In this
inscription, it is clearly stated that the grant of lands was made by the king
in favour of the three gods, viz. Durg~devi,N%rgyax?aand Brahmebvara.
Another notable feature of this king is that he issued the charter from
Subhikshapura rather than from the usual K%rttikeyapura. Atkinson suggested that this Subhikshapura was most probably another name for K~rttikeyapura. ls3 There is no doubt that the city was named after the name of
-
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the king and was his capital; but whether it was situated near about his
ancestral capital Ksrttikeyapura cannot be determined definitely.

Decline of the Katpis
Subhiksharajadeva was the last king, whose illustrious reign probably
ended in the last quarter of the 10th century A. D. All the later Katytiri
rulers were cruel and tyrannical. Though we have no sufficient records
about them, tradition tells us of the cruelty and oppression of Dhzmadeva
and Biradeva, the last two Katyiiri kings.
Biradeva shocked the minds of the people by forcibly marrying his
own aunt.
After the death of Biradeva dissension broke out and the kingdom
was split ip between the members of his family. One settled in Dofi,
another in Askot, third in Bargmandal and the fourth at DwZrahZt and
Lakhanpur, while the Katyiir valley and Danpur were probably held by
the main line of the family.

The Kagiiri Families
Though aU these smaller dynasties do not come before us with remarkable records, it is, however, essential to study briefly their historical existence,
for we know from their own inscriptions at Dw3raldt that they built almost
all the shrines at the aforesaid place.
We have the evidence of about seven families of Katyiiris, who
branched off from the main line. The most important among them were
the following :l. The Katyiiris of D~BrahZt

2. T h e Katyiiris of Dofi and
3. The Katynris of Sir3
Among all of them, the Katyiiris of DwPrahat come before us as great
builders. We do not know much about their achievements in general, but
a few inscl.iptions at DwgrahZt and nearby places tell us that R2j2
Manadeva granted land to one Vasudeva Tripathi in &ka year 1259
( 1337 A. D. ) ;R@ Somadeva built a naula or pond at Dwsrahat in Saka
year 127 1 ( 1349 A. D. ) and installed the image of Ganeia at Gan~i-Chaukhutiya in h k a year 1276 ( 1354 A. D. ).
184. Tradiiion states that the two littel-beares wearied by his tyranny and profligacy Rung them-

selves and the Raja over the cliff and so perisbed.
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With the help of these inscriptions, we are able to build up a tentative
genealogical list :GurjaradevaIa6

1

Somadeva
The first name is interesting as we get a temple of the same name at
Dwarahat. I t is, therefore, quite likely that this king might have built the
shrine after his name. Apart from this ruler, the entire dynasty seems to
have taken utmost interest in building activity. And with this very
interest they built up the whole DwBrahZt and some adjoining places as the
most prolific centres for monuments in the entire Kumaon region.
The other houses of Doti and SirZ have nothing to boast of. Hence,
we do not know anything significant about them. Almost all of these houses
of the KatyOris, probably, remained engaged in family quarrels and so
they were not fi-ee from the problem of defence. The house of DwarahPt
was the only powerful and stubborn branch to drive out the aggressor. By
this very compatibility, it could be able to contribute something substantial
towards the art and architecture of Kurnaon.

Rise of the Chands
While Kumaon was thus broken up once again into a number of petty
principalities, a family established itself in the eastern part of the region
after migrating from the plains. This dynasty similar to its predecessor-the
Katy~ris-brought about successfully another period of unification in the history
after an interval of chaos and anarchy. Tllc founder of this dynasty was
Soma Chancl, a Somavamii or ChandravamSi R2jptit.
There are two views about his first footirig in Kumaon. The first
informs us that Brahmadeva Katyari on settling in Sui range was opposed
by the Rgwat RZjg of Dornkot. Thc Katyiiri king had no power to enforce
allegiance to his authority. T h e people themselves werc divirictl into factions
each having a leader. So there was a complete chaos and the matten
remained worst for several years. The usual insecurity of person and
propel ty led the people to think about the _ measures, which would end the
situation and bring about peace and perfect harmony. T h e chief men of
.-
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Kumaon accordingly despatched a trusty messenger to the courts of northern
India and select a R@ for them. During those days the S o m a v a d s of
Kanauj were famous throughout and Soma Chand, a member of the family,
was found at J h ~ s i in Pray5g. He was invited by the people to assume
the charge of responsibilities. Another view makes Soma Chand, the brother
of the reigning Raja of Kanauj and states that while on a pilgrimage to
Badaridith he met Brahmadeva, the Katyiiri king, who was much impresed
by the young visitor from Kanauj. He was invited by the feeble dd king
to remain in Kumaon. Soma Chand consented and married the daughter
of Brahmadeva and with her received as dowry fifteen biisl" of land in
ChampXwat and considerable grants in thc Bli~barand Tarsi area.

Chand Chronology
T h e chronology of Chand dynasty has remained a vexed problem.
So many dates have been proposed by scholars for the first establishment of
the house in Kumaon. Out of them two are commonly acceptable for
Soma Chand's accession. One is 742 or 757 V. S. corresponding to 685 or
700 A. D. ; and the other is 1235 V. S. or 1178 A. D. It is, however, difficult
to reconcile these. Atkinson also felt like this and, therefore, gave three
These
principal lists, which for convenience he catled A. B. and C. lB7
lists
do
agree
These
three lists were obtained by him from various sources.
with each other, but differ in the length of reigns of kings and in the order
of succession. O n the basis of these lists, Atkinson worked out a date for
Chand's occupation in Kumaon. Goetz in an ably written paper proposed
another date for the first occupation of the Chand's in Kumaon. Let us
examine the various propositions propounded by these scholars.
Atkinson is not inclined to accept the-first date, i. e.. 700 A. D. He thinks
that in this case "we shall have to crowd the coming of Safikara, the vast
political revolutions consequent on thc downfall of Buddhism, the reigns of
thirteen Katyori RXjk known from the inscriptions ( three from whom ruled
over twenty years each ) and the reigns of their successors into sixty-six
years, between the visit of Hicun-Tsang and the accession or Soma Chand."
O n such reasons Atkinson assigned 1010 Samvat or 953 A. D. for the a ~ c e s
sion of Soma Chand. IS9
-- --

-

..

--

186. Blsi means IiighZ.
187. Atkinson, E. T., op. sit., p. 499.
108. Ibid.. p. 602.
180. Atkinson very ably argues that for such an early date i. e. 700 A. D., we will have to
change the entire cbrorrology of the Chanda. The bel~efthat a Khaaia interregnum came
as an interruption in the Cband chronology is discarded by Atkinson and thus he advccatcs
the above date i. e. 9 6 3 A D. for Soma Chand's accession.
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Goetz, on the basis of existing monuments and other available eviden.
ces, gave a different date to the accession of Soma Chand. O n the basis of
a study of the temple-types at J~geSwar, he assigns to Soma Chand "the
second half of the 9th century when the Jagebwar temples had been built." lgO
He further says that the site had about three phases of construction. The
first, consisting of the Vimiinas of J~geSwar,i. e. the Mrtyuiijaya and J~gebwar,
belongs to the earliest period. They were probably constructed by the
The second set of temples belong to the period between the
K a t y ~ r rulers.
i
fall of the Gupta civilization and the Pratih~ra and R ~ ~ t r a k i i tempires.
a
H e attributed the construction of this set of temples to Soma Chand, the first
ruler of the Chand dynasty.
Goetzys assumption of attcibuting these shrines to the first ruler of
Chand dynasty and thus suggesti~lg an earlier date for his accession cannot be accepted easily. Apart from the Vim~llasol JegeSwar, the second set
of temples, though possessing some alien attributes-such as the transversal roof,
the distinct storeyed arrangement in the steep tower, etc.-seem to have been
constructed just after the completion of the first set. There arc some horrowings in elements in these shrines also from the earlier group of temples.
Hence the contention of Goetz to assign them to Soma Chand does not seem
to be convincing. Insteacl, we can say that they were also built by the
later Katyiiri rulers.
Further, Goetz puts forth an assumption that the artistic activities at
D w s r a h ~ started
t
in about 1029 to 1048 A. D. followed Ily a second flare-up
of activities between 1 143 and 1219." l''
This sudden and for a small state
artistic activity can bc explained only by an assumption that the Dwzrahst
Katyiiris achieved a sudden power aster a political revolution. And this
could have happened only after the fall of the earlier Chand cmpire. Thus
Goetz suggests a mid-date for this catastrophe as before 1029 A. D. discarding
the date 1055, which was proposed by Atkinson. He further remarks that
"if the date of the Vamb~valimust be too early for the first Clland dynasty,
thosc of Atkinson prove to be too late." I"
111 this way, as stated briefly,
Goetz p~,opountleda new clnte for the accession of the first Chn~l:lruler as
cir. 850 A. D. and its end in about 1059 A. D.
The clate ~>ropou~ldecl
by Goctz cannot be acceptecl duc to the following
reasons : -.-

p
p

-.

100. Goetz, H., "The Chronology of the Chand Dynasly and Mediaeval Monuments of ~urnaon,"

3. 1. H., Vol. XXIX, Pt. I,
101. Ibid.

192. Ibid.

p. 36.
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( a ) The templcs of J~geSwar,though having three pllases, evidently
show that due to their similarity the first two phases of construction were
completed by a dynasty of rulers-the Katyijris. Hence it is erroneous to
assign the second group of temples at J~ig~4war
to the Chagcls and thus bring
back the date of the dynasty.

( b ) As we have seen, the Katyiiris had a powerful sway upto the third
quarter of the 10th centnry. Goetz's assumption, therefore, of cir. 850 A. D.
as the initial date of the Chand's does not appear to be sound. If it is
accepted, the whole chronology of the Katyiiri rulers would be disturbed.
From the above considerations, it appears, thercforc, that the date
propounded by Goetz is too early for the first Chanrl occupation of Kumaon.
Atkinson's date of 953 A. D., though not very carly, does not aim correupond very well with the Katyiiri chronology. As a matter of ract, the whole
issue should be treated afresh in the light of existing evidences. We know
that the Katyiiris ruled upto the third quarter of the 10th century. Then fbllowed
an internal disseiision and the later Katyiiri rulcrs Biradcva and Brahmadeva were quite incompetent to suppress this uprising. It seems, therefore,
that the story of king's daughter being married to the RZJZ of J h a i is
correct in all its aspects. It appears that this incident might have taken
place in the closing years of 10th century. And the accession of Sorna
Chand, thus, possibly followed after a few years. Roughly, it can be assiglied
Like Atkinson, the prescnt author discards thc theory
to cir. 1000 A. D.
of Khasiya interruption before the accession of the first Chmd ruler in
Kumaon. It appears that despite all the worst political conditions, the throne
of the main line of Katyiiri dynasty was immediately occupied by the
Chands.

Soma Chand
When Soma Chand reached Kumaon he built the first horne OF
the fifteen-acre plot received by him from his Lither-in-law and called
183. Atkinmn quoted the statement of the Kurnaoni stetcsman HaGa Dcva Joahi, who put the

accession of Thohar Chond in 1261 A. D. and attributed him as the fin1 ruler of
Chand dynasty. Atkinson on the basis of it contends that the contemporary i~ucripliplion
in Garhwal belonging to

Dulu RZ$

KrHchalla shows us

that some years before the

accession of Thohar Cliand there were Chandra Va~iliisin Kali liumaon. 0 1 the three names
given in the inscription not even one agrees with any name in the lista. 'l'hercfore, A~kinson
supposes that probably there were tllree Chand ramilia at that time. T h u he rejata the
view of some scholars and adds that Thohar Chand can hardly be ~ a k c n to be the firat
of hia dynasty in Kumaon.

See, Atkinson, E. T.,

@p.tit., p.

603.
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Rgj-bof~ga, which subsequently gave place
to the name
C h a m ~ w a t . He
found the
country divided into
a number
of small principalities under independent rulers.
Soma
Chand
rose to the occasion and with the assistance of the Taragi clan, subdued the
Riiwat R3j;ja and invited the pctty chiefs and the heads of factions to. attend
his d u r b ~ r . H e gave them equal importance and appointed the powerful
faction leader as the head of all with a general supervisioll from his capital.
"He revived the ancient system of headmen in each village called borhas
and sayiinas, who were responsible for the police and fiscal arrangements
of their respective villages or groups of villages. This was so very old an
institution in these hills that the biirhas of Chaukur and Phiingur declared
to Soma Chand that their office had come down to them in unbroken succession
from the original Daitya rulers of Kumaon." 19'
The k-amd-ars or immediate
courtiers of Soma Chand were the Joshis, Bishts and Pzndes of Kumaon.
it

Though J~geSwarwas probably not under his sway, it seems that Soma
Chand had built monuments a t this place. I t co~lldhave been possible only
when he had no hostilities with the Katyiiris of wcstern Kumaon. The site was
very much sacred and hence the builtling of monuments in the territory of
other king might have resulted clue to a fi-icndly gesture.
Sorna Chand, who had ascended tlie tlirone in cir. 1000 A. D., probably
died after the rule of twenty years. He established himsclf powerfully. HOWever, it appears that he coultl not completely sul~duc the wllole of' the
Kumaon region. Even then the entire Kurnaon was ruled by scveral petty
rulers. In Garhwal, Dehradun and Tehri Garhwal, the Palas had eslablished themselves. In Kumaon, the westell1 and southern parts were being
occupied by the petty Katyuri houses, w}lile thc noltIl to cast region might
have been under the sway of Sotna Chand.
Atma Chund and his successor
Soma Clland was succeeded by his so11 Atm-1 Clland. \Ye do not have
anylhing substantial to rccord about this king also. 'Tracliiion, however, tells
us that the progress 01' the small slate went further unabated. We, are told
that all the neighbouring sulers paid him a n allegiance.
After Ktma Chand we siml~ly gct il Imrc list of I ulcrs, W~IOSC reigns
were probably most uneventl'ul. ~ l n l aCli'ulcl was succeeded by his son
Ptirna Chand, or whom all that is known is that lie was a great hunter and
-

.

-

.

104. Ibid., p 608.
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spent much of his time in the Bhiibar engaged ill hunting.
H e was
followed by his son Indra Clland, who is said to have brought into m l i
Kumaon the silk worm and had thus -introduced the manufacture of silk.
Of the immediate successors of Indra Chaud, viz. SansZr, Suclhii, Hammira
or Hari and BinH, nothing is known beyond their names.
Atkinson has assigned eighty years to all these rulers. This seems to be
correct, for almost all of them were incapable to retain stronghold
for a long time.
BinZ Chand, whose reign probably ended in the b e g h ~ i n gof' cir. 1100
A. D. was a weak-minded ruler. He allowed the affairs of the country to
fall into the hands of unscrupulous servants, so that on his death "the Khasiyas
lifted up their r2j in Kali Kumaon." lg6 The condition of the Chnnd rulers
became worst. They approached the Katyiiris of western Kumaon h r help,
but they were themselves preoccupied with their own affairs. Atkinson
remarks for this Khasiya uprising : "It would appear that the Khasiya revolution was the result of' a national movement not only against the foreign
dynasty but generally against all intruders from plains." lg7 I t cannot be
accepted easily since it is difficult to reconcile that a dynasty like the Chards
ruling for about a hundred years could remain a foreign one. The very
probable likclilloocl for the ichasiya up~isingmight have bee11 due to the
failing power of the Chands. Besides, the llouses of Doli, DwZrahZt and
others secm to have regained power during this political chaos. Since all
these P c ~ t yhouses had a pcaceiul time, it is very likely that they had built
the temples at I)wHrah;lt witllin this s11or.L interval.
Atkinson has given a list of' about 15 names, whom he describes as the
Khasiya Kgjijas." " V x c e p t i n g their names and the period of their rule, we
do 1101 have anything to record about them.
The periocl was thus full of general discontent and political strife.
Almost all the aboriginal tribes, bigger or smaller, seemed to have raised in
revolt, which could not be checked due to the lack of any powerful personality.
We have a thick veil of oblivio~lover this perioJ. Atkinson derived a
conclusion from a small inscription at JageSwar belonging to hladhavasena,
106. In [he back pages he has been associated with ~irishta'saccount.

Nothing definite urn be
said about i t and hence i t remains tentative till further material provcs it.
196. Atkinson, E. T., ap. d.,
p. 609.
10 7. Ibid.
198. Ibid.
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the ruler of Bengal, that he probably visited here in the l lth century A. D,
But we cannot say definitely whether he visited this place in course of his
military adventure or just for the sake of a holy pilgrimage. However, the
latter purpose seems to be genuine, for we do not have either any tradition or
historical account in Kumaon about the invesion of a foreign ruler in the
12th century A. D.
After this event in Kumaon history, we have something to record
about the later part of 12th century. There are still two tridents erected by
foreign rulers a t Gopeiwar and BiirhBt, which tell us the tale of a political
strife and the weakr~essof the Kumaon and Garhwal riijiis.
ASokachalla
T h e trident found at GopeSwar is significant from the fact that it gives
'the name of a king with his genealogy. This king, who is supposed to
have conquered the Himalayan region, belongs to the htalla dynasty of
Nepal. The record is dated in the year 1191 A. D. The decipherment of
inscription, particularly in the case of the name of king, is doublful.
I t has been variously suggested by scholars as Anekamalla, ASokachalla, lg9
Bhanekamalla "O and Aiokamalla. " O L
I t appears that the correct transliteration may be ASokachalla. 'rucci also remarks in tliis conneclio~l that the
other readings are wrong.
And therecore, it should be ASokaclialla only.
If such a reading is acctpted, then this king can be collnectecl with the
Malla family of Nepal. Tucci has given a list of the Malla r~jtjas, in
which this king stands as a seventh successor.
The trident at B ~ r h ~ tTehri
,
Garhwal, is also inlercsting. About
this trident the local tratlition says that it was erected by somc Tibetan
RZjs, to whom this part of the counlry was formerly subjected. Tl~ough
we do not know anything more about this Tibetan Riijqja, the above account
is correct. This is proved by the Tibetan inscriptioll on the trident. On
this very trident Kiijii ASokachalla got his inscription engraved in the
subsequent centuries.
This Raj% ASokachalla in his GopeSwar inscription claitns to have
"subdued Kedara blitirni." 204 I n tlie BHrllPt inscriptioii he lias been praised
very much for his pious and heroic actions.
Bhagwan Lal Indraji' " ~ ~nn s ~ r ~ p i ia1
o n~ a ~ a 'I.' .A., p. 346.
Atklnson, E. T., op sit., p. 612, f. n. 2.
Kielhorn, F., " l n s c r ~ ~ t ~ oofn Northern
s
~ndia",E. I., Vol. V. p. 79
Tucci, Giuseppe, Preliminary Report on two Ssirntips Expeditions i n Nepal, ltoma - 1966, P.
203. Ibid.
204. A~kinsoa,E. T., op. nt., p. 6 1 2 .
100.
200.
20 1.
2 02.
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I t appears that Abkachalla conquered the entire tract of Garhwal,
leaving the region of present Almora and Nainital Districts under the rule
of some onc else. As noted briefly, the present period of Kunlaon history k
thickly wrapped up in confusion. Hence, it is difficult to say as to who
could have occupied this region at the time of Abkachallays conquest.
The sway of the Mallas here could have been only of a short
duration, "for with the exception of an old chabiitara, or masonry platform
which formed their customs post at Joshimath and is still known as the RainkH
chabtitara, they have left neither trace nor tradition behind.)'

Krachalla Deva 1145 Saka ( 1223 A. D. )
Exactly thirty-two years after the reign of ASokachalla, the emergence
of Krgchalla Deva takes place in the history of Kumaon. 0 1 1 the reverse
of the copper plate grant of Deiatadeva, we have the evidence of a deed
executed by Krzchalla Deva, "who is described as conqueror of the Vijaya
rgjya, the destroyer of the demolished city of Kgntipura and a devout
Buddhist.), '06 From the Nepalese annals we know that he came from this
country.
Tucci conjectured that the king Kr~challaDeva Jina of Kzntipura is
most probably the Krachalla of the Malla dynasty. "' The conclusion
derived on the basis of similarity of names cannot be accepted. Though the
name Kr~challacomes sixth in order of successiorl in the ' hlnlla list, the other
king ASokachalla, who is already referrecl to and who succeeds Kr~challa, is
said to have conquered Kumaon in as late as 1191 A. D. The clate goes
against the entire hypothesis. And, therefore, the vicw that Krschallatleva of the Bgleivar inscription is KrZchalla of the MaUa dyllasty is
less convicing.
From the Nepalesc annals again, we know that when the Vais (or VaiSya)
Thskur Rzj% began to reign, there were R~jijHsin every quarter of the town
Lalitap~tan,"in Kintipura ( KBthmSndu ), there were twelve Raj% who
were called Jhininmatha Kula." ' 0 8 Further, it was said that these Thakuras
built numerous Buddhist temples and clonated lands for their maintenance.
The 1331e6var inscription also indicates that KrZchalla Deva was a devout
>-.
206. The term ' ~ a i k a 'or ' ~ a i k a 'was an old title in the Malla family.

Atkinson, E. T,, op. sir., p. 61F.
206. Ibid.

207. Tucci, C., ep. a't., p. 67.
208. Ibid., p. 61 G.
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Buddhist. It, therefore, appears that this king also belonged to one of
thew families of the Rzjpats of Nepal and his place was somewhere in m]",
in the Western Nepal.
Though he was a Buddhist, he did not indulge in religious fanaticism
and thus donated liberal grants to B~leSvarM a h ~ d e v aand the Brshmanas.
Apart from the occupation of Garhwal and other adjacent regions,
Kr~challaDeva advanced upto the K a t y ~ valley
r
of Kumaon. In an inscription he claims to have won Kartripura. The place seems to have been
under the rule of some late Katyiiri ruler of western Kumaon, who was not
probably very strong to resist. I n such an opportune moment Krzchalla
Deva would have inflicted defeat on him ancl probably conquered the
Kzrttik~yapurakingdom very easily. However, more material is awaited
in support of this.

Restoralion of the Chand dynasty
At the outbreak of revolution, the surviving members of the Chand
dynasty retired to the Mal or Malas as the present Tarsi was then known.
T h e first person to raise arms against the ruling Khasa chiefs and other
Maqdalikas was Bira Chand. People joined hands with him and attacked
KZli Kumaon. They were totally successful in their venture, and thus
Bira Chand was the first ruler to establish himself at Champawat.
We are in a good position to reconstruct the earlier history of the
later Chand dynasty. "For, however poor the available information
may he, it leads us back from Rudra Chand ( A. D. 1562-1592 ) whom
Atkinson had regarded as the earliest chronologically ascertained ruler, to
Nara Chand A. D. 1285 ( ? ) or 1297-1321 " "'

Nara Chand
For the rule of Nara Chand a period of about eighteen years has been
is exte~liled to 24, if not
assigned. I n his inscription, however, the
36 years. Goetz took him as the actual builder of the later 'Chand RZj.'
This assumption cannot he acceptet1 as the restoration of Clland dynasty
had taken place under Bira Chand and not under Nara Chand.
It can be, however, postulated that Nara Chantl tried to establish
permanently the lost might of his dynasty which he gained from
Bira Chand. Bira Chand himself could have restored the lost power
only after the invasion of Krgchalla Deva in 1223 A. D
Goetz's
209. Goetz, H., ap. sit., p. 44.

assumption, therefore, of the date of B
i
n Ghand ( A. D. 12091224 ) does not
appear to be correct.
After this line of rule* a crucial point in Chand's history arises without
any solution so far. Tradition tetls us that Garura Gyan Chand as well ns
his uncle Thohar Chand had m e from Jhnsi. The political conditiom
during this period were not in any way better. "In the beginning of
14th century Al&uddin3s oppression and conquest, and the repeated revolts
in Katehir, east of the Ganges, drove many Brand R3~putsinto the
hills, and so it is probable that Thohar Chand may have also sought refuge
in the Champ~watRgj, which since Bira Chand had been a clan relationship with Jhiisi. As he has been included in the Varhiiivali, it is possible
that he married into the Chand family and acquired great influence.,B 210
This statement of Goetz that Thohar Chand established a new line of rulers
in Champ~watis correct. Atkinson also states at one place in his book that
a Kumaoni statesman H a r p Deva Joshi gave the history of Chand
dynasty beginning from Thohar Chand, omitting the early part of it. It
seems that the above statesman was only aware of the second tradition, which
related the coming of T h o h r Chand to Kumaon

Garura G p n ChandLl1
The account about Thohar Chand and his successor is not available to us.
G a m a Gyan Chand ascended the throne of Kumaon
But the seventh
with repute and significance. He seems to have enjoyed great influence and
his Rzigaon pillar inscription of A. D. 1367 or 1371 speaks for his power.
It is not knwon when Garura GyPn Chand occupied the throne of Kumaon.
Atkinson believes it to be in 1374 A. D., but the date 1365 A. D., seems to be
more appropriate.
About Garura G m Chand we know that he tried to regain Katehir
( Rohikhand ), which-once formed part of the Chand's territory. It seems,
210. Ibid., p. 46.
2 1 1. It wan rtated that

when bc wer in Delhi to requat thc king for the grant of the tract of
Katehir (~ohilkhaad), hc war received with much honour and being permitted to accompany
the Emperor for hunting war one day fortunate enough to shoot a large bird, whuh he

nbw flying away. The bird pmvcd to bc B vulture, the g a r 4 a . The Emperor was p l e d
enough wlth the &I1 of the RajS. Hence he not only granted him hi# request, but directed
him henceforth to mume the rume G ~ N Gyan
~ B Chand r Sec Atkinson, ET., sp.dl., p 621.
t
21 2. Some writen take him m an immediate succaor, while the othen ar the seventh. i ~ mm
that the latter view ir comct. A1m-t all the w-ra
were probably feeble and
incapable and hence Gamra Cfln Chand could have cqiurcd the throne easily after a few
yearr of Thehar hand's death.
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however, that he stretched out his hand for the governophip into an indepen
dent kingdom.
Garura G y ~ nChandys inscription of 1390 A. D. mentions the erection of
a temple at Champawat, which will be discussed subsequently.
The kingdom of Garura Gyan Chand finally disintegrated after his
death. His last inscription belongs to l419 A. D. and after his death Kumaon
was divided between brothers and nephews of the Chand dynasty.

Udydn Chand
Garura Gyan Chandys son'Harihar Chand couM not retain the throne
for a long time. His son Udygn Chand ascended the throne probably in
c. 1430 A. D. We do not know anything significant about this king also.
But it is said that he repaired the famous temple of BaliSvar at Champ~wat.
After this king we have a fist of several Chand rulers. None of them
seems to have attained anything remarkable. Whatever might have been
the situation, it is beyond the scope- of our studies. But it should be
indicated here that the glorious period of 'Champ~watr%jYended only with
the death of Garura Gyzn Chand.

The C a r h a l Rajas
We have briefly pointed out earlier that the accession of Ajaipal to the
throne of Garhwal took place in the 14th century A. D.
The Raj%,who had his original seat at ChaUnd village, in Chzndpur
subdued petty chiefs of the neighbouring territory. Having conquered
these tracts, Ajaipal went with a larger number of followers to &inagar in
Garhwal. The memoirs tell us that he settled there on 25th Gate, K~rttika,
Sarhvat 1415 ( 1358 A. D. ). 213 AS has bee11 said, Miinodaya Kzvya written
by Jyotir Rni supplies us the names of the kings of Garhwal. Here in this
case also we get the names of Ajaip~l's son and grandson as SaMyapZl and
Mgnsah.

Ajaipiil

In the MZnodaya Kzvya, Ajaip~l is compared with Yudhi(thira,
"who descended from the lunar lineage, whose very tllought trembled the
heart of the king." "4
..-

p
p
p
-

21 3. Gairola, T. D., op. d.,p. 74.
214. Sankrityayan, Rahul, op. sit., I, p. 128

He is said to have unified'the entire t m t of Garhwal and was probably
the first ruler to call it as GarhwaPIBinstead of Kedkkhanda. When he shiaed
his capital from Chbdpurgarh to Dewalgarh ( &inagar ), his position was
not very strong and to attain it he had to fight with the neighbouring
powerful raj%. Finally he s h i i his capital to grinagar proper where he
could rule in peace and tranquility.

He probably ascended the throne in cir. 1400 A. D. About bim also
Manodaya Kiivya tells us that he was a very able statesman. He completed
the work of further unification of Garhwal, which his father had begun long
before.

Man Sah
Allan S2h or W n ShZh ascended the throne probably in 1460 k D.
About him also we get some information in Mii~odayaKavya, which tells US that
he invaded the king of. Champ~watin Kumaon. 'I'he king of Champiiwat
seems to have suffered a heavy loss at the hands of Man =h's general Nandi.
We cannot comment on the authenticity of this statement as we have no
corroborative evidence. Nevertheless, it is more than certain that under
his reign the region of Garhwal
. reached the climax of its success. It may
also be added that o h y under Mzn Sah the'whole of Garhwal and also some
parts of the Dun became a f o r i d a b l e empire under one ruler.
After Man Ssh, several rulers ascended the throne of Garhwal till the
British regime bifurcated the region into two parts, namely, Garhwal and
Tehri Garhwal. The capital was shifted fmm grinagar to Tehri-Garhwal
and this dynasty at Tehri ruled till the time all the states were merged up in
the Indian Union.

Conclusion
T o sum up, it may be said that the history of Kumaon region remains
morc conjectural than factual for want of an authentic data.
The Katyiiris, who were the first historical rulers of Kumaon, contributed a lot to the culture of Kumaon. The art and architecture were
enriched and many new monuments came up during their regime. As stated
already, they were the Saivas and they helped Sahkara in the establishment
of Saivism in Kumaon.
Dewalgarh,
,
etc., throughout
2 16. There were several independent houses known as C h ~ n d a ~ u r g a r h
the region of Garhwal. 'l%erefore i t was named as Carhwal signirying a place with many forb (Cprhm1).
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Under this dynasty, the entire tract of Kumaon including some portion
of Rohilkhand witnessed prosperow times.
These rulers, though originating locally, were broad-minded and were
therefore, conscious enough to keep harmonious political relationship with some
of the powerful rulers of the Indian plains. For instance, the Palas of Bengal
had greatly influenced the life and culture of the Katyiiri kings of Kurnaon.
In the field of art and architecture, we see several features directly
borrowed from outside.
The Chands who are supposed to have migrated from Jhiisi, succeeded
the Katytiris. The records of their rule are not as numerous as we have
of the Katyaris. But the annals and memoirs of contemporary period
help us to build up their historical account,
The early Chand rulers had to fight continuous warfares. They were,
however, successful in establishing their position in Kumaon. Excepting a
few early rulers none was powerful. I11 the middle of the rule of this dynasty,
Kumaon region seems to have been divided into many parts. The kings of
Garhwal had declared complete independence, with the result that there
were several geographical units.
The Chand rulers also contributed to the art and architecture of
Kumaon in a wonderful manner. As will be seen later, a new style of art
was initiated with the help of foreign masons. Though they have comparatively a small list of monuments, their outstanding grandeur still reveal8 the
aesthetic sense of the Chands,
111the end, we can say that the region of Kumaon passed througll various stages from the beginning of the Christian era to the end of 15th
century A. D. And this very characteristic of its history accounts for many
lacunas here and there.

CHAPTER 111
ARCHITECTURE
Though the beginning of stone temples in Kumaon takes place in the
early mediaeval period of Indian history, we can, nevertheless, take into account
some of the early remains of this region and thus build up a chronologi~al
sequence of the same. The ancient remains of Kumaon may therefore be
grouped in the following categories :
I. Protohistoric
11. Early historic
111. Early mediaeval and
IV. Mediaeval.

I . Protohistoric
As far back as 1858 an interesting notice of the cairns or 'Rock Basons'
was made by \V. J. Henwood at Devi-Dhoora in Almora District. The place
is about 18 miles south-east of Almora town. About a furlong further south
east of the Devi-Dhoora temple, there are "large granitic rocks affbrdbg
tolerably level surface of several feet square, respectively about 4 ft., 2; ft.
and 1 foot above the ground. Each of these rocks exhibits a group of five
basons. They are generally about 6 or 8 inches in diameter, and perhaps a
foot in depthnu2There are some other remains at this place and on the same
surface as in the case of the above, "four other similar large stones, which
equally bear traces of having been purposely upset down wild-picturesque
granite cairns in the neighbourho~d."~
Near the small south-eastern shrine, there are two small cromlechs or
dolemns; "the larger is an oblong square, about 5 ft. in length and
2; ft, in width and is supported at a height of rather less than 3 ft. horizontally on six stones, the smaller is triangular, and is perhaps 2; feet wide."4
1. Henwood, W. J., "Notice of the Rock-Basons at Deo ( Devi ) Dhoora near Almora in Uppet
lndia", E. N. P..J.,N. S.,Vol. IV, pp. 204-206
2. Ibid, p. 204.
3. JMd,
4 6
I b i d ~ ,p. 206.
of thc k k of
N. B. The present author was not able to examine there bmonr pemondlp
racilltica.
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Apart from it, near Devi Dhoora, there is a grassy land where there
are two big cromlechs of considerable size.
Near Devi Dhoora, there are two masses of granite of more than fifty
ft. square cairn. A flight of some twenty or more steps has been laid to
reach the doorway to a small natural cave within the cairn.
These monuments of megalithic type are interesting, for they reveal
totally a new and unique culture in this hilly region. O n the basis of past
evidence scholars have presumed that almost the entire northern part of India
bears traces of megalithic mounments, though they have not been 'recently
Wheeler has stated in his book about all these existing monuments
of the north. And it is curious enough to know that their existence is
noticed "in the hilly district of Delhi, Mirzapur and Orissa.. Jaipur in
Rajasthan,. . . ...Almora, and in the remoter depths of the Nimalayan massif
in the Leh valley of Ladakh, near thc western border of Tibet."6
I t is difficult to comment on the existence of these megaliths in Kumaon
at present. T h e hu~ldrecl years old cvidence cannot be easily accepted unless the site is extensively re-examined. And therefore, whatever is stated
above represents the observation of Henwood.

...

.. .

11. Early historic
I n the early historic period we have to take into account the aivamedha
site at Jagatgr~m, District Dehra Dun. The site is cultivated and disturbed.
The Exploration Branch of the Archaeological Survey of India conducted
an excavation and exposed remains of three sites, where king Silavarrnan
is stated to have performed the aivamedha sactifices, at least four times.'

As the major portion of'the site is ciisturbetl, ri little part of the chayana
sacrificial structure remains in the shape of bricks of recognisable measurem e n t ~ . ~They are well designed in the orientation of chayana, hawk or eagle,
with spread wings.
T h e second site bsouglit out a number of inscribed bricks.
The third site yielded the relics of auother horse-sacrifice in the shape of
bricks.

--

-- .
.

--

-

.

.

6. Wheeler, Mortimer, Ear& I n d i a and PoAirlan
6. Ibid., p. 160
For detalled study about Leh, see Frallcke,
7. 1. A. R., 1063-54, pp. 10-11,
8. Ibid.

t o Ashoka, London, 1069,

a!.

p. 169.

tit.. pp. 6 8 - 7 4 ( referred to i n Chapter 11 1.
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The site under study is of unique importance as it is the first ancient
aivamedha site in India known to archaeology.
The remnants of chayana sacrifice discovered in the excavation are
interesting, for the sacrifice has a far reaching bntiquity to the Vedic and
Pur2qic literature. In the literary texls we get description of the aivamedha
sacrifice, the rule of its performance, the apparatus it required and the
purification by ~acrifice.~

The chayana
As the chayana altar forms an important part of the aivamedha site ilt
Jagatgr~m,it is worthwhile to say a few words about it.
Chayana means piling of bricks, which have special shape and form.
"Numerous shapes and forms are stated in the Vedas, such as gyenchiti, Kahkachiti, alayachiti, praugachiti, ratha~hakrachiti,~'~~
etc. Important of all these
is the Garuda chayana. This chayana or altar is erected with 1000 bricks in a
set order which exactly resembles a Garuda ( the vulture ) lying with its head
down and wings stretched out just as it may appear in the sky.
I t has been already noted that the bricks at Jagatgrgm were aligned in
the shape of a hawk or eagle. The significance of it is therefore unquestionable.
For building an eagle-shaped altar, it may be added here that the
bricks are arranged in the triangular oblong and square plans. Then a
#'mantra precedes the placing of every brick and the bricks should not be
placed at random or as regular house builders would have it. ...They should
never be placed one over the other.
and a sound knowledge of geometry
and masoncraft is required in constructing the altar. The bricks have different names to distinguish them." 'l The various kinds of bricks are placed
in various direction. Each layer consists of two hundred bricks. l2
The palaographical considerations assign the inscribed bricks to about the
3rddth century A.D. Ramchandran attributed the site to the Yaudheya dynasty,
to which-according to him-the king Silavarrnan might have belonged."
Another hypothesis has been forwarded elsewhere that the king dilavarman probably belonged to the Singhpura dynasty mentioned in the
mandal PraSasti. l*
0. Sec Satapatha Br. X, 21, 1-1 1 in S. B. E., Vol. XL1 and XLTII, pp. 208-304.

.....

...

10. Dikshitar, T. A. V., ' m e Vedic Sacrifices and Temple wornhip," B. V., Vol. V, p. 66.
T. N., "Aivamedha site near KS~ST",
J . 0. R., Val XXI. Pte. I-1V, p. 21.
12. Ibid.
13. Ibid., p. 24
, .
14. For detallcd description see chapter on History.
11. Ramchandran,

-
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111. Early Mediaeval monumanls ( c. 700-1000 A. D. )
After the early historical period, there is a wide gap in the architectunl
history of Kumaon. It is only with the emergence of Katyiiris and the
Chands that the region witnessed a prolific production of art and architecure,
There is, however, one difficulty that the extant archaeological remains of
Kumaon cannot be strictly ascribed to any one of these two dynasties, be.
cause we do not have either history or epigraphical evidence pertaining yl
the subject. Therefore, the stylistic considerations remain only as the basis of
our study.
These remains consist mainly of temples. The earliest among them
s e e m to be the JageSwar group of temples. The place is about ( Fig. 1 )
23 miles northeast of the Almora town. Here the cluster of about 150
temples-big and small-display at least three phases of architectural activities,
The division of these phases is mainly based on stylistic considera~ion, And
therefore, in order to know the entire art history of Kumaon, we may study
the monuments phase-wise along with their architectural peculiarities.

I
Phase I
The first and earliest phase in the monuments of J~geiwaris noticed in
the three vim8nasl6 of Jiigelwar, the Mrityuiijaya and the DagdeSvar. Almost
all the three shrines carry an outstanding similarity, though there are slight
variations on plan, elevation and general orientation.
These imposing Sikhara shrines are the earliest specimen of art in the
entire Kumaon region.

They follow the square plan, except for the Jiigeiwar temple, which is
paiicharatha on plan.
The dimension of the garbha-giha varies in each
case. Thus it is 174' square in the Mrityuiijaya, while about 20' square
in the J~geSwarand almost the same in the Davdeivar.
16, It would not be inappropriate to call them ar VimZnar.

There is not m y local w e for

them. The definition, therefore, hta into i t : "Throughout the greater part of rhc countrl
the tmctury as a whole is known
the virnxna of which the upper pyramidd or tspering
portion ir called the s'ikhara meaning a tower or spire." See Brown, Percy, W i o n Anhilrtlurr
( Buddhilt m d Hindu ), Vol. I, P. 72, 1942.
16. See hgura 1-3.
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The garbha-griha walls are plai~i and are devoid of any irnag@.
However, there are iaktis with liilga in all the temples as is usual
with a Siva temple. In the Mrityuiijaya sldne, the sanctum is
dark, having no opening whatsoever, while the back wall of the
JiigeSwar and the DandeSvar shrine consist of two latticed windows
of the chess-board pattern for the admittance of light into the sanctum.
Another variation noticed in the Jsgegwar shrine is that the g a r b h a g h a is
on a lower level and to enter it one has to descend a flight of steps. The
doorways of the sanctum are profusely carved with floral designs and more
so the lintel of the sanctum of JggeSwar shrine also, which is niccly embellished
with a frieze of five sculptured Sikharas.

All the shrines have square mandapas. All of them vary in dimension.
Thus the mandapa in Mrityuiijaya shrine is 26'-5" square, while in the
Jsge4war it is slightly bigger by two feet. l7 Unlike the man&ipa of the
J~geSwarshrine, the Mrityuiijaya shrine has simplicity. The walls are quite
plain and there is a row of two pillars and a pilaster on each side. Similar
the lower position of the sanctum of JggeSwar shrine, the ma&pa in the
Mrityuiijaya shrine has a raised elevation, thus having a flight of steps to
reach it from the portico. The J~gegwar shrine has, however, one interesting
feature. I n it we see a row of two
and a pilaster on each side
dividing the mandapa into a nave and tow aisles. The aisles are a little bit
below the level of the nave's flooring. They do not continue throughout
the m a ~ d a p ahall and are closed with the wall of the sanctum. Besides the
nave and aisles, the manlapa has otle more door from the southern side.

Pillars
The pillars are quite massive, squarish and with projection at interval
They are made of huge square blocks mortared one over the other. All the
sides are decorated with delicate flowery patterns, pot and foliage m&
and Kirttimukha symbols. The bracket capital is also very huge and supports
the architecture, on which finally the roof is resting. The base of the pillars
in the Jggeiwar shrine exhibits small arched niches on all the four s i d q
instead of the vase and flower motif.
1 7. The Dan?eivar ~ernplehas a striking resemblance

\\,ill, however, I I ~poin~edout here and there.

10

t l ~ eMrityuiijaya.

A LW v a r i a t i o ~
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Roof
Huge slanting slabs cover the roof. The later Gupta practice has been
fully~followedin it. And to be more precise, we can point out the present
similarity with the Durgg and other temples at Aihole and ten~pleNo. XII118
at Sziichi. In the J~geJwarshrine, howcver, the roof 01' the nave is raised
higher than that of the aisles.

The M~ityuiijaya,shrine has a rectangular portico of about 8' x 5' dimension. T w o pillars comparatively small, but exactly after those of the mandapa,
are placed in it. The position of the J~geSwarshrine is quite cliffereut. In it
we do not see the original ardhamaqdapa. I t seems to have been lost long
back and what is seen today of 20' X 20' dimension is a. later acl!lition. It is
entirely covered, hut the four walls have almost gone. Ilowever, a few
stones even now indicate that it was oncc a well covered slructure. The
modern roof of tiles is supported by woodeti pillars OF a very rccer~t
time. T h e entire ardhamaqdapa is clustered with small and big shrines
without a,least consideration for situation, plan or space at all.

General characberistics of the temples

-All the three shrines rise to an elevation of about fifty feet each. The
adhiath~na( basement ) moulding is decorated with lotus petals. The Jailghs
or the wall portion begins with flower anci vase motii: The top panel of tlle
hiche contains the portrayal of Siva9sTrimiirti. Finally there is n Kirttimukha symbol. The niches on tlic M~ityuiijayashrine are exhibite(1 slightly
in a different way. Thcy rcprcsent a definitc Pratihzra clcment by thc
elongated udgamas on niclles, cvhich are witlcly fou~icl in all the centr.tl
Indian 'temples and on a few Rajasthani, like tllosc at Osia, Mandor ail l
Gwalior. Stella Kramriscll speaks for such arrangcrnent as.. ."replic 1s
in rclief of various kincl of superstructure of the temple"'" .. Thc portion
below the sikhara is divided illto three segments ( trayalip-b2da ). T!::
sikhara is curvilinear with broatl offsets ancl is like the Nzgara temples of
India. It begins curving inside from its bottom and is square tllroughollt
its cross section with a clear maintenance of sharp edges at the corners. 1'111:
terminating point or apex ends in a comparatively small square and is covered
by a plain arnalaka.
'

.. .

18. Ssraawa~i,S . K . , ' ~ r t , 'The C/os,itol Age, Vol. I I l, p. 4 9 R, PI. X, Pig. 2 0
19. Kramrisch, S~ella,Ths Hindu 'Tcrn/~lc,Vol. 11, p. 318, f, n. 6 0 .

...
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Fi~ially011 tllc top of cad1 temple, there is a superimposed parmol rening
on a wooden farme work and covered
by very thill slaty slabs. The p a ~
as01 over tile M~ityunjayashrine differs Srom that of the Jggeiwar shrine. In
the former it is held aloft by a square farme of wooden sticks, whik that in the
latter it closcly covers the pinnacle. In the DapdeSvar shrine, Imwever, we
see two parasols-one covering the udgama ( pediment ) and the other lh
pinnacle of the Sikha1.a. The use OS such a contrivance in almost all the
temples in the hilly regions is probably a "necessary feature, being eminently
suitable fbr draining off the snow.yy2o

......

A p a ~ t fiom several decorative tletnils, such as ~11efloral designs, thc
Kirtti~nuklia sy~nboland the flying gandharvas-all carved on the templeswe see lion seated on tllc corbel just above the roof of the mar&ipa.

Cult images

It is difficult to determine the natule of the cult images. Stray icons
are absent from these sh~ines. But 6iva.s trimiirti" occurs quite frequently.
In the J~lgeLwar temple, however, we sec two life size statues of Bhairavas.
They are Batda-Bhairavas alid will be described in greater details s u b s e , ~ ~
ly. From their appearance it appears that they were p~obably a latex
addition to the temple.
,. - . ..
Though the temples lack ally specific cult icon, the higas in the t e m p
les niay be taken as representing this character. Besides, the names Wtyuiijrtya, J~geiwar ( or YogeSvara ) and Dai~deivar signitjl various aspects of
Lord Siva.

Date and parallels outside
We callnot assign the temples to any definite dale. Though there are
a few illscriptions of about the 9th-10th centuries, none of them has its bearing
on the temples. But it cannot be accepted what Hargreaves has contented
that "the inscriptions testify to the presence of shiines here in the 8th century
and these were in all probability, not the first erected at the spot."22 Thus
according to his observation they ( the shrines at J~geiwar) all belong to a
period aner the visit of $ a i l k a r k h ~ r ~or,a more precisely, after the 9th century
A. D. Nevertheless, on stylistic considerations, it can be stated that these three
- . .-

.

-- .

-

-

--

-- -

2 0 . Saraswati, S. K . , The Slruglr for Empire, Vol. V p. 6 0 6 .
21. This will be dealt with in the Chapter on Iconography.

22. Vats, hl. S., A. S. I., A. R., 1828-29, p. 16.
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shrines ofJigeSwar belong to about the 7th-8th century A D." Goelz has
assumed even an earlier date and he says that these shrines arc the oldest
among all. H e further remarks that "they belong to the late Gupta period,
low and broad with slanting slab roof, columns with lotus-half roundels combined with the pot and foliage capitals and com~>arativelysimple plintli
mouldings.""
Tl~ougli Goetzys view seems reasonable, thcre are yet a few
difficulties in accepting it. Firs~ly, no dynasty in I<umaon is known which
might have flourished during the 6th-7th century A. D. Tlie emergence or
the Katyliris, the first historical dynasty of Kumaon, had only taken place in
the last quarter of the 7th or the beginning of the 8111 ccntury. And if these
shrines are taken to be crected by the earlier Katytiri prince, as Goetz assumcd,
it will go against the view that the ternplcs are exactly contemporary wit11
the late Gupta period. Secondly, all ~hesc shrinrs bear stiiking resemblance
to the P a r a i u r ~ m c h a r shrine at Bliubaneivara" ant1 the Durg;i and Hucchi.
maligudi temples at Aihole." Though they are Far fi-om Kumaon, the architectural resemblance, particularly in respect OSthe latticcd windows, the interior
arrangement of naivc and aisles, the pattern of roof and iikhara testify that
they all belong to one period. And as the shrines from Bhubaneivara and
Aihole belong to about the 7th or 8th century A. D., it would be quite
appropriate to place the temples a t Jageiwar also as the production of about
the close of 8th century A. D.

This group of temples belorlgs to a sliglllly later pcriod 'l'liese sllrines,
though comparatively small in elevation, arc tlic bcsl prescrvcd amollg all
the extant temples at JageSwar. Almost all of them present a new style, as
far as the temple architecture of Kumaoll in conccrnccl. I-Ience, it is essential
to discuss them in details.
2 3 . Tlre ternplcs at Jageiwar are more or less (ontempurallcous i v i r l ~ thc~scat Osia ( t:a.iastllan 1.
The templea at Osia exhibit sharply the elcmen~s or Prat111;il.aart. After [he posr-G~lpla
period the elements or this regional school manirrs~ly inllue~~cedscveral north '"dim
temples including those at J ~ g e i w a rand other latter ~ ~ ~ o n u m e rol'
l t sKumaon.
2 4 . Goetz, op. tit., p. 38.

26. Saraswati,

bp.

( referred to in Chapter 11 )
tit., PI. 11, Fig. 3 and Ilrown, op. d., p. 1 2 4 .

26. Coulena, H., Chalukyan
27. Sec Fig. 4.

A~chilrsturr, PI.

XII. See 2 3 f. n. also.
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T h e fiavadurga shrine at Jdges'war
Thc shrine ( Fig 2 ) nicely preserved faces to the nor.~li. 1t has a rectangular sanctum ( 15' X 10' ) and an elevation of' about 30 feet. Tllcre arc
two plinth mouldings of great simplicity. The floor OS the shrine is placed at
a higher level, though we do not sec ally sign of thc jagati i tcrracc ). 'r1iere
are two square pillars including two side pilasters rating the roof of the
temple. Besi~lcs,each side of the wall has an cmbeddzd pilaster. T h e architrave has becn utilized to hold the iikliara. 'I'he iikhara is divided into three
recessed c o r n ~ ~ a ~ ~ m eEach
n t s . of them is protected by a ~>ldirl
moulding. Thcsc
compartments display beautifully the arcliitcctural heam-hcacis in all thc four
sides of the temple. There is yet orie Inore intcrmcdiary recess below the
pinnacle. And finally thcrc is tlic "ogival wagon s11apc.d roof' placed transversally to the ent~ance."" Owir~g to the oblong plan bcing maintained
throughout; the uppcr part iemains urialteretl. Tlie vaulted roof is c~owrled
by a small Smalaka in thc middlc ancl two figures of squattcd lions in two
corners facing oppositc directions. I11 two sides 01 the temple, i. e. left and
right are seen two gables with uppcr circular panels. They are highly obliterated and were restored few years back, but thcir carvings are lost.
The type seems to be alien to the region of Kumaon and its proto-types
are seen elsewhere in India. But a :few similar instances of significant nature
are available even from the other parts of Kumaon. Two similar type of
temples are at Joshimath. Both of them, thougli dilapidated, resemble the
Navadurg~templc. One of them is known as the Vasudeva shrine," while thc
other nameless, comparatively small, stands behind this. The Vasudeva shrine
has been probably reshaped and therefore, its iikhara presents a hybrid jumbled
60m. One striking elemenl which is still preserved is that the architectural
beam-heads are recessed in compartment, just above the lintel. But more
interesting than the Vasudeva shrine is the small tcmple, which has preserved
its style, shape and plan even now. Though lacking in some of the architectural decorations, such as thc lithic beam-heads motif, etc., it closely resembles the Navadurgii shrine in its each and every detail.

The signlJicatlce of the type ; its parallels

atzJ

date.

This type is really significant, since it carries a different conception from
other- monunients of Kumaon. This concept has a long background in the art
p--.ppp--.--

---

28. Goetz, H., a?. tit., p. 38.

20. Sec Fig. 6.
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history of I~ldia.The origin of this type, as suggested by Percy Brown, goes back
to the Buddhist3' Chaitya halls or temples. The iirst brick building, fully carrying the feature of "Keel" roor is the Bhitargaon ternple ( in Kanpur District ).
Built during tlie fifth century A. D., its tower dcrnonstrably works as a precursor of the wagon vaultcd roof found in sevcr-a1 parts of India. After the
Bhitargaon temple the slyle appears to have been adopted at Nalanda" and
in tlie later ccnturies it also became a wcll established architectural mode in
Orissa.
The analogous tcmples are the Rathas a t Mahabalipuram, the Vaital
Deul at Bhubancivar, the Teli k% mandir at Gwalior ancl the Temple No. 3 in
Osia3\t Jodhpur. Almost all 01' ~ h c mhavc reinaincd a subject of great
interest to scholars. r~hougllthey have strilcing resemblance to each other,
there are some variatio~lsalso. &'or instauce, alinost all tlie shrines from Kumaon consist oi'zmalahas and squatted lions-a fcature wliidi is not seen clsewhere. Although tliere arc "finials on tlie roof" 34 of Vaital Deul also, they
cannot be talten as akin to tlic iin~alakafeature of the temples of I<umaon.
As noted, the teinples axc in rectangular plan. This type of' plan, according to Stella K r a m r i ~ c h ,"is
~ ~an a13plica~ionof tlie square for definite purposes, when ior instance, more than one image is the cult object," such as the
tcn incaruations of Vigqu and the seven mothers. Though such instances from
a ~ ~give11 a n example of this type from
Kurnaon are lacking, S a ~ ~ k a l ihas
Gujarat. This is noticed in the DaS~vatZrateinple at Kadavar. The temple as
well as the Prabh~valioC the Variiha image arc carved with ten incarnations
of Visqu Will1 such evidence in hand, WC may acept the view of Kramrisch
without any further consideration.
T h e date of these shrines also cannot be easily determitled. Goetz
has assigned them to the period alhr the Guptas and before thc Pratihgras

-

.--- .

.

-

-

30. Percy Frown, op. t i t . , p. 0 6 .
3 1. I b i d , p. 4 3 , ( new edition )
3 2 . Ibid, PI. LXXXLV Fig. 1; ancl CXVI, Pig. 11.
3 3. Saraswat i, ap. ci!., p. 6 7 8 .
4
Panigrahi, K. C., Archucolo4;c~l Remuin, U! Ulr~rbonciuar, 196 1, p. 6 0 .
3 6 . Iiramrisch, S., op. c i t . , p. 1 6 0 .

36. ~ a n k a l i a H.
, D., 7/18 Arrhotalagy of Glljarot- 1 9 4 1 , p. 6 3 , PI. X', Fig. X.
[ Even the temples from Kumaon might have once enshrined the images more than
one. Though we do not have anything direct to prove it, il appears that the images or
SaptamXtrik?is at Joshima!h might have been once placed in the small temple. At ~ * g e i " a ~
however, all the sculptures, are etored in one room and so it is difficult to presume anything
about this place. l
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and RZshtrak~tas. After furnishing details of temple architecture and comparing their features with the 'Pre-Pratihara tradition', he says that "they were
contemporary with an age in which the struggle between those three great
powers of early Mediaeval India had becn in full
Goetz9s assump
tioris are weak so much so that he himself is not very firm about that. H c has
made the whole issue a most complicatcJ subject. He placcs the accession of
Soma Chand, the first Chand ruler of Kumdon, in 850 A. D. and attributes
these shrines to him. This date to tllc Chands is too carly. Their chronology
has been fixed elsewhere in the light of new co~lsiderationsand so thc view of
Goetz cannot be accepted. 'Though the style l ~ a scsscntially borrowed some
alien elements, it cannot be said that it does 1101 coiltail1 a~lytliingresembling
the earlier shrines. The floral anfl vase motif uscd in tllc J;~geS\va~
an:l birilyufijnya shrilles has a clear copy in the Ndvadurgi tcmple. T h e pillars also rcscmllle
closcly an(I so is the new feature of squatted lions. It, therefore, appears that
the Navatlurg%shrine at JdgcLwar and the Vasudeva and small shrine at
Joshirnath were built a few years arter the first set was completed. More
precisely, they may bc attributcd to have becn built in about 810 A. D.
The existence of this type of temples in Joshimath also proves that they
were built by the Katyiiris and not by the Chands as suggested by Goetz.
The hegemony of the former over this territory is undisputed, while there is
nothing to claim about the latter. Since the Katyiiris had their sway over
the entire Kumaoll and Garhwal region, it is vcry natural that they had
adopted a similar al.chitectura1 stylc at I~otlithe placcs.

Phase II ( b ) : The LakulLs'a and .i%a~ardjashrines at Jdgejwar and their
protoppes in Bhetii near Gupta Kdshi in District Garhu,d
( Jigs 4 and 5 )
This group of temples, thoug-11 bcaririg divcsrse features, may be put
under the second phase ol' construction at J~gefwar. It consists of' the Lakulih
and the Natarzja shrines at JzgeSwar,3' while thcrc are two nameless temples
standing in the Main Bazar at Bhetii near Gupta Kgshi. Though comparatively small than the other iikhara shrines of Kumaon, almost all of them
present a fine addition to the art of Kumaon.
-

.-

37. The incident is referred to the tripartite slrugele between the Rv.rakOfas, Pratihams and
PSlas. Sec Goe~z,op. sir., p. 30.
38. Sec Fig. 4.
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These shrines exhibit a remarkable homogeneity in their salient features,
All of them stand at an elevation of about 30 to 35 feet. The garbha-grihas range
from G to 10 feet square inside. Each of the shrines has two simple and plain
mouldings. A niche crowned by grilled pattern canopy is displayed in
each of the walls of the shrine. Apart from it, the facade of the temple contains a chaitya arch. This chaitya arch has its significance and its antiquity
goes back to the Buddhist chaitya halls.3y I n the course of centuries it assumed
a variety of froms till it was finally assimilated to the Brahmanical architecture as merely an ornamental motif. Particularly in the south Indian
temples, this motif appears "as an ornamental accessory known as the Kadu,
a kind of miniatiue a c r ~ t e r i u m " ~
ancl
~ is frequently used to break the line of'
the cornice.
Thcse Chaitya arches in Kumaon and particularly at J~geiwar bear
splendid mythological compositions. One of them contains Siva Naiar~ja,
while the other has his LakuliSa incarnation.
T h e Sikhara in these temples is relatively stunted and square with
stepped arrangement. Finally, the apex of the temple ending in a square
is crowncd by a flutcd Zmalaka and kala6a.
T h e art of these shrines is superb cven in the minutest detaiIs. 'The
doorway jambs are profusely carved with floral designs. I n the lowermost
part of the jambs at J~geSwar, there are two fetnale deities attended by
attendants. They are highly damaged and so it is difficult to describe them in
full details. But a presumption from thcir representation can be initiated
that they arc probably the figurcs of two river goddesses, GxngZ and YamunZ.
Similar trait is noticed elsewhere also, particularly in the temples at DwlirallZt,
though belonging to a later period. Couserls has traced the development of
Gangs ancl YamunZ representation in three stages. According to him, the
figures were displayed in the earlier periol on top of the jamb, while in
the mediaeval period they came to be represented to the bottom of the jamb
and in the still later pel.io:l llley completely d i ~ a p p e a r c d . ~?'his
~
division of
p

. .. .

.

--

-- - --

--

.

~

.- .

39. T h e earlirst is scen in the I.onm llishi cave I cir. 2 6 0 I:. C. ) i n

nillar, [llen

follow

several others, such as the I:lr:i.iZ, KontlarJe I'iralkhora, I'cdsr, .4janta, NZsik and Kerla,
all in the Deccan.
40. Brown, op. cit., p. 2 7.

41. The statement or the author goes well will1

present arrangement i n

the temple# at

~ ~ g e i w a r He
. furthcr says that the "image of Gailga and Yarnun~ were favourile ol,jects
in thc early tenlplcs, especially in northern India being generally placed on either side of
the shrine doorway."

See Cousens, ap. t i t . , p. 34.

Gousens reflects on the period of these two shrines. The othcr details on the
jamb are equally important, for it is decorated with "plait work-bands formed
of intertwined Nsgas and floral designs with the gavaksha net-work.""
This motif is followed in all the parts of the doorway. The Lakuliia shrine,
however, contains a makara-mukha motif, instead of the gavasha.
The shrines at BheE carry almost all the identical features, excepting
one or two minor additions. For instance, the ornamentation of temple
b y small chaitya windows is entirely a new element. Then there is another
dissimilarity in the temples of Jagelwar and B h e ~ . O n top of the chaitya
arches at J~gegwar, we see squatted lions, while this is not so in the temple
at Bhea.
Cult deities

It has been noticed in the preceding pages that the chaitya arches
contain figure sculptures of 6iva and his associates. This feature is only re+
tricted to the temples at J ~ g d w a r . Though there is a similar type of chaitya
arch in the temples at Bheta also, there is no sculpture at all, excepting
in the topmost round panel.
a carved face of !h
The representations of Lakulila and N a p r ~ j ain the temples at JZgdwar
call for a special attention. 'he panel containing 6ivaasTlndava depicts the
God accompanied by music players and attendants in a most refined manner,
while the other exhibits a seated figure of Lakulib being flanked by his four
disciples from either side. Unlike the BhetZ evidence, the upper circular panel
of the chaitya arch consists of the trimtirti of h a . The images are described
in details elsewhere. But it is sufficient to note here that the panels exhibit a
mangnificent carving and a splendid mythological portrayal of the Brahmanical theme.
S

Parallel and date
Far from Kumaon, this type has its parallels in Aihole," Mahabalipuram,
central India and Gujarat.* The chaitya arch, as an ornamental motif, was
initially introduced by the Buddhists, which later on formed an integral
part of every Hindu temple in the length and breadth of the country. The
mode ofstepped wall pattern may be very well seen in the temples of Gop
and Visavada in Gujarat. I n the south the temples at Aihole also bear this
-

P
-

42. Coetz, ap. tit., p. 39.
4s. Cousens, ap. #it.,

Pb. X I X XXV nnd XXVL.

44. Sankalia, ap. sit., 66-62, PLs.

12

VI, F i g

27-28.
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element. The makara-mukha motif has been noticed in the Jaina temple
Pattadakal, while the true copy of the arrangement and decoration of door.
ways is seen in the little shrine at
T h a e shrines belong to the same period as that of the Navadurgi at
JsgeSwar and the two temples at Joshimath. From all the above facts,
it may be inferred that almost all these shrines-possessing varied alien elements-were the ~roductionof one and the same period. The Katyfiri rulersas is evident from their records-had attained glory and power by about the
end d 8th or the beginning of 9th century A.D. And it ap,pears that .due
to their being receptive, they would have welcomed the transmission of
alien ideas in their temple architecture.

7 %Pa~dukeSvar
~
tmp2e.s ( figs. 6 and 7 )
Before taking up another phase of temple construction at ~-ageSnhr, 4t
is worthwhile to write about the two temples at Eqdukedvar, for they belong
to an early period on stylistic consideration. At least one of the temples,
known as Yogabadl-~,is a curious blending of architectural styles.

The te*
r k s to about forty feet. The garbha-griha has dimension
r o w y of about sev.en feet square internally, while that af the man@pa 5
a b u t twmty four feet square. The magdapa walls consist of two sunken
dches. Two massive square pillars hold the stone slabs of the roof, onLtop
ofwhich are two more shbs.
The exterior of the shrine is also noteworthy: There are-two decorated
plinth mouldings. Tlre walls are plain with recessed slabs put one .over the
other. Four decorated pilasters are embedded in the four corners of the tern$
wall. The method of construction followed in this temple is interesting. The
masonary consists of stones of large size kept in a position of weight
~ d m c seo that no mortar is needed. The r o d sf the mapdapa also exhibits
hanging eaves with the upper slanting slabs. The d e r n e ~ scharactcrlticdy
go with the roof of Ladhkhan temple at Aihole."'

m e adlli?$h~na( basement ) is divided fram the ja*ghZ or the wall
portion by a deep recess having decorative bcam-heads. The Sikhara is
46.

Cousens, op. it., p. 48. hg. 1 3 and p. 7 2 , Fig. 2 2

46. Rrown Percy, op. s i t . , PI. XLIV.

a&in exhibited with a deep and broad recess, on which are displayed four
sqwa$ted lions on all the corners each facing different directions. The
is totally domical and relatively bmad and stumpyinshapc. It haa h long
which axe crowned with Kirttimukha motif. On top of it is a parasd with a kalaia,
The decoration of the temple is not remarkable, except for the doorway
Kntel, which displays iotus flower motif

As is seen above, the temple is uniquely distinct from the other temples of
Kumaon. The reason for this individuality in features cannot be easily
ascertained. The Sikhara might have either been influenced by the Buddhist
stupa type because of the proximity of the place to the Tibetan region or it
may have been just a reproduction of the Pala temples of Bengal, in which
case also the Sikhara exhibits rounded corners making it comparatively
d~rnical.'~ The latter view is based on the evidence of the Pals conquest
of the region of Garhwal. The Pan?ukeSvar copper plate grants, about whom
more will be said subsequently, bear testimony to the Pala conquest. Hence
the assumption about the architectural affinities of these two far of regions
may be taken as of some credence.
The temple carnot be dated definitely. However, on the basis d
architectural elements, it may be assigned to the beginning of 9th century A.D.

The Vasudma temple
This shrine standing close to the Yogabadari temple presents slightly
digerent characteristics. With same elevation and plan, it presents diversities in its external appearance.
There are two plinth mouldings, the lower being simple, while the
upper decorated with a broad running fret chiselled in stone. On four corners of the jangh% are displayed like the former shrine carved pilasters with
broad and thick capitals. There is a recessed division between the jaligh~
and the Sikhara. The Jikhara is curvilinear and somewhat akin to the
NZgara type of temple. But unlike the latter, the Sikhara terminates abruptly
without following a tapering course. Therefore, it has also formed more or
1ess.a domical appearance like the former temple. It is covered by a parasol
and kalaia.
47. Saraswati, ep, dt., p. 608-0

PL.XXXV, fig. 72 and

73.
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Though carrying marked changes, it appears to have adopted its basic
development after the former shrine. It is, however, clear that the fineness
in contour and shape could not be attained in this case
The art of the shrine is also not significant. It has no elaborate carving.
On the doorway lintel the same decoration of flower motif is repeated here.
The facade of the Sikhara contains a carved face having moustaches and
k u ~ d a l aand small curly hair. This has led some scholars, including Rahul
Sankrityayan, to believe that the figure portrays elements of Greek art.@
However, the view is unwarranted as the figure seems to be a represdntation
of Bhairava.

The date
This temple seems to have been built sometime after the former. The
style of the shrine shows some degeneration in the architectural details. Hence,
it may be tentatively said that this shrine belongs to the late 9th
century A. D.
Both the shrines are enshrined with bronze images of Visnu bearing
names of Yogabadari and Vzsudeva respectively. The general characteh
tics of these bronze images depict a fine anatomy and expres~ion:~ which
account for their being contemporary with the shrines.
GPe V
Phase III at J~geAwarand the other temples of Kumaon ( 950 to 1300
A.. D. )
Before describing the temples of the aforesaid period, it will be essential
to group them according to their stylistic peculiarities.
Group A consists of the temples belogirlg to the third phase at J~geSwarand
the shrine of Mrityuiijaya at Dwzrahst. The general characteristics of these
shrines are that they show fine finish and remarkable attenuation at the end.
Group B represents the Maniyan group at DwZrallZt a i d the main
shrine at Adbadari. Though both the places are far from each other, the
temples have got a striking unifbrmity.
Group C comprises the temples of Ratan Deo, Kachcri, B h e t ~Ngl%
Katzrmal and the monolithic temple at Thal.
.

--

--.

-

-- .

-

--

4 8 . Sankrityayan, Rahul, ap. s i t . , p. 467 ( referred to in Chaprcr II ).
49. I t was not possible for the author to examine their iconography in details as the images are

alway~covered with clothes and very seldom expoaed for open observation.

Group D has the Rakshasa Deol, the Kaprmal shrine, Bagebwar temple,
GopeSwar and L~khZmapdalshrines.
Group A consists of the third phase of temple construction at Jagdwar or
more clearly, the Kedareivar group of temples and the Mrityuiljaya shrine at
Dwarahat. The general characteristics of these shrines are the attenuated
iikhara having remarkable curvilinear element ;a huge fluted m l a k a &h;roof
built of horizontal slabs; generally a square garbha-griha; a square maqdapa
and a shallow-pillared portico with usually two pillars.
The type as it looks today seems to have been introduced for the first
time at JageSwar. Along with Ked~reSvar,there are about thirty five temples
of this type. The Kedareivar shrine is the only best representative type.
I t has a square garbha-griha ( 8' X 8' ) internally with a shallow pillared portico
raised at an elevation and being added to stairs. The Bikhara attains a rapid
thinness and a marked attenuation at the end. There are three decorative
mouldings at the base with angular projection chiselled on the stone. The
Bikhara is divided at the corners into four stages of bhiimi-amalakas. The
pinnacle of the temple ends in a square and flat end and is covered by a
slightly raised Bmalaka-Sila with a kalda on top resembling it to an umbrella.
The Mrityuiijaya shl-ine60 at Dwarahat ( Fig. 8 ) follows strictly the same
art patterns, but a few variations are noteworthy. U1llike the ~ e d ~ r e l v a r
shrine, it consists of plain mouldings and five bhomi-amalakas. Though the
Bikhara is quite curvilinear, its rise is not so attenuated as that of Ked~reSvar.
Apart from it, the new element it contains is that it has three more shrines6'
added to it. However, almost all of them are completely in a dilapidated condition. They all are attached shrines containing shallow porches in the similar
manner as that of the Ked~reSvarshrine. But the mandapa of the main shrine is a
elosed chamber with a flat roof, a characteristic quite new to any of the shallow.
portico type temples61 One of the attached shrines in the left side, which is now
totally dilapidated, still survives a pillared portico, suggesting that the lower part
of the pillars support the characteristic seat known as that asana or kakashbana.
60. See Fig. 6.
61. Plinths of three more ahrlnw were ucpoaed in 1924-26.

See A. S. I.,1024-26, p. 12.

( The temple might have been the pnitchZyaiana type. The site in in ruin and 8 thorough
search may prove it no ).
62. I t is probable that thb mnndapa WM a later dditlon &er the orlglad one had fallen. '
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T b bait ie quite common in the temples at Osia in I i t a j p ~ t a n a ~and
~ some
of the temples in central India64as well.
Goup B-Slightly different from the above type is another group. The
is particularly directed towards the Maniyan group af shrinca at DWB
Fig. 9 ) and the main shrines at Xdbadri. The temple in the Maniyab
gpup m y be taken first as representing this category. T h e Sikhaxa I,u-&~
&ia p
p is displayed with a little variation fi-om the first group. There a
u
;
e
+th mouldings, one being decorated, while the other simple. The
is simple and plain and has a tryai~gabiida. The iikha-a cons& of only fk
bhmi-i-amalakas. T h e pinnacle is covered by a fluted ~malaka-&l8
and finally
w e d by a k a h
T h e plan of the temple does not change in this group also. But many
of the shrines are now devoid of pillared porticos. I n 1922-23 it was reported that out of the seven temples, temple "number one consists of a rna~daga
hall with a row of three shrines at the back ....The site occupied by shrines
3 to 7 of this group ...reveals the interesting fact that all these shrines together
constitute a single temple with a common courtyard in the centre."55
This observation regarding the common courtyard cannot be explained, as
the present condition of the site is totally different. Nevertheless, it may be
tentatively said that it had probably a pafichzyatana plan.
The main temple at Adbadari falling ( Fig. 10 ) under this group has
a remarkable resemblance to other temples of Maniyan group, but a few
variations are also noteworthy. Firstly, it is erected on a jagati (terrace), which
makes one to reach it by flight of steps from the grouncl to the ardha-mag&ipa.
Unlike the former shrines, described abovc, thc internal arrangement of his
shrine also differs. T o the square garbha-griha is attached a small ailtar&
and is finally joined by the mavdapa. The mai?clapa is covered and contains four fluted pillars supporting two twelve feet long square and massive
stone beams. The left and right corncss are made wit11 slanting slabs,
thLls copying thc ~nethorl OS J~geSwar shrine. The brackets contain
caxyatid in tlie posture of bcalillg heavy burdens. Though the feature is
quite common in sevelal temples of India, such as tlle Khajuraho group, the
temples at Aillole and those at Mahgbalipuram, this secrns to be a totally
new element in the temple of Kumaon.
. -

6 s . Hrown, a!.

.
p

bit.,

PI. XC-V11 Fig. 1 and 2 and XCVIt, Fig. 2.

84. Sananw~U&$. d., p. 678.
( The Late Pratihtira element8 are quite evidently found in these t m p h )66, 1.8. I., A. R., 1022-23, pp. 14-16.

This temple, though going in a general way with the Maniyen group,
borrows several features from the Vimans at J ~ d w a r . Particularly, we a x e
the use of slanting slab roof and the same pattern of latticed windows in thta
temple.
Group C-This group consists of the Ratan Deo temples, the Kacheri
group and the monolithic temple at Thal ( Fig. 11 ).
The group of Ratan Deo temples at Dwaahzt totally differs frm
Group B even in external appearance.
Having curvilinear element in the Sikhara, it has also a tryapga-bzda like
the other shrines already described. The shrines under this group look more
tapering than the rest at D w a r a h ~
or anywhere else in Kumaon. The volume af
the j a h g h ~seems to be more than that of the Jikhara, which looks conspicuously
thin. This closely resembles the accentuated Khajuraho shrines, though lacks
the repeated recess of the latter.66
Nothing can be stated about the pillared porticos, but a report cmmu
to us that "the shrines in the southern side had a common portico
on two rows of free standing
A large number of pillars have
peared. A few left out reminds us about their character that they were fluted
and square with decorative details.
Next to the Ratan Deo group, the Kacheri is ( fig. 12 ) anothex i m p - tant set of temples falling under this group. The site consists of as many
m twelve shrines. Though they are relatively stunted, their stylistic similarities bring them very near to the Ratana Deo temples. About Eve of
these shrines, standing in a row, have a common portico with a row of Qieo
dtanding pillars with plain shafts and bracket capitals.
This type of temples is seen elsewhere at Bheta, Joshimath, F
& and
K a t ~ m a in
l Kumaon, but none of them merits a description.
T-hmonolithic ternfl8 at Thal

However, a notable piece of monolithic shrine of this type is seen iat
Thal, a place situated 101 miles north-east of Almora town on the bank bf
R ~ m g a f i g ~Locally
.
known as the Ek Hathia Deol, the first report of its
discovery came to us in 1916."
66. Krishna Deve, ap. sir.,

P1. XXI.

A. S. I.,
A. R., 1822-23, p. l &
60. A. P. R . , N . C.. 1816, p. 10.
67.

( The author is tire f~ntto examine it and descrik i*

detdb 1.
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T h e shrine is resting on a rocky platform and cut on a huge quartzite
rock. Two parallel cuttings three feet wide separate the shrine from the rock.
T h e rock is about twenty feet high and still bears marks of chiselling.
T h e shrine is about 12 feet high with an open portico supported by two
pillars. I t has a small garbha-griha, which bears a linga of the original rock.
Just below four feet from the plinth of the temple a pond is cut from the rock,
which is descended by flights of steps from the temple. There is no jagati or
the platform of the temple.
As already stated, it has a close resemblance to group C. But we notice
one interesting feature in this temple. It is the extension of rathas on the
iikhara beyond the griva or neck course. I t is usually found in the central
Indian temples and particularly in the Khajur~ho
Another notable
characteristic of the temple is that there is a recess between the jangh8 and the
dikhara, which is displayed nicely with beam-heads like that of the Navadurgz
temple at J~gedwar. The roof of the mandapa is domical with step pattern.
This feature also resembles some of the temples at Khajuriiho.BO Above the
mandapa on the hikhara corbel is a squatted lion.
y

With all these features, the monolithic shrine at Thal has its own significance. Though contemporary with other shrines of Kumaon, it adds
several new elements to it.
Group D-But the type differing in appearance and several other traits
fmrn all the above groups, though following one and the same basic principle,
is mticed at a few places of Kumaon. At DwZrah8t itselc we come across
among the temples of Kacheri group ( Fig. 13 ) two shrines, which look
comparatively imposing in volume than the others. Though they follow a
characteristic homogeneity in plan, the external appearance changes greatly.
Unlike the other tapering shrines, the Sikhara as well as the jallgh3 are shown
quite in proportion. Apart from other features, the mouldings and other
decorative details increase in numbers. The bada like the other shrine is
divided into three segments. The shallow pillared portico appears in the
characteristic manner of somc of the shrines at Osia.G1 The side kaksh~sanas
support the pillars. They are plait1 excepting that their capitals possess
brackets.
89. Saraawati, op. tit., p. 678 and Krishna Deva, ep. d.,
p. 47.

6 0. Krishna Deva, op. tit., P1. XX1.
6 1 . B r m , I$. rit., P1. XCVII, Fig. 1.
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This temple type reached its further development in some of the most
noted shrines of Kumaon. Particularly, the Bageiwar shrine, the Rakskm
Deol at Baijnsth, the main temple at Kat~rmal,the Gopedwar shrine and the
Lakh~mandaltemple of District Dehradun may be mentioned in this
connection.
As already said, they are the most noted shrines of Kumaon. Hence it
will be worthwhile to describe them individually.

Thc ~ k s h a s a ' ~ e o( ~Fig
'
14 )
It is a huge structure of its own type in Baijniith. Apart from the other
usual details, the constructional peculiarities are noteworthy. With a plain
moulding and tryanga bgda, it bears five bhurni-~malakason the face of the
Bikhara. The rise of the iikhara is not followed in an uniform way. After
bending eminently inward towards the end, it makes comparatively a small
square, which is crowned by a fluted ~malaka-8il8. Its position is quite
unusual. I n almost all the other shrines of Kumaon the amalaka-Sia is
displayed in the shape of an umbrella or chhatra." But in this case one notices
it closely placed on the top with a small and straight kalah over it. The
roof has followed a step pattern, but it is not so conspicuous as we notice in
the temples at J~geswar. The roof over the mandapa also rises with marked
eminence.
The internal plan is also noteworthy. The garbha-griha is a sqare of
ten feet which is preceded by a mandapa and a portico, all being square.
The portico has massive pillars without artistic decoration. The roof
is flat having big lithic beams intersecting each other. On them are placed
huge slabs following the pattern of slab roof. However, the roof of the
pillared portico slightly attains a domical characteristic-a
feature which is
very distinct in some of thc later shrines of Kumaon.
The temple lacks ornamentations. The portico ceiling consists of
some sculpturecl human and animal heads inserted inside, thereby presenting them as if they are peeping through. N. N. Misra calls them as the
heads of the RSkshasas ( demons ), who according to a legend were slain by
There cannot be any explanation for auch name of this shrine. But, it might have been
named so after ~ i v a ;the Ced being known m the lord of demon or Chntanslh. Thia only
looks quile tentative.
6 3 . However, this pratice of displaying Bmlaka-silz is also seen in several of the Gujarati temples
and particulary that in the Roda group. See Dhaky, M. A., "The chronology of Solanki
tcmples of Gu,iarat, M. P , , Ilihirs Porishad, No. 3, 1061, PI, 11.
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the Katyoris, who then presented the heads of the demons to h a . '
Thir
story cannot be believed. O n the other hand, it appears that the heads
represented human as also animals and thus might have been displayed so
for the purpose of decoration.

The Katiirmul shrinee6 ( Fig. 15 )
Standing on a lofty hill on the right bank of river Kosi and about 6
miles to the north of Almora town, the temple is still an imposing structure
even after severe dilapidation. Its significance is notabla since it is the
only important shrine dedicated to Siirya in this part of the country.
T h e temple is locally known as 'Bara Adit' or the great Sun God. The
main temple is surrounded by a paved enclosure measuring about 160 feet
by 100 feet north to south and east to west respectively. There are about
fifty subsidiary shrines clustering around the main temple.
T h e main shrine standing on a raised platfrom ( jagati ) consists of a
garbha-griha "measuring 12' 6" square internally and about 24' 6" along each
side on the outside with a projectiog portico on the east.wGG The ceiling is
made of horizontal slabs supported on two massive stone beams. The method
is 'quite interesting and 'reminds us of the construction of wooden roofs.
T h e present roof of the mandapa seems to be a later addition, but nothing is
known about when it was added. I t seems that it must have had originally
a flat roof of stone slabs supported by lithic beams, because this type of
arrangement is seen in a fcw similar temples of Kumaon. For example the
temple at Kheti K h ~ n near
,
Champgwat, the Aclbadari shrine in Garhwal and
a few temples at BaijnHth follow the same method of ceiling construction. The
pillars on the portico are quite massive, but they lack ornamentation. One
other feature of this temple is that there is one more storey over the garbhagriha. It is completely dark, but the feature reminds us of that of the Solanki
temples of Gujarat and Rajputana and the Sss-Bahu shrine at GwaliorP7
As stated earlier, the Sikhara has a remarkable superstructure and the
elevation can roughly be estimated to about 50 feet. The construction of the
exterior part is followed after the R~kshasa Deol, clcsc~ibedabove. The
,
64. Miera, N . N., "Ancient Ilistorical Monuments or Daijnzth and ~ w ~ r a h ~ Jt ". U.
Vol. VII, p. 73.

66. Sec Fig. 7.
6 6 . A. S. I.,
A, R., 1 9 2 1 - 2 2 , p. 61.
67. Crown, ep. t i t . , p. 144.

P. H.

S.,
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Sikhara is built on stepped pattern?' There are broad horizontal recessed
divisions followed right upto the end of the Sikhara. The udgama or pediment
on the facade is very eminently displayed and it may be stated in fairness that
none in Kumaon can stand comparison with it. The Iikhara contains about six
bhomi4malakas and a large-size niche flanked by two smaller ones in each side
of the wall. The central niche is crowned by an angZ4ikhara. The associated
niches follow it in the same manner. All of them are empty at present, but it
seems that they must have once contained the images of P~dvadevatb.
The cause to the dilapidation of this temple has been variously surmised
by people. But it is said that the present condition is the result of an earthquake.
However, nothing final can be stated about this.

The Art ofthe shrine
I t is stated that "the original panel outside the main temple, depicting
the Sun's chariot has been removedyy6~.
...from here. \Ve cannot say about
the authenticity of the above statement as it is not substantiated elsewhere.
However, there are some interesting wooden leaves of the doorway, which
were previously provided to the garbha-griha. The carvinp on both halves
of ( Fig. 15. A ) the door are arranged in four panels. The subjects delineated
in them are mainly related to the gods and goddesses of Hindu pantheon?" For
example, iiva is shown with his consort, so are Brahmn and V i g u as well.
Apart from it, the northern portion of the mandapa hall contains a wooden
pillar. Formerly they were two "each 1' 6'' square in section and 5' 10" high.
Late as these pillars are, their carvings call to mind some of the finest Gupta
work at Sarnath and other places. The standing male figure on the left-handpillar, which wears a conical head-dress and a short sword on the left side,
appears to be the god sun."70 Unfortunately, the carvings of the remaining
pillar are totally obliterated to check the above observation.

.

Besides these sculptured panels, one notices in the mapdapa an
interesting statue made of aspdhatu-an alloy of eight metals. It looks like a
princely figure and is known as Paun R%$.

6 8 . This rne~hodis seen in many of the Kaahmirian temples and the temple of Gop in Cujarat.
See Saraswati, op. eif., p. 684.
6 0 . Naravane, V. S., 'Ancient Monuments of ~ u m a o n ' ,I. W., Aug. 23, 1959, p. 29.
69,. The photographs of the doorway leaves could :be procured only when the work was in the
process of prin~ing. It wm thererore not possible at this stage to know about the details of
their iconography.
70.

A. S. I.,
A. R., 1922-23, p. 6 1
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T h temple at Bigahar ( Fig. 6 )
'Next to the Katiirmal, the shrine at B~geSwaris a most imposing Aikhark

shrine of Kumaon.
Facing to south, its elevation is also about 50 feet from the base.
It has three mouldings of a plain and simple type. The shrine is
comparatively simple in decorative motifs. But the iikhara has floral and
chaitya window ornamentations on it. In a similar manner to that of th'e
K a t ~ r m a shrine,
l
the iikhara here also is made of stepped pattern. There is a
huge udgama-pediment on the facade, which is crowned by a squatted
lion. Unlike the other shrines of Kumaon, the curvilinear element in this
case is somewhat lacking. The apex of the iikhara ends in a big square
and a huge ~malaka-Bilatops it, which is finally covered by a wooden parasol.
A clearcut division between the jatighn and the iikha~a is made. by ,a
horizontal moulding. This displays clearly the contrast to the rich scheme
of the Sikhara from the j a l i g h ~ This type of vertical halves are noticed
in one of the templcs of Gajarat, namely at Pashtar in Kathiawar, though the
mode of representation of horizontal moultling changes in this case by
giving it a deep depression. From this type of arrangement in Gujarat,
Saraswati is inclined to think that "originally it was not meant to be seen from
outside, the sanctum being enclosed within a covered ambulatory, perhaps of
wood.
The observation may be true of Gujarat, but we do not see any
sign of wooden structure in the B~geSwartemple,
Each of the face of Sikhara has a pillarecl niche canopied by hanging eaves.
But the lnorc iliterestirlg feature is the plall. The intenial paln is quite
different fiom thc other temples of ICulnaon. Thc garbha-griha ancl mapdapa
are 12' and 21' square respectively. The maqdapa has four pillars supported
by Kaksh~sanas. The lul't ancl l i g h ~ colncrs are ptovidcd with narrow
staircases to reach the upper storey which tlisplnys two dwarf pillars 011 each
side in the same pattern of the Kakshlsanxs. From the secon.1 storey two
other staircases lead to the top on the roof of tlle rnandapa. This storeyed
l
is perhaps a best developed form
arrangement, though found in K a i ~ r m a also,
of this type having actual staircases, Nevertheless, this type of disposition is
also found elsewhere in India. AS stated caslier, the sto~cyed arrangement
is found in the Sxs-Baho temple at Gwalior. But more than it, the best
h~
instance comes to us from Gujarat and Kathiai~ar. The N a v a I ~ l ~tcmple
at Ghurnli arid Ru.lram31 at Sidhapur possess this fealurc, tlrough the
Ghurnli temple lacks staircases ant1 "liow this scconcl storey was reached except
by a wooden ladder, is not clear.""

..

...l>''
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Saraswat~,op. tit., p 688.
72. Sankal~a, op. c11 , p. 1 0 4 .
71.
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Finally, the ceiling follows the pattern of the Kamrmal temple, namely,
horizontal stone beams supporting the slab-roof.
Thare are no sculptures of noticeable character and the pillars and
walls are so thickly plastered with mud that it is difficult to discern their details.

GopeSwar shrine ( Fig. 17 )
Gopekwar, situated about tliree miles to thc south-west of Chamoli town,
is one of the most celebrated places of Garhwal. Tfiough we sce several shrines
here, the grandeur of thc main temple attracts special attention.
T h e shrine seems to have no name and so it is described here as the
Gopeiwar shrine-a name after the place. Built on the principle of stepped
arrangement like the Kaprmal, B~geiwarand some other shrines of Kumaon,
it has a gigantic elevation of about 75 to 80 feet-probably the loftiest among all.
This shrine follows in many ways tlie stylistic pattern of the Kavrmal
and B~geiwartemples. But there are marked differences also. For example,
unlike the exterior appearance of B~geswar shrine, the Gopeiwar temple
possesses uniform look throughout the j a h g h ~and Sikhara.
The temple has three niches-one on each side-crowned by treCoil ends.
Apart from it, one notices the reliefs of small chaitya-windows and human
faces carved on the Gkhara. Tlie faces probably represented Siva in liis
various dispositions. T h e crowned ~rnalaka-&l2is coverzd by a wood er^
parasol in a similar manner to tllc B~geAwar temple. A udgama-pediment
also rises in the temple and contains a Nqarija Siva on its face It is finally
crowned by a squatted lion.
The internal plan is also significant. Particularly, the garbha-griha with

20 feet square internally add3 to it a new feature. It has four pillars, two
from each side around the Sakti and Lihga, thus forming a sort of pradakships
patha. The pillars are quite simple and plain an 1 comparatively less rnsssive.
The mandapa is also of the same size and totally a ~ t y l a r ? ~A courtyard
probably of recent construction, precedes is sheltering a N a n d i Besides, there
are undeveloped transepts in the magdapa.
The temple lacks ornamentation inter~ally,excepting the only sculptured
replicas of five miniature Jikllaras on the lintal of garbha-griha doorway.
The ceiling is built on tlie same pattenl as illat of the K a r ~ r m a ltemple.
--

- -

-

7 3 . Thlr is a rare feature, Tor we notice almost all the temples o l Kumaon having hypostyle

halls.
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But here one notices the false beam-heads coming out of the walls as if to
support the roof.

The temple at Liikh~ma?zdal( Fig. 18 )
L ~ k h ~ m a n disa la small village in the Jauns~r-&war of the present
Dehradun District. Lying on the extreme edge of the district, the place is
of considerable archaeological importance.
I t seems that the site had many temples anciently, but only one has,
however, survived intact. The temple appears to have no name, but it was
definitely attributed to !ha. I t stands in the middle of the village and faces
to the east.
The elevation ranges from 45 to 50 feet. Unlike the other iikhara shrines.
of this type in the regions of Kumaon and Dehradun, the temple has profuse
exterior decoration. A single mouldirlg in the base is followed by a trefoiledarched-niche sunken in each wall. Two side niches follow the central one in
the same manner. The cornice of the central niche supports the beam-heads,
above which is seen another panel displaying Gavega seated in ardhaparyatika
posture. The temple has all the curvilinear elements of the Niigara variety.
Throughout the iikhara the ornamentation with small chaitya-window-motif
looks very elegant. This reminds us of some of the temples at Osia in
Rajputana.I4 The temple has a fine contour and terminating in a square
pinnacle, it is capped by a fluted Zmalaka. The parasol here is different from
the other monuments of this H i m a l a ~ a n region, for it appears in four tiers.
This has led some scholars to believe that it reflects a Buddhist infl~ence.'~
T h e parasol is undoubtedly like the chhattravali type of the Nepalese st~pa,'~
but to contend that it has a Buddhist influence cannot be accepted. No
Buddhist object has been found from 1,Zkhiima~dalancl so it cannot be said
that the guild working at L ~ k h ~ m a y dfollowed
al
the Bucldhist priilciples only
in the case of the parasol.
Instead, a very plausible assumption may be made that the parasol
in the Lakhzmavdal shrine is a remnant of the wooden temples.
Though there is none of this type at present eilher in Kumaon
or Dehradun, the reminiscence of such structures are not lacking from
74. Drown, ap. sit., P 1 XCVII and XCVIII.
76. Crocker, H. E., 'A Trip to Lakhamaqflal

3. U. P.

H. S., Vol. IV, PI. 11, p. 29.
76. Fergusson, J., H i s l a y aflndian and Eortrrn Arshi~cslurr,1010-1, p. 2 8 2 .
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Chand dynasty. This ruler has been assigned elsewhere to c. 1000 A. D. and
therefore, we can safely put these temples also to about 1020 A. D. i. e. in the
years of his reign.
T h e temples of Mrityuiijaya group at Dw~rahiiltalso belongs to the same
~ e r i o d . As noted already, they are not much dissimilar to those of the third
set at J~gehwar. The plan, elevation, contour and general appearance remain
more or less the same. Atkinson, on the authority of a fragmentry inscription
=nFaved on a navagraha slab which is dated in the Saka year 1103, assigns all
the pincipal temples of DwLLrahZt to the early part of the 1lth century A. D.B0
This view does not seem to be correct. O n the basis of stylistic considerations,
it is very certain that the temples at D w ~ r a h a t range from the l l th to the
13th century A. D. Goetz also states that the inscriptional evidences at
Dwzrahzt "reveal a first intensive building period between A. D. 1029 and
1048 followed by a second flare-up of activities between A. D. 1143 and 1219,"'l
T h e observation seems to be correct in the light of recent epigraphical
evidences.
With thc above considerations in mind, it may be stated that the
Mrityu5jaya shrine at Dw~rahiitbelongs to about tlie first quarter of the
1 lth century A. D.
Next to these shrines, group B consisting of the Maniyan at Dwzrahzt
and a few at Adbadad including the main shrine belong to one period.
Slight variations in thcir stylistic features push tllem to a few years later
from group A.
Group C or the Ratan Deo, the Kacheri, a few shrines at places like
K a f ~ ~ m a BhetZ,
l,
No12 and the n~onolithictemple at Thal belong to one
period. This group of temples, it appears, is the creation of the so-called
Usecond flare-up.') 82 T o be more precisc, they belong to about thc first half
of the 12111 century A. 1) Their general characteristics show that they were
built comparatively ossified than the earlier temples.
The last group consisting of many temples of Kumaon, namely the two
shrines of Kacheri, the Rgkshasa Deol at Baijniith, thc Ka@rmal shrine, the
temple of B~geSwar,the GopeSwar shrine arid finally the LZkh~maqclaltemple
of Dehradun, is the most noteworthy group among all. Though all of them
form one group, they cannot be ~reciselydated to one single period. Almost all
of them have been built in different periods-not having surely a long range of
-. ---

80. Atkinson,

ap.

81. Goetz, ep. t i t . , p. 36.

82. i b i d .

-

tit., p. 2 2 1 .
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time with each other. First of all, the two temples of thc Kacheri group seem
to have been built just after the completion OF the temple of Group C at
Dwsrahzt mentioned above, for they show some minor changes in their
elements. For example, the pillared portico only shows a marked change
from the other shrines by adding Kakshssanas to them.
Rut the other monuments falling under this group are of utmost importance. Firstly, the Rzkshasa Deol at Raijnsth probably belongs to the third
quarter of the 12th century A. D. Its architectural details do not conform
with the late tradition, when ornamentations in architectural design, comparatively big pro-jections in plan and several other characteristics like the scluptural
registers on the jafigha etc., came to appear very frequently on each and
every monument. A dated shrine of later period, known as the SatyanZrgyana
at Baijnath itself shows entirely different characteristics from that of the
Rakshasa Deol. ~ n actually
d
it follows many of the above outlines drawn
for the late temples.
The date of the K a t ~ r m a shrine
l
has also remained a subject of speculation. Though the temple has been studied seriously from- time to time, its
date has never been finally fixed. Some have assigned it to the 10th cen
tury,BS whereas others have vaguely remarked that it is comparatively late
in date.84 But these views cannot be accepted, if we have the stylistic considerations in mind. There is no feature which may be taken as to be of a
very late type. But more than this, there is an inscription on one of the
pillars, which, though highly obliterated, may be roughly assigned on palaeo
graphical grounds to about 13th century A. D. Goetz has also estimated that
it may be placed from about the 12th century till the beginning of the 13th
century A. D.RS His presumption, though not very clear, coincides with the
proposed date above.

The BdgeSwar temple
The shrine, as indicated earlier, has a few notable characteristics. I t is
also devoid of any inscription at present, though the famous Bageiwar praiasti
has been obtained from here. However, the inscription does not help us at
all as far as the date of the temple is concerned. What now remains are
the stylistic features of the shrine. The shrine, as already referred, bears features
similar to those of the early temples of Gujar~tand particularly that of the
83. A.P.R.,

N.C., 1916, p. Q.

8 4 . A . R. S., A. R., 1921-22, p. 60.
8 5 . Goetz, ep. t i t . , p . 42.
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temple I at Roda, which has been assigned to c. 7th-8th century A. D.%
Nevertheles, it cannot be said that the temple at B~geswarcarries almost all
the earliest traits in it. For example the elernent of double storey in the
shrine is a later characteristic found in Gujarat and Madhya Pradesh after
about the 11th-12th century A. D." In this way it is difficult to reconcile
and propound any definite date for it. Therefore, it may be tentatively said
that this temple also belongs-like the Kaprmal shrine-to about the first or
second quarter of the 13th century A. D. The temple, though associated with
the Katyiiri rulers, might have seen many additions and alterations with
the changing times, when by the 13th cenury A. D. it seems to have reached
to its present form.

The Gopes'war shrine
This shrine has also no evidence to determine its date. As we have seen
elsewhere, the iron trident bearing inscription proves the antiquity of the site.
But we do not gct any clue from it as far as the date of the temple is
concerned. Therefore, we have to take into consideration the stylistic
peculia~ities of the temple. The stepped arrangement of construction, the
undeveloped transepts in the mandapa and the comparative nlassiveiless of
the entire structure call for a later clate. Nevertheless, it carinot go beyond
"the 13th century A. D. and so it may be roughly contemporaneous with the
temples at Kafsrrnal ancl B~geSwar.

The Ldkhamandal shrines
Like the other temples of Kumaon, the present shrine at L.akhZrnapdal
is also devoid of any inscriptional evidence. The earlier temple referred to in
the praiasti has bcen replaced by the prcsent "rnol-e pretentious b ~ i l d i n g . ~ " ~
I n one of thc conscrvatio~lrcports,8\ttcntion has been drawn to the fact
that the excavation around the prcscnt shrine in the compound Ins revealed
that there was a brick structure of about 2' 6" below the prcscnt floor. The
view that the original brick temple had fallen and a new structure was raised
over it may thus be accepted. It is difficult to say as to when the earlier shrine
had fallet1 and when was the present temple built. D. R. Sllahni has, however,
assigned it to "a century or two later in date"" ttlan tlie Dw3rahat shri~les.
86. Dhaky, M . A., ap. sir., p. 7.
8 7 . Sankalia, ap. tit., p. 1 0 2
8 8 . Coetz, ap. tit., p. 6 9 .
80. A . S . I . , A . R., 1929-30,p. 1 7 .
0 0 . A. S. I. A. R., 1024-24, p. 68.
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T h e observation is too vague to be relied upon. As discussed briefly, the
shrine has a fine cootour with detailed carvings and ornamentations. This
implies a sort of definite specialization in artistic delineation, of course, without
the least sign of later trend ( 14th-15th century) of plan elaboration and
architectural details. Hence it may be placed to a middle period or, more
precisely, to the closing years of the 13th century A. D.

Builders of the temjles in Kumaon between 9111 10 the 13th century A. D.
I t is really a problem to attribute with any definiteness thc temples of
Kumaon to any ruling dynasty or to any i~ldividualruler. As we have seen
before, the history of the region is highly disjointed. Further, almost all the
extant monuments of Kumaon are more or less devoid of any direct epigraphical evidence. Therefore, speculation on stylistic consideration only works in
proving the association of Kumaon temples with any of the kllown rulers of this
region. One of such hypothetical views is that of Goetz, who surmised about
the temples of Dw~rahZtthat their construction was probably completed after
t
the downfall of the Chands, when the house of the Katyg:.is at D w ~ r a h ~only
I
t
is
difficult
to
accept
this
vicw.
This
is
already
attained a sudden power"
noted that the rise of the Chand dynasty in tlie region of Kumaon is comparatively a late episode than that surmised by Goetz. The view of the present
author that the rise of the Chands had taken place in the 10th century A. D.ifaccepted-will automatically go against Geotzss contention of a revolution and
of the Dw~rahatKatyiiris. Instead. it rnay be stated that the
power
later Kaiyiiri houses at Dwaral~at and Baijnath had nothing to do with the
rise and fall of the Chanda. They kept themselves engaged in architectural
activities without any break. This assumptio~ldoes not even go against the
theory that the completion of the third phase of temple construction ( the
Kedarekwar and others ) at Jagekwar was achieved under the Chands. We have
already seen that the Chands had their rise in ChampBwat-in the extreme
east of Jagekwar-wherefrom they were probably permitted by the Katyiiris of
Askot to build the temples at J~geiwarbecause of the religious sanctity of the
place. It seems that Somachand, the builder of this set, had no sway over
J~geSwar, DwZrahHt and Baijnath. He had friendliness with the Katytiris of
these places, which was maintained by his successors also. This very fact
probably accounts for the resemblance of the monuments at Champgwat to
the Gujar Deo at Dwiirahgt and the SatyanZrZyana temple at Baijn~th. These
shrines will be taken up later under a separate group. However, with the
9 1. Goctz,

of.

cif.. p. 36.
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present observation it is proved, 2s Atkinson says, that there were later Katyiiris
in the aforesaid regions. T o substantiate his own views he actually remarks :
the stray inscriptions at Baijnath and D w ~ r a h help
~ t us to "infer that the valley
continued to be inhabited during the period and that the Katyiiris still resided
there. Another branch of the same family occupied D w ~ r i (i Dwzrahiit ) and
held possession of the valley of R a r n a g a i ~ g ~ . ~ , ~ ~
T h e upshot of the above discussion is that almost all the shrines at
DwZrah3t, Baijn3t11, Bzgeiwar and Katarmal-barring
those of Gopegwar and
L~khama~dzll-were built by the different Katyiiri houses at respective places.
Except this, we are not in a position to attribute each and evey temple
to any individual ruler.
About the Katarmal shrine there tnly be some hesitation in attributing it
to one of the houses a t DwZrah~tand BaijnZth. As stated already, one of the
pillars of the courtyard contains the inscription bearing the name Malladeva,
who is historically unknown. Nevertheless, it may be presumed that he was
the builder of this shrine and since the suffix ends in Deva, it is quite likely that
he also belonged to one of the houses of the Katyuris. It appears that he
might have also belonged to the house of Baijn~th, as the present village of
Katiirmal is in the direct line from Baijn~thand is within a sllort distance of it.
However, there is nothing else to indicate it.
T h e Gopegwar shrine i11 Garhwal may be probably attributed to tlle
rulers of Garhwal, whose rise is supposed to have takcn place in the Rhillang
valley. Since almost every shrine at Adbadari is attributed to them, it is
appropriate to take this shrine also as their contribution.

The Ldkhdma~ldalshrine
Though the site has a long history of its own, tlie present shrine cannot
be precisely associated with any of the ruling tlynasties of the inscriptions found
at LzkhZrnandal. Both the inscriptions belong comparatively to an early
period, while the temple proper has been assigned to a late period. Hence as
far as the date of the temple is concerned, none of these serves our purpose.
We should therefore, take into consideration the political conrlitio~~
of the time.
It appears that tlie K3jjas of Garhwal-known as the P~las-might have attained
considerable power during the 12th-13th century A. D. and as the region of
LakhZmandal was very close to their territory, it is very probable that they
might have built the present shrine after conquering thc entire Jaurlsat- I3awar area.
.

.

--
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for whice further evidence is

Type VI,
Mediaeval
The temples at Champiiwat; Gujar Deo at Dwirahiit and the Lahhml Niiriya!ta at
Baijniit h
Somewhat alien to the usual type of temples of Kumaon, there is
another .at ChampZwat, Dw%rahZtand Baijnath, which carries dilferent features.
t a small
The first set of temples of this type is noticed at C h a m p ~ w a in
village situated about seventy milcs south-east or the Almora town. I t was
the seat of the Chand R ~ j %ofs Kumaon upto the 16th century A. D.
There are three important temples at Champ~wat, besidcs others o r less
significance. They are known as the B~ligvara, the Ratneivara and the
Charnp~watirespectively. All of them stand inside an enclosure.

The Bdlifvara double shrine ( fig. 19. )
I t is an outstanding temple wilh two shrines joinel together by a covered
passage each half consisting of a garbha-gfia and mapjapa. Of the entire
structure the domed magdapa of the western shrine ilas survived. The other
parts of the temple seem to have fallen down long back. Only t l ~ elower
portion or the wall remains to a height of about six feet. The eastern shrine,
as it exists today, appears to have been built in the recent times. But the
remaining original portion helps us to know about the plan and alignment
of the shrine.
The garbha-griha is saptaratha on plan and consists or seven vertical
segments along the axis. The mandapa wall-instead of seven-has five offsets
on each face. The garbha-griha ant1 mandapa are six and twelve squarc feet
respectively. The stonc doorway of the sllrine is still intact and the central
figure on the lintel is Ganapati. "The ceiling woulrl appear to have been on
the principle of intersecting squares and the cetihal slab may still be seer1
in the a ~ l t a r % l a . " ~ ~
The adjoining western shrine exhibits its details in a comparatively better
manner. T h c maul let1 plinth of the shrine is wholly visible. The mnpjapa
is square with small projecting porticos on the north and south "Originally it
was supportecl on twelve pillars three of which have fallen down. All the
83. A. S. I ,A. R., 1821-22, p. 63.
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existing pillars are erected on a parapet wall 3'-6" high, with the exception of
the two flanking the entrance of the cella, which start from the floor."" The
surviving roof is domical with intricate architectural designs on the ceiling.

The Art
The shrine is full of carvings. From the bottom itself one notices
decorative mouldings of floral and other designs. There are registers of
elephant fiiezes running throughout the basement wall. The upper portion
contains figures of Brahrnii, Visnu and Siva with their regpectivc
consorts. Apart from it, there seems to have been several details of artistic
decoration, but almost all of them have been lost now. Nevertheless, the
ceiling of the maqdapa contains splendid architectural devices or concentric
rings. The lower rings contain a series of brackets with representation of
gods and goddesses, particularly h a in his dancing posture.
The pillars arc also decorated profusely will1 floral designs, geometrical
pattern and tiny human figurel., which cannot be identified due to bad preservation.

The RatneSwar atid C'hamp~watishrines ( Ggs. 20 ancl 21 )
Apart from the B~liivara,there are two 'more shrines described already.
Known as the Rat~~cSwara
( Niigan~lha) and the Clramp3wati ( Ghatota
Kachha ), both stand facing each other. The position of the shrines indicates
that in all probability they llacl formed a pair like the B~liiwara shrine having
two adjoining wings.
The garbha-grihas arc saptaratha on plan arid the shri~iesare precedeLlby
i o ~hemispherical
~
dome
small and square porticos. The iilternal c o ~ ~ s t t u c thas
construclion similar to t h ~ of
t lhc mavdapa in the BaliSvara shriue.

The Art
Boih of them are p~ofi~sely
decorated will1 floral designs, geome~rical
patterns and frieze-work. 'The ceilings appear to be more specialized in
decoration. The portico ceiling in the RatneSvara shrine is decorated with an
intricate carving representing Krishr~a deslroyi~lg the serpant Kiiliya. It is
depicted so beautifully that the tail appcars to conslilute an elaborate border to
tile sculpture. Tllis art pactcm is very conl~nonly used C V ~ ~inI tlre other
shrines of Champgwat.
QC. Ibid.

T h e doorway of the shrines is Carved decently. In the bottom of the
jamb Siva is depicted in the dancing posture having a vi[12 in h i hands with
flanking attendants. The other panels of the jamb are filled with floral
decorations. The lintel of the doorway depicts a row of navagrahas and above
it therc is a carved figure of dancing Ga*ela. The other figure may be h a
playing a damaru and the third one Krishna, probably playing the flute. More
than this the Champswati shrine exhibits a few interesting figures, all of them
vigorously dancing. One of them beats a mrdaiiga and the other a conch,
while the third is in a dancing vigour.
Apart from the internal details, the outsic-le walls arc richly ornamented
with sculptured figures. There are three niches, one or1 each side. The
basement contains a frieze of elephants in a row in the similar mlnner of that
of the R~ligvara shrine. T h e walls are profusely carved with figures of gods
and goddesses, Besides the Trinity, therc are sculptures representing the
various forms of Durga.

The Gujara Deo at DluHrahiit ( figs. 22 ancl 23 )'"
Far from C h a m p ~ w a in
t the western corner of the Almora District, one
noticcs at Dwsrahzt another prototype of the Bglilvara shrine. In plan and
other details it strictly follows the former, but the latter, unlike the former has a
terracecl ( jagati ) or [he platform of about four feet height. The temple is in
complcte niln. However, the present remains constitute about ten feet of high
structure. This is quite helpful in ascertaining the value of the shrine.

The Art
I t is profusely decorated more than what we see in the B~liivarashrine at
Champ~wat. It will, therefore, not be an exaggeration to say that its each and
every stone speaks something of its own beauty. T h e walls of the shrine including the jagati ( terraced platform ) are embellished wit11 architectural frets and
elephant friezes. The middle portion of the remaining walls contain a series
of sculptural registers which are of special interest. They contain figures of
deities, who have been fashioned in Jaina styles-some of the figures turn out in
naked posture or a diaphanous clot11 covers the lower portion of the body.
But all the figures are unclothed as far as the upper part of the boly is
concerned.
T h e garbha-gyiha also presents a few new elements. One of them is the
presence of a flat stone, which bears a carved swastika symbol encircled by
p
p
-

86. Sec fig.

B.
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two plain circles There is no sorna-siitraedrain ( jalheri ) in the present shrine,
as is seen in the other Hindu temples and particularly in the iaivite temples of
India. Then the shrine has also a navagraha lintel." It cannot be pointed out
as to how the present temple got associated with so many complexities,
but since it had totally an alien inspiration, it is quite obvious that
several elements of varied types might have been adopted simultaneously. Goetz has remarked that the present shrine along with that of
the Champawat are executed in the Jaina t a ~ t e . 9 ~The observation seerns to
be fairly cogent, as far as the Gujara Deo shrine is concenied. As will be
seen ahead, DwZrah2t yielded a few Jaina sculptures, which are of utmost
significance, for we do not get anywhere else tlie traces of this particular sect
in the entire Kumaon region. I t therefore appears that the presence of the
Jaina elements in the present temple had their borrowing roba ably from the
temples of Gujarat and Rajputana.

The Lakshmi N-iriyana shrine at Baijniith ( fig. 2 1 ).
The garbha-grills is paiicharatha on plan. Unlike the other shrines of
Baijn~th,it consists oC many detailed features. The basement has several offsets
and projections. Thus it follows the B~lihwarashrine at ChampZwat and
Gujara Dco at Dw~rahgtat last in matters of plan. The decorative mouldings are repeated upto the top of the jailgh~. The Aikhara follows the stylistic
pattern of the other shrines of Baijniith. But the contour and volume of the
shrine arc more specialiscd. More than this the temple contains a dated slab
near the doorway. The date is given as S. E. 12 14 ( 1292 A. D. ). The date
is significant in the sense that the temple represents the last phase of temple
construction at Baijn~th, before which probably allnos1 all the temples of this
place liad been built.

Chronology and Resemblance
The chronology of this type of temples is n ~ much
t
in dispute. Epigraphical and stylistic considerations give some indirect evidence. In Champ%
wat itself, there are two inscribed pillars near the B~lihwara shrine, which
are designated as the Virastambhn and I<irtistambha respectively. Thc inscrip
tions are dated in the $aka year 1293 ( A. D. 1371 ). Though none of these
inscriptions throws any light on the temples, they can be of some value to us
since they bear two definite dates, which may probably be contemporary with
the temples.
96.s It is probably dedicated to V i ~ q u .

96. Goelz, H.. "The Art of Chamba in the Islamic Perid", J . 0. I., Dec., 1961, p. 137.
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I t is believed tl~atthe slylc OS wolkrnanship &played on the temple
assigns them approximately to the fourteenth cenlury A. D.97h t z on the
other hand is of the opinion t h t , "Garur GyZn Chand's inscription of A.D. 1390
mentions the erection of a temple at B~LiQvara,
CharnpZwat
1;urther he
adds that the present structure of Baliivara "is completely alien to Hitnahyan
art, an undilutcd import of the somewhat fussy and camless, degenerated
variety of tlic beautirul but overclaborate late Solanki-Vaghela architecture of
Gujarat such as it was revived in the 15th cenlury A. D. in Gujarat and
Rajputana,>>9v
Both the vicws are valuable as they have the corroboration of the two
inscribed pillars belonging to the 14th century A. D. Hence there may be no
doubt in assigning the temple to c. 14th century A. D. There is yet one mare
suggestion that probably the temple had its lay-aut even befare that: At
Baijniitli the Lakshmi N ~ r ~ y a temple,
~ ? a which resembles the Biiliivara sbrine
at least in plan and other elaboration belongs to 1292 A. D. and was a r u c tcd by some Katyii1.i ruler Hammir Deva. T h e idea of the plan of Lakshml
N:clrayana
;
appeared to have been possibly imported from Champgwat, where
there was probably an existing style of this type. We cannot, however, precisely
determine the date of the early stage of constructioll of the B~liivarashrine.
But it appears that' it must have been anterior to the date of the Lakshmi
N%r2yaqa temple at Baijn~th.
AStcr the Grst structure hacl fallell another was roba ably raised upon it.
Garur Gpzn Chan~l,who describes his deed of construction in his inscription of
1390 A. D. liacl probably carriecl out a full-fledged reconstruction of the temple
in 137 1 A. D.-a date ~vliichwz get Srorn the '~tambhas.'"'~
- -.

.

-

--- .

--

07. A. R., A. S. 1.. 1921-22.
08. Goetz, op. cif., p. 47.
99. I l i d . ,
100. Though the 'srambhar' contain the name Abhaya Chand, it cannot be rcconcikl with saolhcr
inscription of Garur Cyan Cliand belcnging to 1367 A. D , which h~ been referred to in

~ulirer's list of inscriptions horn ChampPwat ( cf. 1. Again we get another inscription of
this ( Garur Gyzn Chand ) king dated 10 1390 A. D. Thil evidence makes ua to bellere
t l ~ a tGarur Gynn Cliand who had esfablished his power at Charnpxw.1 ruled h
pmtty
long time-the last inscription k i n g of 1419. The 'stamhha' of Abhaya Chrad, therefore,
mark only a fruitful corollary of friendship and peace among the people of hir own fmlly.
T o be more clenr, it may be stated that at the time of

full-8egdcd construction

d th

shrines at Champrwat under Garur G p n Chand, Abhaya Chand 01 the same Pmily erected
these two 'stambhas' signifying also his own pious and spiritual acts.
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T h e date of other two shrines, namely the Champzwati and
Ratnehara, is more or less speculative. Goetz considered the issue quite
ser?ously. But his statements are not consistent as he has changed them from
one to another very frequently. He remarks : "It is rather difficult to date
them exactly, considering the extreme stagnation of this style over several
cetlturies. Notwithstanding the rich decoration, their general character is lather
plain a n d serene when compared with the BaliSvara and Gujara Deo
And then on the basis of similarity of roofs of the Mah~kZliMZt2
temple at Dabhoi, he assigns the tcmplcs to 13th-14th century A. D. But
he again changes his view after comparing the porches of the temples with
some of the porches in Rajputaua templcs and adds 11131 thc decoration
reminds us of the construction of about the late 15th century A. D. And finally,
hethanges this view also after tracing out some of thc latc characteristics in the
temples and assigns thcm to the 16th century A. D. Thus tlic whole issue is
noi clear at all. In the preceding pages, it has been pointed out that all the
temples at Champ~watbelong to the 14111 century A. D.
Out of these vicws, the view propounclcd by Goctz is not w i t h c ~ doubts.
~t
Though ihe temples are devoid of any inscription, their architectural
details also help us in cletcrmirii~ig thc clate. The features of tlic B~liSvara
shrine have a close rescmblancc to those of C;l!nmp~watiand RatnrSvala shrines.
'ThougIi WC notice a bit of degcncration in tlic clelineation of figure sculptures,
S U C ~
as~ the gods ancl gotldesse<,clancers and othcrs, it seems that almost all the
temples at Cllamp~wntwcrc Iluilt togethcr onc aster tlle othcr. Hencc it may
be vcry appropriate to place the abovc two templcs also in the last quartcr of
14th centut y A. D.
The Gt~jaraDco at DwaraliZl is tlatctl s1it;htly to a l'ttcr period than the
B~liivara lelnple at CllampXwat. Goetz draws a similarity with Eklingji
( Udaipur ) which was built in 1488.l"' This is quite valuable, but we may
instead assume that tlle irlca of this typc of telnplcs liatl a common origin in
Gujarat, wliicli hat1 later on sprcacl to Icumaon and Rajputalla in thc succcccling
waves. Thus we may say that the Gujara Dco temple was probably built after
some years of tllc completion of 13~1i5varashrinc at Cllnmp~wat. More precisely, it niay be ~oughlyassignctl to tllc last c l r l ; ~ t col'
~ 1 It11 or ~llebeginning
, of 15lh century A. D.
These temples have remarkable similarity in matters of general appearance,
architectural details and plan will1 those ofthe tcmplcs of Gijalat and Rajputana.
'

.

-

-

-

p

--

101. C o e l z , op. c i t , p. 48.

102. l l i d , p . 4 0
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In appcaraiice tllc Bihivara reseml~lestlie temples at Sunak and Sandera in
Gujarat.lo3 Goetz has broadly connected the B~liivaraant1 Gujara Dzo tempks
of Kumaon with the Solanki style of Gujarat.lo4 The observation scema to be
true as WC find a striking si~nilaritybclrvcen the decorative patterns of the
temples of Rajputana aiid Kathiawar, namely those of Mount ~bu,'O"dar and
Mandal and the Blliivara and Gujara Deo in Kumaon.
Other Religious Arclzilccture

Apart fYom the tcmplcs, tliere are scvcral spriligs locally known as thc
'naulHa througlioul the region of' C h a ~ n ~ ~ w
ant1
a t a few ill C;arhwal, Out
of many ruined ones, two are relatively i11 good state of preservation. .
The first known as the Ek H a t l i i ~ ' ~N~a u l ~and situated about thrce
miles to the north-west of the town of Champ~watis still in its waning grandeur
inspite of the ravages of time. Having a six fect square inside and about
firteen feet elevation, it is covered with massive stone slabs. Imide, the
walls are calved profusely ( fis. 25 ) and arc divided into pancis. The
lowertnost pxnel 111s a floral design ; tlie scconcl depicts Durgz seated on a lion
and attended by the nttcndants. Tlle other l~ancln display Siva, Vignk and
other gods a i d godclesses in beautirul a:~ornnlents. Finally in the centre, there
is a niche croi\rned by a miniatlire jikllara motif. In tlie niche of the north
wall h e r e is still an image in a highly obliterated conlition. Besicles all these,
tilere are friezes or birLlsaiicl animals also.
T h e roof is built in a don1ical pattern alld so very closcly rescmbles the
mavdapa roof of the 13;iliival.a shrine. The ceiling is also carved with architectural devices, but it lscks concentric rings.
The portico consists of two pillars alld the ceiling is carved wilh d'ndng
deities and Krishva's Kzliyamardana theme.
Another naulii is situated just outside the B~lis'varashrine. I t is a perennial s p ~ i n g 1)rotectecI wit11 a stone built reservoir. In all depils it resembles
the Ek Hathis NaulZ.
From tlie ornanlrntnl carvings, it will bc appropriate to place thesc6nau1~sy
( springs ) as contelllporary with the Balibvara shrine.
-,

_,

.

'

1 0 3 . Sankalia. 07. t i t . , PI. XVIIT, Figs. 31-32.
104. Goetz, l+., "The Role of CuYarat in India Art l1istory1' D. B. di., 1'01. 111, PI* I,.p. 6.'
:
1 0 6 . See the art paltern or the ceilings in the \'~mala and the Teja!lpXla Templcs in hlount Abu.

Sankalia, a l . t i t . , PI. XXV, Fig. 4 5 and Saraswati, op. tit., PI. XX, Fig. 41.
106. .4 local tradition is still current that the 'naul~'was built by a one-handed

night and therefore it was named a the 'Ek Hathi5 Nacll~..'

mason.in a single
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T h e question now arises as to what wcrc tllc c a u w that brougllt out the
art and architectural style from Gujarat and Rajputana to Kumaoll. Goetz
advances a view that Udyan Chand ( 1420-21 A. D. ) "summoned br2hmins
fmOujarat, the Bnliivara temple must have been built by m:tsons who had
min the company of these b r ~ h m i n s But
. ~ ~ here too we see that he chatlges
his view by adding that %he idea, however, may go back to Garur GyZn
chand's visit to Delhi."'07 Both thc views are colltradictory. Instcad we may
say that the relationship between Kumaou and Gi~jarathad already existed in
c. 1000 A. D., when the Cllands migrate.1 fro111 plains to Kumaon. But the
actual exodus Troln Gujarat had taken place probably in about tht: 13th century,
when the political turmoils caused by frequent Muslim illroads might have
compelled several persons to flee away from tlieir original homes. Especially
several artisans a n d masons would have take11 shelter in far off places of' India,
where they could have made their living possible. I n Kurnaou also, some of
them had probably sought patronage of the Chand rulers, wliich might have
helped the growth of alien art and architccture in this region.

votive stiipa at N ~ l d
Besides the temples, there is a votive stiipa at Nala, a place about l
miles to the north or Gupta K2shi.

In the whole region, this is a single instance of the Buddhist stiipa.
I t is about ( Fig. 26 ) 7 feet in height and stands on a square pedastal.

It has the usual avda, h a r m i k ~and chliatra. The pcclastal is squarc with
messed corners. Above it there are repeated mou1,lings. T h e a12da is not
totally hemispherical, as is seen in some of the early s t n p n ~ ' ~in~ India or
elsewhere. T h e h a r m i k ~is topped by a serics oP two cl~hatr;lvali,one being
groved.
In its appearance, it roughly resembles tllc 'Tibctan chortan"'~alicl the
western Nepalese votive s t ~ ~ a . lIIowever,
'~
in t l ~ efonner thc a ~ ~ (appears
ia
more to incline inwards from its lower ellgc typirying thus a truc 'bowl of alms'.
The Nsla votive stapa suggests that it belongs to a later pcrio.1, when the
particular structure had undergone a grcat change ill its sli,\pe.
O n the basis of a few extant inscriptions, thc she has bce~i assigned to c.
12th century A. D. Therefore, the present votive stupa may also belong
to this date.
107.
108.
109.
110.

Coelz, ap. ail., p. 4 8 .
Longhursr, A. H., T h s Slary of ~ h cSlspa, Colornl,~, 1 0 9 6 , Figs. 18 armcl 19.
Franke, A. El., Antiqriities of Indian T i b r t , Pt. I , Cnlculta, 19 1 4 , PI. X S S I , Figs. a and b.
Tucci, G., Preliminary Rtporl an tlre Scirnlijic Expedition in NcNcpaI, 1956, f ~ g .2 2 .
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General olservaiionr
Kurnaon arcl~itectiirethus brings before us a fdsciuatir~gs t o ~ yfi.om its
beginning to the end. Though the beginning had commencctl comparatively
late, it cannot be denied that aftcr the Gupta period onwards to upto tlic 15th16th century A. D., the Hindu architecture in Kulnaoll remained highly
colou~~ful
in its each and every details. UcTore t1.i~beginning of sto~ictcmples
in I<umaon, Fergusson1" alld aller liirn Goetz have suggcstcd tlrat the tcmplc
in wood had once cxisted there. No comment can bc tnade at present
011 the above observation. However, it appcared to Inve perisliecl 1o11gbefore,
even if it had cxisted once.

The K a t y ~ r i swere thc first builrln,rs. Thcy haJ a liigh s c ~ ~ of
s cacs~hctics
and so the credit of building a major portion of rhc tclnples a ~ l dsculptures
goes to them. Then the Cllands came to Kumaon from the pl'ii~is and so got
their own ideas itnplernented in thc art and architecture of tlie region.
Even during the time of thc Katyiiris, the templcs or Kunlaorl len~ahicd
highly receptive to assimilate varied elelnclits iron1 different palts or the
country. P~imalily, they were influetlced from Rajputana a111 Gitjarat.
Some elements of the south 1n.li.ln oligin a150 camc to be arlopte,l in the
temple architecture. Bccause of a great attraction for the Hinialayan legion
from the political and cultu~a1 point of view ancl because of its being a celebrated
holy place, thousands of
continued visiting this 1an;lfroln lie rnost ancient
past. T h e continuous flow of pilgrims as well as that of other pcople helped
iri the absorption of alien icleas in tlie art and alchitccture of'Kumaoii.
In the initial stage of the mo\~ernento l icleas the temple in Kumaon
followed the basic principles of ttie Ncigara type of temple. 'Th~is the caily
temples at Jageiwar bear several elements of the Gupta peri0.l. At tlie same
time the wagoil vaulted type got eminence in Kumaon nlore than in ally other
place iu India. It originated from the Buddhist Stiipa ancl was adoptecl in the
subsequent centuries in temples of the South and the North equally. Another
type at Jzgeiwar, having stepped walls, goes in greater conformity with the
PHpari8tha temple at Pattadakal."" In the case of Papjukeivar templeas already suggested-the art pattern of the P~ilasof Bcngal appeared to have
iriflrlenced greatly.
But the r~lost remarl~able period, which llns left decper marks on the
architecture of Icumaon, begins after the 10th-l lth century 11. D. The temples
after this period are fashioned mo:e or less on the Pratihra style. The type
-- --

p

-

-

l l l . Ferguson, ~ p cif.,
. p. 286
112. S a r a s w a ~ ~9.
, (if.PL. XXlX fig. 60.
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h,ld a ~ldm-i,;liillicciitrc, p~rticul~lrly
a t Osia in Rajputaoa and later 011 it
spread thl-oughout the States of Rajpulana, Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh ancl cvcn
in thc Uttar PraJesh. T h e pediments, the Kaksli~sanas, the niches and cven
the porchcs at BaijniZth, Dw;irali;tt K a t ~ n n a lAdhaclri
,
and B~geiwarspeak very
wcll of the late Pratihzra-Solanki elements. Such is 11ic case of the temples at
C11amp;iwat and one a t Dw;irali;lt also. They are characteristically built after
thc Giijnrali arid Rajastliani temples.
11 is said [lint thc temples of I<umaon c10 not evokc vivid historical
association an(1 tliercfore their attclnpl to arouse curiosity appears almost
pathetic. This secnls to be a n u~ijust vicw. I n the first place, they arc
imp01tant nschitcclurally and cven from tlic point of view of art, which they
havc. Secondly, when everything was being destroyed by the icouoclasts, the
tcrnplc could survive to give us a glimpse of thc past glory. Though it
In ly bc adrnittcd that the I<atyiiris and Cha~idshave no1 lefl niuch of their
own histol.;~, it is siificiently proved by the cxtant rcmains that they were
c o m p ~ r a ~ i v c powcrlul
ly
ancl glorious among the regional rulers of India.

CHAPTER IV

SCULPTURE
"Indian sculpture is rarely found alone, it had to serve architecture
chiefly as ornament of the latter,"'
observes Sankalia. Tlie observation well
suits the sculptural wealth of Kumaon. Vcry few irldeperiderlt human figurcs
have come to us from this region. T h e figures of gods and goAtlcsscs have
been met with in large numbers and their iconography will hc discuaell
subsequently. A msjor portion of Kumlon sculpture is follnl in the
~y
decorative parts of the temples, namely, wdls, ceilio:;, pc.iimcnt, c l o o l - ~ ~anA
lintel. Some references to such decorative tnotirq have already b x n ma~le.
However, a detailed study of the subject is rcquired to build up a colicrc~it
picture. T h e sculptures from Kumaon may thus bc classifie~lin tl~rccdifirent
groups :

I. Human figures.
11. Animal figures.
111. Architectural design.

I. Human jigures :-There

are not many h u m m fgures in Kurnaon,
I t is therefore difficult to dcscribc them in a chronological order.
The earliest sculptures of this category are tlle two D\v%rap~lakas
( Figs

29 ancl 30 ) of tlie LTkh2man?al shrine. M'ell executed in black stonc, both
have a height of 5ft. 10 in. each. Locally, they are lulowri as the Pa~jdava
brothers Arjuna and Blumasena. This was, howcver, disprovccl long back
when an inscription was found on the pcdastal of one of thc sculptures, ~vliich
read ' ~ i j a y a h 'I~t seems, therefore, that they are both Jaya ancl \'i.iayn, the two
dw;irap~lakasof Visnu
Each of the sculptures is two-armed with mace it1 the lcft lianrl, while
t h e right 11an.l is placed or1 tlie thigh, which roughly represents the Katihasta
pose. Each of them wears a jewelled mukutn, ekTvali ( pearl nccklacc will1 a
central elongated bead ) and a short loin cloth.
The sculptures are the beautiful specimen of art with a definite
.
superiority over the remaining mediaeval sculptures of L a k l i ~ m a ~ d a lTheir
1. Sankalia, a). sir., p. 116.
2. A. S. I., A. R., 1923-23, p. 68.
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modelling having comparatively less ornamentations -and faces with expressive
ness place them in the late Gupta period ( c. 5th century 4 . D. ).3

Scul~turefromBiigeSwar ( Fig. : 3 )
Another human figure comes to us from H~gebwar. H e holds a ‘dips¶ in
his palpls and appears as if offering Zrati. Usually such figures are female.
Hencc this male figure may bc designated as 'Dipad1lara1. He has moustaclies
and beard and a turned wig on the head. A mgla and hZra adorn him, while
three decorative strings hang over the thigh.
With these features, the image looks peculiar as there is no other such
type in the region. Its prototype is also not available from elsewhere in
India. Though the sculptures of Dipa-Lxkimi have come from various parts of
India, ' instance, of a 'Dipadhara' is quite unknown to us. Therefore the
sculpture is really noteworthy.
Tlie dress ancl ornaments in this image suggest an affinity with ihe
Rzjasthani-Guja~Zti style. Actually the moustaches and beard along with the
wig closely resemble the dress of the figures in a 10th century dance sequence
from Sikar, R a j p u t a n a . V h e l - e is no trace of local influence in the dress and
ornaments of the Uiigeiwar sculpture. But tlle decorative cllain type dhoti,
which seems to have originatecl in Gi~jrat and Rajputana, appears to have
become more ornate in Kumaon and ill the otl~eradjoining hilly regions, like
K a n g a , Kulu and Chamba. "

Figures of utterzdants
Figures of attendants are noticed for the first time at K2shipur. The
gods and goocltlesses are flanked by the attendants. But as the sculptures are
in a highly mutilated condition, it is difficult to discern their details. However,
they appear to be simple in dress and so belong to about 6th-7th century A. D.
Other sculptures come from the temple at J ~ ~ e i w a r .Particularly the panels
of Nataraja ancl Lakuliia exhibit figures of attendants flanking respective
gods. The attendants in the N a t a r ~ j a panel present clifFerent characteristics.
One of them-n chauri bearer adorned in long garmcnt and long ear-ring-is
comparatively well dressed. All the figures are portrayetl by the sculptor in
various gestures allcl poses accorcling to their nature ol'works. The otlier panel
--

Agrawala. "A note on sculptures at I~akh?man$al,3. U. P. H. S., XVII, PI. 1, p. 88.

3.

\ ' ~ I S anti

4.

Kelkar, D. C , , Lamp3 of Indrb, 1 9 6 1 .

6 . Kramriach, S., a l . cit., PI. I.XVII[

G. See

Coetz, op. tit.,

p. 88,

of LakuliSa represents the figurcs of flying Vidyiidharas in a real flying posture.
They have jat~-jti\a quite similar with that of the Lakuliia figure.

Bronze statues of Rajas ( Fige. 32 and 33 )
At Baijnath the Rzkshasa Deol contains the heads of the so-called
demons. Their details are not clear. But the two temples of Kumaon, namely
the Katiirmal and the J~geSwar possess some sculptures, which are made of
AstadhZtu, an alloy of eight metals. The statue at K a ~ ~ r m aknown
l,
as the P a w
RZjZ, is 4'-6" high, while those at J ~ g c 4 ~ a r standing
,
erect an3 known
by the names of Dipachand, Tirumalchand and Paunchand, are normally
4 ft. each. The Kaflrmal statue also stalldJ stimy with the left hand
extended towards the navel, while the right to the chest indicating
roughly a jiilnamudr~. It is adorned
a llecklace of beads and a ring on
the little finger OF the right hand. A single garment works as the loin-cloth.
The eyes and lips are tlamaged, but the ears are seen still decked with
long ear-lobes. Tlic statues from Jzgeiwar
are, however, represented
with moustaches and kingly robes, small round caps, yzjiinpavitas and
short dhotis and one of the", accomp~nies his consort also. She is
decked profusely with ornaments. Particularly the nose-ring, resembling
the present day 'ilathay of the women of Kumaon, attracts special attention. O n
the pedastal we find their names as Dipac1la.d Deva and DiliparnaEjad
engraved in the Nagari characters,
These statues have aroused a natural culiosity among scholars and so
various interpretations have been propounded by them. Notable among them
is the contention of Goctz, who classified tllrm under the Harsavardharla style
of art and whicll, according to him, reachecl Nepal and Kumaon in the mediaeval period. I n Kumaon, he fmher adds that, ''the slim and elegant bronze
statues of the so-called Paun Rgjxs at Katzrmal and J~geiwnrprobably represent
the Boclhisat~vaLokeSva~a:~' The observatioll appears to be a Little less convincing in the light of dircct evicknce. 'Tie statues at J~geSwarcontain irucriptions
nlentioning names of the rulers and tile deeds done by them.' This fact well
7. Goetz, op. tic. p. 6 1.
8. One of them bears the following inscription in the Nagari character.
~ 5 k enetrzriga vrna ritirbhi (...) bhite &dhsve fukla pakshe

Diryarha vZ?a chii+5ma?i g a p k i r ~ aire$ pur?aga%asya
grirnada ~ o g e i v a r a s ~sut
a vihitam Mahapsjanxme sa vidhsya
V~pustanenrzjz sitipati tilakama Sri Trimals rnilr~i
( The transcript 01some lines is doubtful since the inscriplicrn in damrged 1.
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indicates that all of these kings belonged to the Chant1 dynasty of Kumaon.
Trimal or Tirumalchand seems to have reigned in the late 16th century A. D?
and Dilipachand probably came after him. One of the unpublished copper
plate grants adds this name to tlie list of the Clialld Rgjas of Kumaon.lo Since
these rulers of the Chand dynasty belonged comparatively to a late period,
the Paun RZjg of K a t ~ r m a Inay
l
also be placed cor~temporary with them.
Hence the view that the art comes under the I-Iarsavardhana style cannot be
easily acceptecl. However, it can be assumed that the tradition of fashioning
the bronze statues of the kings might have come from Nepal in the late 16-17th
century, when there were probably free rnovelncilts from Nepal to Kumaon
and vice versa. Another hypothesis may be that the art of casting bronzes
might have come to Kumaon from Bengal through thc Pdlas in the early
mediaeval period.

Dancing figures ( Figs. 34 and 35 )
T h e sculptures depicting figures in dancing vigour are mct with in
Kumaon in a comparatively large number. Thc earliest of this type is noticed
at K.rlshipur, in which the dancers flank the image of Siva, who is sl~ownseated
in a central niche. A figure plays on a myitlailga, while tlie otl~cr probably
blows a conch. A fcw other figiu-es associated with them are in a dancing
posture. T h e other cletails are not clear. However, the general charactcristics
put the image roughly to 7th celltury A. D. Bcsitlcs this, another elaborate
composition comes to us fiom ChampZwati tcmplc at ChampZwat, in whicli the
dancing figures accompany the musicians beating the mridanga and blowing the
conch. They wear caps quite alicn to Kumaon. They are round and short.
T h e figures are adolnecl with beaded mZl5s ancl kul;l?alas. As the temple type
has becn imitatecl from Gujarat and R:tjputana, the r.esemblance of thcse
figures to the Gujasati-R4putana tcmplc sculpture is vcry obvious.

Animal sculfiture
Animal figures in the temples of ILumaon are not many. Nevcrthcless,
lions and elephants are noticed frequently in the architccture of Kumaon. The
squatted liorl is a general featurc of the tcmples. But its portrayal is comparatively common in the early templcs ant1 especially in the Yogavadri at
P~rpjukeiwar,it is quite vivicl, while the abscnce is conspicuously noticed in the
latcr temples of Kumaon. For instance, the Gujar Deo temple and all the other
templcs at Chan~p;Lwat clo not have lion figures. Instead of lion, elephant finds
9 . Fuhrer, ap. t i t . , p. 48.
11). The plate was examined by the present author at Gadser village in Raijnzth,
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a place in the decorativc details of these shrincs. 'The bascnlerit of all thcse
shrines exhibit running friezcs of elephants ant1 some othcr animals like
the bull. This trait is also quite common in llic templcs of Gujnrat and
Rajputana.ll
Apart froin these two anitnals, we notice the figurcs or Gai~gaand
YamunZi on the icmplcs of Natarzja at Jagdwar and on the I.akhamandal
shrine riding the crocodile and tortoise respectively. Unforlunately tlicir forms
are worn out.
Yet an evidence comes to us about solnc orher animals also. Par~iculai.ly,
ram has been used in the archi~cctural dctails at Maqcllial in Dehradun
District.''
This evidence is not available from anywherc else in Kumaon.

Gaja-Siritha ( Fig 36 )
A lone sculpture at LZkh%ma~~dal
depicls a lion on an elephant ( GajaSiriiha ). As it is lying in the courtyard, nothing can be slated about its utility
and purpose. This type of representation is, however, common in the Orissan
temples, where it is used as an architectural devicc being usually displayed on
each of the Sikliara-a projection of the figure of lion, rampant-especially in tlic
Liiigariija and K o ~ ~ r temples.'3
ka
But as it is not uwd in the L~khZmar?dal
temple, it is difficult to point out its significance in relation to tlie above temple.

T h e kirttimukha figures are most common throughout the Kumaon region.
As an important motif in Indian art and architecture, this has received a
popular recognition in the Indian sculpture, especially in Gu.jarat and Rajputana.
Almost all the Ch2lukyan monuments exhibit this trait.'* I n I<umaon tlie later
temples, such as the R~liJvaraand Gujar Deo are devoid of this motiF. In the
early temples of Kumaon it occurs either on the front pediment or throughout
the walls and on tlie pillars and their sliafts.
The antiquity of this motif in India goes back to the Gupta period
where, it looks lllore reali~tic'~and which later attains stylization. This is
particularly evident from the specimen belonging to the temples of Kumaon.
The JageSwar shrines depict the motif comparatively elaborate than that of
1 1 . Dhaky, 09. sit., PI. XIV.
1 2 . Fuhrer, op. sit., p. 4 6 .
( The basis or the above slalemenl is ~uhrer'sreporl

13.

Saraswati, op. cif., PI.

VIIT,Pig. 16.

14. Sankalia, cp. t i t . , p. 1 2 3 .
16. Vats, h.1. AI. S., A. S , 1, 7 0 , P1. XLII.
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the Gupta pcriod, but the laler temples, such as tllose at Dwzrahnt, Baijn~dl
and other places of Kumaon, represent the figure more in the form:of a ferocious
lion thus marring its own reality and shape.

Thc Dwarj"s
Tlie dwarfs are not a common featu1.e in tile K u r n a o ~art
~ a ~ architecture.
d
T h e sturltecl pot-bellied figures have been shown in the Adbldari and Champ;iwat templcs of Kumaori bearing heavy burdens. Excepting on these shrines,
they are riot sec11 elsewhere in Kumaon,

Architeclural Designs
These Inay be dividcd illto tl~recclasses :

( a ) architectural designs
( b ) geometric designs and
( c ) floral designs
( a ) Architeclural Design
Thougli we cannot piecisely poi~itout the existence ol'architcctural desigll
ill thc tcrnples of Kumaon, it cannot eiil~cr be said that they are devoid of it
completely. Tlic lithic p10 luctioii of bcam-licads and thc or namelltal motif
of chaitya-win~iowson the tcniples of liurnaoti may bc relkrrcti to this context.
T h e formcr device is distinct in the tcmple of Navadurgri at J~geSwar, the
YogaLadari temple at PZnt.lukeSwar ar:d tlie GopcSwar temple. Tlie
architcc~ural false beani-lieads appcnr as if suppoititlg tlie upper structure.
T h e lattcr design is, howcvcr, [lot v c ~ yf~cqucntlysccn. But the L~kh;lrnaq$al
shline is olnamentcd prort~sclywith thc cliaitya-willdow rnotiE Because of its
i~ifrequeiitusc in Kurnaon t crnplcs, wc callnot t~ace its aclual tlcveloprnent in
tl'ic region. But it is deliini~clykuowli that thc association of tliis dcvicc wit11 the
monuments goes back to the rinics of cave architecture in India. The cally
form of this ornarnerlt "imitates the window-like hollow portion on the facade
of the cliaitya-caves at BhBjs, Kontlane, Bedse, KBrli, Junnar, N~sik,Pitalkho~a
and Ajanta."'"
Tlle chaitya-window motif on thc tcmple of LZkh~maqclalexhibits more
cleco~ation.This developed stage is found elsewhere it1 Gujarat and Knjputana.
I t appears, t h e r e h e , t l ~ a the
t design had rcachcd a complete transi~ion by the
erid of tile eal ly mediaeval period.
16. Ssnkalia, a). t i t

, p.
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G'eometric designs ( Figs. 37 and 38 )
The geometric design usually forms part of architectural details. 111 the
monuments we see several dcsigns which have probably 110 bearing 011 their
secular aspect, but they are done only for decorative'purposes. One such
decorative design is found on the temples of Kumaon at Champ~wat. We
do not know about its earlier existence, but oil the later temples it is carved on
the ceilings.
T h e temples of Charnpiwat have two types of ceilings. In the BaliSvara
shrine, thcrc are concentric circles surrounded one by the other, t11us making a
cusped ou~look. Tlte decoration on the circles has been created by
chiselling. I n tile middle of the circular ceiling a round hole is done for
suspending a chained 'ghantLy B~sides, there are human figures around the
circular ceiling-a few of them in dancing posture and the others playing
different musical instruments. The ceiling in the liatneiwar shrine has a
slightly dilfcrent appearance. 'l'he cent1a1 circIe appears in it Iike a full-bloomed
lotus flower. Ii is encircled by another ornamental, pattern with eight round
floral dcsigns. The border is decorted with small tablets.

Floral desigrls
T h e lea[ ancl creeper is invariably shown in the temple architecture of
~ i the pot and foliage niolif is noliced on the pillars
Kumaon. The filst k ~ i o w as
quite frequently. The vase from which sp~ingsout flowers and leaves falling
t the l>illa~-.
downwards usually tlccorntes tlie lower p n ~ of
This nlotir is chal acteristically found 011 the pillars of the Gupta temples.
"KnoLvn as tllc l'iirga kalaia, tlie bowl of plenty, typilj..ing a renewcd faill], the
water llolllishi~lgthe plant t~ailing from its brim, all allegory cvhich has
p~o:luccd tllc 'vase and flower>motif, onc of the most graceful forms in the
wholc range of' I~idianarchite~turc."'~ Sankalia opines about its origin that
"this may llavc tlcscended from the flo~al motif on the mednllions on the
railings of Bh~rhutarlrl SZnchi slupas.""
Tile first instance of the motif from Kunlaon comes from KHshipur in a
( Fig. 39 ). After this tllc appearance is quite frequent in
piecc of']j1okcn
the tenlplcs at JzgcSwar. The former probably belonging to the Gupta period
-

P

-

-.

-

- -

l 7. Uro\~n, ap. t i t . , p. 69.
18. Sankalia, op. tit., p. 190.
( I, is ( 1 ) auspicious and apotropaic, ( 2 ) cmbcllishing and mmplimen~ary, as well lu
( 3 ) indicative and symbolical ) See Pap Kabja or Th8 D ~ Mdplrnty by F'rithvi K. Agrawala,

p. 2. Varanaai - 1966.
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exhibits it in an elongatcd shape, while the latter changes it into a round form.
The leaf and the flower do not remain so much luxuriant and their display
becomes more or less artificial.
Another design, which may be designated as a scroll ( Fig. 40 ) is scen on
the doorway of the Natariija shrine at Jiigekwar. In it the flowers are mixed
up with a dismontl design. This motif also appears to have been popular 'in
some of the Chalukyall temples.19
Besides, the nlouldings of the temples demand our next attention. In tile
early temples of Kumaon i.e., those from Jagekwar, it is noticed that tllc
basement n~ouldingsare plain and straight, while the latter shrines, such as that
of LakshminZrZya~a at Baijniith and some other at the Dw~rallBt and
Champgwat, depict them in a most decorated manner. This ljtter characteristic
shows them sometimes indeilted with lo:us leaf or diamond pattern and sometimes with architectural frets.

Conclusion
Comparatively the sculptures depicting secular aspect of life are scanty
from tlie monuments of Kumaon.
The sculpt.ures in Kumaon temple cxhibit various regional influences.
As our nionuments belong generally to the 10th century ancl onwards, it is
noticed that several decorative motifs, architectural designs ancl temple
sculptures in the Icurnaon temples are imitated from Gujarat, Rajputa~la and
Central India.

--

-. ..
.
---

1 Q. See Sankalia,

---.L

OF. ci!., p.

180, f. n. 1 3.
(The temples a1 Modhera, Sandhera, Kasara, Delrnel, Vaclangar, etc. show h i s represen~alion.)

CHAPTER V
ICONOGRAPHY
The temples of Kumaon connot be strictly classified on the basis of cult
images, since we do not find today a single icon enshrine1 in its original place.
Many changes seem to have taken place in their location as we see even today
a shrine sheltering images of various gods and goddesses. There are, however,
a few shrines, namely the Lakuliia and the Natargja at JsgeSwar and a few
more at Dwgrahiit and Raijniith, which do contain the figures of gods and
goddesses on the pediments, lintels, and niches. By such eviilence heir attribution to respeetive cults is possible.
Almost all the extant icons belong to the Brahmanic faith and hardly one
or two testify to the cxistence of other religions, such as the Buddhism and the
Jainisn~. As the Bsalitnanical images form a major bulk of sculptures, it is worthwhile to describe them first. They can be divided in the rollowing groups :
C
( 1 ) Saivite images. It coven various fornls of Siva, Lakuliia and the
allicd cleitics like Ganeia and Kiirttikeya.
( 2 ) Vaisnava images, comprising all the incarnations or Visnu.
( 3 ) Brahm' icons.
'
( 4 ) Siirya and the Navagraha icons.
4
( 5 ) Goddesscs of Brahmanical religion j a ) Saivite, ( b ) Vaispavite,
( c ) River goddesses.
( G ) Miscellaneous ico~lslike Kubera and Garuda.
Before taking up the description of these sculptures, one important point
may be stated here. The basis for any chronological order of these sculptures
arrivetl at might depend on the following consiclerations :

( I ) Stylistic ; ( I1 ) Inscribed data ; ( I11 ) Relative profuseness of ornaments ant1 dresses.
( 1 ) Siva : The icons of Siva may be classified into ( a ) those carved on
thc lintels or inside the trefoil pedimcrits ; and ( b ) loose icons.

Siva figures are carved on the temples of Kumaon in various forms. He
is invariably accompanied by his consort. Apart from this nature, the Trimtirti
aspect of Siva represented on the temples of Kumaon is very interesting.
Almost all the pediments, doorway lintels and chaitya windows of the Siva
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shrines bear this image. This feature is also sec11 in the adjoining hill region of
C h a m b ~ , Kangra, Kulu and also in the Indian plains and particularly in
Orissa. The nature and meaning of these three faces cannot be ascertained with
certainty for want of unanimity of views. The far-famed T r i m ~ r t isculpture
from Elephanta may be referred to this context. I t attracted a wide attention
and hence various interpretation have come before us. Some took it as
representing the Brahmanical Triad.l Gopinath Rao challenged the view
and put it as reprrsenting really an aspect of god Siva. Quoting some passages
G o ~ n thc Suptabhell;igama, hc assigncd it the name MaheS:~rn~rti.~
Banerjea
has not accepted the above view and has contended that the face in the right
side is feminine in character. Ere quotes an instance of another such relief
from Gwalior, Madhya Pradesh, and conclurles that this type "really represents
composite form of h a , where his two aspects, Saumya arll Ghoia are
combined with his $kti Um~.17~Quite differellt to these scllolars Stella
Kramrisch renlakrs in the opening lines of her article that "chc great sculpture of
Maliadcvn is an image of the fully manifest Supreme Siva. In the rnid~ll.: is the
h c e of Tatpurusa ;the faces of Aghora and Viimadcva arc collateral?
Fiom the evidence of I<umaon sculpture ( Fig. 41 ) it can be said that
each one of thc faces is engaged in its own moocl having closed cyes with
perfect silence. It may he noted that the midtllc facc with jafz ancl long earlobes is in an expression of compassion. Tlie left race has hcnevolc~~cc,
while
the right onc appears in a wrathful disposition.
The above portrayal fits in very well with tlic definition of Stella
Kramrisch and emphatically supports that none but her statemexlt appears
to be fairly strong. Though this aspect of Siva from almost all over India and
particularly from that of Eleplianta contains various manifestation$, it is correct
to say that "ttley are upheld a ~ i dcomprisecl by thc power an:l unity of the
total i m a ~ e . " ~
1. Parlicularly Havell was of this view.

nut he h i m x l l war not very sure for he recognised the

fcmininc character or the face to the left. See Mavell, E. D., T h e Art IIcrifoge oJ I~rdio( Revised
by Pramotl chandra ) p. 160, Bombay- 1 0 6 4 .
2 . Rao, T. A. G . , Elrmcnfs ej Hindu Icanagraphy, Vol. 11 pp. 3 8 2 - 3 0 6 , 1'1. CXVLI.
3. Cancrjea, J. N., Dturlapmrnf af Hindu Icanagraphy, p . 4 6 7 , Cal. 1 8 5 6 .

4. Stclla. Kramrisch, " ~ h cImage or hfahadcva in the Cave-Temple of ~ l e ~ h a n t a . "A. I . , 2.
1 9 6 4 , p. 4 .
4a. 'The particular rellcr is carved on top panel of Lakulria temple at Jageiwar which is datable
to about 7th century A. D. See for tle~ails: Nautiyal, K. P., An Iconographical Survey
of Kumaon with Special Reference to a Pew Unlque I m a ~ e s , Eort and PVrrt, Vol. 16,
Nos. 3-4, pp. 226-30.
6. Stella, Krarnrisch, op. r i t , p. 6,
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Jiva in thc Vajrdsona port
The garbhag~ihalintel of'the Ked~rnrdthshrine depicts Siva in this form.
The details are lost, but the other figures in the jamb tell us that the majority
of them represented the vi*adhara aspect of god Siva. He is shown with vin8,
naga, damaru and mztulunga ( citron ) fruit. Both the male and female
figures flank him. I t cannot be determined whether Parvati is also included
with the associated figures.
This aspect of Siva, apart from the Districls of Garhwal and Dehradun,
is quite common in the south Indian sculptul-es. T h e reason for this similarity
in the two far-off geographical regions may be owing to the movement of
priests, craftsmen and commoners from the South to the holy places
of the Ilimalayan region. I t is believed that Sailkara visited Kumaon
in about the beginning of 9th century A. D.
Later on the Paiichachzryas of ViraSaivism are said to have established five mathas in
Therefore, these facts may be
different parts of India iiicluding K e d ~ r a . ~
taken as responsible for the similarity between the sculptures of the South and
the Kumaon region, particularly those of Ked3rnZth and adjoining areas after
the l lth century A. D.

Siva is taken ac a great master in the art of dancing, according to Hindu
mythology. The nrittyaI~strais chiefly associated with tliis aspect of h a . The
dance "personifies his universe in action and destr~ction."~And this type
"more than any other, expresses the unity of the human consciousness, for it
represents equally religion, science and art."' Stella Kramrisch opines that it
carries "1he cosmical suggestiveness"7n it, while Havell believes that it materialiscd thc "abstract ideas of Hindu philosophy .yy10
This tbrm of go:l Siva obtained n large scale popubrity in Kumaon
region. The sculptures pertnitling to this aspect are many. They are generally
sculpturcd on the temples, escepti~lga few loose icons found here and there.
6 . Mahadevan, T , hl. P,, T h e Slrugglc for Empire, 'Saivism', p. 446.
Tile date of V~raiaivasmay Ix r o u ~ h l yassigned to about the 12th century A. D., because
J:arava, the chiefexponent of this religion is staled to have lived during A. D. 1166-1 168 1.

The Fairch5charyas who were his predecessors must have, therefore, lived in about the 1 s t
quarler or 1 l th century.
7.
8.
Q.
10.

17

Rowland renjamin, T h e Arl and Ar~hilrrlltrcoj lwdia, Buddhirr-Hindu-Join,
Ibid.
See Indian Sculplurcr, 1933, p. 176.
Havell, E. I)., Indian Srulprurc and Painling, Lond. 1900, p. 70.

p. 198.
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T h e two shrines of Almora and Garhwal, namely, the Natarzja shrine at
J~ggdwarand the GopeSwar shrine ill Garhwal are the best examples for the
sculptured figures of this aspect.
T h e figure at Jigeswar shrine is of a fine finish ( fig. 42 ). But both the
sculptures from J ~ g e i w a r and GopeSwar have a good similarity with each
other. Both are depicted in the lnlita pose. T h e former is decked with braided
jatz-mukuta, necklace, a loin cloth and udarabandha, vhile the latter copies
the former in almost all general adornments. Both are four-handed. They
hold diKerent objccts in each of them. I n the casc of tlle former, the cobra is
held in thc upper right hancl. T h e lower right l ~ a n ~
is l thrown to the left
indicating the gajallasta pose. The upper lert hand is held in tlle abhayamudri, while the lower holtls a triiula. T h e dancing dcity on the GopeSwar
shrine, however, carries a few different characteristics. The f ~ o n hands
t
carry a
vir$i, while the back left and right hold a nZga and n t r i i ~ l nrespectively. The
represcntation of Nap& with vi1.6 is an usual mode of clepiction in the
sculptures from Bengal as by this form Sivn is presented a presiding deity
of music. Like the sculptures from castern India, some other similar types
from north Inclia show the bull standing bcsirle the goc1.l' This feature is
also observed in the icon from ( fig. 42, ) L5kh~manclalin Dchladun District.
Sival-amamurti has also referrecl to a type fiom sout!i Inclia, rvhich according
to him is the V i q 5 d h ~ r a - D a k s l l i ~ ~ r nof~Siva.
rti

'"

O n the basis of above data, it may he assumed that the aspect of Siva
as presenting the lord of music was a K~vouritcthemc for the Saivas in almost
all parts of the country. Slight variations were, however, followed in different geog~aphicalregiocs. 'The instance is clear ft om the Gopeiwar sculpture
( fig. 43 ) in which the abserlce of bull is cjilite conspicuo~a.
One more interesting reaturc is worthy of notice in thc GopeS\var sculpture, wllcre Sive s[ands ovcr a illin lotus platform. This fcnlurc is noticed
generally in the south Inclinn sculptures. Especially in the Tamil cou~ltrythe
lotus platform occurs as a circular or oval support beneath the dwarf. However., in t l ~ eGo1>e4cvnrsculpture tlie dwarf is totally missing. Thus this feature,
tllough in accordance with tlie southcrn tsadilion, cl~angcsslighty.
These sculptul.es, besicles the other features, contain somc associate dcitics
and attendants. I n thc Jiigeiwar sculpture the top corncrs depict raised seats
1 1 . Sivaramamur~i,C., "Geographical and Chronological Factors in Tndian

6. PI. XXVI-A.
1 2 . Ibid., PI. XXVl-B.
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with K~rttikeyaand Gaveha, the former riding a peacock, llolding a stick
and the latter in the ardhaparyarika pose, tiolding a snake ancl the pot
of modaka. I n the foreground arc seated male ant1 fernale muqicians,
numbering four, while in the G o p i w a r sculpture thcrc are orlly two. I n t l ~
former sculpture, a seated dwarf hurls a cobra to smite t l ~ eNatarZja. Vats has
identified him with h4ayalka. However, this idcntificalion cannot be accepted since the dwarf is usually sliown citllcr l~cingtramplecl by the deity
or in a prostrate condition. I-Ie fui.~l~crattempts to idenliljl tlle other
figures also. Thus he takcs tlic singing figure as L ~ k ~ mani l the figure
playing on the vig5 as Saraswati. The malc f i ~ u ~playing
c
the flute is identified with Indsa or Bh~gu.l 3 The associate figurcs in the GopeSwar sculpture are also shown playing different instruments. One of them in the right
appears to be a drummer as tlie object l~eldby him closely resembles a
nagZrZ or dlum. This nagiir5 signifies a local element in the sculpture as
its prototype is still beaten in the tcm11le of Kumaon in t11c mornillg and
evening before the start of daily rilual.
These sculptures may be dated on the basis of some associated data.
The Jggebwar sculpture, undoubtedly, belong to allout the first quarter or
9th century A. D. This has becl1 already seen elsc~~~hel-e
that tlie shrine
belongs to this date and so needs no further elucidation. Tlie ollicr sculplure
from Gopeiwar on stylistic groullll belongs to abo~itthe s~colldquartcr of
13th century A. D.

Thc Yoga, J i i ~ n a and V y ~ k h y ~ n a - D a k g i ~ ~of
m ~Siva
r ~ i sarc mostly
south Indian in character. The VyPkllyZna form is shown as teaching the
sages the meaning of yoga and jfi~na. In other words it presents him as
a great exponent of S ~ t s a s .
Several instances may be cited regarding the existence of this
type of icons from Kumaon. Apart from some stray icons pertaining to

13. Irat?, h.1. S., "hlediaeval !!aim Sculprures from Jagarsukb and ~ 8 ~ e s ' w a <A.
' S. I . , A. R.,
1026-27, p. 235.
\'ab identifies the above deities on the basis of the testimony o l Sioa P t o J e p S~olra,which
gives

description o l the evening dance ol ~ i v ain the Himalayas like [his : "Sarasvati

plays on the V@5, Indra on the flute, Erahmx holds the time-marking cymbal, Laksmi
plays on a drum, and all the gods stana round about." See Coomarabegins a song,
swamy, A., 7'hr Dantrs d j Siua, Comb-l 948, p. 84.
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this form, there are several sclupturcs carved on the lintels ancl walls or the
temples.

A Vy~klly~na-Dakcii~Emorti
of Siva is carved on tlle facade of a
small shrine at J~geSwar. T h e sculpture is in a badly mutilated condition
and therefore the details are almost lost Notwithstanding that, it is possible
to say that it had four arms with two front hands in j i i ~ n a ancl varada
poses. Rest of the hands are broken. Two figures seated in the namask~ra
mudrii are depicted in the forcgl-ound. One loolts like a sage, while the
other is probably a f e m ~ l efigure. I t seems that the female figure migllt Ilave
been shown to rcpresent. PZrvati, "w110 accorcli~lgto KumZrasambliava s t o ~
y
waited upon Siva while he was performing austerities in his hermitage before
his marriage with her. T h e male figure may stand for one of the $ i ~ a g a ~ a s : ~ ' ~
T h e other rsis usually accompany the extant figures, but nothing definite can
be said about this image since it is in a highly obliterated condition.
T h e loose icons from J~geiwar, Baijnzth and DwZrahZl resemble each
other in almost all the fcatures. All are shown seated with yogapatta around
the leg. However, the Baijniith image differs in sitting posture, for it shows him
seated in the vir;isana pose. Almost all the extant images bear four hands. Out
of thcm tile JrtgeSwar image ( fig. 45 ) shows four hands in different attitudes.
T h e upper light hand is in the jn;inamutllZ, while in ~ h lower
c
right is held a
flower, probably a niIotpala. T h e upper left hand holcls a tiijiila ancl the
lower is thrown around thc neck of his consort. T h e same tiaits are no~iccdin
the image from Baijn~tli. Nevel thclcss the lower IcCl hand in this icon is either
invisible or broken.
T h e decoration in all the inlngcs is rich. Tlie fig~lreis sllown wit11 jap$\a, which is embellislied with flowers ant1 plants. Tlie EaijtiZtii irllage
depicts Siva adorned with dcer sliill in the Upavita iisl~ion. Umo is shown
seated on the left tliigti of the god. I n her case as well, the ornaments like
the mdZ, liiira, keyoras and kai~kaijasare exquisitcly displayed. Tlle associating figures in both the icons carry almost similar featurcs. Tlic Jagcjwar
image has a bull, lion, GaveSa and IC21ttilteya on the pencock occupying tlie
entire foreground region. T o p corners depict VidyZdlial as with m;ll;ls. 'rhe
sculpture from Uaij~~;lth,besides these, adds to it two ~ s i will1
s
triilent, apasm2rapurusa and a dwarf. But onc broken image from Bai,jniitll presents
quite a difl'crent representation. One notices in it only the animal figures
like lion, rlcpllant, bull etc. This icon, but for the absence of rlecr, cnrrics
the features of the NxrXyana form of V i s ~ u as
, may be seen ill the Gupta
1 4 . Uanerjea, op. tit., p. 478.
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sculpture from Deogarli, wliere dcer ancl snake are shown at the goilys feetau
Many other details seem to have bccn lost from the Kumaon image. However,
this irnage carries very elaborate features and so contributes something of its own
kind to the iconographical data of the north. One PalIava sculpture of ~liistype
been illustrate\l by Sivaamzmurti. l6 In this image also all the animals
like the bull, the lion ailtl the elephant are corlspicuously missing, excepting
that of the deer anil the snake.
These Dal<slii$imiirtis, as noted beforc, are 1not-e soutll Illdiall in
character. Orlc more instance of a 11orlh Indian variety can, howevzr, be
citcd in a terlacotta plaque of the late Gupta period fiorn Ahichllatra ( Bareilly
District ). l7 Ilr this plaque Siva is shown in the form of a reposeful ascetic,
form. This is undoubtedly an interesting
indicating liis jiizna-daksi~~marti
evidence. The presence of this type of representation fiom the north lead
us to believe that the form was already known there in the early centuries of
the mediaeval periol," though it ]nay be surmised that the aspect attained a
con~parativepreference in the south than in the north after the 8th cealury
A. D.
are thus of varied character. As has becl1 noted
T h e Daksi~Z~nih-tis

above., the Baijn~tllimlge pasticularly ( fig. 46 ) represents both the god and
his consort. This featurc is totally ncw to this type of im~ges. Besides this,
several other icoils from Kumaon are no~icedwill1 elaborate features. The
reason for it might have been the influence of the Agamas in thc alrcady
existing rulcs or icoliograpliy.
T h e c\lolution of this s o ~ of
t icons must liave started in Kumaon region
in about tlie 8th-9th century 11. D. Hence the sculptured image of Dakshivznliirti at JiigeSwar inay be roughly assigned to this period.
T h e othcr loose icow from J a g c h a r and B~ijnstliare of a later period.
At any rate, thcy cannot be earlier than the l lth-12th century A. D. Many
dctails seem to have crept in thc art of this period, and so there appears a
profuseness in tlie outwardly appearance of the sculptures.
16. Si\~ara~namurIi,
ap, t i l . , PI. XXii-A.
16. Ibid.
1 7. l?anerjea, o j . t i t . , p. 4 7 1 .
1 8. According to Dasgupta, "mosl or the xgarnas

... ...were

completed by the ninth century

A. D. Son~cof them were current in the time or S a t i k a r ~ c h ~ r who
~ a , lived sometime in
the eighth or ninth century A. D." See Dasgupca, S, N., A H i s r a y of Indian Philo~aphy,
Cambrldgc, 1 0 5 6 , p. 17.
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,dlii~gnrzamiirti.( Fig. 47 ).

In tlie present form the goLlis ge~lerallyshown standing wit11 his consort.
Rao has emphatically pointed out that er his type of Siva sliould bc a standing
one." ' V I o w e v c r , contrary to the established practix, a few seated imagcs
of this type have come fsom Bengal.
In Kunlaon also a n image from B ~ i j n ~ tisl i in thc seated posture. Tlle
prescnt icon goes against some of the set principles. Though it cornbincs
diverse fcatures of Jiiana, Vyiikliyiina and UmZmaheSvara, the act of embracing
each other evidently leads one to believe that it is an A l i i ~ ~ a n a m ~ofr t iits
own, type.
T h e god in the Vir~sanaposture rests his conso~ton the left thigli. In
the right hand is the matuluiiga ( citron ) fruit, while thc left is thrown around
his consort so as to touch her breast. H e appeared to havc four hands in
different poses, but the rest of t h e ~ n are probably broken. I11 the similar
manner to that of Siva, UmZ lias also thrown her arm around Siva's neck, thus
forming an ellbracing posture. I n the foregrountl are seen a Nandi anil some
other indistinct male and female figures.
The couple is highly adorned with profuse ornamelits ant1 clothes. The
bodily gracc is visibly diminished. T h e couple looks in a compa~ativc tension
and the graceful and sublime poise is absent. All these clevclopments stand
witness to a late phase in the plastic wcalth of India and particularly to the
art of ICumaon. Hericc this image on stylistic co~lsi~lcratio~ls
might be put
rouglily to the 14th ccniury A D.
T~ipurdntnkamii~li
at Liikhdma~~~lal
(? )

Siva as a great destroyer has been depictcc1 all over 1n;lia Thcse
sculptures illustrate the stories connected with his particular act of destruction.
South Inclia seems to have llie largest number of this type of sculptures.
They are comparatively lesss in the North and plrticularly in tlie entire
Kulnaon and Dehraclun region, except for one instance, we fincl no traces of'
such icons. T h e concept of destruction has been treated somcwhat differe~itly
in the north than in the south. Here tlie specific act is united togetlier with
other acts, such as the combination of Gaj~ntakaand Andhakaliatnka, which
make it more composite. T h e forthcoming instance will prove this observation.
T h e so called Tripursntakarnurti ( 3 112' X 2' ) ( Fig. 48 ) from LzkhZmapdal made out of quartzite carries a few controversies. Scholars like Vats
19. Rao, op. sir.,Vol. 11, Pt. I, p. 1 2 1
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and Agrawala have identified the present bas-relief as representing god Siva in
his TripurZnVdka form.20 But the nature and portrayal of the form indicate
that the present identification is subject to disagreement. In his Tripumtaka
form, Siva is generally represented as killing the three auras of the three castles
( Tripura ). But, as will be shown, the present act of the god pile him to a
somewhat different identification.
Siva stands in the pratyalidha posture having eight arms, in two of which
he carries a trihla held aloft with a pierced body of Andhakasura. Two other
hands hold up the elephant skin like a canopy. The rest of the hands
hold p a r a & ~nllga,
,
dhanusa ( ? ) and the one on the right is held in the
abhayamurlr5. IVith his left leg he crushes a figure-probably Apasmiira-who
is usually shown trampled by NatcSa and Dal<shinamUrti figures. PArvati is
seated on a low seat to the right of Siva and is being touched by the god at the
chin. She appears to hold Kzrttik~ya,as if to afford him protection from fear.
O n the left side is another figure, probably a female. This may be identified
~
of Sivays third
with Yogegvari, the emaciated goddess produced from t h flame
eye. Near the leg slands a gana in the attitude of adoration. The matted hair
of god Siva stand erect on hi3 head and he is adorned with a long skull-garland
and a sarpa-yajtjiiopavita.
Thus the identification goes a little against the purposed Tripurantaka
form by the following reasons :
That the figure being trampled may bc taken as that of Apasmara.
The second figure in the antariksa region shown quite subdued, though
with a dacgger, may better be taken as the Kali, who is also prescribed in the
divine episode, and not the demon. The third figure in the sky is quite clear to
be identified with the demon Andl~akXsura, who is being pierced by Sivays
trident.
As the image presents varied features, it cannot be said that it represents
any independent aspect of god h a . The present sculpture depicts some
features of Tripurantakamurti, some of Gajasamharamiirti and a few of
Analak~suravadhan~nrti.A few other examples of the composile type of
Andl~ak~suravadham~rtis
come from Elephants, Ellora2' and Orissa.

'"

It has been stated already that the themes of destruction in the ! h a
icons usually got united together in the north. Sivaramamurti remarks;
V. S., "A note on the Sculp~uresfrom ~ K k h ~ m a ~ d a 3.
l " , U:
P. H . S.,Vol.XVII, Pt. I , p . 87.
Rao, op. tit., PI. XLVI and XLVIII,

20. Vats, M. S., and Agrawala,

2 1.
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"The combination of G a j ~ n t a k aand Andhak~fitaka represents the north
Indian tradition and in a way it is appropriate, as according to the story of
Variihapuraa,' GajZsura was first overcome by h a , who used the hide of
The
the animal as a n upper grament before he attacked AndhakBsura."
compositeness of the image from Lskhzmandal is thus in accordance with the
north Indian tradition.
T h e present image implies several concepts. Therefore, no one nomenclature may suit it. However, from the general features, it may be designated as the representation of Andhakzsura-Gajasamh~ramiirti.
T h e image on stylistic considerations, such as the ornaments and the
other outwardly decoration, belongs to 8th century A. D.

T h e images of diva with saumya or peacefbl disposition are known
variously. T h e names "mainly of a descriptive character in the iconographic
texts are collected in the hiv~~arnas:'" T h e above name is one of the many
varieties of h i v a images.
T h e UmZmaheSvara images have been reported in abundance froin
almost all over India. Barring a few regional dissimilarities, the general
principles followed in shaping this type of icon are almost the same.
Kumaon also abounds in these images. Many mutilated sculptures,
though reflecting a past grandeur, lie scattered everywhere. From these
broken icons one is compelled to assume that the Rohillas carried on operation for the mass scale destruction of monuments tluring tlicir illvasion of
Kumaon in the late mediaeval period.
A few images of Um~maheSvara,which seem to have escapetl the fury
of these icconoclasts are worthy of clesc~iption. T h c imagcs fronl Kllimath
and Adbadari-both in Garhwal District-may
lhc taken as the bcst specimen of art.
T h e UmZmaheSvara image from K ~ l i m a t h ( 3' 4" X 2' ) enshrined
( Fig. 49 ) in a temple is stilt in a state of worship. T h c image from Atlbadari is ( Fig. 50 ) kept in the maqdapa o f ' a small shrine. In both the cases,
the god is shown seated in the lalit~sanapose facing his consort, who is scated
22. Panigrahi, K. C., Arrhacelogieol Remains at Bliubot~c~wor,1 0 6 1, p. 1 4 4 .
23. Sivaramamurti, ap. sit., p. 6 6 .
24. Shukla, D. N., lfat/rc-.f?i~lra,1 0 6 8 , Vol. IT, p. 160.
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on his left lap. The image from Kiilrrnath has Sour hands, while that from
Adbadari is presented with ten hands. 'The former holcls rnituluriga ( citron
fruit ) in the lower right hand. T h e uppcr lcft hand hears a triiula, while
the lower is thrown round his consort Uma so as to touch hcr I~reast. The
upper right hand is raised upwards holrting a dhattiirz flower, which is ]wing
licked up by a snake movirlg gradually through the trident from the lcft side.
The latter image having ten hands bears such objects as a trident ( trihla ),
kharpara, khadga and probably a Jiila in the right hands, whilc those on the
left carry a khatviiIiga, khetaka and a paSa ( ? ). The remaining two hands
are held in the varada and abhaya mudras. The fifth hand on the right side
is thrown around the waist of his consort in thc manner of caressing her.
This ten-handed image is significant because it Sulfills the rules laid down in
the SuprZbhedZgama, wherein it is stated that MaheSa shoul~lha1.e two legs
and ten arms. 25 In the K%limatti image U m l is shown restin;; her light
hand on Sivays lap and left leg on the lotus seat. I n the latter image, however, she throws her right hand around Siva.s neck. IVith the couple are
accompanied accessory gods and goddesses in revercntial attitude. Among
all of them Kzrttiktya is shown seated on a peacock with a sweet ball in his
hand, while Ganeia is depicted in the ardhaparyailka posture. Apart from
the other male and female figures, there is a couchant nandi ( bull ) included
in the representation. One of the female figures is offering flowers at the
foot of Siva. I n the Adbadari imaze an emaciated figure is seen in the
dancing posture. This may possibly reprcsent rsi Bh~iilgi, \v110 is recommended as one of the associates in such type of images. The inclusion of
a few detailed features has made the Adbadari icon more elaborate and
interesting. A lion with two dwarfs actually holding the chauris are added
to it. O n top corners are seen Bhramz and Visnu in the kamalzszna pose
bearing Sarikha, chakra, gad8 and padma. The top portion behind the head,
which had probably a prabhiivali ( halo ) once, is now broken.
The gods and goddesses are beautifully adorned in these images. Siva
is decked with karabalidha, keyasas and kafikanas. In the Kalimnth image
a band of cloth popularly known as yogapafta is shown tied around the right
leg of the god. UmH is also depicted with perfect grace. The goddess in the
Kalimath image holding sportively one of the braids of her hair is decked
with kaiikavas, hZra and big circular ear-rings. An ornament having peculiar
shape is worthy of description. It is worrl on the ankles and resembles
modern paii~jani, which is quite common even now throughout the region.
A round ball made of hair is tied with the mayim%lZ ( garland of rubies ).
25. Rao, op. sit., Voi. 11, Pt. 11, Appendix

18

D, p. 19 1,
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She seems to wear the kuchabaridha and udarabaridha and a diaphanous
cloth drapes her body.
T h e above icons are most representative types of the Kumaon Umgmahelvara-miirtis. Roth have followed the injunctions that are enjoincd in
the iconic text. T o be more precise, the Kslimath image tallies with the
description as given in the Riipamandana,26 while the other from Adbadari
presents varied features. I n this image Siva is shown with three heads. The
idea bchind such a representation might have been the combination of different
aspects in one form. For example, besides the trimarti aspcct, the image
portrays features of AIingana-miirti also.
Both the icons can be possibly dated on the basis of available evidences.
I n Kzlimath a shrine bears a pra6asti of c. 8th century A. D., which indicates
that the site itself belonged to this age. And therefore, the present image may
be put contemporary with this period. I n its features also it contains some of
the post-Gupta traits. T h e supreme elegance and beauty in the image combined
with the glimpses of sobriety and spiritual sercriity on the faces of the couple
testify to this fact. T h e Adbadari image can be dated on the basis of two
facts. Firstly, the shrine contains an image of Garuda, whose artistic delineation
carries similarity with the aforesaid image. This Garuda image more than
anything else contains an inscription of about 10th century A. D. As such, it
may not be wrong to assign the same date to this Siva image also.
T h e theme pel-taining to 6ivaysmarriage, generally known as Kaly%~?asui~claram~rti
or Vaiv2hikamhrti, is well illustrated by sculptures throughout
Tnclia. Some of these are rcally fine products or Indian art. T h e Ele~hanta
and Ellora reliefs depicting Siva marrying Wrvati ( pQl~igralla~?a
) are the
outstanding examples of this type.
Unlike the other icons, the Vaiviiliika or marriage-images are rare from
Kumaon. O n e so1ital.y instance of this nature, however, deserves notice. The
marriage scene ( p a r i ~ ~ a y) ais depictcd in onc of the imnges at Joshimath in
Garhwal. T h e image, about three feet high, is eurhrincd in a small
temple facing to north and is still in the state or worsliip. The icon is highly
elaborate in details Fig. 51 ) carrying almost all thc iconographical principles
set in the Agarna~.~'
T h e irnage depicts Siva standing with the right leg raising slightly forward.
H e llas four arms in which he carries different objects. His back-right hand
26. Rao, ep. cif.. Vol. 11, Appendix 13, p. 71.
2 7. Ibid. pp. 1 7 1-78,
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holds a triiiila and the front the stretched rigllt arm of Pdrvati in the
act of pii~igrahaya. The hack lert hand lmlds a cobra, wliilc thc Lent lcli is
held in the varada pose. He is adorned with jap-mukuta, kur?llalLl,vaijayan~,
udarabandha and an apparel reachins tlle knee. Piirvati is dc~ketlwith a
mukuta, a n ornamental apparel, kankaqas and m%l&. Hcr hairstyle is
decent having a sort of round ball at the back; from which falls a long braid
reaching the thigh. Her facial expression depicts modesty and grace combiried
with a shy look truely representing the occasion. h a looks dignified and
youthful. O n the foreground is scatecl Brahma bdorc the sacrificial fire
performing homa. O n the right corner stands V i s y holdi~~g
a golcle~i pot.
H e is accompanied by his consort. Visqu appropriately rcpreselirs tlie tirne
since he is taken to be the giver of bride. 0 1 1 the left side the couple lnobably
represents I n d ~ awith his cons or^.'^ The stele is decorated will1 tlie elephant
and horse friezes on both the sides. The top cornels are occupied by two
seated couples. The riyhl onc lepresents the YogZsanamu~ti or Siva will1 Pil vati
on the lay, while the corresponding left depicts 11im in the VyZkliyina mudra.
T h e top end is decorated with a row of'Dikpa1a.s l~ovdlingin thc sky on their
respective mounts. From the right to the lefi are Indra on an elephant, Agni
on a ram, Yama on a buffalo, V ~ y uon a stag ( ? ) and tlie last one is broken.
The present icon is totally suggestive of the idea it illlends to illustrate.
The extant images of this type may be referred to this contcxt One such
image of this type comes from Kanauj." The similarity of both ot' thcse
sculptures is so much hat it leads one to doubt whether they were the two
works of one and the same chisel. However, the Joshirnath image carries somc
additional features. Firstly, the Eleplianta and Ellora panels may be discussed3"
in this context. They belong to an early date and are grand in conception
and execution, which we lack in Joshimatha image. But despite minor
weaknesses in the Joshjmatll image, it furriishes many new elements. The
representation of V i q u and Indra, the horse and elephant-friezes and the
depiction of Siva's other aspects make it highly noteworthy. The image from
Kanauj seems to belong to a slightly early period. If so, the multiplicity of
features put the Joshimath image furllier ahead by three centuries, that is in
about the 12th century A. D.
-

.

--

28. Another relief of Kaly?i?asu~idaramOlti from cave No. 29, Ellora also represents Itldra along
with Siva. See Sen Gupta, R., "The Panels of Iialy~?asundararnorti at ~ l l o r a . " Lalir Kola,
No. 7 , April 1962, p. 1 7 .
29. Sivaramamurii, Indian Ssulpfurs, New Delhi, 1961, pl. 34.

30. Sen Gupta, ap. cir., Plv Fig. 4 ancl PI. VI, Fig. 6.
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Apart from the saumya variety of Siva so far described, several reliefs
depicting his 'ugra' form are noticed throughout India. They do not, however,
illustrate any particular story pertaining to god's life. Out of many such types,
ooe is popularly known as the Bliairavamiirti..
There are not many icons of this type in Kumaon. At Jageiwar there
are two life-size Bliairavam~rtis, installed outside the M ~ i t y u i i j a ~ ashrine
as Dwarap3lakas. They possess various ayudhas. 'l'he left figure carries the
kapala, k h a r p a ~ a ancl trihla. T h e figure on the right holds almost all the
objects quite different from the first one. They are a frisking deer, a
three-hooded snake, a trident ( tri6iila 3 and a severed human head ( m u ~ d a).
Both the images are well adorned with necklaces, katistitra and a long garland
of skulls ( rundamzlz ). T h e k a p ~ l a m a ties
l ~ the jatz-jata. T h e right figure is
shown wit11 moustache.
The moustached images are reported to have been found in various
IChiching
parts of India. Examples can be cited fi-om Somanath ( Gujarst
( Orissa ) and Ahar ( Rajasthan. ). Therefore, there is nothing new of the
moustache in tlic Kumaon irnagc.
T h e frislting deer element and the association of dog with ~11airavamUrtis
are the south Indian traits and have not found place in the northern
sculptures. This shows that Kulnaoll art was vcry much eclectic in its behaviour
in all the centuries.
O n stylis~ic considcralio~l ancl profuse elaboration in features, these
images can bc roughly put to l l th-12th century A. D.

Hari-Igaramiirti ( Fig. 52 )
Some of the sculptures belonging to the mecliaeval times illustrates in a
characteristic nianncr a rapprochement between various rival cults. The
reconciliatio~lis emphasisecl by depicting go.ls in composite forms associated
with their respective elrll>len~s. One such sculpture of major i~nportanceis the
Hari-Haramiirti, a composite icon of Siva and Viynu.
We have only two instances of this image in our possession. The first
is a mutilated image from Gopeiwar, which has recently been discovered in
a field, ancl the secoricl from Baijn~th.
Tha: Gopciwar irnagc presents cl~a~actcristic
compositeness by a clear
l~etweenthc heacl-dresses of Hara and Hari. T h e crown
line of clemalca~io~l
d
a jatz, while that of Hari with a kirila-mukuta.
of Hara is well ~ l ~ p i c t ewith
4 1 . Sankalla, H D., op. s i r . , p . 1 4 4 .
3 2 . l'aner;ea, op. cif., PI. XXV, Fig. 1.
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Almost all the other details are lost. But the other image from B a i j ~ t hstill
carries some elaborate details. Standing in abhilga pose, it carrics different
objects in its four hands. Besides the broken hands, the two front ones hold a
triiiila and a chakra-the two characteri~ticemblems of Siva pnd Vigqu respectively. A cobra rising forth from Haraysside entwines the tridenl. T h e left
ear is endowed with makara-kundala, while the right one with a sarpa-ku~dala.
T h e present icon may very well be compared with the image Iiom Hld%mi
in respcct to its details and reprcsentation.33 The bull, peeping upwards in
association with the ganas, has a sharp resemblance to the B i d ~ r n sculpture.
i
T h e present icon possibly belongs to the 9th cent. A. D. ofwhich
period there are also a few inscribed sculptures at Baijnzth carrying marked
smilarity in features with the present image.

LakuliSa
Lakuli, who is taken to be the 2 8 h incarnation of Siva in thc Vxyu ancl
the Linga Puriinas, was born at Kiiyzrohana, modern Karvan in Gujarat.
He founded the cult a f ~ e rhis name in the first quarter of the second century
A. D.S4 T h e records of subsequent history of the cult, its role aucl contribution to the Indian culture as a whole are scanty. But the sculptural wealth
from various parts of India3' inculding that florn Kutnaon sufficiently testifies
that it prospered unabated for a considerable period.
T h e Yahpatas, according to Dr. Bhandarkar, used to sct up lingam and
erect a temple over it to represent a dead apostle. The above observation
seems to be correct taking into consideration the many cxtant liilga shrines in
Orissa as also in Rsjasthiin and particularly throughout the Kumaon-Garhwal
and Dehradun regions.
The region of Kumaon abounds in LakuliSa sculptures. Thc reason for
~
enough stronghold ovcr the
it may be that the sect had ~ r o b a b lattained
entire area during the early mediaeval ~ e r i o dand hecl later got itself absorbed
s K~rnaon.'~
with the K.;inaphat~s,a class of S ~ d h u in
33. I'anerjea, op. cif., XLVI.
34. Hhandarkar, D.R., hlathura Plllar Inscrip~~onoCChandragupIa
1I,G.E6 1, E.1 ,L'ol. XXl, p. 7.
,
Ind~a,Gujarat, Rajapulana and
35. ( Lakul~s'asculptures have been reported from O ~ ~ s s aSouth

hladllya Pradesh )
See Panigrahl, K. C., " ~ r u l ~ t u r aI<eprescntations
l
of IAaliuli;a and othcr P;i;upa~a ~eachcrs"
J . I. H., Vol. X X S V J I , Pr. 111, Dec. 1860, pp. 6 3 6 - 4 1 and Sapkal~a,op. d.,
p. 144.
36. Nautiyal, K. P., "Two Lakuliia Reprcsenlations from ~ u m a o n "3. 0. R.,

pp. 54-68.
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Out of many sculptures, two representative types coming from Jageiwar
are worthy of mention. One of them is carved on the facade of a small
shrinenamed after tlie god-while the other, a loose icon, is kept along with
other sculptures inside the Davdeivar temple.
T h e first ( Fig. 53 ) depicts the ityphallic figure seated on a lotus seat
with a serene countenance, holding a staff (lakuta) in the left hand and a
(rosaly) in the light hand which is ultimately held as abhayahasta. H e is endowecl with big ~nattedjaf;i, ancl the long ear-lobes deck him in a graceful manner.
O n either side in thc foreground are seated two figures with malted jar3 and
probably clowns. 1).R. Sahni, identifying the figures, contends that those
with folded hancls are the worshippe~s or donors, while the two other
represnl BrahmZ ancl Visr~u.~' 'This view seems to be inconvincing.
One such sculpture fiom Sorneivar temple at Mukhalii~g~ambears the
s a n ~ criunlbc~s of figure, for which J. N. Sanerjea has suggested a right
identifi~ation.~"
He points out that they represent the clisciples OF Lakulija,
namely, Icauiika, Mitla, G ~ r g aand Kaurusya. This identi fication fits in well
in the J~geiwarsculpture also.
T h c main seated figure of LakuliSa is flanked on either side in tlie top
corners by the vicly~dharas,holding m5l;is in their hands.
But the other sculpture exhibits a few diverse features. I t ( Fig. 5.1 ) presents Lnkulih with four hands, seated in the ~adrnasanaposture. T h e different
objccts held by him are a citron fruit in the front left hand and a potlii ( book )
in the back liand. The flont right hand is broken, while tlic back right holds
a staff ( lakuta ). He is well decked with a beaded-necklace, kundalas, IteyUras,
yajiiopavita, c u ~ l y hair ancl a srivatsa symbol on tlic chest. T w o attellclants
flank him with folded hancls. Bclow the seat on the ~ e d a s t a is
l a carved bull in
recumbent position
These features necd explanation. Firstly, the four hallds in the icon seem
to be a later development. This type of four-liandecl images also come from
Rajputana3s and Orissa?' But the JjgeSwar icon lnore than any one else
in it a probable fusion of ideals of the RSupatas and the Jai~las. Tile
ideals of these two religions imbuecl together in it in such a manner that it llas
presented the icon with a baffling appearance. Bhandarkar, speaking of the
-.

37. A. S. I., A . R . , 1026, pp. 234-36.
38. Kanerjea, op, cif., P1. XXIX, Fig. 1 , p. 4 8 1.
30. Agrawala, R. C., "Some Interesting Early Mediaeval Sculptures in the Jhalawar hluseum,"
3. I . A!., Vol. XI, 1066, p. 22, PI. VII, Pig. 2.
40. Panigrahi, ep, tit., p. 136.
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LakuliSa images, writes that "the Puranas clearly imply that Lakuli was
originally a brahmach~ri. T h e very fact that he is scuptured as an ascetic
like Buddhas or Tirthafikaras who renounced the world confirms this implication.')"' T h e above view was propounded in connection with some LakuliSa
sculptures and particularly about one which showed some resemblance tc the
Jaina Tirthalikara by its s~ivatsasymbol 011 the chest.
This view seems to be correct as far as the question of hare resemblance
comes up, but the Jggedwar image has something more to say. In it there are
many complexities. Firstly, the srivatsa symbol, which though use1 in Visvu
figures also, is a distinguishing feature of a Jaina figure. The bull carved on
the pedastal, though like a Nandi, may probably be taken a Jaina lsilchana
or symbol. T h e vitana or covering umbrella in the sculpture consists of three
tiers. This may just stand for a trilinear umbrella of the Jaina image. The
artistic decoration behind the head of the figure might represent two fly-whisks
( chauris ). T h e stylized representation of these fly-whisks is quite unique,
though it may be admitted that in no Jaina image this sort of portrayal is
manifested. However, we know from the Jaina canonical literature that the
Jinas used to decorate the A4oka tree with the fly whisks. I n the description
of the Purnabhadra caitya a reference to this feature tells us that the Jinas had
decorated A4oka tree in this manner.l" Since the chauri was an auspicious
symbol for the Jainas, its illustration like this in the present icon cannot be
ruletl out. Further, the two attendants may bc identifiecl with the Yaksas,
which usually find place in the Tirthailkara images. Ollc of tlie set elements
in the Tirthai~kara images is that their respective emblems carved on the
pedastol help in the identification of a particular Tirthailkara. The bull as a
l~ncllanahas its usual association with Risabhan~thaand hcnce, if the present
Lakulida icon from JzgeSwar may be taken as having some Jaitla features, it
will be very appropriate to take the two attendants as Bharata and B~huvali,
who usually function as attendants of this Tirthailkara.13
The LakuliSa components combined with a few direct Saivite fwtures are
also vcry conspicuously illustrated in the image. The beatletl-necklace, the long
car-lobcs, the thirtl eye mark vertically put 011 the forchcad, the Icirttimukha
-

41.

-
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tier, the citron fruit, the lakuta, the pothi and the urddhava liriga suggest
the precence of all the Savite elements and particulary those of the
Lakuliia cult.
The attributes held by the irnage are also interesting. The lakuta is
particularly peculiar. I t ends in a spear-head with usual bottom, which is now
broken. Nothing can be said as to why it has been depicted in this manner.
The inclusioll of pothi in the hand is also a noteworthy feature. Though this
object has been held sacred in the Hindu palltheon with Saraswati
shown with it, it may be noted that it is also auspicious in the Jaina
quite
astamailgalas. Since the Lakuliia sculpture fsom thc rest of the country4'
invariably includes pothi as an attribute, it is very clear that it has meant to
present him as a great teacher or preacher. It may, however, be added that
this object came to be an attribute in the Lakuli4a icons only after the early
mediaeval period.
The preceding discussion obviously raises a question as to what were
tile reasons for this sort of compositeness in this image from J~geivar. Any
specific answer regarding this is not possible, excepting that tllc image belongs
to that age when some sort of religious adjustment was going on between
the rival sects of India. At least this is very well substantiated by the
numerous sculptures beating syncretic features from1 Kumaon, Raj~utanaand a
few otller places of the country.
Tllc ahovc images 1)clong to two ~IilTererltperiotls. The first on tile racatle
I~elongs to ;~l,out tile first quarter of 9th cclltury A. D.--a date ivI~ic11is
assigned to the temple also. The second image wit11 elal~oratekntul-cs belong
to c. I l th. century A. D.
Scholars like Bhanclarkarp G e t t ~ ,and
~ Banerjea4' are of the view that
the cult of Gai~eiastarted in India in about the 5th century A. D., though he
was known long before the Gupta period as is proved by the Vetlic mantra
addressed to t11e 'one with tlie curved trunk' ( Vakratunda ), a clcity wit11 thc
face of an elephant.""
The popularity of the cult reached so high after the Gupta period that in
Kumaon alone fifty per cent of the sculptures belong to this god. Besides,
-

.

- -
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there are many temples ascrlbcd to Ganeia. As is also evident from the other
parts of
GaneSa frequently appears after the 7th. century in both the
Vairnava and the Saiva temples of Kumaon.
Ganeia sculptures of three types occur in Kumaon region; those represented on the doorway lintels, niches and walls, those found as stray icons and
those as cult images in the temples.
The earliest representation of GapeSa from the Kumaon region comes
from the Chaiti temple at Kzshipur. The broken pieces of lintels in the
above temple depict the god quite flee from any sort of elaboration. In
almost all the sculptures he has one uniror~nsitting, 11amely the ardhaparyafika pose. He is flanked by the attendants, some of them holding flywhisks ( chauris ), while others a few obliterated objects.
These Ganeia sculptures are full of grace and sobriety. The cloth on
the bydy is diaphanous so much so that the lines of the folds of drapet are
clearly secn. These cl~aracteristicsappear to place the sculptures in c. 7th8th century A. D.
Among stray icons the earliest is the ( Fig. 55 ) GaneSa image enshrined
in a small temple at Kgshipur. It is highly damaged and thus many details
are lost. The god is seated in padmzsana. H e has four hands holding a
paraSu ( hatchet ) and a gads ( mace ) in the back lert and right hands
respectively. The front hands are put on the lap. The crown appears like
a simple round cap. Thc trunk, instead of bending, comes down straight
and becomcs thinncr at the end.
This image is remarkable for a number of reasons.
Firstly, for the pose. The usual sittillg postures of Ganeia figures are
r n a h ~ r ~ j a l i and
l ~ ardhaparyailka. Rut, as stated before, this figure
is seated in a full padmzsana. This sort of posture is very rarely
seEn in the Ganeia image. Long back in 1939 Sankalia reported one
such image in this sitting posture and remarked : "Till now no sculpture
either in stone or in bronze seatcd ill this pose has been published from
Intlinn collcctioils." ""
Sccondly, tllc trunk does not bend as is seen in the Gapela figures.
This type of trunk is also noticed in the image from Khtner. I t cannot be
stated as to what was the cause of such n representation.
.-

.
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Thirdly, the rotund belly in the Gai?eia images is usually prominent,
but here it is not so.
According to iconographical principles, it appears to be somewhat akin
However, the
to the Unmatta-Uchchhista-Ganapatias illustrated by Rao.
variations in posture, attributes and dress cannot take the latter very near to
the K ~ s h i p u rsculpture.
This image also belongs to c. 7th-8th century A. D. because it resembles the earlier referred lintel-sculptures from Kashipur at least in matters of
drapery.

T h e second group of GaneSa sculptures belongs to the 12th century A. D.
This is clear fiom DwSrahZt where a well preserved GaveSa image bears an
illegible inscription of Saka 1103 or A. D. 1181. Icons bearing similar features
with slight variations have also come from Baijn~thand Joshiinath.
T h e inscribed image ( Fig. 56 ) has four hands. T h e front right hand
is held in the abhayamudr3, while the back right holds a mace. The front
left hand bears a modaka vessel and the back a creeper. The trunk bends
to the left. T h e other inscribed sculpture carries almost all the similar traits
excepting that it bears a tiny rat carved on the peclastal.
T h e diversities between the sculptures of 743th and 12th centuries are
thus well marked. As stated in the earlier pages, the simplicity or dresses,
and the perfection of bodily grace cnrich the 7th century sculpture, while the
elaboration in clecorative dctails, conspicuous bclly ant1 prof~~scncssof ornaments feature the 12th century icon from Kumaon.

Apart from the scatcd imagcs of god, onc comcs across icons depicting
his dancing posture. I n this form the god is usually shown in an ecstatic
mood.
T h e images fillling under this category are not many from the rcgion of
Kumaon. Howcvcr, two cxamples of this nature are at our disposal. The
first one is at Josllimath, whilc tlle second at BaijnZth. T h c lattcr is highly
mutilated.
T h e Joshimath image ( Fig. 57 ) has eight arms. T h e upper right hand
raised above holds a snake. Tlie middle is in the danda or gaja-hasta pose.
-

--

-

- .
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The third hand bcars a rosary and thc fourth a cliaincd ghanp. The topmost left hand is broken. Thc seco~ld holds a broken tusk. A pot of
Laddukas is hcld by the third hand and the fourth touches tlie locks of a
female figure seated on tlle fringe. He is endowed with a ~arpayajiio~avita,
hzra, a short dhoti and a be,jewelled crown. Two male and female figures
seated on either side play the conch and some othcr indistinct instrument.
Below him is shown his v~hana-miisaka in a condition of dynamic vigour.
O n sides are seen friezes of elephants and horses. O n top corners are seated
the Vidyadhara couples with a garland each in the hand of male figure.
T h e Baijnsth image bears almost all the identical features. On the
bottom corners, however, alike tlie first, are seen two figures playing some
musical instruments. T h e left one plays on a damaru in r\ssociation with
a dwarf. T h e right figure is interesti11,ofor its boar face. This aspect of the
aforesaid icon touches upon thc deep significance of Gavapati images. In
the Mahiibharata Siva is sometitnes described as Gapeivara. The term may
explain his ideological association with Ga~~apati.The h/iahaparisadas of
Rudra as described in the SkandZbhisekha are many and they bcar the "faces
of various animals and birds such as tortorise, cock, crow, owl, parrot, falcon,
dog, fox, boar, elephant and a lion etc." 62 Hence the present boar-faced
figure in the Baijn~thimage might be taken as reprcscnting the same idea.
These two Nritya Ganapati images are the unique sculptural representations. Though they bcar a few common trzlib of the otller Gar~apatiimages,
it may be pointed out that they have in certain cases overlooked some of the
Siistrik injunctions. Particularly the image from Joshirnath varies from Gopinath Raoys list of attributes. 53 However, with variations also, these images
from Kumaon 'resemble the Khiching ( Orissa )b4 image as also those
sculptures at W I a t h ~ r aThe
. ~ ~ Orissan sculpture, which belongs to the mediaeval
period, depicts him in a similar way dancing with vigour. This eight-armed
figure possesses many similar attributes in the hands also and the atibhafiga
pose has a sharp resemblance to the Kumaon icons.
But instead of all tlicse similarities, these icons from ICunlaon belong to
a slightly later period than the Khiching ( Orissa ) sculplurc. The Joshimab
image probably belongs to c. the l lth century A. D., while the icon from
Baijaniilh 011 &finite epigraphical evidence may be put to the 13th century
62. Rao, op. tic., p. 50.
63. Ibid.
6 4 . BaneGea, op. cit.,
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A. D. T h e image has a n inscription on the pedastal, wliich though obliterated,
belongs palaeographically to the above date.
I t appears that with the changing times some new atlaptations made
these icons quite conspicuous from the earlier sculptures. The examples are
supported by the presence of at least the boar-faced figure and the musician
in the Joshimalh icon.

T h e images of K~rttikeyaare noticed thrsugllout the region of Kumaon
in abundance. However, most of them are broken. But tlie extant sculptures
possess some striking features worthy of notice.
T h e followers of this cult appeared to have bcen many in the ancient
times. The antiquity of the worship of this god goes back to the Yaudheyas,
who represented the cleity on their coins. Since he was a war god,
his worship was done probably more than any other god by the tribal
people of Kumaon, who were given to fighting as their profession.
Like the Ganapati representation, K~rttikeya figures are Inet with in
Kumaon cither associated with Siva panels or independe~rtlyon the lintels.
Besides, some stray icons are noticed at BaijrlZth, L5kll~mant.~jal
( Dehsadun
District ) and some other places.
T h e images from Baijngth and L ~ k h ~ m a n dare
a l particularly interesting.
T h e Baijn~th image bears the usual trails of Kxrttikeya, but the LZkh3mapdal images carry some peculiar features, by which they have become noteworthy.
T h c Baijn~thimage is scatet1 on its mount, tlie peacock. H e has four
arms and holds in them the Sakti, kliadga and khctaka. By thc frollt left
hand he offers probably a sweet ball to the peacock, which is shown ready
to catch hold of it. T h e hair of the god is sec11 flowing downwarcls. Hc is
,
and keyaras. An ayagapatn is seen around
decked with a m ~ l 2 kafikanas
the knee. O n top conless are sculptured the flying ganclha~vaswith malas
in the hands.
But the more interesti~lgsculptures arc those ftom L;lkllXmn~dal. Out
of many two attract spccial attention. As scatccl abovc, tlicy carry some
curious features. T h e first, besitlcs the peacock v2h;lna in thc centre, is associated with two more pcacocks, oile at each cnd pccping towards thc god.
The second image is four-armcd and six headed "arrailgctl in n double row
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of three each."
T h e first image with three peacocks is new so far as the
extant Karttikeya images are concerned. The six-headed image is, however,
in accordance with the hstrik rules which clearly indicate that he should
have six faces.
We cannot say anything about the occurrence of such
type of images from the north. There are, however, some in the south and
Rao speaks of the six-headed deity while describing the Subrahmaqya from
that region. G V b o u this hands, there is no set rule and they may be from
four to twelve.
As already stated, tlic Kiirttikeya worship might have been quite popular
in the Kumaoil region. T h e worship of other Saiva gods and goddesses has
remained quite static, but the worship of this god has becomc scarce as there
is no temple in Kumaon at present ascribed independently to this god.
The cult of Subralima~yaor K~rttikeyahas been very popular throughout the South and especially in the TZmil region. The Llklliima~?dalimages
seem to be the direct itllnlitatioll of the South. It appears that the gradual
movement of religious devotees from all parts of India including South might
have caused transrormation in the ideals of this hilly region.
T h e Baijniih image belongs to c. 12th century A. L). on tlie basis of
similarity of features oP some of the inscribed sculptures at this place. Since
the L~kliiima~$al
image carries almost all the same characteristics it has
also been placed contcmporary with it.

Vi;i?zu
Next to Saivism, Vaiy~avis~n
was popular in Kurnaon. The rulers of
Kumaon followed catholicity in their outlook and accepted the tenets of
Vaisqavisin with an unbiased mind.
The antiquity of this faith in this region may go to the bcgiuning of the
Christian era, though the first sculpture of god Visnu appears to belong to
the Gupta period.
Almost all thc types of Vi$nu icons, i.e. Sthsnaka ( standing ) Zsana
( seated ) and iayana ( recumbant ) are noticed in Kumaon. Nevertheless,
the sculptures depicting the sth~naka( standing ) variety of Visnu are many.
Two sth~nakamtirGs of Visnu coming from this region are the best.
They come from Tbiikurdwiirii ( hloradabad ) and Dewalgarll ( Garhwiil )
respectively. Thc former place once formed part or tlie Kumaon teritory.
6 6 . Vats and Agrawala, ap. cir., p. 87.
67. Rao, bp. tit., Vol. 11, Appendix, B, pp. 220-21.
6 8 . Ibid., Vol. 11, Pt. 11, p. 424.
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Tllc image ( fig. 58 ) coming from Thiikurdw~rii, standing on lotus seat,
liolds various attributes in four hands. The fiont right hand is in tile varada
pose, while the back right l~oldsa gadH. The front left hand holds iahkl~a,
while the back a chakra.
I n the fringes are seen two figures, probably that of Sri and Bhudevi.
O n the right a dwarf figure probably representing Garuda sta~lclsin adoration.
O n top corners are seen in a conventional way two flying vidy%dharaswith
mZliis in hands. Excepting a few similar attributes, the lalter image from
Dewalgarh ( fig. 59 ) bears many dissimilarities in its details. Flanking the
god are many male and female figures in adoration. T h e image is highly
obliterated and as such it is difficult to identify the associated figures. On
the top left corner is carved a figure in the yogiisana posture. This may
probably be taken as the Y o g a n ~ r i i y a ~aspect
a
of god, which is quite popular
in the art of Kumaon. There arc several icons depicting this aspect with
due emphasis on his placid attitude.
Both the images are well decorated with kiriia-mukuta, ratna-kui>dala,
hzra, keyQras, vanamiil8 and yojiiopavita. I n the former icon a waist girdle
and a uttariya ( upper garment ) adorn the god.
These two images appear before us with variations. It is obviously so
since both of them belong to two different periods. The Thxkurdwzra image
portrays comparatively earlier elements. Its simplicity is apparent and
the delineation of bodily grace, the treatment of drapery and several oll~cr
similar traits designate it as a replica of the late Gupta art. I11 matter of
resemblailce this icon goes very near to an image illustrated by Ganguli.
Since its features portray sixth century characteristics, the ThZkurdwZrii image
can also be placed contemporary with it.
The Dewalgarh image, however, carries different features. In it the
emphasis seems to have been laid more on thc outwardly appearance, for
the icon is heavily adorned with varied types of ornaments. Thus the bare
part of the body is not easily visible. Another noteworthy clevelopmeilt in it is
that the halo around the head has totally thinned down. The halo in thc
icons of gods has passed through different stages in thc art of India. The
earlier appcars to havc been very plain, roundisli and broacl. I n [lie late
mediaeval period its importance gradually diininislies ant1 finally we see
some late images even without this. The icon from De\valgarh llas a vcry
thin halo rouild the head. It appears tliat the thinning down of it was the
first stage ancl a precursor to its disappearance from the later images. Since
P
-

p
-
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this stage night have set in about the beginning of 1 lth century A. D., the
Dewalgarh image may also belong to the same period.

The Badarz group
KedZr is auspicious to the 6aiva pilgrim, w is Badali
the V&gaavss.
'It claims the name of 'paramasthzna', a supreme place of pilgrimage for h e
Vaisnava sects'. 'O Badarinath is a favourite name for N a r ~ y a or
~ a Vig~u.
Besides the farnous temple of Badarinzth, there are four other ternpla
in connection with this god, which together make up the PacchaBadari in this region on the line of the h i v a Paiicha-Kedara, The
significance and the history of the origin of these Paiicha-Badaris is a
matter of speculation. I t can only be said that these five Badnris, i.e. Ba&rin ~ t h ,Yoga-Badari, Dhyzna-Badari, Vyddha-Badari and A d i - ~ a d a ~together
i
complete the circle of pilgrimage prcscibed To1 all the tlevout Hillclus, especially for the Vaisnavas. However, the pilgrimage to all these five B&rif
has become quite scarce at present. It is bccause that the parent Badarinsth
is considered to possess almost all thc virlues and so the fruits of tlie pilgrimage can be achieved by the pilgrimage of this holy place alone.
The names themselves signify that the god is worshipped in these places
in his various aspects. Thus the name Yoga-Badari personifies the god's
Yoga aspect and Dhy~na-Badarithe meditative. The remaining two names
relate a dinerent story. T h e name V~ddha-Badaricarries the meaning of
the god's being old, indicative probably of his retiring period and free from
all the worlclly oblations. The name Kdi-Badari signifies that the birth of
the god and the beginning of holy pilgrimage took place at this place. One
view has currently a strongholcl in Garlnval region that the prcsent BadarinZth is not the original seal of god's worship, but il is the kli-Badari, where
the ~rorshipwas started first and finally abandoned due to some unkm>tnn
reasons The historicity of this belief cannot be corroborated by any documentary proof.
T h e places where all these temples are situated have been named
exactly after the god's name. T h e temples at various places possess images
of Visnu consisting of different compositions. Out of these only two images
may he described here as they bear the most representative features.

V i g u image at Adibadari
The image popularly known as 'Wdibadari' is enshrined in a temple
at Kdibadari. T h e five feet high image stands in abhailga posture.
60. Atkinson, a j , tit., p. 783.
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Having four hands he holds in the back right hand a padma, a gada in the
front right hand, chakra in the back left and Saiikha in the front left hand.
H e is endowed with the kirita-mukuta, 1
vaijayanti and ratnakundalas. The decorated stele around the image presents a baming picture.
The standing figure in the lefi appears to be like that of Siva with his trident,
while the right resembles his vinzdhzra aspect. The other figures with them
look like animals. The figure or1 the right corner is again interesting, for it
appears to be somewliat akin to the Viq~dhiiraaspect of h a . But the
of the image is that Siva seems to llold his viqi in a standing
posture. A similar type is seen on the facade of the Champ~vatitemple at
Champawat ( Almora District ). This iigure is also obliterated like the
present one and, therefore, nothing definite can be stated about its nature.
If it is a Vi~adhiiraaspect of h a , it is really an interesting sculpture having
several components. The right and left compartments of this image are also
highly decorative. Many of the jumbled figures in it scems to be the various
incarnations of this god. Squatting ncar the legs of the god are male and
female figures, probably representing his two consorts with their attendants.
O n the top of hi-chakra are carved the nine planets or Navagrahas, while the
adjacent left and right compartments are occupied by couples. The left
might represent Siva with UmZ in the iilihgana pose, while the right represents probably some aspect of Visnu with his consort. It is only a hypothesis
since the couples are highly blurred for iclentification. The topmost end
of the image is again occupied by Visnu in his Yo31-n~s~yanaaspect.
Flanking him are two figures on either side.
All the combined features in this icon prove that the images with compositeness were preferred more because of the syncretic outlook. This was
an all India feature of the 10th century A. D. and very orten we notice later
sculptures bearing such traits.
The image can be assigned to the last quarter of 10th century A. D.
An inscribed image of Garuda from this place belonging to Saka 900 ( 9 i 8
A. D. ) bears almost all the similar traits, which suggcsts that tlie K~libadasi
image is also contemporary with it.
Badariniit h
The idol of Baclarin~th,which is most sacred and attracts thousancls of
Hindus from all parts of the country, has become quite an interesting subject
as its origin and the real nature are yet controversial. The black-stone image
is in a highly mutilated condition and as such it is difficult to identifjr the
real nature of it. \7arious scholars have conclucled that the image, as it
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appears today, is of the Buddha. However, the question still rernains a
big controversy and it can be rightly remarked that this is not an idle query,
but an important issue on which any judgement would deservc serious consideration.
The prescnt image has a history of its own. A generally accepted
after
tradition is that the present image was installed by Sailkar~chPr~a
having taken it out from the ~iearby Naradakunda. Nothing can hc said
with definiteness about the condition of the temple and the deity e~lshtined
in it during soilkara's advent here. Howcvcr, it is morc thau certain tl~at
due to some religious cafistrophe thc sculptural wealtli 01' Batla~inPthhad
to suffer a serious loss. I t appears that almost all the sculptural wealth was
destroyed and thrown in the river Alakanandz which flow^ nearby. This
appears to have been the only cause for the disappearance of all the old
images from Badarinzth. With such state of affairs at this holy placr, Sailkara
might have been paincd and so installed the icon for reviving tlle waning
Hinduism once again.
As noted before, any definite conclusion about the r e d nature of the
present image cannot be reached as it is badly disfigured. Annointed with
sandlewood paste, the image conceals all its features. Nevertheless, an assumption may be made that the image is in padmzsana. The two hands, wliich
are partly broken, present a baffling picture. I t appears as if one of tlle hands
is in bh~mispar4a-rnl~dr5.Other appea.rs :o have been put on the lap.
If the above assumption rcganling this image fillcl.; some recognition,
there cannot be any hesitation in att~ibutingit to the 13uddha, as suggested
by some people. Orlc former Rawal of Badaliniith, who w'is free from all
the prejudices and was entitled to toucll the image, claimed that the present
image in the hind part of the head still depicts the hair-style, which has a very
close resemblance to the Buddha image from tllc other parts of India. In
addition to it, it is futther contended that a thin line 011the upper part of the
chest has a sharp resemblance to the 'k',?;iiopnvita of the usunl Buddha images?'
BeTol-c arriving at any conclusion, it may bc pointed out that BadarinSth
has been receiving tributes in kind fiom tlic Ttioling RIuth, in Tibet ( about
40 miles from here ), sincc quite an unknown past. 'The latter place belongs
to the Buddhist faith. The relatioilship betwcen a Hindu pilgrim centre
and a Buddllist monastery creates suspicion whether both of the places at
some stage had some sort of affinity. It is really a vexed problem, for which
there cannot be m y finality.
--

6 1 . Sankri~sayall,Rahul, I l i ~ l q r aPorichqao, P I . I, p.
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Though Badarinath has a consitlerable antiquity, it is probable that the
political upheave16" of the 6th century might have brought some change in
the religious set-up of this place. However, the efforts of Tibetan ruler did
not bear everlasting fruits. But the relations of these two places, which liad
probably originated during this period remained cordial till our time. The
extant remains of Tibetan Buddhism are also noticed at some places of the
region of Badarinsth. Among them are the votive stapa at N Z ~ Z
Chat$ in
District Garhwal and a few carved figures of the L'ln~aswith the Tibctan and
the B r ~ h m iinsctiptions belonging to about 6th-7th century A. D. At Man2
near Badarin~ththe present author examined these ancl is convinced that all
of the extant remains have a Tibetan afinity. But the condition appeared to
have changed gradually after Ssilkara's visit to this land in about the middle
of 9th century A. D. His aim was to re-establish the Vcdzntic Hinduism.
So he installed the image aftcr having salvaged it from the nearby Nzradakunda. Not that much was sufficient, but he even preached together with
it the efficacy of pilgrimage to this holy land.
T h e above discussion does not solve our purposc, as far as tlie
identification of the image of BadarinZth is concernetl. The prescnt image has
also been designated as Y o g a - N ~ r ~ y a Visnu,G3
na
by some scholars. However, the
view does not find mucl1 support by a sin~plereason that the Yoga-Nsr~yana
images are usually shown differently. T h e Yoga-N~riiyana Visnu in the
Kamalgsana posture invarial~ly dcpicts a pcrfect picture of penance. The
two hands are put on t l ~ cl ~ pancl tllc cyes are fillly or half closed-the
elements which arc absent in the Badarin~thimagc. T h c qrlcstion, tllererore,
arises as to what can be thc nature of thc present icon. T h e imagc, it seems,
was- that of tllc Buddha. Sailkara probably salvagcd it in a mutilated
installed it in thc temple taking it as the
condition-as
it is tozlay-and
image of Visty. B~ltsince the image is full of controvcrsics, any finality in
the judgcmznt is not possible at thc prescnt stage of our knowledge. \Ve can
simply say that tlie prescnt shrinc of Badarin~tli,hall to pass at least two
severe tcsts of timc i~eforeSailkara col~hl fillally cs~al~lishtlle prcscnt \?ipnu
worship in the form of' Batlar i-N~r2ya~a.

Trivikrama
Atnong all thc extant imagcs attributecl to Visnu, thc fifth incarnation
of god known as Trivikrama or VSmana found a popular place in the
Indian plastic art.
6 2 . See history chap~erfor clelails.
6 3 . Rao, o p . r i l . , Vol. I, Pt. T, p. 4 9 .
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Kumaon has, llowever, remained a n exception, for, oilly a solitary piece
of this type is noticed at Kashipur ( Fig. 60 ).
The image carved out of the Mathura sandstone depicts the god with
right leg thrown upwards as if to reach the heavens. The left leg, though
broken, indicatcs that it was firmly planted on the earth. In his four hands
he holds various attributes such as the gadz and the chakra in the back right
and left hands respectively, while the front right hand is held in the jii~namudra. The fourth hand is broken. T h e decoration is tastefully done with
kiritamukuta, ratna-kungalas, hzra, vaijayanti, yajiiopavila, udarabandha,
keyfiras and karikanas.
In the foreground below, there are five figures either seated or
rcpresents
standing. One bearded figure in the right corner
~ u k r ~ c h ~ r T~hae . other alter~lative may be Brallm~, but his presence
in such scene is prescribed, in the Vaikh~nas~garna,c~
as engaged in the act
of washing the upraised foot of Trivikrama. The present image, however,
does not portray him in any such act. Sukncharya was gctlerally shown
with beard and since he is taken as a spiritual preceptor of the Daityas, his
introduction in the present image is quite natural. Tlie other figure bchind
Sukra with kirita-mukuta cannot be exactly identified. Several accessory
figures are prescribed in the Sistras for making this sort of composition.
One of them is that of Siirya, which is probably represented in this icon also.
The third figure, coml~arativelydwarf with an umbrella, Inay be Varnana.
Generally these sculptures i.e., Viimana and Trivikrama fall under two categories and are, therefore, shown separately. Nevcrlheless, the instance of two
images appearing together in one relief is not lacking. I11 the Bzdamz cornposition such characteristics are displayed nicely. " Apart from all these,
there is yet one male figure scated kneeling behind. He may be Bali
himself, while a female at his back in the same posture might represent his
queen Vindhyal>ali. A grini~ingK3ce with moustache is seen just near the
upraised leg of the
This face, in the words of R. D. Banerji, is probably
that of the demoll R a h ~ , "who
~ according to Pura!l?s was present with many
Daityas on that occasion. The image presents unique and artistic features.
The halo has characteristics Gupta traits.
Apart from these features, the image bears in the back probably
the name of the sculptor as R~madarasin the 4-5~hcentury character of the
-
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6 4 . " l ? r a l ~ r n i ~ atarp~da:h
~i~
prag!il~ya 11asl~bh~a:h
prakohTlayanca k!irvX
op. tit., p. 0 4 .

6 5 . I?aneica, op. t i t . , PI. XXIII, Og. 4.
6 6 . Ibid., p. 4 19.
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script. Hence all the above considerations help us to assign it to c. 6th
century A. D.

T h e ~nythological elaboration of Visvu Nzriiyava is the SesaSayanamiirti, whose sculptures fourid a considerable place in the mediaeval plastic
art of India.
Comparatively Kumaoll region is full of this type of sculplures. Though
the stray icolis are not many, the theme got its expressio~lon the temples,
spring slabs, wells and doorway lintels.
Two stray images of Sayana variety of V i s ~ uare noticed at Baijn~tli
and Dw;lrahZ$ ( Figs. G1 ancl 62 ). 111 both tlie icons tlie god is shown resting
on the coils of Adiicsa, whose Iloods are spread over his head. The slightly
raised head of the god is resting on his back left hand. The other hands
hold Saiikha, cliakra ancl gad3 as his attributes. H e is decked with a hira,
vaijayant~and an apparel ( cllioli ), which reaches the knees. The left leg
rests on the bed, wl~ilethe riglit is being massagecl by Laksmi. There are
two figures besides ill a militant attitude representing Madhu and Kaitabha.
A lotus stalk issues out of his ilavcl ( patlm;in%bha ), on whose blossom is
seated the three-faced Blahmx in the kalnal~sanapose holding a kama~idalu
a i d a n indistiilct object. O n the pedestal is carved a frieze oC fishes and
crocodiles thereby inclicating the occasion in the ocean.
Both tlie icons carry a markell similarity. However, in the latter image
from Dwarahal 111egod's body is tlepicted as having the outliile of a bow.
This feature is laid down as a necessary characte~.isticin tlie Agamas.
These two sculptures belong to two cliiferent perio 1s. The Baijn3th
sculpture reflects a comparative f neness in the composition. This sculpture
resembles the other inscribed imagcs kept along with it. T h e palaeo,oraphical
considerations assig~~
them to the 8th c e ~ i t ~ ~A.l yD. T h e features of the
present image coincicle thc abovc clate and so there cannot be any llitch in
placing it as well in thc same petio,l. The lattcr i m ~ g efiom Dw;irahdt,
though carrying almost similar details :U that or the fornicr image, lacks
in the presentation of artistic porsublime rep1csentation. The tlCgener'itio~~
trayal started in Kurnaoll alier about 1ltli century A. D. The heaviness, rich
or~larnei~tatiollancl clecoratiorl willlout consicleiation for bo.lily grace are
some of the lieccssary featurcs ill tlie later images of Kumaon. The prcse~lt
icon uncicr stuLlybelongs on sucli consi lcratio~isto c. l l tli ccntury A. D.
--

-

-

-
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Narasimha
No good image of this incarnation of Visnu has been noticetl, though
the particular aspect is widely worshipped throughout ~ u m a o nevcn during
the present times. The temples attributed to this god are also not many.
One such temple is, however, n~teworthy from Joshimath with an image of
Narasimha in a broken condition. Another disfigured image is kept in
TalihZt ( BaijnXth ) with an obliterated inscription belonging to some b k a
year. Excepting this, nothing important is gathered from it.
Though there are riot many sculptures now pertaining to this aspcct OF
the god, it, howcver, became a household deity in muiy parts of Garhwal and
Kumaon. The reason for it cannot be accounted for at the present stage of'
our knowledge. Uut it seerrls that the story of the origin of god and his subsequent act of savi~igPrahlHcld G orn the clutches of his demonic father had attaineJ a large scale popularity among the people of this region.

Vi;?zupa[ta
Visnu's incarnations are very well depicted on the Visnupaftas, door
lintels and the jambs. The Vi:nnpattas are righily describecl as that those "in
all probability kept in large numbers in Visnu temples to be sold to poorer
devotees or pilgrinls at cheap ratesuG8for domestic worship.
Exccpt for one, thcre are no evidences of the Vist?upat\as fiom here.
a~a
An unique piece 01' prime importance is still kept in the S a t y a ~ i c i i ~ y temple
at Bailjnath. I t bears co~npartmentswhere the incarnations of Viy>u are
p o trayed
~
be~utirully. Tile filst depicts Visnuyssth;lnaliarnii~ti ado1nrcl with
ki~ita-mukuta, iahklia, cliakr.1 and gad2 and probably padrna. After this
follows tile representariorl of a dwa~fislifigure with a small umbrella, whicli
might defillitclybe taken as Vgmana. The third panel presents Narasilnha
killing the demon IIirat?yaliaiipu. The rernainii~g worn out col~lpartments
probably po~traythe fish and the boar i~lcarnatiollsof god. \Vitli all these
figures are associated some male and female attendants at tlre flanks.
Tlle other figures of the Viggupat~as are slio\vn in a jumbled frmn.
The empliasis seems to l ~ a v ebeen laid much in the outwardly appearance.
The decoratio~isare hcavy. These all characteristics thus pul this Visqupafta
to c. 13tli ceillury A. D.
Apart fioril va~ious types of images, a few interesting icons of Vis~?u
are - ivol thy of notice from Kumaon. Two such images of great merit are
GO. ~ ~ ~ ~ a ~ lNa. sKa. ,l l Isonagrap~y
Dacca, 1D20, p. 88.
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wituessecl in the Alinora District. T h e first ( Fig. 63 ) cotncs from Baijn%th,
while thc other recently reported comes fiom a n unktlown place" ( Fig. 64 ).
T h e filst icon depicts Visnu with many and varied characteristics.
T h e representation is curious and from its appeararice it may be surmised
that the adoptioli of soine new element of thought brought it out in an interesting form. T h e latter in a good preservatioil goes in accorclarice with the
hstrik rules.
Both stantl in dvibliailga pose, the former being on the upraised palms
of earth goddess, who is herself seen emerging out from the coil of tlie snakes.
Two n3gas with fblded hands seated below a t the fringes possibly represent
the Adi and iesa nagas. T h e former image has eight arms, while tlie latter
has only four. 111 the former image the attributes held by the hands are the
following : Out of the right hands one is broken. T h e second and fourth
hands hold a mnsala and a khadga respectively, while the third is sllowll in
the abhaya-mudra. I n the left hands fiom the top lie bears the klietaka,
chakra, hala and iafikha. T h e latter image bears in his four hands padma
and gads in the right hands, while the lelt hands hold a chakra ill the lower
hand and the upper is missing from the elbow.
Both the inlages are profusely decorated. T h e former is aclorned with
the kirita-mukuta, Itui?dalas, h8ra, kailka~as and yaji~opavi~a.A vanam312
hangs down below the knees. T h e latter has also the same characteristics,
but there are some new elcments in its decorative details. For instance there
is a Srivatsa symbol on liis cl~est. Apart from it, the udarabandha is cotnparativcly decorated and it has intricate jewellcry in it. T h e legs are decked
with a double roun:l ornament like tlie present clay 'kadaY and finally the
ankles also bear an ornament, which resembles the modern 'paiii.jani'. The
kirita-mukufa is highly artistic and on it is carved soinc indistinct figure.
T h e back of tlie kirita-mukuta is decked with a round pritbh;lm:l~dala( halo )
made of fine lotus leaves.
Both the images are associated with gods, godclesses ant1 tlevotecs. The
former icon is more elaborate. I n it the riglit side bottom is Lllcd u p cvilh
a female Ggu~cl~oltling a chauri ( fly-whisk ) in hcr right llantl, and in the
otlicr hand intlistinct object, which rcsts against the brcast. T o the sight
stands a male figure in tlie katitiasta pose having dishevelled hair.
Bill Inore than this, there are rnul~i-facesand miniature figures shown
around the head of the main deity. T h e hancls of most of them stand in
--
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the abhaya-mudra. 011top of the god's head is seen a horsc-facet1 figure
and the topmost a pot-bellied figure seated in the kamalXsana pose.
T o the right and left corners of the latter imzge are associated the
Zyudha-purusas. T o the right probably stands the gad2 puruyt, while chakrapurusa to the left. Behind the gads-purusa stands thc garuda-the mount of
Visnu. I n the below foreground are seated two devotees in adoration. T o
the right and left fringes at the level of go:13s face are seated two ysir, the
right being in the namaskzra-mudr~. Covering the halo from both sides
are seated Brahml ancl giva. Two flying vidyZdharas hold the m8lXs from
two sides.
145th all thesc characteristics, it now rcrnxins to ascertain t l ~ crcal nature
of these images.
The former icon, as it appears, is a v i r i t a r ~ p aor viivariipa form of
Vis!ru, while the other may be designated as the Vaikuqlha form. Images of
this type have been reported from Idar ( Gujarat ),'" Kanauj (Uttar Pradcsh)"
and AligarhT2 in the same province. The former icon strikingly rcsemblcs
the Kanauj image. After a careful study of both of the icons, it is gathered
that both of them, though coming from two different gcograpliical rcgions,
belong to one and the same school of thought. But the mo.le of presciltation
in both of the icons dilfers markedly. T h e Kanauj image poitrays very
clearly the principal avatzras emerging out of the head of god. The Vigudharmottara P u r ~ n adescription
~~
tallies well with the present image from
Kanauj. With four faces and eight hands, the deity mzy be preferably designated as Vaikuqtha. But the combination of other figures asound the heat1
makes it more elaborate and, therefore, the name v i i v a l ~ p aor virztarnpa
would be more correct in this case. Sivaramamurti while describing the
iconography of the present image, says that it contains the Lk~didaruJl-asand
Dv2daSXdityas on the proper left and light of god's head. The Eaijnzth
image, however, differs from the present cllaracteristics. .Though the figures
on the left side of head raise their liands in the similar fashion of Siirya icolisthe idea being obviously to show the adityas-it
cannot be said whether
they are as many as twelve, T h e figures indicating the eleven rurlras do
not lloltl trident, as is seen in the Kanauj image. The reason for such a
disparity in this icon cannot be explained. The figures along with the main
-

7 0 . Shah, U. P., "Gupta Sculplurec from ldar ( Gujarat )" J . I. JI., Vol. l?i, PI. XIX, Fig.
37-38.
C,, Indian Sculp~urr,Born. 1 0 6 1 , p. 99, PI. 33.
71. S~varamamur~i,
72. Nagar, M. hl., "A Vi$u Image from ~ l i ~ a r h ' J' ,. U. P.
73.

H.S.. Vol XVIII, pp. 98-100.
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image are thirty six in all. I n the case oT Kanauj image Sivaramamurti has
applied the Purusasnkta and the ViSvar~pa version of the Bhagvadagit~.
T h e Kumaon sculpture from its appearance, however, carries a different
analogy. I n this context, therefore, the doctrine of the Paiichar;itrins needs
to be viewed taking into consideration the descents of the god.
As stated above, the image bears thirty-six figures. The Aliirbudhnya
and the Sattvata Sathhitgs state that the principal manifestatioils are thirtynine. T h e list of these Samhi~zs,however, seems to be exhaustive. But the
statement of VasZvaramuni in his commentary on Tattvatraya that "the
real number is thirty
if accepted, woultl go well with the present
image. Nevertheless, as noted before, the "irnage b~longs to the same
school of thought, which pro:luced icons at Kanauj an.1 othcr places of India,
no doubt adopting certain interchangeability in the rigid rules of
iconography. And therefore, it wol~ldnot be inappropriate to call it also a
virZtarDpa Visnu.'""
However, the latter image under study is clearly noticed with two more
faces i.e., lion-face (Narasimha) to the right and boar-face (VarZh,t) to the left.74a
I t appears, therefore, that the above icon did follow the iconographical
principles strictly.
But the discussion does riot e t ~ dhere. \Ve have to talte into consideration the other traits in the former image. The main figure of the got1 carries
sorne other aualogy. T h e gotl, as it appears, secms to have acloptcd some
of the fcatr11.e~of Bnlaramn. They may be Ixiefly mcutionctl I~cre. The
eyes of the figure appear to indicate inebriety. Thcn out of the eight
hancls, two possess a ploughshare and a mbsallt. Thc Brhal SamAita stresses
that "Baladeva should be shown with a plouglishare in his hand and his
eyes should be rouncl and rolling indicating his inebriety; he should wear
only one ear-ring ancl his body should be white like a conch shell moon or
a ( ivhite ) lotus.7y
T h e above definition GLS in the description of the prcsent image. Apart
from the other feature mentioned above, therc is an eminent ear-ring in the
left ear. T h c hair also look tied together which is typically a Balnr3ma
feature, but nothing definite call be rcrnarketl about this since the kiritamukuta covers the forehead.
74. Schrader, F. Otto, Introdurlion to Psnshoratrar, p. 44.
74a. The other races are totally broken.
76. Nautiyal, K . P . , "An Interesting Visnu Image from naijnS111( District Almora
R . I.. Vol. XXII, 1961-62, pp. 70-74.
7 6 . llanerjea, 011. cil., p. 4 2 4.
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The image, apart from these traits, bezrs many variations. The attributes held by the god are not in conformity with the prescribed order For
example, the chakra, instead of being held by the right hand is carried by
the middle left hand. But the variation in the icon cannot be taken as to be
surprising since the very motive of the icon was to present complex principlts
of iconography. The BalarZma features, undoubtedly, found place in it, but
that only in a wider sense. T h e image probably focussed on the avatZrav%da
and had a definite message of its own. Hence the rigidity in the rules was
very obviously overlooked.
The image, as already stated, contains a horse-faced figure and a potbellied on the top. T h e former may be identified as Hayagriva, who occurs
in the S a r h h i t ~ s ' and
~
the lalter as BrahmZ. Besides the aforesaid figures,
the upper end of the rim consists of some reclining heads. They are decked
with j a t ~ j o t a and big kundalas. In the Kanauj image the same discernible
figures are characterised by Sivaramamurti as the astsbhairavas or eight
Bhairavas. Nevertheless, it is difficult to accept the same identification for
the Baijnath image. Firstly, both of the images carry a marked dissimilarity
in the portrayal of the nature of these faces. T h e Kanauj image illustrates
them with varied dispositions, while the Baijn~th icon keeps them only in
the saumya propensity. Secondly, the heads in the Baijngth icon are liirle
rather than that of eight-the last one partially appearing near the khetaka.
The two figures attending on the god may be taken as one of his
consorts and the Garuda-the mount of Visnu.
As noted, the icon reflects on the manifold ideas of Paiichar~trins. This
type of image was producecl in the north USUJIIY after the early mediaeval
Prior to the Gupta period, almost all the extant Vi31~uimages are
,e,ingle-faced. I t is only during the Gupta period that the multi-Leaded V i ~ p u
image appears for the first time. The reason can be stated that the PancharZtrins had their stro~igholclduring the Gupta period, and the Gupta rulers
seem to havc patronised the cult more than any other. This type of image
occurs for the first time in Mathuraid and in the mediaeval period Kashmir
was the first to witness the preponderance of this cult. Many V i g u icons of
this type belongillg to the mediaeval period havc been discovered from
Kashmir and the other adjoining areas.
Bcsides, images pertaining to his
-.-
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ViSvar~pa and Vaikuptlia forms have also been reported from Gujarat by
Sankalia.
Similar to the other places of India, Kumaon has several sculptures-apart
from these two-bearing witness of this trend. I n the Baijn~thitself, it may
be noted that one more image contains almost all the figures of god's incarnation around the stele of the sculpture. This shows that collective worship
of all the manifestations of Visr;lu had attained relative popularity during the
mediaeval period.
Both of the images, under study, belong to two different periods. The
former has less elaboration in details of features. Hence on such stylistic
considerations, it belongs to c. 9-10 century A. D. The latter with so many
new elements may be placed in c. 12th century A. D.

Xiiliyamardana ( Fig. 65 )
K~isna as an incarnation of V i ~ p u is famous for his exploits. His
feat beginning from his childhood are well expressed in the sculptures. The
religious Indian artist, it seems, took much interest in representing these
Kbisn~yanascenes in the Vaisnava shrines.
Excepting the Kaliyamardana scene in the temples of ChampZwat,
there are no representatiorls of the iucident relating to the life of K~igna.
This particular K~liyamzrclanascene finds a vcry popular place since almost
all the ceilings in the temples of ChampZwat contain it as a decorative
device. The scene depicts the tail of the serpant knotted together making it
a nice design. B3lakyisva is seatcd in the middlc of the serpant Kaliya,
Krispa uplifts his left hand as if to strike on the hood of the snake.
H e is decked with mukula and other ornaments. A flowing cloth is noticed
in his body.
This type of representation of the K y i ~ B y a n ascene is also found
in the temples of Gujar~t. Sankalia has illustrated one such relief from
Soman~thin Gujarat. "l The Gujarat and Kumaon scenes bear many identical details. The representation of B;tlakyis~ais also depicted in the Gujarat
panels in the same manner as that at ChampZwat in the Almora District.
The circle of the coil of snake resembles the Soman~tllrelief: The reason
for this sort of similarity is obvious since the Kumaori panels have been
immitated from Gujarat.
-
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T h e Kzliyamardana sculptures on stylistic considerations seem to belong
to 13th-14th century A. D. The temples also belong to the same period and
so the date and the features coincide with each other.

Bra hmii
As a member of the orthodox Brahrnanical triad, B r a h n l ~occupies an
important place and is known as the creator in Hindu mythology. His position in the pantheon is, however, inferior to the other principal cult deities
like Visgu, Siirya and Siva. And thus the icons and temples belonging
to this god are quite few in India.
In the Kumaon region, sculp~uresrepresenting Brahmii are not many.
'The earliest image of this god is sculptured on the doorway lintel of small
shrine at Ratana Deo ( Dwarahat ), which is dedicated to this god. H e is
depicted as seated 011 a lo~usthrone and has four arms. The sculpture is
fairly worn out and so the details are quite indistinct. However, the lotus
seat which is fairly clear, follows the establislled principle of Byhat-Sainhita.
The associate figure standing to the left may probably represent one of his
consorts.
The sculpture is dated to c. 11th century A. D., of which date the
temple also belongs.
Apart from the present sculpture, two stray icons of RralimZ come from
C h a m p ~ w a t and BaijnZth. The image from !Champ~wat is placed in one
of the outside niches of the Champ~watiDurgs temple, tlie god in it being
thus a p2rbvadevat~of tlie main deity. The otlier image from the Baijngth
museum ( fig. 66 ) appears more elaborate. In both the icons BrahmZ is seated
in the ardhaparyailka posture with four hands holding different objects. In the
Champawat image it is noticed that Brahm3 is holding a kalaSa and a
pustaka ( ? ). T h e orher allernative for the pothi may be a Jaiikha in this
case. T h e Sailkha, towever, is a very rare attribute associated with BrahmZ.
If it really represents a Sailkha, it undoubtedly, introduces a new element in the
iconography of UrahmZ. The other inlage from Baijnsth is depicted holding
the usual objects. T h e back right liaild holds a syuk, wllich is quite different
from the other sruk representation in [he BrahmZ icons. The lower part looks
like a thick round stick. This syuk representation may be taken as of some
local significance. Besides this, the front right hand is iicl~lin the varada
pose with an aksamZlZ asound the palm. Tlie back and fiont left liands
possess a puslaka ( manuscript ) and a kama~!dalu respectively. In both the
-
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icons the beard has been prominently shown. I n the case of latter icon,
nevertheless, the beard as well as the moustache are shown in all tlie three
faces, the fourth face being invisible. T h e details of adornment in the former
icon are obliterated. T h e latter, Iiowevel-, is decked with a jap-mukuta,
hara, rnzla, udarabandha, yajiiopavita, keyiiras and kaiikavas. The dishevelled hair fall a t the sicles.
Thesc two icons belong to two different periods. The ibrmer image,
on the basis of the (late of the temple on which niche it is placed as piirkvadevata, may be assigned to the 13th century A. D. T h e latter image from
Baijn~thbeloilgs to a slightly later period. As we have seen, the sculptures
in the Baijnath museum have been assigned to three different periods. This
image also belongs to the last phase of this artistic movement, which began
in c. 1100 A. D. and lasted upto the 1300 A. D.

Hari-HaraPitdlnaha ( Fig. 67 )
T h e Paiicharatra texts and Purznas give lists 01' the incarnatory forms
of Visnu. O n e of them in the lists is Datt%treyaS3or Hari-Hara Pitiitnaha,
who call be well recognised in some of the mediaeval sculptures of India.
T h e represe~ltationeither shows the three members of the ortho-lox
Brahmanical triad, namely, Brahrn5, Vi.;nu anil Siva, placed side by side or
it may appear as a four-armed Viii(vu, whose Brahrnd and Siva aspects are
indicated by their respective mourlts carved on the pedastal by the side of
Garuda, the nlourit of Visnu. T h e standing as well as seated types of irnages
have been reported from different parts of Itidia.
At Jiigehar, a slab containing the former variety, i.e. Hari-Harastored now in a
Pitamaha relief is noticed along with other scul~~turcs
godown. The sculpture shows three m e m b e ~ sof the ortliodox Br~hrnanical
triad standing side by side with their characteristic features. The four-faced
Brahmii-one
of the faces invisible in the back side-carries the following
objects : an aksam5l;i in tlie front right hand, sruk ( ? ) or a flower bud in
the back right hand. T h e fiont left hand holds a kama~dalu,while tlie back
probably carlies a sruva ( ;) ) ( sacrificial latlle ). Ador~ied w i ~ hja\;i-jiita,
hzra, kailkarjas, yajnopavita ancl a Itatisiitra, lie is being attended by two
C
devotees kneeling in acloratior~. Siva stan:ls in tlie middle holding tlie characteristic emblems in his four hands. Thus Ile holds a triiula in the back right
-
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hand, aksamsk in the front right, a hurling cobra ill the back left hand
is shown in the katihasta pose. H e is decked with the braided jatkmukuta,
hiira, kundalas, keytiras, kailkavas and a udarabandha. A yogapatta ( cloth
band 3 passes around the thighs. T o the right is shown a couchant bull arid
to the left GaneSa in the seated pose. Visnuysfigure is depicted willl ga&
in the back right hand and a k s a m ~ in
l ~ the front left. He is endowed with a
kirifa-mukuta ( comparatively of a small size and quite different from the
usual type ), h ~ r a ,kur?dalas, kaiikanas, keyiiras, vana-miilz, yajiiopavita and
a uAarabandha. A yogapatfa ( cloth. band ) passcs around the thighs in tile
similar manner as that of the Siva figure. T o his right stands a fcmale figure,
which may represent his consort Laksmi, while to the left is secn in the
katihasta pose another figure, which is probal~lyGaruda-the mount of god.
Rao has illustrated two sculptures of this type from Halcbidu and
Ajmer. 84 These sculptures carry many similar traits as we see in the JiigeLwar
icon. However, some minor variations are noticed. The attributes of the
image from Jiigeivar differ from those of the two. T h e draperies and ornaments are also changed. This is quite obvious since all of tliem belong to
three different parts of India.
T h e sculptures from Halebidu and Ajmer belong to the early mediaeval
period. The Jageivar sculplure, however, belongs to c. 10th century
A. D. This is testified by two facts; one that almost all the temples of
Jageivar belong to the period between the 9th and 11th century A. D.,
while other is that the present icon also resembles on the other inscribed images
belonging to this period.
Goddesses

( a ) b i v a Goddesses
The Sakti Of Siva has been equally venerated fio~nthe most ancient
times. Sllc is designated by various names as Um3, Gauri, Paravau, etc.
The worship of tile female principle as a whole has a far reaching antiquity.
I t has been suggested that there was the cult of Rlfother Goddess in thc Indus
valley civilisation.
In the early Vedic period, llowcve~.,the fcmale deities clesccnded to
thc lower position and ill the P u r j ~ ~ aand
s
epics the 61kti cult got preeminclice.
The sculptural representation of Pzravati is shown in two ways. She
is either depicted with Siva as his consort or independently. The former
84. Rao, op. cit

, Vol. I, Pt. I, Pls. LXX[t and LXXLV.
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mode of reprcsentation is fairly common. However, thc latter also found
sufficient place in sculptures.
A large number of sculptures rcpresenied in either ways arc noticed in
Kumaon. Nevertheless, the independent icons of goddess are found relatively
more.
A few specimens are really noteworthy from this region. Firstly the
P ~ r a v a t isculpture from h l a i k h a ~ d( ~Fig. 68 ) in District G a r h w ~ l portrays
a superb workmanship. Another best reprcsentation comes from Baijn~th.
There are a few more images from other places of Kumaon bearing almost the
same features.
T h e Maikha~diiimage has a remarkable sublimity. Though completely broken, it conveys yet the real message. T h e goddess is represented
here in the aiijalihasta pose, having a graceful decoration with hara, m512
and kun(1alas. T h e coiffure is well depicted. Tlie majestic expression is so
clearly cvidcnt that Rahul Sankrityayan is led to put it in comparison with
any of the Gupta sculptures of this type. 85
Yet another ( Fig. 69 ) image of Paravati is enshrined at BaijnZth,
Almora District. T h e 4 ft. 6 inches high image of goddess stands in samap.~dasth%nakapose with four hands holding different objects in each of them.
T h e front I-ight hand is held in the varada pose, while the back riglit hand
is having a hooked staff ( t r i i i k h ~). T h e front left hand 11ol:ls a kamandalu,
while in the back left is held a lotus. She is gracefully decorated with
a karanda-mukuta, kundalas, m s , liaras, keyiiras ( armlets having
kirttimukha design ), kailka~!as, a dccosatecl katisiitra, a fully decorated
garment reaching the feet with two tlecorated chains l~anging on the
thighs and the paiiijanis on the ankles. A kirttimuklla symbol adorns the
mukuta. T h e coiffure is fiilely exhibited ant1 tlie locks are shown flowirig on
theshoulders. A mSl3, containing a mavi or ruby at tlie cnd, is worn by her.
O n top of tlie lotus and hooked staff are depicted, accorcli~ig to the
&l.ik rules, the two gods, namely, G a n e h aral Siva seated ; Siva being on
his mount Nandi. Rao, while describing Paravati, statcs that in Iicr hands
there slloulcl be a n image of Siva and an image of tllc D ~ v a g n l ~ (a sGal~cla).
In confoimity with the above rules several imagcs of Palvas, arc rcpol tcd fiom
allover the countly. Evidence is in lrand from Bcngel, wherefrom tlie
I'grvaci inlagc is rcprexntcd usually with Sivaliijga in liand. '' T h e same
86. Sankri~yayan,R a l ~ u l ,o p . cif., p, 4 2 1 ,
86. Rao, o p . t i t . Vol. I , pt. 11, p. 360.
87. ranerjea, o p . tit., p. 6 0 2 .
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characteristic feature is noticed in one of the PIrvati sculptures from Ellora. In
the back hands of the goddess are held the image of Ganeia and a Sivalidga
re~pectively?~The sculptures bearing such traits &long to the mediaeval
period and may roughly be one or two centuries earlier than the present
image from Baijn~th. However, the feature in th& image differs from the
other sculptures of this type. I n place of Sivalibga, the actual image of Siva
is depicted in the Baijnzth icon. The reason for variation cannot be pointed
out. But it may be surmised that in the later sculptures actual Siva figures
came to occupy the position of the $ivalibgas.
T h e iconography of these figures i.e. Siva and Gap& is worthy of
description. GaneJa is shown seated in the ardhaparyaflaka posc holding a
gad& rndii,parabu and a flower. A sarpa-yajiiopavita is worn by him. O n
the corresponding side giva is shown seated on his mount Nandi holding a
nilotpala flower in the back right hand, triiula and a kamandalu in tile
back and front left hands respectively. The front right hand is held in the
jfi~na-mudra. He is gracerully decorated with jathnukuta, malz and keynras.
A yogapatta is seen tied around his right leg. Apart from it, two more
figures are depicted on the middle of the stele. The right side figure with
beard seems to represent Brahm~,while the left one may stand for V i ~ n u .
T h e image is fully equipped with other details. Flanking the goddess
are noticed male and female figures with chauris ( fly-whisks). Some of
them are irl adoration, while the rest are seen in a great tension, as if in
the dancing posture. There are the usual flying Vidyzdharas wit11 m313 on
top section of the thickly decorated elliptical prahh3vali.
This image, as far as the anatomical delineation and expression are
concerned, is one of the best specimen of mediaeval sculptures of Kurnaon
The beauty is discernible in the treatment of eye-brows and the delicate
lively warmth of the lips. Unfortunately the nose has suffered badly. Rut
with all the above characteristics, the image may roughly be assigned to
C. 9th century A. D.
An image of this type is illustrated by R. D. Banerji. Coming from
Patharghat, Dacca city,Rgthe image is known by the name of Chands because
of the association of iguana, which is invariably carved on the pedastal of
this type of image. This aforesaid Chandi image bears a hooked staff
( triiikh~), flower, kamandalu, etc. like the Baijn~th image. Many other
88. Rao, op. tit., \'ol. I, Pt. 11, P1. CVIII, Fig. I.
3.cit., l'l, VI, Fig. d.
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details tally with each other. But the Dacca image is more elegant. This is
quite obvious since it belongs to the early mediaeval period.
A few more Parvati images, though broken, present some noteworthy
features. A broken image still lying in the fields of Dhikuli ( Nainital District )
is of some interest in this connection. A hooked staff and a flower are
gracefully held by the goddess. She is adorned with a m313, hltra and
kundala. A circular halo behind the head decks the goddess. Yet another
icon from the Ked~reSwarshrine at Dw~rahat is :of significance. Occupying
the seat on the back of Nandi, she holds in her eight arms a conch, gad5
kamandalu, dhanusa ( ? ) and Agni. The rest of the hands are broken and
some of the objects are quite indistinct. This eight armed image is unique.
Among the goddesses YogeSwari is ~rescribedwith ten arms. " But this
type of eight armed goddess is nowhere described in the iconographical texts.
Apart from the above image of Parvati, an interesting form of goddess
from L3lth~man?al is worthy of description. The image depicts the goddess
in the act of performing penance. She stands in the midst of four flames of
burning fire. Her right foot is placed on a lion ancl the left on the back
of a bull. She holds a bcok in her front left hand. An attendant stands in
each side of the image. She wears a simple dress.
On account of tlie elaborate iconographical features in them, the two
P ~ r v a t iicons from Dhikuli and DwZrahZt belong to about 11-12th century
A. D. Rut the image from Lakharna~dal because of its comparalivc simplicity belongs to c. 8-9th ccntury A. D.
Durgii
The cult of DurgX was considcrably popular in the ancient past. The
Epics and other litcrature testify to the history of the cult. The mother concept of Devi has been well empllasised in the P u r ~ n i caccounts. Her nature
has been characterised as "the great saviour who bcing prayed to, delivers
men from such terrors as captivity, wilderness, drowning, llarassment by
robbers, great forests, etc." l'
The Agamas contain the iconograpllic dcscriptio~~s
of va~iousCcn-ms of
goddess. However, the iconography of a few imnge types of the goddess is
essential, for barring a few, not all of them arc extant fbr worsllip. 111the
standard books on iconography emphasis has been laid mainly on her "hIahi$isurrnardini and hIatrilra aspects and a few other allied forms."
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T h e icons of Durga are either represented accompanying her lion mount
or actually riding it. Sculptures illustrating these forms have been reported
from all over the country.
Several sculptures of D u r g ~are noticed in the region of Kumaon.
Almost all the shrines contain these sculptures in abundance. Apart from
the sculptures, there are several temples attributed to goddess Durga also.
A few standing and seated images of Durgz are noticed at many places
of Kumaon and Garwal. T h e standing image of DurgZ from Raijn~th
museum is ( Fig. 70 ) worthy of description. The four-hantletl gocltless holds
different objects in her hands. In the back left hand is held a lotus bud,
while the front left hand is extended in the abhayamudrz with an aksamzla
in it. T h e front right hand holds probably a vase and the hack seems to
have held a bannana or creeper of the grapes ( ? ). She is lavishly decked
with ornaments and fully decorated garments. The hair tied with headedmzlz flow downwards. Behind the head is a halo of lotus leaves,
Two simha-vzhini images ( Fig. 71 and 72 ) fiom Jzgegwar ( Almora )
and Kalimath ( Garhwal ) are again worthy of notice. Though broken, both
of them present the characteristic features of this type of images. T h e
J~geSwar image has ten arms. Three back right hands are broken. T h e
other two hold some indistinct objects. By her left hands she holds such
objects as khetaka, ghanta, dhanusa, kama~daluand the fifth hand is placed
on the head of a female figure seated below. Another female figure stands
a t the other corner. The K ~ l i m a t h image, though differing in representation of hands, presents almost the similar traits. Instead of ten arms she
has only four, in which she carries indistinct objects. Besides these two sculptures, many such icons are reported from LHkhZman@l and Joshima~halso.
These two sculptures on general stylistic considerations-such as the
profuseness of ornament ancl dresses and the multiplicity of hands etc.-belong
to c. l l-12th century A. D.

Mahi,riisuranlardini
This form of Durga is the most important and earliest according to
literary texts. Especially in the Devimahdtmya, this aspect of Durga has been
describecl in greater details. 93
Images pertaining to this aspect have been reported from all over India.
Almost all the sculptures show the goddess in a fierce mood and in the action
of killing the demon Mahis3sura. But from the Gupta period onwards the
OS.
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Lnage passed through a gradual development attaining several detailed features
by the mediaeval period.
I n Kumaon the Mahi~asuramardinlaspect seems to have gained comparatively a popular ground than that of any other from of the goddess.
Several temples were dedicated to the goddess and legends even in the
present times are woven round so nicely by the local etymologists that they
derive the names of many places in Kumaon from that of Mahiggsuramardini.
For example, Maikhavd~in Garhwal is supposed to havc been derived out
of this name.
The sculptures of this form are seen with several variations. Some of
the early reliefs from Bhip depict her with two arms engaged in combat with
the Demon Buffalo. " The earliest image coming from the hilly region is
that from Charnba. I n this brass image ( 8th century A. D. ) the Devr is
shown uplifting the hind part of the Demon in the shape of a buffalo" by holding
its tail with hcr front left hand, and piercing its neck with triiiila by her front
right hand. She tramples the buffalo demon by her right leg. The rest of
the hands hold a sword and a bell. 90 I n a n caily sculpture from the facade
of the Chandragupta ( 11 ) cave at Udayagiri ( Bhilsa, Madhya Pradesh ),
the Devi is shown with as many as twelve arms. In some other images like that in
the panels from Mah~balipuram,"~
Ellora? Aiholc90 and SiinaklO" in Gujarat,
the Devi is presented with eight hands. Therefore, it cannot be said that there
was any such rigid rule any time in respect of the number of hands.
Almost all the Kumaon sculptures of Devi are noticed with four to
twelve arms. The best representative icons are reported from Ijaijnah.
Barring a few dissimilarities, they carry many identical features.
The first bearing outstanding features is the Mahi$isuramardinl sculpture
( Fig. 73 ) enshrined in the Chakravartdwara temple at Baijngth. The eight
armed Devi bears in the right hands khadga, chakra, s a k t y ~ ~ u d hand
a a
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tdiila which pierces the back of the demon Mahiy'asura with its three
pronged-edge. Of the four left hands, three carry the kh6aka, g h a ~ t a &anusa'
,
and the fourth one is in the action d seizing the neck of the Demon. The
Demon rises from a decapitated buffalo whose head is lying severed. H e
of the goddessholds a sword and is ready to strike. T h e lion-mount
is shown pouncing upon the hind part of the buffalo Demon.
Another image ( Fig. 74 ) from BaijnZth, though damaged highly, presents also interesting characteristics. I t has twelve arms. In the atibhailga
pose, she holds different objects in her hands. In the top left ancl right hands
is held a discus. T h e front right hand holds a severed head. Will1 the front
left she seizes the locks of the Demon. The Devi's fight in this image is
depicted realistically. T h e sculpture illustrates Devi riding her lion mount
vigorously attacking Mahishura riding a buffalo; other demon having
fallen below with a sword in his hand. An attendant flanks the goddess at
either side. This image follows to some extant the iconographical features of
the Ellora relief, where she is depicted in this changed mode of fighting. ''l
Though belonging to an earlier period than the Baijnath image, there
appears a resemblance to both of them. The observation of Banel-jea that
sorne early mediaeval sculptures of India began to change the mode of
depicting the Devi's fight with the D~rnon'~%eemsto be quite approptiate
after studying these extant sculptures.
The former image from Baijniith is gracefully decorated will1 kupjalas,
mala, hara, katisatra, paiiijanf etc. The hair appear bejewelled. The intensity of fight is well demonstrated. The facial exprmion during the occasion
is appropriately portrayed. I n short the sculpture bears many late Gupta
features. Hence it may be roughly aseigned to about the second half of 8th
century A. D.
The lattcr image, however, delineates some later elements. The goddess
is profusely ornamented. A long m512 flows from her neck to the thighs.
Though the expression of rage is well depicted and the treatment of
entire subject beautifully dealt with, the elaboration and addition to the
features place it in c. 12th century A. D.
Sapta.m-tyik6s ( Figs. 75 and 76 )
Tile description of the M'iiyika is found in various literary texts.

Their
number has, however, differed in different literary evidences. Thus, in some
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they are known as sixteen, while in the others as eight. But the usually accep
ted list supported by iconographic data consists of Brahmagi, Mahdvari,
KaumHri, Vais~avi, VHrZhi, and Chamul;$a,
though there aie some
variants. lo3
These Miityikiis, as Saktis of individual gods are presented in different
ways. Sometimes they are carved on stone with Gaqeka and Virabhadra on
either side. At times only two or tllree are represented. Instances are not
lacking when oilly the Cli2mund~ is depicted. All the mothers are usually
sculptured with mounts of the gods corresponding to their names.
Representing the MBtrikZ groups are many sculptures in Kumaon.
There are variations in them and they are shown either in the group of
seven, three, two or only one. The variation in features helps in formulating a chronological sequence. Some of the selective types come from
BaijnZth, Jiigeiwar and LBkhZmandal.
The Lzkllamaqdal relief consists of sapta-rnatrikas including the Gavapati and Virabhadra flanking on either side. The goddesses are represented
from left to right as Brahmtqi on a full bloomed lotus, M~he6varion bull,
Vaisvavi on Garuda, who has a human face and two outspread wings,
Kaumari on ~eacock,V ~ r ~ honi a prostrate human figure, Illdragi holding
vajra and seated on elephant and ChZmuqdZ on a 'prcta' or corpse.
'rhe Baijn~thslab of four go,ldesses presents Vaisqavi, Viir511i, IndrZ~i
and C h ~ r n u seated
~ ~ d ~in the arclhaparyailka posture. The respective mounts
are calved beneath the seats. The goddess Vaisnavi has two hands; one being
held in the varada pose, while the other bears a chakra. The boar-faced
VZrShi holds a fish by her right hand, which she is shown eating. lo4 The
otlier hand rests on the thigh. Ch;imu!lc.\3 alone has iour hands in which
,
( loath of the flesh ), tlie front left rests on
she carries a p ~ i a m~msakhanda
the thigh, while the back is broken.
Another relief consisting of only two go~ldessesKaum71i and Vaisnavi
also comes from Baijniith. KaumZri is seated on a peacock, while Vaisnavi
on Garucja. Kaumiili offers a sweet ball to her mount. Vaisnavi has four
1 0 3 . Ranerjea, bp. d . , p. 5 0 6 .
1 0 4 . Another such image originally coming from Rajasthan is now preserved in the nritirh
Museum at London. But more than [his one more image of i1;ir5hi, in which "we notice
the blending of Var3ha ( boar ) face as subsidiary one and attached to the main human
face", with I~shas one of her weapons is reporled from J~geS~bar
in Almora. See Agrawala,

R . C., "l'lsh

and VXrXhI in Ancient Indian sculpture."

Journal, Vol. X[[, NO. I, 1 0 6 4 , p. 2; PI. I.
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hands in which she holds a chakra and a banner with the Ga*
emblem in
both the back left and right hands respectively, whilc the front right hand
is held in the varada pose and tlie front left is broken.
Yet another six-Mat~ik2panel of the abovc type comes to us from
the same place. It, however, depicts BrahMni with three faces seated on
a haqsa. Mahekvari is seated on Nandi and holds a damaru in onc of licr
extant hands.
Besides these groups, illdependent icons of Cllamuq&i are met with
abundantly. One such image of special interest is seen at J2geiwar. The
goddess (Fig. 77) appears to be in the dancing vigour trampling under hcr feet a
corpse. Having four hands she llolcls a kliadga and a kapzla by lier back
and front right hands. The front left hand is broken, while the back left
reaches the mou~lias if she is cutting the nail of the little finger. The purpose .
is, liowever, something else. \+'hatever it is, it adds more to the horrible
nature of the goddess.
As noted above, tlic groups of hl8trikZ images carry some variations.
They can be placed to differeill periods oil the basis of tlleir features and
other noteworthy traits. The Lakh%naglal panel depicts Vaisnavi on
Garuda. This goddess on the same mount is shown from Baijn~thas well.
But the Garuda in the latter case does not represent its outspread wings like
the former. There is again a difference between the two peacocks from
L~khamandaland BaijnZtli-thus representing Kaumari differently. T h e
mode of depicting Bra1irnHr;li image did not seem to have received new ideas
in features in the beginning. The Liiklr3ma~dal image depicts her seated
on a lotus'seat instead of the liamsa. Klatly other sculptures froin Baijn2th
show lier seated 011 a full bloo~ncdlotus seat. However, a solilai y six-IvIZtrikg
.relief presents her with four heads, the back liead being in\.isible. She rides
a hamsa. This six-headed Brahmagi figure carries significant cl~ange.Togeher
with it, M~1lekvai-iis also exhibited oh a Nandi with a damaru. It seems
that all such developments in the mode of preselltation came to be adopted
gradually in all these sculptures. The Chamugda seems to have also passed
through a gradual process of development. . In'the L~khsmandalpanel she
is simply seated on a corpse. T h e Baijn~thslab of four goddesses presents
her as seated in the ardhayaryafika posture with a corpse carved just near her
feet. The other details are quite conspicuous. T h e figure from Laharnandal
is two-handed, while the latter has four hands with various objects held in
them. The last stage of development is gleaned in the lone figure of
Chamugdx from J~geSwar. The complete theme is dealt with quite differently.
The goddess is shown in a standing posture with a dancing vigour reflecting
'
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horror in her very nature. She is shown trampling a c o v e with completely
an emaciated body and a rnwdamiila around her neck. The tied hair on
top exhibit a digit on the forehead. Besides, a jackal is seen near her
feet-a feature wllich is sometimes fo~lndin the C h ~ m u ~ dimage
;
from
Bengal. 'O"
The group of the Sapta-M~trikiisare thus chronologically divided. Tile
first relief from L~kli~mar?dal
on its stylistic considerations belongs to c. 8th
century A. D. The other group belonging to about 10th century A D. con
sists of four and two Matrikii panels, which have already been discussed.
The six-Matrik%slab along with the independent icon of Chiirnul?dii represent
the 12th century characteristics.

It is a strange phenomenon in Kumaon art that the goddesses with
Vaisqava affiliation are very rarely seen. The actual instances of the occurante of Saraswati, Lakgmi, Sri and other goddesses are not many. Even a
large number of V i g ~ uicons are depicted without the consort of god. his
is an important characteristic of the sculptures in Kumaon.
However, a few Vaisnava images pertaining to goddesses come from
Kumaon. The first in this category is the Gaja-laksmi, which is noticed at
least at two places. The first one depicting her is the lintcl of a temple in
the Maniyan group at DwZrahHt. The goddess in it is seated flanked by two
elephants. Other details are highly obliterated and nothing further can be
saicl about them. But another image, though in a broken condition, was
recently ( Fig. 78 ) discovered in a field by the priest of the GopeSwar temple.
The lower part is completely missing. The extant portion, however, suggests
that it is in a standing posture. With her right hand she holds a flower,
while the lcft seems to dangle down. T h e right and left corners are occupied
by two elephants on lotus seats flanking Lakgmi and bathe her by pouring
water through two jars. She is endowed with kuvdalas, hara, mekhala ( a
jewelled waist band ) and artistically tied hair. The Ga-ja-Lak~mi
sculpture from
Sanchilo"and the present icon have some resemblance to each other. The
former, however, belongs to the pre-Gupta time, while the latter can roughly
be assigned to c. 9th century A. D. Though there is a difference of a few
centuries among them, it seems that the mode of representation seems to have
remained unchanged for quite a long time.
-
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106. Dhattaaali, 0). tlt., p. 212.
106. ~ivararnmmurtl,q. rit., PI. 11, Fig. 6.
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Gailgd and Yamund

T h e figures of Gahgg and Yamuna have played a n interesting role in
the artistic decorative features of Indian art. The entire mythology of the
descent of GailgZ has been very beautifully delineated on the doors and
niches of ternples fiam the Gupta time onwards. Some of the Gailga sculp
tures, and especially that of Besnagar is an example of highest merit. l''
The figures of these two river godclesses are not very frequently seen
in the Kumaon region. Only a few instances are, however, noteworthy.
Few small temples in the Maniyan and Ratan Dco groups at DwZrahZt CO*,tain these figures on the doorway lintels. But the highly mutilated contiicon
hampers any further analysis of their details. Apart from it, ano~ller icon
depicting G a i ~ g zand Yamuna is reported from the western niche of the
L5khZma1~dal temple.
GailgZ stands on a makara with a kumblla
raised in her right hand, while the left Iland is held in the kalil~asta pose.
The identification of another figure with Laksmi by some scholars is not
convincing. lo8 The Kiirma, vahana of YamunZ, secms to have been
idcrltified wrongly as lo~us,on the basis of which the female figure is taken
to be Laksmi. Like the former figure she also holds the kumbha. Two
femalc attendants bearing parasole flank them in Lhe right and lcft corners.
This similar mode of holding the water jar is abo noticed in the GaiigzY a m u n ~figures from Bilaspur in Madhya Pradesh. 'cm
T h e present Gat'lgz-YamunZ figures carry many late features. T h e
ornamentations and other details are characteristically of the 12th century
A. D. Hence there cannot be any rloubt in assigning them to the same
period.
Sigya Figs. 79 and 80 )

The worship of Sarya has remained in vogue throughout India from
the early times. During the Vedic age he was held in great estecm and was
Bhaga, Vivasvat,
known by his various names, namely SOrya, Savitar, Ywn,
Mitra ant1 Vist?u. ]lo I n the BrZhmagas and the Purigas his importance
reached its high-water mark, where we find him with his twelve names. A later
iconographic text describes the forms as "the expresser of the world'' 'l1 and
1 0 7 . .Eaner;ea, op. tir., PI. XV, Fig. 4.
108. Wts and Agnwalm, op. s i r , p 08,
109. Rao, op. cil., Vol. 2, Pt. 11, PI. CLVI,

110. nnnej e r , J.

N., "Sarys ( Adityas and N a ~ . g ~ . b1,)'u J . I . S. 0- A., V01. XVf, p.
appendix C, p. 86,

11 1. Kao, op. air., Vol. I,
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brings before us the list of Dv~dakidit~as.The worship of twelve &&lyaJ
along with nine planets or Navagrahas has played noteworthy role in the
religious life of the Hindus.
"It is roba able that the systematic evolution of this sect both in the
north and the south of India took place in the early post Christian period in
different lines?' ' l J The importance of the cult of S ~ r y aled to a prolific
growth of his icons. Rut before the beginning of any definite cult Siirya was
probably represented by means of various symbols like a wheel, a solar disc,
a lotus flower etc. in the similar manner of the Iranians, which have specially
been considered as "to be of Zoroastrian affiliation." 'l3
I t was believed by scllolars like Coomnraswnmy 'l4 and otllers that
the representation of Siirya appears for the first time in the Bh@ cave
belonging 10 about the second century B. C. The figure in the chariot
drawn by four horses in the cavc was thus identified with Siirya. It was
later on questioned by Gyzni,"' who very appropriately gave a different
interpretation to it. I n this connection hc relates the story in the DivyHvadzna, which speaks something of thc king Mandhala. According to his
opinion the sculpture represents the king himself; whose entcrprises are recorded in the above text.
The latter view has almost reached a general acceptance of the scholars.
The portrayal of S ~ r y aimages in the Indian art has always posed a
question whether the Sun god appenring in variecl costumes has absorbed
something of the alien elements. I t is very logical since we find almost
all the north Indian Siirya irriagcs having i~lvalial>lya pointed cap, tunic,
open coat and high boots. All thcse Seaturcs show that the north Indian
Siirya icon adoptcd in a greater quantity the Ilarlinn clements it1 it, while
its South Indian counterpart remai~leclchaste ancl pure.
The glimpse of the Iranian i~lflue~lceis first noticecl in the sculptures
from Mathura belonging to c. 2nd-3rd century A.D. They are generallyphown
with heavy tunic and high boots which bcar a closer afinity iri feat~rs~with
Iran. I t nppcars that the costiime of S u ~ y aicon was probably influenced
- --
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113. I t i d . , p . 61.
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by the Iranians themselves, whose contacts with India were long drawn.
Coomasaswamy, however, remarks : "it is by no means imposible that the
KusZ~akings, whose attachment to the cults of Fire ( whether Magian or
Indian ) is well known, and who paid special honour to the Sun may have
set up and popularised a form of Siirya image dressed in their own fashion."
Both the views appear to be convincing, but the former appears to be more
appropriate.

"'

Almost all the Siirya icons from Kumaon belong to the late period.
Though the reference to the cult of Siirya goes back to about 5th-6th centuries
of the Christian era-as is evident from the Trile6var copper plates-the
inscriptional evidence does not tell us as to what was the nature of Si3rya cult
in Kumaon. But beacause of a large scale mass popularity of this cult in
Kumaon, images pertaining to this god were carved throughout the region.
However, like the other sculptures, the Siirya images had to face a severe
disaster at the hands of iconoclasts. Despite that, a few representative types
convey in the best possible manner the salient features of Sarya iconography
from this region.
The best preserved images come horn J~geswar,Dwzrah~tand Baijfith.
Excepting one, almost all of them have an identical posture, either in the act
of driving the chariot or standing on the padmapitha, .
The Siirya image from J~geiwar is a noteworthy piece of art. The
three feet high image made on smooth black-stone sta~dsin the S a m a b h ~ g a
attitude on a chariot being drawn by seven horses with Aruna seated on the
central horse. He holds lotus stalks in his two hands. On the bottom side
corners are Davda and Pirigala and the goddess Rajani or Nikshubha. Two
horse-faced Ahins standing in tsibhariga and katihasta poses respectively
mZl2s in their hands. On top corners are carved BrahmZ and Vigqu figures
B r a h m ~holds a pustaka, kamandalu and probably a sruk with the lower right
hand being in the abha~amudra. The back left hand holds some indistinct
object, probably a iarikha. All the above characteristics are also noticed in
the other images from Baijn~th and Dwarahzt. Nevertheless, some elaboration in features and new element visible in these icons are worthy of note.
Besides the common characteristics, a figure-out of the two attendents
Dapda and Pitigala-holds an inkpot in tge Baijn~thimage. Then there are
the other symbolic figures of the Siirya icons, better known as U@ and
Pratyus~. Both of them are in the act of driving the veil of darkness.
116. Conrnaraswamv, A. K . , Hi;/ory of Indian and (fldanrrian Arr, London,
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But another image from DwarahZt displays quite diff'erent features.
m e god is shown standing in Samabhahga on the padmapitha. Similar to
the other images, two associates of Sorya are shown and probably the bearded Phigala holds a "palm leaf and a stele",'17 as if writing somelhing.

A female figure standing in the kalihasta pose in between the legs of
the god remains unidentified. Rao has shown his in ability to identify this
figure in one of the Sorya images from Ajmer. Bhattasali, while describing
the Silryamortis from Bengal, remarks simply that in between the legs "stands
a minature female figure." 'l8 The figure has thus remained unidentified.
But it may be assumed that it roba ably represents one of the god's consorts.
Fesides, the depiction of two horse-faced figures or AJvins in the right and
qtfl corners respe~tively is quite interesting. With these figures all the other
~assbciates of Siirya i.e., Danda, Pii~gala, U$i, Pratyo:s, B r a h m ~and V i ~ n u
are well represented in the present icon.
One notable feature in this image is that almost all the attendants of
god are adorned with long boots, sun discs and armours in the similar manner
of that of the god himself. The Matsya Purdva lays down that the figures of
Danda and Pifigala should be "dressed in the north Indian
This may
mean that they should also be decked like the god himself. The other group
of texts also emphasise &at the gocl should have northerner's dress. This
dfess should also
&l m l e and female attendants. Therefore, the mode
af representation id the above image from Kumaon is not m any way out
of order. At any rw-it totally fulfills the iconographical principles. An
image of the early Gupta period fi.0111Mathura illustrates this feature. The
=h figure as well as the two at~enclan~s
wear boots and lollg coats. nu This
feature, though directly having Iranian afinity, is in accordance with the
M ~ i rules.
k
And the imagc from Kumaon also falls in the same category.

Seated image of Siirya ( Fig. 8 1 )
An image from BaijnHth depicts god seated on his haunches in the chariot
of Seven horses. The accessory deities are well aclorlled as is the usual practice in
all the sun icons. However, the main deity carries some different features.
His long boots are decoratcd g the fringes with geometrical designs. His
kirifa-mukufa is quite unlike the other extant images from the region. It is a
117. R80. ~ p d.,
. Vol. I, Pt. 11, p. 309.
11 8. Ilhal~asali,ap. c i f . , p. I4Q.
119. Rao, ap, rir., Vol. 11, Pt. I, p. 309.
120. nanerjca, B. H . I . , PI. XXIX, Gig. 3,
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round cap with a tapering top. The cap resembles to some extent that of the
seated marble Siirya image from Kishengarh ( Rajputana ).l2' Though eaderin age, one image belonging to the Kufdqa period shows a simikr sitting
posture.lZ2 This particular p~stureseems to have been originally derived from
the sitting posture of the Ku~Zgaking illustralcd by C o o m a r a ~ w a r n y . ~ ~ ~
Almost all the images from Kumaon bear similarity in decorative details.
n~Hl&,hara and a round
The boots, kirita-mukuta, kundalas, keyiiras, ka*as,
halo sometimes like sun disc decorate the images. However, a few dissimilarities
in features are observed in the images. The yajiiopavita in the Siirya icon;
from Baijnath is shown with a marked thickness. This feature is found nowhere
else in the other sculptures from this part. Nevertheless, this is found commonly
in the South Indian Sculpturs. Another noteworthy aspect of this image is
observed in a garment held up folded in both the arms. I t reaches the knee
and the two side-ends fall on the shoulders of the attendants standing on either
side of the god, This trait has again a resemblance to some of the KugW
images. The DwBrahZt image, besides having the usual decorative elements,
bears some additional features. The god is shown wearing an avayahga
( waist girdle ), the lower end of which covers the thighs. In the right side of
his waist there seems to be a sword sheathed inside the belt. The portrayal.
of sword is, nevertheless, a common feature in some of the early Gupta of
Kusana images. One such image from Mathura depicts a dagger "between the
feet fastend to a strap passing through its sheath."'"
With long moustache ,anh
other features, V. S. Agrawala has described it as the image setting up 'la new'
type in Smya iconography borrowed from Iran.yy12sThe image fr& ~ u r n a o 4
though varying in resemblance, may also be taken as its close prototype.
. .
,
a

'-

The above discussion shows that the tradition of fashioning the S ~ r y h
icons developed greatly during the Kusiina and the Gupta periods. Th*
very mode was handed down to the sculptor in the subsequent centuries.
Because of this reason the Kumaon sculpture of SDrya even after such. a
long time turned out to be a true copy of its predecessors.
1 2 1 . Rao, ap. c i l , PI. XXLX, Fig. 3.
122. Diskalkar, "Some nrallmani~alSculprures in the hla~hurahluseum", J . U. P. H. S., Vol. V.
Pt. I, PI. 12, Fig. 111.
123. Coornaraswamy, op. cit., PI. XVLII,Fig. 6 2 .

124. Agrawala, V. S., "A Ca!alogue or the Brahsmanical lmages in Ma~hura~ r t " ,3. U.
Vol. XXLI. Pts.1-2-1049, p. 167.
1 2 6 . Ibid.
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These icons from Kumaon belong to different periods. The difference
iq however, not much. In other words, they roughly belong to a ti~nescale of
three centuries. The image from Jiigeiwar is a fine specimen of art. On
stylistic consideration thus this image may be assigned to c. 8th century A. D.
O n the pedastal are inscribed a few namzs including that of 'Raul Jogi' in the
N ~ g a dcharacter of about 13-14th century. This seems to have beenla later
forgery as the evidence goes agaillst the characteristics of the icon. The other
image from Baij~lrithshows profuseness in ornamentation, dresses etc. On this basis
therefore the icon belongs to c. l lth century A. D. The image from Dwarahat
is more elaborate. The god is lavishly decorated. Besides, many figures flanking
the god are shown in the image as if attending on him. The supreme sublimity
is diminished clearly in this image. These characteristics put it to be of c. 12th
century A. D. The other seated image from Baijn2tl1, due to its most similar
features, also belongs to the same period.
The S ~ r y icons
a
unlike the other images contain fewer South ~Indian
traits. Though an earlier image of Siirya-described in the preceding pages-bears
a little similarity in yajiio~avitaw i h the South Indian type, this cannot be
taken as of great significance. The reason for the purity of' Sclrya icon from
Kumaon cannot be stated at the present stage, However, it may be assumed
that the Kumaon icons remained purely north Indian, since the cult of S ~ r y a
grew and developed in the north. Several foreign elements got their
absorption along with the Indian features. Another reason may be that the
sculptor became probably well versed with the kstrik rules laid for the north
Indian S ~ r y aicons. And finally, it appears that the priests and other south
Indian immigrants did not intentionally interfere in the development of Sorya
iconography-the reason being that they might have been more Saivite and
Vaigpavite rather than following the S ~ r y acult.
fiuvagra ha

The antiquity of Navagralia worship in Iridia cannot be ascertained with
definiteness. It can be, however, presumed that the worship of the 'grahas'
along with the twelve Adityas came to occupy a very important place in the
religious life of the Hindus, though it can also be adniittecl that the promi~lence
of Navagrahas reached higher only after the 5th century A. D.
Various texts, such as tllc Y ~ j ~ a v a l k y a s i i ~ r aVijnu-.lllarmottara,
,
A g n i p u r ~ ~Silparatna,
a,
etc. describe the forms o l the nine plancts in diRcrent
manner. Stone slabs depicting these 'grallass wcrc uscd as lintels in the
mediaeval temples of India. Tllc earliest instance of this nature comes fiom
BhubaneSvar temples belonging to the 8th-9th ceutul-y A. D.

In the region of Kumaon a few instances of the existance of N a v a p h a
slabs can be cited. T h e Gujar Deo temple at Dwzmhzt contains a dab
representing these planets. They all are disfigured and any remark about them
is not possible from their psesent condition. Then, as referred to before, the
Adbadari image comprises these 'grahas' on top of the Sri-chakra.
But the slab ( Fig. 82 ) with outstanding prescrvalion and consisting of
all the nine plariets comes from JageSwar. All the figures in it stand in a row.
Standing from right to left are Sorya, Soma, Bhauma, Budha, Guru, Sukra,
Qani, Rahu and Ketu.
Siirya is depicted in abhailga pose with two lotus stalks held by the
upraised hands. H e is decked with the kirifa-mukuta, ku~dalas, ldra,
yajiiopavita, kankaqas, and Katistitra. The kirita-mukuta covers the
braided jata.
Bhauma in the similar posture holds a kamaqdalu in the left hand and
the right hand is held in the same mudrz as of the earlier figure. He resembles
the soma figure. However, his mukuta slightly differs by the addition of a
disc on top.
T h e fifth figure of Guru is represented in the dvibhanga pose with a
kamaqdalu held by the left hand. The right hand is held in the abhayamudrii.
Other features go well with the Soma figure.
T h e sixth and seventh i. e., Sukra and Sani bear a st~ikingidentity with
the earlier figures in almost all the details.
Ncxt to them, Rshu appears differently only with his bust. A grinning
face embodies his nature. His hair tied up in a bunch of spiral coils rise up and
the hands are in the tarpai?a mudrs.
Ketu in the present slab is depicted comparatively dwa~f. Standing with
acjalihasta pose, he is decked with round kuydalas and hara. Benerjea is of
the view that in the architectural use of the planets panels depicting I k t u are
of later period. Citing the corroborative evidence of the shrines at BhubaneSvar,
he says that the earlier period contains only the figures of eight grahas.
A simibr slab coming fiom the woscestor Museum is illustrated by Saraswati.lL7
It appears that this belongs to h e early mediaeval period, while the Jsgeiwar
slab to about 9th-10th century A. D. The absence of Ketu in the former,
while the presence in the latter make us to accept the view or Banerjea. It
126. Eaneriea, op. sit., p. 4 4 4 .
1 2 7 . Saraswati S. K., Ths Slruggicjor Empire, Vol. V, P1. L. ( The slab originany comes from Uttar
Pradesh ).
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seems that the emergence of Ketu in the Indian art abng with other planets
took place in about the beginning of 9th century A. D

Garuda ( Figs. 83, 84 and 85 )
Garuda or Garutman, the mount of Viggu is included in t l ~ eSgtvata list
of the thirty-nine incarnations. The Rgvedic hymn extols him as endowed
with beautiful wings. H e is known with various names in the later epic and
P ~ ~ . ~litcraturc.
i~ic
The Garuda motirs in the early Indian art are noteworthy, [or in -the
earliest period he is depicted as a huge parrot-like bird with due emphasis on
some of his physical features. The later stage is non-bird. The first stage of
him is discernible from the Gupta coins. The later development of non-bird
where he is shown as having
is described in the $rifatuanidhi and dilparalna,
two arms.
The mediaeval G a r u h images are divided into two classes: One showing
him as Visl~u'smount and the other where he is represented independently.
From tlie region of Kurnaon both the above types of Garuda figures have
beell nolicecl, Tlie Vigpu icons from here present him generally standing at
the fringe in the posture of adoration. However, one or two instances can be
forwardetl that the images from Dwiirahal and Baijniith have depicted him as
an actual mou~ltof Vi$iJu.
About three independent icons of Garuda in a well preserved condition
are reported horn Baijnath, Abdadari and Srinagar.
Thcse images carry the characteristic features of different ages.
'The Gal uda image from Adbadari depicts him as kneeling on his lert leg
in alijali pose. H e is decked with hzra, m&, sarpa kundalas, keyiiras,
kaiikapas, a waist garmcilt and katisiitra. The locks are spread in the form of
a halo bchincl his head, thus making a background for it. The beard,
moustache and the wings are eminently displayed. Besides, the image has a
few morc elaborate features. They are two female figures standing on either
side in the tsibhailg pose each of them bearing a chauri ( fly-whisk ), and the
top corilers clepict flying Vidyzdharas carrying malas.
Tlie above features in the icon are noteworthy. The other Garuda
images from Kumaon as also in somc other mediaeval sculptures from other
parts of Iixlia do not carry these features. There seems to be no specific
descriptioil about these cletals even in the iconographical texts. The only
128. Rao, op.cir., Vol. 1, p. 286.

assumption may, therefke, be forwarded that the importance of Garuga as a
deity reached its high water mark in Kumaon during the late 10-1 lth century
A. D., and the extant evidenae proves that ev& independent shrines wer;
attributed to this god. 12@
The other image from Baijn~th is alw well preserved. It bears many
similar traits of the earlier icon. But there are a few variations as well. T h c
hair tied stylistically with intertwined locks go from one end to the other.
Besides, one under garment, probably a dhoti adorns him. In association with
the main figure, there are two more figures in the right and left corners or the
image. Top corners depict in the same manncr, as with the fomcr icon,
flying Vidy~dharaswith mZl%.
TWO
more specimens are noticed at $rinagar. One cf them is placed
before a Viznu shrine, while the other is actually enshrined in a small shrine.
Both of them are interesting since they difer in representation. The first icon
depicts the figure covered with an umbrella, while the other is shown with the
wings and a cobra rising up from beneath the knees.
All these Garu* icons belong to different periods. The process of
development is well marked in them. The first icon frorn Adbadari belonging
to the 10th century 130 depicts him with wings and two standing attendants.
The decoration is plain and simple. The second image from Baijniitli inscribed
in the 12th century character carries varied elements. The wings are invisible
while the attendants, instead of standing are shown seated. The figure is
profusely adornd. The elelnents in the Srinagar images are also noteworthy.
The first image placed before the Visqu shrine simply shows an umbrella above
his head, but the other has some interesting features T h e Garuda figure has
wings and is endowed with necklace, kuptjalas and a small mukuia with a
stylistic top edge. Apart from it, the figure is depicted in the aiijalihasta pose
carrying probably a pot of nector with in his palms?31 The feats of -stealing
-- -

--. -.- -

129. There is a small shrine at grbagnr attributed to this g d s which appean to have b e n built in
the late 17th-18th century A. D. Usually the small shrinea at~ributed to Caruda s ~ a n d
before the Vig"u
shrina, a trait which ia in conformity with lhe required order, but here it ir
..
independent.
130. It bears an inscription on the pedartal, which though not legible, aupplies us the date aa
Sarnvat 900. With the abscncc of era. it is not porrihle to decide whether 11 belangs to Saka
In Kumaon both the eras have been used in the inscriptions. The earlier,
or Vikrama era
nevertheleu, predominated. And so, ir the above is taken lu $aka era, the image may be
placed in 978. A, D.
131. ProT G . Tucci has sugguted to me in one of his letten thst the elemcnls in the Garuda icons
from Flaijnath and Adbadari appear to be the product of Rajarthani art. The point is very
I n t k esr3y and Late m e d i m 1 per'bdbccaw d pdtical unstability several
Strong.
communitia f r a the d a b appear to have a'Q&ed to tbe remote oorners of the Himalayas.
The Raiasthani and Gujara1i immigndon w e relatively more. Hence the influence on the
art and architeclure ofKumaon wtu quite obvious.
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the nectar by Garuda are narrated ill the Mah2bh2rata. Hence the present
hypothesis may be correct.
These four images may be chronologically placed on stylistic cornidera.
tions. Since the bird represented the earliest form of Garuda, the wings may
be taken as the remnant of his early nature. The Adbadari image belonging
to 978 A. D. has wings, while the latter from Baijn~thbelonging toc. 12th
century is devoid of this characteristic.
The above consideration thus puts both the $,inagar images respectively
to the l lth and 13th century A. D.
Kubera ( Fig 86. )
Kubera, the king of the Yaksas, has been described in various texts.
"In the developed mythology of later times he was also the Guardian of the
northern quarter ( Uttaradikapati )".l3' Thus being the Guardians of the
Eight Quarters ( AstadikapHlas ) as well, various texts describe his iconic types.
Some of the Vedic gods like Indra, Agni, Vayu, Varupa etc. were his associates
in the set up and so, quite obviously, he commanded a sufficient iconographic
attention. Thus, for him also thcre are some iconographical principles and the
observance of these has been taken into consideration while carving his images.
The earliest allusions to the Yaksas along with Kubera is to be "found in
the Atharvaveda" Is3 where Kubera is mentioned as the king of the yaksas.
T h e sculptures of Kubera have been noticed in India from quite an early
past. Since the Yaksas as a whole had long antiquity in the mythological
literature, it was obvious that the sculptures pcstaining to them were carved
even before thc early centuries of the Christian era. He appears to have his
representation from the pre-Christian period. Reference may be made in this
connection to the capital of a stone column in the form of a banyan tree
discovered at Besnagar. Bags and vages overflowing with coins are represented
under the tree ; a conch-shell and a lotus flower, similarly discharging coins in
the other side of the tree have been identified by Coomaraswamy with his
( Kubera9s) two nidhis i. e. Sankha and padma. This batlyan tree is clated
to the 3rd century B. C.134
132. raner;ea, ap. d~.,
p. 3 3 7 .
1 3 3 . Banerice, op. ail., p. 3 3 7 .
1 3 4 . Cmrnaraswamy, A. K. r a k ~ h a r ,1931, Pt. 11, p. 7 2 . PI. I, Cunningham had also associated
it with the Yaksha cult. Panerjea however haa not acccptcd i t and took i t to be asvociated
with T.akshmi and finally a reprewntarlon of nhagwata cult. See l'anerjea, J. N., Religion
in Art anrl Archaeology ( Vaisr;lavirm and saivism ) 1968, p. 11,
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A matter of prime consideration is that the Jaina canonical literature ab
enumerates something about the yakgas. The Kubera is also known as VaiJravapa
and Jambhala in the Buddhist mythology. In his Buddhist prototype he
holds a mongoose vomiting jewels.
Kumaon is full of Kubera sculptures. Most of them are in mutilated
condition. T h e representative types, are, however, worthy of description and
both of them come from Baijnath. One of them in a good condition p-nb
well defined characteristics of Kubera. Seated on a cushioned throne in the
ardhaparyafika posture he holds by his left hand a tiny mongoose placed on his
thigh. By the right hand he holds a bowl up. He is endowed with a ratna
kundala in right ear, while the left is adorned with a round one. He wears a
small mukuta, which partially covers his intertwined locks, h;ira, kankanas,
keyiiras, bejewelled m312 and a dhoti ( loin cloth ), which covers his right knee.
A halo with lotus design is seen behind the head. A pot kept beside him indicates his nidhi. T o the right side stands a female figure, probably his consort
Riddhi, with a vase in her hands.
The features of this Kubera icon have resemblance to that its prototype
Jambhala bf the Buddhist pantheon by the mongoose it possesses. T o be more
specific, it has a little resemblance to the Jambhala image in the Indian Museum.l=
The other image carries almost the similar features. But the mode of
presentation has slightly changed. The excelleilce in the outwardly appearance
has diminished. An additional feature is that the image is shown with flying
gandharvas hovering in the sky with mH1Ps.
Both the icons belong t o two different periods. The first is inscribed on
the pedastal in the 8th century character. 130 The second image on stylistic
considerations belongs to c. 12th century A. D.
Jaina Iconograkhy
IYe do not have much from this region pertaining to Jaina iconography. In
the whole of the region, Dwgrahgt has only to say something about its existence.
Apart from other extant traces of Jainism, there is one beautiful image
( Fig. 87. ) of P ~ s i v a n ~ t hata DwSrahZt. The sculpture is shaped like a niche
containing in its centre the main figure seated in dhygnssana under a seven
hooded snake canopy. The right hand is placed over the left on the lap,
with the palm upturned. There are two figures on the left and right. They
may be taken as the two chSmara bearers. The entire sculpture is well
1 4 5 . Dane-i, H . D., Earfern Indian School of hlsdiaerrol Scrrll,lurer, A. S . Itnpcrial Serisr,

Ph. XXXVI-

XLVII, Big. C.
136.

I t contains the following inscription.

ghatit+

24

1.

( Asma Satradhxra SKI JayanPgasya Puire?a Anandha
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decorated with tablets and diamonds and the upper part shows the leaves of
some tree. It may probably be the deocliira ( or Devadau ) which is c o d e r e d
m his Kevala-tree. Is7
This image belongs to about the 13th century A. D. The insphatian af
fashioning the Jaina icon has probably come from Gujarat and Rqjputana.
As this might have happened only after the 12th-13th century, the present
image may also be placed contemporary with it.

Conclz~sion
A study of the icons in Kumao~lhelps us to make certain general
observations which may be summarised below.
We have no traces of the early sculptures from Kumaon. The reason
probably being that almost all of them were made of some perishable material
like wood and clay. Though there is no evidence today of the survival of this
type of images, a solitary wooden sculpture at Champawat la9 testifies that the
practice of making the images in such material was probably common in
Kumaon and the adjoining hilly parts.
From the Gupta period onwards sculptures were produced in a large
number. But the actual inception of the prolific production of sculptures toak
place only in about the 7th and 6th centuries of the Christian era. All these
sculptures carry some of the Gupta characteristics nicely.
The period beginning from the 8th to the 14th-15th century witnessed
a remarkable growth in the sculptural wealth of Kumaon. The cause of
the momentiim may be the emergence of the Katyuri and the Chand
dynasties In the region. They were liberal and enlightened dynasties and
may be well credited to have advancetl forth the growth of art and architecture
quite stupendously.
One of the notable features of the reigns of these two dynasties is that
with the augmentation of icons many new and varied ideals were incorporated.
The result was that several complexities are noticed in the icons from Kumaon.
It appears that they very unhesitatirlgly accepted the alien ideas in their
religious life. The influence appears to have come from almost all the directions.
South India particularly influenced some of the h i v a centres of Kurnaon.
Noteworthy among them are Kerlarnath and GopeSwar. In the later centuries
Gujarat and Rajputana greatly influencecl the art of Kumaon.
.

1 3 7 . Ilhattacharya,

0).

c i f . , p. 82.

1 3 8 . See Architecture Chapter for details.

149. I t was noticed by ttle author during his exploratory tour, but its perishable n@ure hac tohlly
dishgured i t .

As is indicated, almost all tbc extant images belong either to S i v a or
Vaiggava pantheon. Not any Buddha image has comc across, though the
discovcry of one such near Hardwar has been reported a few ycars I~ack.
The Jainas have also left comparatively little.

If we view carefully the periodic trends in Kumaon art and architecture
we shall be able to say tl~atpolitical as well as religious conditious OS the region
had greater impact on these branches in a definilc succession. But one notable
feature of Kumaon art was that polytheism rather than monotheism became the
core of the social set-up. The principal deity was reverred as much as wrrs the
subordinate deity. This needs no elaboration, but it is necessary to say tlnt
fbr all such elements in the entire western Himalayan region folk appeal and
iaterest played a significant role in various ages.

140. The au~horhas not teen able to examine It.

CHAPTER V1
EPIGRAPHY AND NUMISMATICS
SECTION I
Epigraphy
There seems to be a dearth of epigraphical material in Kumaon.
Whatever of some value we have got at present, is in the shape of a few copper
plates, which have been published by various scholars. There are hardly two
or three stone inscriptions also. Only on the basis of this data, it is possible to
know something of Kumaon history. But the above epigraphical evidence as a
source of hislory comes to us only after the 6th century il. D.
T h e earliest grants available ill Icumaon are the two TAeSvar copper
plates belonging roughly to about 6th century A. D. Following them are five
other copper plates.ancI a pra8asti, all belonging to the Katyuris.
Besides these inscriptions, there are a few more from Kumaon and
Dehradun, though their utility, so far as the history is concerned, seems to be
quite insignificant. The first and foremost among them is the KZlsi Rock
edicts of Ahoka. Though the inscriptioll does not directly reflect anything on
the history and culture of Kumaon or Dehradun, its presence in the region is,
nevertheless, notewortliy.
So before taking up anything ill details about the copper plates and
prahastis, we should first put chroiiologic;llly all thc eslant records in Kumaon
and Dehradun.
I. The Iciilsi Rock-cdicts of ASoka.
11. Devapray3g Briihmi iriscriptions ( 21al to die 5th cc~~tuuy
A. D. )
111. LZkhHlnar?dalfragrnentry slone inscription of thc Gupta period.
I V . Silavarman3sinscription at Jagatgr"n ( 4th century A. D. )
V. Two Tiileivnr copper plate grants ( 6111 C C I ~ ~ L I S A.
Y D. )
VI. The Kasar Devi Rock inscription ( 6th ceiltury A. D. )
VII. The P ~ ~ ~ ~ i k e i \ l a of
r Lalitasura D c v a Year-I! l
VIII. The Par,ylulicivar Platc of I,alitasuri~,dcva Year-22
1X. The Uiigedwar storic inscription of H h ~ i l c v (~ 9th
. ceritury A. D. )
X. The Par?dukeAvar Plate of Padniatadeva Year-25
XI. The Pa~cjukeiarPlate of Subhikvar~jadevaYear-4
XII. The LZkhZmaydal PraSasti
XIII. The BZrhiit and Copeswar inscriptions.
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Apart from the published material, a few epigraphs were newly a v e r e d
by the author in Kumaon. They are as follows :
I. Two Briihmi and Tibetan inscriptions from Man3 in Badaringth
( C. 5th-6th century A. D. )
11. Kasiir Devi Rock' inscription near Almora ( 6th century A. D. )
111. Kiilitnatb PraSasti ( c. l l th century A. D. )

Description of Various Inscti/tionr
The third copy of the fourteen Rock Edict.s of Aboka is 'engraved on a
huge boulder of quartz on the right bank of riverJamuna at K~lsi,which is
about twenty miles to the west of Dehradun town. T h e boulder is 10 feet
long, 10 feet high and about 8 feet thick at the bottom. The main inscription
is engraved on the smoothened surface, which measures 5 feet in height, with a
breadth of 5 112 feet ......on the right hand side an elephant is traced in outli~ie.~

The-Script
T h e script in the Kzlsi Rock Edicts is Br~hrnialld tlie language Priikrit.
The chief characteristics of the Kalsi alphabets are that the "letter kh has a
loop at the bottom... A similar loop is found occasionally in the centre of g.
The end of an edict is marked by symbol resembling a crescent. From Edict
X the characters get larger and the two letters j and sh are frequently used ......
Is a few lines of the first part of the Kalsi inscription ( 29, 33-36, 39 ) the
punctuation mark, which occurs once in each of 11, 13, 25, 3 1 is employed
repeatedly. Many times, the same mark is found iu the Sahasr~mand Maski
rock-inscriptions.
Almost all the inscriptions of ASoka carry marked variations. The
palaeography of these inscriptio~lscontain the following traits4 :
I. Wide variations in the form of letters-Majody of lctters have
diKerent forms. Tliis shows that they were developcd in different times and
localities.

...

11. Local varieties-They were broadly the Northern and the Southern
and also some other regional varieties.
111. Cursive and advanced forms of letters-The letter possesses an
ornanlental as well as a cursive form. This is particularly noticed in the
northern class of alphabets.
----

.-.-

.-

p
-

l . I. A . R . , 1 0 6 1 , p . 4 8 .
2 . Hul~zsch,E . , lnrsrip~ionjof Aiaka, C . l . I.,
3. Hultzsch, ap. s i t . , p. XI
4.

Vol.

1-1926, p. XL.

Pandcy, R. T1., Indian Polasogrophy, Pt. I . Ranar~a-1962-P. 1 7.
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The most noteworthy aspect among all of his inscriptions is the local
variations. '(The southern variety is most strongly expressed in the G i r n ~ ar d
!$iddapura edicts.'. ' But there are slight differences in the aforesaid inscriptions
from those of Dhauli and Jaugada. Even the writing in the northern version
is not quite homogeneous. The pillar edicts of Allahabad, Mathia, Nigliva,
Padeia, Radhia and RZmputvZ form one very closely connected set, in which
only occasioilally minute differences can be traced B... ...But very peculiar and
altogether different is the writing of the rock edicts of Icalsi, with which some
letters on the coins of Agathocles and Pantaleon agrec. Perhaps it is possible
to speak also of a north-western variety of the older Maurya alphabet.'"
Thus it appears that the fuller growth of tlie existing local varieties was
not ably materialized because the edicts were incised under peculiar circumstances. Firstly, all of them were drawn in the Imperial Secretariate at
P~taliputraand then forwarded to the provincial governor. "As the ditTerences
in the grammatical forms and small alterations in the text indicate, the edicts
were copied by the provincial clerks before they came into the hands of the
stone masons. I t is a matter of course that the scribes of the R~jukas,in
copying them, were influenced by the forms of the letters in the originals,
and that they immitated them, be it involuntarily or out of respect for the
head office."
But inspite of all the probable efforts for maintaining purity in the
inscriptions, local influence can be clearly distinguished from all the inscriptions
of Aioka.
I n the ICAlsi edicts itself, there are some features which may be taken as
of local origin. The frequent use of s and SA after tlie X edict may be taken
as the remniscent of local influence. This particular alphabet occurs once
again in the plate of Padrnatadeva from PaI?\lukeSvar 'J without any consideration for the proper use of S, 5 and i or sh. In tlie entire ~umaon-Garhwal
and Dehradun the usc of 4 ant1 sh became very frequent and its assimilation
was so deep rooted that even today tlieie is no distinction between s and 4 or sh
among the people of this region.
Some of the later inscriptions from Kuinaon and Dehradun exhibit
.
p

---

--

- - --

--

--

6 . 13uhler, G . , Indiur~Palacogropl~, Cal. 19 6 9 , p. 51.
6. Another Rock Edict recently discovered at Mirzapur may also be interesting from this point ol
view. Its early publication is awaited.
7 . Buhler, G . . op. e i l . , p. 6 2 .
8. Buhler, op. cir., p. 6 1 .
Q. Sircar, op. ci;., p. 284. ( referred to in Chapter I1 )
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resemblance to the traits of A4okan inqcription, and particularly to the K~l.lsr
edicts. Noteworthy among them are the Devapray~g Brzhmi inscriptions of
2nd to the 5th '' century A. D. and the LZkh3madal l1 P r a h t i The formar
contains alphabets with ornamental and angular features. Then we notice as
many as three forms of J. The latter, though belonging to a later period,
contains highly ornamental mit-rzs. These all the features remind us of the
traits found in the Msuryan inscriptions. Hence it may be said tllat the
subsequent dwelopmellt of script in Kumaon and Dehradun w a markedly
influenced by the Mauryan inscriptions, an1 particularly that by the
#Xlsi edicts
The date of the accession of ASoka has received a wide treatment from
various Indian and foreign scholars. According to one view it took place in
273 B. C.,1%hile the other puts him to 269 B. C.13 Whichever date is chose~q
it appears that the edicts at Kzlsi were engrave 1 somctime from 263 B. C. to
B. C. 259, because we are told in line 22 of this insc~.iption at K.2lsi h n t ten
years after the coronation, he ( ASoka )... ... went to Snmbodhi ...l4

... ...

...

Devaprayiig Brdhrni Inscriptions
After the Asokan Rock edicts at Kalsi, the Devapraysg Urihmi inscriptions are interesting. Tlie inscriptions, containing personal and a few place
names, are all about forty, They consist of three types of script, know11 as the
Brihmi, ornamental Brahmi and the later Devanagari.
The characteristic peculiarity of the ornamental type is that a 'cone is
placed on the top of some of the letters. "The flat and angular bases of d, m,
v and h, etc. in some of the inscriptions indicate an early period."
In otliers
we notice what is known as the nail-headed or acute angled variety ofthe late
B r ~ h m script.
i
Some of the letters like m, s and h are throughout of the
so-called southern variety. They have resemblance to the alphabets of Erar?
stone inscription of Samudragup~a. Such letters, according to J. F. Fleet,
represent "a variety with southern characteristics of the central Indian
Alphabet,), l"whicl~
may roughly be assigned to about 4th century A. D.

''

10. Chhabra, n. Ch. "f)evapray~g nrahlnr ~ n s c r i ~ t i o nE ~. 'I.. VoL XXX. p. 134.
11. Rijhler, C . , "The Praiasli of the Temple a1 ~ r i k h ~ m a ~ $ aE.l "1.9 Vol. 1, P- 10.
12. Mookerjl, R. K.,The Age of trnptriol Unity, p. 88.
13. 'Thapar, Romila, ~ ; and~ ~ hkrDcclins
~
qf lhr AIuuryar, Oxford Univenity-186 1, P. 33 and
Smith, V. A . , Alaka, Oxford, 1001, P. 65.
Piyadasi laja das ( a ) vaslbhisite, samlam

14. DevxnaApiya

Hulr~sch,bp. cit., P. 46.
16. Chhabra, op. d.,
p. 1 3 3.

16. C . I . I , , \ ' o l . I I l , p . 18.

mukbamiths d b d h i .
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T h e editor of the inscriptions further argues that the Devaprayzl
alphabets with such type cannot be akin to central Indian, "since these
inscriptions are in tile north.yy'l The view cannot, however, be accepted
D. C. Sircar has very rightly refuted the contention by remarkirlg tha
ccsuch records found at various places of pilgrimage were generally inciset
by pilgrim5 coming from a distance.H18 I n the light of the above observation
it may be further added that the inscriptions with sucll traits at Devapray~i
were probably caused to be engraved by pilgrims visiting from central Indk
or the present Madhya Pradesh. And therefore, there should be no doubt tc
take this type of alphabets in the Devaprayzg inscriptions as the central Indiar:
variety of the southern characteristics.
As regards the date of these inscriptions, the editor, on the basis of the
aforesaid palaeographical considerations, has placed them to "a period ranging
Sircar does not agree with the above
from the 2nd to thc 5th century A.
view and propounds that none of them belongs to a date much earlier than
the fourth century A. D.
I t is, however, difficult to accept latter's view
because the basis of the former's view is the epigraph No. 18 which bears a
tripartite form of subscript y. Though he cites that the same sign occurs in
the South Indian Middle Brzllmi records, which is roughly assigned to 3rd or
4th century A. D.,2l it is difficult to accept that every inscription at Devapray2g
bears a southern characteristic. Instead, we may say that the trait of several
forms of a letter in the inscriptions has its origin in the AQokanRock edicts, and
particularly that in the Kzlsi Rock edicts, which because of its nearness might
be taken as a precursor of this particular feature in the Dcvaprayzg Brghmi
inscription.

"

2filavarmanjs inscription at Jagatgram
The inscription is on the bricks excavated from the Agvamedha site.
T h e palaeography of the inscription clearly exhibits a transition period
in the B r ~ h m script
i
"when both earlier and later forms of ma and associativeya
occurred side by side." " On this basis the inscription rnay be placed between
250 and 300 A. D. 23
17. Chl~abra,op a i l . , p . 1 4 3 .
18. Sircar, D. C., " ~ o m e[nscriplioua from U. P.", E. I. XXXIV, Pt. V, p. 2 4 3.
10. Chhabra, ep. tit., P. 1 3 3,
20. Sircar, op. cit., p. 2 4 3 .
21. Ibid. n. 2

2 2 . 1. A. R., 1 9 6 4 - 6 , p. 11.
2 3 . Ibid.
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The inscription opens with an auspicious preamble. This is the first
instance of a classical style in the region of Kumaon and Dehra Dun, when
'Siddham' was used in the opening line of an inscription. The antiquity of a
preamble goes back to the most ancient past, when in Diryduaddna the "echo of
this tradition is found in a story." 24

The Ldkhiima?zdal_Fagmentry inscrifition
Another inscription from a nearby place, known as the LHkh~mandal
fragmentry inscription, comes to us whith a little similarity to the former. I t
contains the Gupta BrHhmi script of about 5th century A. D. The language
is Sanskrit. Its composition is in verse, the meter being in the Va~antatilaka.~~
"The forms of initial I and y as clearly seen in line 4 and line 7 respectively are definite indications of the early charter of the script employed." '6
The preamble Siddham is again noticed in this inscription. The inscrip
tion contains a n invocatory verse, where in the author makes obeisance to
N ~ g e n d r a t a n a yi.~e. Parvati.
The Kasiir Devi Rock inscription
T h e inscription is engraved on a boulder about five miles north east of
Almora town on the top of a hillock near the modern temple of Kasardevi.
"The characters of the letters which are each about four inches in height,
exhibit a n admixture of the North Indian script and the South Indian alphabet
of the Telugu-Kannada speaking area of about the 6th century A. D." 27 The
present author disagrees with the above observation. From the personal
observation2%t the site and on further study, it appears that the Kasnr Devi
inscription has a sharp resemblance to the Kutila variety of the north." This
'triangle headed) script has been wrongly taken by the learned editor as the
P
P
-

24. Chhal~ra,B. Ch., D i \ ~ l o ~ n o ! iar j S o n ~ k r i tCopper filofc granis-196 I , p . 7 .

( I t makes its hrst appearance in the inscriptions of the Satavahrnat and Ksaharstround at Junnar, hiahad, Kud, Karle, Shelarwadi and Nasik. "The use of this formula spread

from Maharashtra and Andhra during the h n t three centuries A. D.

Even the foreign powcn

......

like the Kr~shlnasand W. Ksarrapas adopted this auspicious Ibrmula
Mathura became a
good centre of this formula and the Guptas found and adopted it here." With their rule it
extended over the North and the East of India. )
See Pandey, op,

sit.,

pp. 1 4 6 - 4 6 .

2 6 . Chhabra, ap. sit., p 8 0 ( referred to in Chapter 11 )
2 6 . Ibid.
27. Sircar, D. C., "Inscription at K a l r DCVI" E . 1. XXXIV, Pt. V, p. 2 4 8 .
2 8 . l . A . R . , 1961, p. 4 9 .
29. Ojha, G. H., Pr~shinBharataa Lipimilla, p. 6 2 . Pls. XVII-XYIII,
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script of the Telugu-Kannada speaking area, which usually has a roundish
feature quite contrary to the triangular headed kutila 3' of the north.
More important than these are the copper plate grants from Kumaon.
As they are the best source of our history, it is essential to know about them
in details.

The two TiileSvar Copper plate grants
These copper plates were discovered at Taleivar sometime back in 1915
a t something less than one foot below the surface, while digging the foundations
for an ordinary ~aIl.~"'Plate A measures roughly 1' 4,:r", 11;" and 1'
in breadth, and the plate B is roughly 1' 1;" in length and 111-:l'
in breadth." s3
The alphabet of the seals is comparatively early than that of the plates.
And it may be rightly said that the former has many characteristics in common
with the Gupta script. The Gupta traits may be summarily pointed out.
( a ) The lower parts of the right hand verticals of ga, Ja and ka are
about double the length of the akshras without vertical.s4
( b ) The third horizontal line of ja slants downwards.
( c ) The cross bar replaces the dot in the case of tha in line 3.
( d ) The transitional form ofya occurs in the seals.
( e ) The right hand portion of sa and pa shows an acute angle.
The records on the plates show later characteristics than the alphabets
on the seals. They scem to be in the transition stage. "The letters slopc from
right to left. Those worth noticing are : U, ka, tha, dhn, na, mu, ya, sa," " etc.
Particularly ka has a loop to the left such as is generally observable in the
1atter.half of the sixth and the first half of the Seventh century. This resembles
the LZkhZmandal ka very much ( for instance Sakala 1. T/za also goes very
near to the Lzkh%mar?dal/ha. Similar is the case wilh dha and Iza also.
But the language of the plates is somewhat ungrammntical Sanskrit. It is

+:"

3 0 . Ibid.. p . 0 4 .
31. The term ku!ila

variely has been discarded I,y I!iilller ancl lie calls i t inslead an acuteangled variety. But the present use of i t does not have any rela~iclnwith the controversy.
See Riihler, ap. r i t . , p. 6 9 .
3 2 . Gupte, bp. cit., p. 109. ( rererred to in Chapter 11 )
33. Ibid.
3 4 . The characleristics as sllown 1)y I!uhlar resemble thc present scrip1 used on the seals. Sce
Cutrler, OF. c i f . , p. 6 6 .
3 6 , Gupte, op. d . , p. l 13.
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noteworthy that va has throughout been written for ba and the alphabets
like a, k a and ta are often doubled before 1x4. For example, we notice kkray
and yiiitra.
Ii3ra : T h e plates arc stated to have been issued from Brahmapura. They,
howcver, give us vague dates. The first plate issued by Dyutivarman
supplies us the date as "the 30th day of the month of P a u h of the fifth year of
the reign.)) 3G The scco~ld charter issued by king Visnuvarrnan is dated "the
5th day of the ( month o f ) hlgrgga ( iirsha ) of the 28th year of the reign."
Both the eras are incapable of being put into known eras for want of more
specific information.

.

The dates of the charters have been assigned on the basis of palaeography.
Because of the resemblance of alphabets to the Gupta script, the editor has
placed the seals to the latter half of the 4th century A. D.38 The script of the
plates, bearing some later elements, belong to almut the middle of the sixth
century A. D.39
Style and Matter
As stated earlier, the grants bear features of the Gupta script. The
charters are in prose and start with the description of the dynastic rulers.
But in between we get several expressions similar to the Gupta inscriptions.*
Apart from it in Plate 11, there are quotations from Vyiisa, which are never
theless, incorrect and incornplete!l
From the contents it appears that the
charters are both donative and commemorative. This is clearly indicated in
Plate I1 that the purpose of issuing the copper plate is to perpetuate the
memory by specifying the names of the land given for religious merits and
fame of the kinge2

Invocation and Mythological allusions
Tlie chartcrs open up wich the usual prcamble and then begin comparisoli of the city of Brahmapura with that of Purandara ( or Indra ). In
Plate I1 thc king has been compared with Visgu not directly, but 'as the
Gupte,

3.d . ,p.

12 1 .

I b i d , , p. 12 1 .
I b i d . , p. 1 1 2 .
Ibid., p. 1 3 3 .

Tat-p5da

......and Paramabha!srka rnah~r~j?jadhir?ia,etc.
...

Vindya-~cpvishv... a t o y 2 ~iushkako!aravlsinah
~
and krish?ahayobhi ( Ili ) jZynntU ya Uluhc
pam IruryJt-ra paiicha mahapalaka samyukta\ syXd. Guptc, ap. sir., p. 1 1 1.
Tannzrna samaropanIinusrnarana
etc. See Gupte, up. s i l , p. 1 18, L. I l .

......
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weilder of the disc.'43 Besides, the charters give mythological allusions to lord
V i r a p ~ b v a r awhich
,~
probably represented Siva.

Emblems
Both the plates, as stated already, are soldered with oval seals or about 5"
diameter having a recumbant bull, the head of which is turned right over the
left shoulder. Below it there is a four lined lcgend giving the name of the
ruler and his ancestoral genealogy. Refore the bull there is either a fish or a
tortoise and below probably a garuda. Behind it ( bull ) there is another
symbol which cannot be identified. All these legends and representations are
in relief and surmounted by a hooded cobra ( nags ).
The representation of the seal is indicative of authenticity of the charter.
It is believed that the seal attains elaborate elements in the later course of the
centuries, but prior to it, ' L ~ hearlier
e
ones are simple and contain an emblem
or two forming the royal i~lsignia or coat-of-arms." 4" The above view does
not strictly apply to Kumaon rccords. The Tilejvar plates, which are known
to be of earliest period in Kumaon, bear elaborate elements, while those from
PapdukeSvar, belonging roughly to 9th-10th century A. D., contain on their
seals hardly one emblem-a bull and a legend. I t therefore appears that the
use of emblems and legends was done here according to suitability without
any set rule.

It has beer1 pointed out earlier that the script in the seals exhibits earlier
traits than that in the plates. This characteristic of the plates compels us to
think about them. The editor of the records doubts the authenticity of the
seals as also of the plates. But he further adds that the "seals are gilded and
appear to be casts from the originals.)' 46 However lie calls the seals and the
plates a forgery owing to the following reason^.^'
( a ) because the seals of both tlle plates differ in size ;
( b 3 because the linobbecl ring on tlie seal is not cleverly joined and the
rough portion at its edge gives ample room to suggest that it lias riot been cast
in royal Pounclary, but it is rorgecl allcl cast from the original seal ;
( c ) they are of iuferior copper and perliaps gilclecl to cscnpe detection
of forgery ;
43.
44.

Ibid., p. 120.
U h ~ g a v a d - v i r a ~ e ~ v a r a - ~ v ~ i n ~ i ~ ~ ~ - c l ~ a r a n a - k a m lSee
- n uIbid.,
d b y ap.~ ,110, L. 3.

Chhabra, ap. tit., p. 2 1
ap. sit., p. 1 10.
47. Ibid.

46.

46. Gupte,
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( d ) the genealogy OF the dynasty given in the seal does not agree with
that given in the plates.
The ~ l a t e sare also taken as to have been forged because we !;et several
mistakes in the text. But the most important clue is supplied by plate I which
tells that the original grants have been burnt and "that person under the evil
influence of the Kali age, might in course of time, raise objection.^^
This
appears to have been the cause of forgery.
T h e above disparities observed in the seals and inscriptions and the
statement about the burnt records thus fully testify to the forgery in the records

Opening and closing formulas
The plates open with the word svasti. According to Pandey, this had a
later development but it attained equal popularity like the word Siddham.
Some of the earliest instance of the use of 'svasti' are fo~lnd in the Baigr~m
copper plate inscriptions ( G. E. 128 = 4 48 A. D. ), the P a h ~ r p u rcopper plate
inscription ( G. E. 159 = 479 A. D. and the Gunaighar copper plate inscription
of Vainyag~pta.~' Later on this word is also found in the records of Harga.
T h e concluding words in the plates give the names of the writers
Visfiudasa and Dhanadatta respectively and the goldsmith Ananta, who
engraved them.
This method is fairly old as we also notice the use of it in the inscriptions
of the Indo-Greeks, the Sakas and the Kush~nas.~'

The PandukeJvar Plates of the Katyiiri rulers
The four plates from Pandukekvar are of utmost importance, for they
bring to us a historical dynasty, whose role in the history of Kumaon region is
highly commendable.
Almost all the plates range from 24.4" x 19.2" in measurement.

Script
All the plates from Par?duke4var have the Northern class of alphabets of
about 9th century A. D. T h e letters exhibit some early features and therefore
they have to be assigned to a comparatively early times. Such letters as
'C
ba, mu, ya and sa are open throughout at the top, by the form of the
48. Ibid., 111.
49.

Pandcy, op. cit., p. 147.

5 0 . ' Ibid.

6 1 . Ibid.
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initial ii.'jb2 But a more interesting feature like the Trtlebvar records is that La is
always used for va in all the records.
In respect of orthography, some of the consonants are reduplicated in
conju~lctionwith ra. "The anusvara is wrongly used in some cases for the
final ma which, however, is usually retained before va ,, ...sha has been used in
place of Sa" 63 as is indicated by khasha. Again Sa is used in place of p,as
abadha. Similarly i is found instead of i in line 25 of the second plate of
Lalitasuradeva. The orthography in the plate of Padmatadeva changes
"by the influence of local pronounciation." " 111the similar manner of the
Kalsi Rock Edicts, there is an indiscriminate use of sa and Sa. For example,
there is asva for aSva and kisora for kiiora. Again iihira has been used for
~ b h i r a . The former par~icularlyindicates a local word. In both the plates of
Padmata and Subhikshar~jadevathere is 110 rule for sandhi.

.

Era
The copper plate grants are dated in the regnal reckoning of the kings.
The first plate of Lalitasoradeva is dated ( in line 23 ) on the 3rd of the dark
half or Msgha of the 21st year of the king's reign.55 Kielhorn has suggested
that the above date probably refcrs to the Uttarayana-Samkriinti, on which
the donation was made."6 O n this basis he has assigned it to 22nd December,
A. D. 853.
The second charter of this king refers to the auspicious day of Visuwa
Samkriinti and further adds the date as "the 15th day of the dark half of
Kiirttika in the 22nd year of king Lalitasoradeva's reign,"" the date of which
is worked out as 25th September, 854 A. D.
The plate of Padmafa gives the dale as a day ( possibly the 3rd ) of the
dark half of Magha in the 25th regnal year of the king. "Line 21 refers to
the Uttariiyana Sarilkriinti as the occasion of the grant.5sy'
The charter of SubhiksharZjadeva is dated in the fourtll regnal year,
the 5th day of the dark half of J ~ e s t h a . ~ "
6 2 . Kielhorn, op. fit., p. 177.
64. Sircar, op. sit., p. 277.
64. Ibid., p. 2 8 4 .
6 6 . Kielhorn, op. tit., p. 1 18.
6 6 . Ibid.
6 7 . Sircar, a p . t i t . , p. 2 7 0 .
68. Ibid., p. 2 8 4 .
60. Sircar, ep. c i f . , p. 2 9 8 .
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Barring the first and the last, the two plates contain the reference to
various Sarhkrzntis. T h e Sarhkr~ntisare the astronomical commencement of a
solar month i. e. "the moment when the sun enters a constellation of the
Zodiac"" or an epoch wit11 wliicll Hindu festivals are oftcn associated,"

V;jay Rdjya
One noteworthy aspect of P~qduke4var plates is that in almost all of
them, we get an expression "pravardham~na vijay-r~jya-samvatsare.~ The
expression carries the meaning as the increasing reign of victory of a particular
king, who has used it.
Flect remarks about this method of expression that "this was a very corn
mon one in early times ; and is due, of course, to the fact that the early years of
most eras were regnal years, and that after the death of the founder of each era,
the expression was continued mechanically in th :cqse of his successors."
Besides Kumaon, the use of this expression has also been very common
in other inscriptions. Particularly the expression appears for the first time in
Then in line 6 of the
the Mathura Pillar inscription of Chandragupta
Bilsad Pillar inscription of Kumzrppta, it occurs like this : "in the year ninetysix of the augmenting victorious reign of Kumlrgupta." In the Indore grant of
Skandagupta it is given as... "the year one hundred, increased by forty-six of
the augmenting victorious reign of Skandaguptao'" Besides, it occurs in the
Gadhwri. inscription of the year 148G5and in the other series of irficriptions like
the Giivda inscription of Rudrasimhrt66and h4athura inscription of Vasudeva ;8'
the Icadamba inscriptions from h4ysore and several other Sanskrit-Karma*

...

---P---.

- - .

-.

-

---

- -. . .
--

-.

192 2, Vol. I. Pt. I, pp. 3 and 10.
60. Piilai, I,. D. S., India,, Ephrmrrier-hladrar,
61. The Sati~krzntiwas probal,ly taken as an arupicious day even during t h a e days or it ir
i r taken
today. According to the present custom in Kumaon, the following ~ d k r ~ n tare

h

l S~a & ~
k r ~ n t or
i locally known as the Haltlu Samkranti; Paisskh or the M q a

Sali-,kranta, locally known as the Vikho~i; Karka-Sarbkranra; Rhado Sahkranra; Kanya
lhc
Sa&krinta and the htakara-Sa6kr~nta. The two Samkr~niisU U ~in K a t y ~ r igranw
may k the present day tvltsa or V~khoti-Sahkrsnti,while the
Visuvat-Sahkr~nti,
U~lar%yar)rtis the blakara S a ~ i ~ k r s l i .
~ 1 tllese
1
Sa&krantis have their respective lcslivals in Kumaon during t
62. Fleet, op. d . , pp. 38-38, p. 6 .
63. Pandey, ap. fit., p. 2 0 2 .
64. Fleet, op. t i t . , pp. 36-58, n. 6.
66. Ibid.

66. 1. d.,\'ol. X , p . 167.
67. A . .C. I., Vol. 111, p. 36.
68. Kielhorn, F., "Inscriptions of Southern lndia" E. I., Vol. VlI, p p 106-1(15#

h
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inscriptions 6%s also in the inscriptions of the Western Chalukyas of Bad~rni.lO
I n the late mediaeval period the expression is also used in G i ~ j a r a t . ~ ~
The use of this expression in the Kumaon records appears to have been
adopted from the Gupta inscriptions.

Style and Matter
These charters follow the pattern of the TaleSvar copper plates. In these
also, the opening lines immediately start describing the rulers. All the grants
are in prose excepting a few imprecatory verses at the end of each charter.
The phrases are used very often. l2 The charters are donative. It is clearly
proved by the fact that they contain grants of land made to the Br2hmanas.

Invocation and Mythological Allusions
The charters open with an irlvocation to Dhot-jati ( Siva ) and holy
goddess Nand%. The plate of Padmata and Subhikshar~jadeva, however,
make obeisance to Chandrakkhara ( Siva ). But an interesting allusion in
these two plates compares the king in charity as excelling even Sagara, Dilipa,
MandhZtri, Dhundumara, Bhagiratha, Bali, Vaikartana, Dadhichi and Chandragupta. At one place Lalitas~rdevaclaims to have acted as a boar ( the god
Visgu in his incarnation ) in saving the earth from sinking. Again at another
place he compares his might with Prithu. l 3

Emblems
Like the TgleSvar copper plates, the charters from PanvdukeSvar are
appended with seals. They measure about 3" in a diameter on a handlelike projection on the proper right side. On the countersunk surface, the seals
have the figure of a couchant bull facing to the propcr left and beneath it a
legend in three lines mentioning the reigning monarch together with the
names of his father and grandfather. In the plate of Padmata, we get the
projection in the same manner as with the earlier plates of Lalitasiiradeva,
but the seal is missing and instead there is a squarish hole only in the projection.
The plate belonging to Subllikshar%jadeva is also damagecl from all the
corners, so much so that the projection is itself missing totally.
68. I.

A.,Vol.VLI. p.

70. Kielhorn,
71. 1.

v

107.

ap. d.,pp. 2,

4, 4.

A,Vol. XI,

p. 240.
( kyaja ) la-vu
72. Yavana-vigha~~it-I4vat~ha-patlra-chafichala-araa-jvalokam-valo
( dbu 1-d-akara ( i~ch-5).

7 3 , Sircar, ep. ail., p. 291.

See Sircar, ap. tit., p. 280, C. 18.

! bu ) d\'u
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Opening and closing formulas
T h e charters open with the preamble 'svasti h-imat9. The gradual
change in the opening formulas is visible in the inscriptions belonging to early
mediaeval period. There are some other preambles also, besides the above
'svasti grimaty.
T h e conclusion in these charten, however, is quite different. The first
two plates of Lalitastiradeva end with nine and five benedictive and imp=catory verses respectively.
This method of benediction or an utterence of blessings has a long
history. Pandey is of the view that "some germs or benediction can be traced
in the edicts of ASoka." l* But the actual use of it became distinct from the
I t can, however, be pointed out that it remains rudimenKu@na period.
tary for a pretty long time. I t is with the Guptas that the long and full-fledged benediction starts. Later on it is noticed in almost all the inscriptions.
For example, it is used in the inscriptions of YaSodharman of Malwa and the
Gwalior stone Inscription of Mihirakula ( c. 515-35 A. D. ). 7G But Yhe
inscriptions belonging to the period between the seventh and the thirteenth in
the Deccan and South follow the Gupta and V%kZtakastyles of benediction
m their respective regions."
T h e imprecatory substance represents the invocation or calling down of
evil upon persons deeds or objects.
Though its actual use in the inscription is noticed after the 4th century
A. D., the rudiments of it are found in some of thc early inscriptions and
particularly in the Alokan edicts. "
T h e two other plates from Piindukeivar contain the name of the writer
of the grants followed by a few benedictive verses.
Atkinson has suggested a similarity of these records with the Pgla grants
on the following reasons :
( a ) That the name of the scribe is the same in all the P~ndukeAvarand
many other Pala grants. 80
7 4 . Pandey, op. tit., p. 162.

year 4 1 " E. I., Vol. XIV, p. 1 3 4 .
76. Pandey, op. tit., p. 1656
7 7 . Ibid.
78. Ibid.
79. ldham na kinchi jlwam 5rbhitp'I prajuhitabyarn na cha samzjo kalathavo. Bahukam hi
dosam samajamhi pasati devzna piyopriyadasi raja. See Hultuch, ap. ait., R. E. I., p. XI.
75. Stcn Konow, "The Ara insriplion of Kanishka 11-the

80. Atkinson, a/). sit., pp, 490-93.
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( b ) That both the Kumaon and Pals grants have followed the remark.
able coincidences in form, language and recorded facts and so it
appears that they both have a common origin.
( c ) The list of officials to whom the grants are addressed has no parallel
elsewhere excepting the Pala records.
( d ) The Pala records are also dated In Samvat 3 or so like the regnal
years given in the P2ndukehvar plates.
( e ) And then finally he relies on the statement of the E l a records that
DharmpZla visited Kedsra.
The above observations are correct. If we compare the P~gdukdvar
plates with the Pala records almost all the above characteristics are noticed in
them.
The reason for such a resemblance has already been discussed earlier,

The BiigeSwar PraSarti
The only Pralasti which the Katyuris had left was at Bsge6war. Ba It
has been already stated that the transcript and translation have not been
satisfactorily done and so there are several mistakes in the language. I t is
not possible in such circumstances to comment on the language and orthe
graphy. But like the other Katyuri records, it uses many set expressions.
The opening formula in this is used as 'Namab svastil. This expression is
quite new from the other records in Kumaon. As noted before, this addition
in the expression svasti tend to show later development.

"

The Ldkha'madal PraSasti
The inscription seems to have been incised with great skill and neatness
and is still in a good preservation. 84
The chief characteristic of L~khamapdalPraSasti is that the letters slope
from the right to the left, and show acute angles at the lower or at the right
ends, so also "the tops of the vertical or slanting lines invariably bear small
wedges, and their ends either show the same ornaments or protuberances on
the right." sG As such these may be termed as the "acute-angled alphabet."
8 1, Earnett, L. D., "The Mungir Plate of Devap~ladeva:Samvat 4 3", E. I , XVLLI, pp. 304-7.
82, The stone inscription in not available nolv for personal examination. I t is rupposed to have
been taken away by some foreigner.
84, Paramabha\fSraka mahSrS.jZdhirZja, tatpxdanudhyata, etc. See J . A. S. B., ap. tit., P. 1066.
84. It is now kept in the small Museum at LZkhSmandal.
86. Uiihler, ap. c i f . , p. 68.
86. [bid,
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According to Bilhler this kkhamandal Praiasti has much in common
with the Gay8 inscription of A. D. 588-89. As these two are connected with
the western Gupta alphabet, he opines that they "mark the first step in the
development of the acute-angled alphabet during the 6th century."
Further,
Biihler adds to it that the Horiuzi palm leaves also belong to this class.
But more than this we should look for resemblance to the adjoining region of
Nepal. The inscriptions collected by Bhagawan La1 Indraji are interesting in
rhis regard. Especially those from 9 to 15 are closely allied with the present
inscription.
Other characteristics of the inscription point out to be interesting. As
noted before, it has "highly ornamental ~ H ~ and
Z S rn%tr%~.~
The language is a chaste Sanskrit offering a few irregularities in the
orthography. "Instead of the anusvara we have invariably na before Ja, and
L i e the
also before sa, with one exception, where the dental na stands."
T~leSvarand Pandukehvar records, there is no distinction in the use of oa
and ba. Biihler is of the opinion that it is an "indication that then as now
the letter va was always pronounced ba in Northern India." 92 This observation is very sound. Particularly in the hilly region the two alphabets
and sa have an indiscriminate use as ba and Ja.
As regards the contents, the inscription offers a so-called ~rasasti"a eulogy
or panegyric."
Opening and closing jhmulas
The record opens with the word 'Orh Brahma'. This is however, an
Usually
earlier trait. The formula 'Oh9symbolised the Ultimate Reality.
it is put with svasti.
The closing words contain the name of the writer, Bhatta Vasudeva, son
of Bhatta Skanda and grandson of Bhatta Kshemdiva. The name of the
mason is given as Iivaran~ga,son of Nggadatta, an inhabitant of Rauhitaka.
The Barhiit and C o p e b a r tridents
There are two tridents made of copper and brass at Bgrhgt and Gope07. Ibid.
BB. Ibid.
08. Bhagwan La1 Indraji, Twrnt&-thrrt I ~ t r i p f i o nfrom
s
Nepal, Bomb.- 1886. pp. 9-16.
90. Buhler, E. I., Vol. 1, p* 1 0 81. Ibid.
9.2. Ibid.
0 3 . Ibid.
94. l'alldey, ofi. sit., p. 147.
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Jwar. T h e former is 21 feet high, while the latter about 16 feet. Both of them
contain inscriptions on their shafts.
The inscriptions on the tridents are of two varieties. T h e first has the
older script, while the second, the N ~ g a r i T h e older-script-B%rh%t. trident
contains especially several Tibetan alphabets' mixed with the Gupta Brzhmi.
T h e older script can therefore be assigned to c. 6th-7111 century A. D.
T h e Nagari belongs to the 12th century A. D.
T h e older inscription does not tell us anything significant excepting that
it glorifies the princc who got it incised. T h e name is missing.
The B;irh.;it. inscriptions opens with 'Svasti Sri'. T h e closing lines are
also benedictive.
Gope4war inscription also resembles the former in its older inscription.
But that too does not contain the name. Hence the Nzgari inscriptions containing the name of Aioka Challa or Aneka Malla are quite valuable from the
point of view of Ilistory.

Other inscriptions
T h e unpublished inscriptions referred to earlier are not very much significant. - Only the Praiasti a t IGilima~hwhich awaits publication is interesting,
for it introduces a new dynasty of Rudrasu, whose name is yet to be slbstan- tiated by other records
T h e inscription, however, contains almost all the characteri~icsof Pzndukeivar plates. Therefore, it belongs to c. 10th-l It11 century A. D.
SECTION I1
Numismatics
Kumaon offe~slittle ~iumismaticdata. As compared to othcr regions of
India only a few series are known.
Chronologically, Kui?mdas may be rcgarded as pioneers as far as minting of coin; is concerned. After them came t l ~ el<ushA~;lason the soil of
Kumaon, though the availability of their coin-type is not sufficient "'Succeeditlg
them, the Yautll~eyasscem to havc playcd a clominc\nLlole in tllc l~istory of
Kumaon. T h c psovcria~ce of their coins llas been quite wiJcspread in llle
region of Kumaon. Actually, none but the Yaudheyas havc only left hoards
of coins in Kumaon. And theseforc, their contributio~l to lhc tiiimismntic
wealth of Kumaon is of great value.
The occurence of tribal coins in Kumaon is very significant, Sol. il suppp

8 6 . Nauliyal, K . P , 'Three KushJna Cold Coins from ~ a s l r ~ ~ u r3.
' , N . S. I . , Vol. XXIV,

pp. 181-82.
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-lies us the history of two warlike tribes, who occupied thc region at a time
when'it was isolated from the rest of India.
The description of the wins is as follows :
Almora coins
Shape-round
Ma terial-Silver
Weight-327, 281, 304 grs.
Obv. A circular mark with a zig-zag tail in the centre; bull before tree-inrailing. Side : Siva-dattasa; Siva-pali ( ta ), Har ( da ) tasa. Rev. A nandipada and a standard encircled by four simultaneously growing piric trees.
The Almora coins-probably indigenous-have renlai~~eda subject of
interest among numismatists. O n the basis of the script used in rhe coins, they
have been dated roughly by Allan to about '2nd century B. C:.; tncanirig thereby that they belong roughly from 2nd century R. C. to 1st ce~itulyA. L).
The question arises as to which dynasty these rulers belong. Rapsollp7
Powell PriceDRand the present author " have att~.ibutetltl~ernto the Almora
branch of the . K u ~ i n d adynasty.
The symbols on the coins require our special consideration. Powell
Price has identified the tree as the Bodhi tree and the animal on the obverse
a stag of K u ~ n d atype. loo Allan, however, describes the animal as a
bull.
l''
This seems to be quite convincing if we carefully ohserve the animal.
The tree is also interesting. The drooping bl.anclies of it suggcst it to be a
pine tree. Speaking about the Kuvinda tree, Chakrabol-tty lemarks that the
Kuninda tlee seems to be a pine tree with a conventional repsescntation of
branches arranged in three or four rows. 1°' Thc othcr symbols with a zigzag tail may either be taken as an ornamentid device or a rivcr flowing fiom
a small circular hill. Though the representa~io~l
of a l~illsymbol i11 all the
other coins is quite differelit, it is very likely that the present form of the hill
might have been illustrated in this manner due to some local variation.
96. These will be discussed in tlre lolloa.ing pages.
87. Rapson, E. J . , Cambridge H i s l a y of India, 1'01. 1, p. 528.
98. l'owell Price, "The Early History of l<umaon1', 1. U. P. N. S., Vul. lV, pt. 11, p. 7 .
89. Nau[iSal, 1.;. p,, "The I\r'umismatic History of ~urnaon", 3. hr. S . l . , \'0l. XXIII,

pp. 376-86.
100. Powell Price, op. sit., p. 10.
.
10.1. Allan, J . , Carolagur 0 1 fhs Indian &aim i n British Afu.trtm, pp, L X S X and 120 PI.

.

XIV,

Fig. 7, 8, 9.

K., "The Tribal Chins of Northcrn lndia", Numismetic Supplsmrr, NO. XLVI
for 1836-36 in the J . R. A. S . , 31-37.
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The symbols on the reverse also need a thorough appraisal. Allan sugga.
ted them to be 'an altar surmounted by ( triangle-headed banner ) with an
elaborate nandip~dasymbol on its face.'
Chakrabofty vaguely describes
it as "the two symbols between the posts, the upper ones is the triangular
symbol and the lower one may be a nandip~da."lo4 However, the present
author has shown elsewhere that "the four long sticks with leaves like things
are indicative of the deodar ( cedar ) lo5 tree." A coin containing the above
symbol was discovered by Powell Price in Almora on which he commented
that "deodZr does not grow in the plains and this taken with mountain symbol
points to a hill lo6 origin. This supports the assumption that the deodzr and
pine were both used as the devices on the coins in Kumaon, and particularly
those on the Allnora coins. Even in the present day the deodzr or cedar tree
resembles closely the coin type and so there cannot be any doubt in assuming
that it represenled the above device. The reason for the inclusion of both
the trees may be explained thus that the pine signifies the dynastic symbol of
the Kuvinclas, while the deodar or cedar signifies some connection with the
hills. Apart from it, the other symbols are more problematic. I t is better to
take it as a standard, and the other 'an elaborate nandip~da',1°' as Allan
has put.
Besides these three coins, a further discovery of KuGnda coins is reported by Kala and Prayag Dayal. The former is said to have examined about
eight coins out of a hoard of a tllousand coins from &inagar in Garhwal
District. According to hirn all the coins are of the same K u ~ i n d atype, ''but
they show a little variation. On the obverse there is the usual deer facing a
female, with the usual symbol above the deer. But the deer faces to left
instead of right, which is its usual position." lo8 The other symbols on the
reverse are tree in railing and six-arched hill. They contain both ~ r z h m i
and Kharo~thilegends on the obverse and reverse respectively.
The Kushtia coins
Next to Almora coins of the Kupindas, we have three K u s h 2 ~ agold
coins from Kashipur. These are the first series of the Kushiina dynasty to be
discovered from Kumaon. ]OS
1 0 3 . Allan, bp. t i t , , p. LXXI.
104. Chakrabortty, op. sit. p. 78
106. Nautiyal, ap. sit., p. 378.
106. Powell Price, 'Kuqindm and ~ a t ~ u r a s '3.
, U, P. H. S., XVIII, Pia. I and 11, p. 216.
1 0 7 . Allan, op. rit., p. LXXII.
, U.
100. Kala, S. C., 'Further light on the territory of the ~ u ~ i n d a s '3.
Pt. I, p. 36.

P. H. S., Vol. VIII,
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Following is their description :
Sha pc-round
Material-gold
Obv. King standing right wearing a peaked cap. Holds a standard by
the left hand, sacrifices at the fire altar, decorated with a trident. Sides : Inscription in unintelligible Greek characters.
Rev. Goddess Ardochso seated on the throne facing, holding noose in
right hand and cornucopiae in the left. Sides :Brahmi inscriptions ( Edhur%y8
adhuja or Sadhuja ),
No. 2 Obv. Similar to No. 1
Rev. As above. Side : Inscription in debased Greek ( APdOOdI ) prob.
ably intended to be ( APAOX'PO )
No. 3. In all the characteristics it resemblcs the first coin; on the reverse
there is a vertical legend, letters ( ? ) in Bdhmi.
The distinct features of these coins are : firstly, the figure of the king
faces to the right instead of left. Secondly, the line of the male skirt reaches
a marked concavi~yin the type. These considerations lead us to assume that
the coins belong to the later rulers of the Kushava dynasty. Besides, they
carry a close resemblance to some of the coins particularly that illustrated by
Rapson. l''
As described, the legend in Greek is unintelligible. However, the legend
on the reverse, as noted before, is interesting, for one coin bears a complete
Brahmi legend, which as far as it is deciphered supplies us the name Adhuja
( or Sadh~lj3). It suggests that the coin was issued for an area where B r ~ h m i
was a predominant script during those days. The name may be either of
some governor or inay be only some epithet. On other coin the legend is in
mixed scripts i.e. N ~ g a r iand Brahmi. I t consists of three alphabets vertically
put fram the opposite under the l& arm. This method of putting legends
has been termed by Banerjea as after the 'Chinese fashion'. "l The third
coin also bears a Greek inscription, similar to that on some coins noticed by
whitehead. T
"he
first four alphabets show conformity, while about the rest
iU-formed letters, it may be said that they came to appear in the present form
due to gradual degeneration and debasement in the script.
108.

Nautiyal, K. P,, ap. rit., p. 180-8 1.
PI. 2 , Kg. 1 4 .
1 1 1. Bancrjea, J. N., 'coinage', A Comprehrnrwc Hirlary af India, p. 7 0 2 .
11 2. Whitehead, R. B., Caf&p,
o j Cainr in thr Purjob A4urrum, Lahore I , p. 21 2, PI. X ~ X ,
Fig. 216,
110. Rapson, E. J., Indian Coinr,
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Yaudhga coinsfrom Dehradun
A hoard of about 164 copper coins was discovered at Jaunsar Bawar of
Dehradun District as early as 1936. Prayag Dayal examined them and
concluded that they came under the class 3 coins of Allan.
According to
him the coins belong to the later stage of Yauclheya history and may be
assigned to the 2nd century A. D. 'l4
The coins are interesting as they bear various devices.
Shape-round, cut unsystematic.
Material-copper.
W'eight-ranging from 195 grs. to 82 grs.
Obv. generally six-headed Kzrttikeya, standing holding a spear and
resting the left arm on hip. Legends : inscriptions in bold and cursive Brzhmi
characters.
Rev. godcless, chaitya, building deer and bull standing before tree-inrailing, etc.
Date-assigned according to the style, symbols and inscriptions, as 2nd
century A. D.
One of the coins presents a, god and goddess standing on a lotus-a
feature quite alien to the other type of the Yaudheya coins. The other
peculiarities are a circular mark below Chaitya, building on the upper side,
cock-standard, bull and ass in place of deer. The identification of ass, however, presents some difficulties. We do not find even a horse used as a
symbol elsewhere in the Yaudheya coins. But here the animal may better
be taken as a, hill pony instead of an ass. If the view is accepted, it will
really be an interesting adclition to the devices in the Yaudheya coins. One
more coin of the hoard is again curious. 115 The K~rttikeyaidentified on
this coin is quite unlike the others. I t is more a geometrical device rather
than a human form. Nothing can be explained about this distorted representation, but it seems that the coins could not withstand the varied climatic
conditions.
Yaudhtya coinsjom Lansdowne ( Garhwal )
Yet another discovery of a hoard of copper coins of the Yaudheyas
has been reported by Kala fsom Lansdowne in District Garhwal. 116 The
--

p
-

l 13. Allan, op. d . , p. 2 70.
114. Prayag Dayal, 'A New Hoarti of Yaudheya Coins from Dehra Dun ~ i s l r i c t ' , 3. N. SS.
I.,
Vol. IT. p. 109.

116. Ibid.
1 1 6 . Kala, S . C., 'Some interesting coins of the ~ a u d h e ~ a s3.
' , N. S. I . , XVIII, P t .

1). 46.
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coins totalling about 129 were examined by the above scholar and according
to him they may be roughly put between the end of 2nd and the 1st haif of
the 3rd century A. D.
Shape-round, cut unsystematic.
Material-copper.
Obv. multi-headed or six-headed Ksrttikeya, standing, racing, holding
spear. No legend.
Rev. sometimes KMtikeya and Siva hdding tri5ala. &er, @clan,
etc. occur on the reverse. Legends : in Br.ahmi, names of the kings adding the
epithet Jaya and Rajaiio in some cases.
The coins bear symbols and legends of peculiar characteristics. The
hoard includes several coins bearing the legend Rsvanasya. This ruler is
absolutely new in the Yaudheya history. Apart from it, there are about
twenty five coins of Bhsnuva. Allan had published one of this type in his
catalogue. The symbols are also new in many cases. Besides the usual
Yaudheya symbols, namely, six-headed KBrttikeya on the reverse, other
symbols like the hill, river, etc., these coins bear six-headed Kzrttikeya and
the Siva holding triitila.
As noted already, some of the coins contain the epithet r~jiio. A special
characteristic is, however, worthy of consideration as one coin adds the epithet
Jaya. 117 This is significant since the other Yaudheya coins also possess this
epithet.
We do not have evidence pertaining to the Gupta coins from the region
of Kumaon. Future discoveries may fill up this gap. However, at present
we have to close our study upto the Yaudheya period only.

Conclusion
The epigraphy as well as the numismatics of Kumaon are very poorly
represented by the data available to us.
The connected story is lacking and one has to build up a chronological
order by stray evidences.
The epigraphs of early ~ e r i o dfrom Kumaon do not contain any account
about the religion, political and cultural life of the people. Actually they do
not contain anything excepting the names of the engravers. The ASokan
Rock-Edict at IGilsi does not throw any direct light on Kumaon, but, as noted
-

l l 7.
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p
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before, it influenced the development of script in the region. The real
beginning of epigraphic history takes place only with the Taleivar coppm
plates. Then the end is marked by the PavdukeSvar copper plates. Though
the Chand rulcrs issued copper plate grants, they are all late, and most of them
belong to the late 16th-17th century A. D.
The numismatic data are also meagre. Excepting the evideilce of tribal
coins, there are no later coins from Kumaon. The reason for the absence
cannot be explained Nevertheless, it appears that the future exploration
.and excavation may yield good results and bring before us a few new series
of coins minted in Kumaon.

RELIGION
Religion seems to have played an outstanding role in shaping the datiny
of Kumaon people. Unlike other placcs of India, this part d the Himdayan
region lacks in the literary and inscriptional data pertainirig to the history
of religion. Hc~icethe basis of our study retnains the ancient relics or tile
land that tell us vividly the tale of the past.
The KirPtas, who are said to have occupicd the valleys of G a i l g ~and
Yamunz, have left nothing about them. Therefore the speci~lationabout
their being mythical stands very strong.
The region witnessed a rapid transformation at the advent of the Khasas
and later on in the immigration of the Aryans. Their migratian to the Kumaon
Himalayas probably changed the whole religious outlook of the region.
They seem to have introduced the Vedic religion. The aboriginals of
Kumaon had probably their belief in demons and supernatural spirits. On
the -4ryan's immigration the above practice of worship receded.into the
background and some sort of nature worship was introduced in the land.
As noted before, the Khasas were a branch of the Aryan stock. It can,
therefore, be assumed that they also worshipped the nature as well as somc
of the Aryan gods and goddesses. The Khasas lost their superiority at some
stage afterwards. The reason for it may be that they had possibly abandoned
the strict observance of the religious usages. This degradation of the Iihasas
has, however, nothing to do with their religious zeal. It was probably a social
degradation from the higher fold of tlle Aryan society.
The actual transformation of the region oC Kunlaon takes place during
tribal dynasties, namely the Kunindas and the Yaudheyas.
the time of
They i~ltroduced for tlie first time the form of government, a set currency
system and probably the idea of anthropomo~~phism
in the worship of gods
and goddesses. It appears from their coinage that they were probably the
followers of the Hindu pantheon. h their coins Siva and Karttileya feature
prominently. Besides, the Kupindas seem to liave followed the symbolic
worhip, which is evident from their coins found at Almora. Ahost all of
them bear symbols like the pine and cedar trees, nandipzda altar etc. These
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objects had religious sanctity, particularly the cedar was mentioned in the
Puragas. But it can be assumed that the Almora branch of the Kuqindas
were devoted more to Siva worship. Their names after the god corroborate
this view.
The Yaudheyas did not confine their devotions to any particular sect
of the Hindu pantheon. Thus, while their coins bear more figurcs of K ~ r t t i keya and Siva holding trihla, ' Lakshmi also finds place in their coin-series.
Therebre, we may conclude that both the tribal dynasties, though leaning
more towards iaivism, revered Vigqu and other allied gods and goddesses with
an equal fervour.

Dark Age
After tlie period of thc tribal dynasties, a slage of darl<ness descended
on the history of Kumaon. But a few stray i~iscriptionalevidence tells us
that the region of Kumaon and specially the pal t k~iown as Kediirakhanda
or the present Garhwal and Tehri Garliwal had attained a marked sanctity
by the 3rd or 4th century A. I). Pilgrims had alreally started visiting the
sacred centres. This is testified by the names of tlie pilg~imsengraved on the
rock behind the present Raguniith temple at Devapray~g.
But more than this some sort of political and religious consciousness had
grown up in the region of Deliradm. This is eviiently proved by the
relics of Agvamedha site a t Jagatgram near Kalsi. I t has becil already stated
that the performer hilavaman probably bclollgcd to 111.: Sii~glpuradynasty,
whose genealogy is recorded i11 the 6th century inscriptio~la1 L~klli~uandal.
C
But prior LO this dynasty also
T h e dynasty seems to have worsl~ippedSiva.
another comes out with a list of rulers. As W C have seen, ttiey liave peculiar
names, but they used to worship Pzrvati ( Nagendratanayii 3.
Another dynasty of rulels at Bral~rnapurahacl tlieir devolian to almost all
the gods of the Hindu pantheon. Resides Siva and V i v ~ ~liomage
u,
liw been
offered to Iildra also. In the inscription they are said to have tlcscended
from both the sun and the moon.
T h e beginning of the 7th century witnessed t l ~ eilrl iv,~lof fiieuli Tsang
in India. His account about the Kirigdoms of Intlia ilou~islling d u ~ i n ghis
visit heic is vel y interesting. It l ~ a sbccn alrcndy st,ltccl t h a ~Ile 113s also spoken
about the kingtlom of Govig;~;~a.His tlesciiption ;ll,out tllis hir~gtlom highlights its all around development in the field of religion. A tradition is currently
3. N. .S. I . , Vol. X\r[lI, Pt. I, p. 46.
2. Chhrl,ra, B. Ch., 'Devapray5g, Drzhmi Inscriplions', E . l . , \'d.XXX, p. 1 3 3 .

1. Kala, S. C., 'Some interesting coins of Yaudheyas',
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wide-spread that it had once several temples and monasteries. This is come
bolgted by the testimony of Hieun Tsang also. He remarsks : "There are
the followers of both the Buddhist and Brahmanical faiths. There are five
monasteries within which reside a few monks and there are some dozen
temples of the gods. %he followers of the dilferent Brahmanical sects dwell.
IL shows that people in the kingdom of
together without distinction."
Govis~qawere much tolerant in outlook and religious freedom was markedly
observed.
Religion under the Katyuris and Chands
Religion prospered under these dynasties unabated. The accession of
Katyuris had to face an atmosphere of religious strife and sectarian antipathy.
They tried to overcome it and were somewhat successful in their efforts
They are said to have wiped out the growing i~lfluenceof the Buddhist religion from the region of Kumaon.
Saivism and Vaijtzavisrn
Under the Katyuris and the Chands the progress of the B s a h m a ~ l i ~ ~ l
religion reached to its highest degree. The eclectic tendency of the times of
these dynasties is reflected in their religious ideals, for it is clearly seen that
none of them confined the spiritual allegiance to one and the same deity.
The temples and sculptures of various gods and goddesses further corroborate
the above view
T h e arrival of Sailkara in the Kumaon Himalayas brought a tremendous
change in the religous life of the people of this region as he is supposed to
have been assisted by the Katyuri rulers in irnplantillg the Brahmanical religion firmly. They patronised it as a state religion and several shrines of Hindu
gods and goddesses were built by them. I t has been stated alrealy that though
t
the Katyuri rulers were the followers more of lbaivism than of Vaisnavism,
they had no sectarian bias. For instance, it may be noted that the first ruler
of the Joshimath branch of'the Katyuris favoured the cult of Vasudcva-KrishI?a.
This is evidently proved by the Vasudeva temple at Joshimath and the name
of one of the rulers of the Katyuri dynasty, who also named liim as Vasudeva.
The copper plate grants of tile icatyuri rulers olTer high extollation to
Siva. The use of several epithets in the records proves that the worship of
Siva was comparatively popular in Kurnaon.
3. A. G. l . , Ed. hiajumdar S. N., pp. 357-68.
4.

The names like Dhurjati, Vy~ghrekara,Chandraiekhara and M~hefvaraoccur quite frequently in the records.
See Sircar, op. ail., pp. 286-80 ( rererrcd to in Chapter I1 1.
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The reason for it was quite obvious. Since the Katyuris were associa.
ted with Safikara, they acted upon saving Saivisnl from disintegration and put
the religion on the forefront.
The Katyuris went a step further in patronising the sob-sects of Saivism.
This statement meets corroboration in the tempIes of Kumaon, wherein w e '
notice traces of P~Supatainfluence 011 the Saiva sculptures. Almost all the
temples at Jggeswar bear witness to this influence. Later on this cult had
greater impact and the Saiva shrines like the Kedsrnzth, GopeAwar, Kalimath
and Bai,jt~Zthshow markecl influence of it.
The Katyuri rulers very fervently named their capital as Karttikeyapura
after the god Karttikeya. The sculptures beIonging to this god are many.
Therefore it appears that the worship of the god was fairly popular in
Kumaon.
GaaeSa9sworship was as popular as that of the other gods. The Katyuri
temples bear the figure of this god on the door jambs, lintels, niches etc.
Some independent shrines along with ancient images also exist today.
Thus it appears that the main aim of the I<atyuris in this region was
to assure a victory of orthodox Brahmanical religion over the heterodox sects.
Though they were mainly Saivite and gave a great fillip to the sect, they
appear to have brought a conducive atmosphere for the revival of other
Brahmanical sects also.
The Chands seem to have accepted the same religious set-up. Though
$aivism remained superior during their times also, it appears that they accepted
the tenets of the Brahmanical religion also.
Since the period of tlie Clland's ascendancy was marked with a political
strife in the entire north India, it was felt necessary by the votaries of diKerent
religious cults to bring out some sort of reconciliation in the disputed questions
of religion. Hence the images and tcmplcs were taken as the best medium of
such expression. For this very purpose icolis carrying composite eleme~itswere
produced during this period.

Siirya worshii,
Besides Siva, Vip>u and Durgz, the cult of Siirya became very popular in the region of Kumaon. As referred to already, the extollation to
Sun god is found in the Taleivar copper plate grants of the 5th-Gth century
A. D. But then it does not tell 11s about the naturc of Sun worship in
Kumaon. The cult which appears to have a fair antiquity must have entered
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the region of Kumaon'at- least in the beginning of Christian era. - But since
we lack in the literary and archaeological data, any finality to this view
cannot be claimed.
The Katyuris as well as the Chancls favoured the cult of S ~ r y a . This
is testified bp Zhe presence of a largc number of sculptures and monuments
pertaining to the god. T h e iconography of the sun god and his worship
developed in Kumaon on a set line according to the North Indian principles.
As is indicated elsewhere also, Siirya in his iconic elements was not at all
influenced by the South Indian features.
'

_ .

.

, T h e temples ascribed to Sarya are many in the Kurnaon region and
the images installed in them are locally named as Barzditya, Siirya~i;lr~yava,
Bhaum~dityaetc.

The following of the cult is kept up during the present times as festivals
are celebrated generally in the month of 'Paus' or January as also when an
-eclipse occurs. The god is given oblations with water mixed with m i k and
flowers.

Tht 6 1 1 ofsakii
The antiquity of the Sakti cult in Kurnaon cannot be precisely determined
because of the lack of material.
T h e origin of the goddess is given in the Vzjasaneyi-Samhitz8 by
various names such as Uma, PBrvati, and Durga. The goddess came to
occupy a prominent position during the Gupta period. She was usually assw
ciated with giva. Her influence got widened and the destructive aspect gave
her such names as Kali ( the Destruction ), Kar%li ( the Terrible ) B h i m ~
( the Frightful ), Char?$, Chavdik2 or ChZmund%( the wrathful ).
The Hativarhia refers to her worship by hill and jungle tribe. "In
Tvkhiibh2rata Durga appears indifferently as the wife of NHrHyana and of
.$iva, the later associations became increasingly Saivite." '
In K~rrnaon the Katyurir and the Chands worsllipped Sakli with an
equal fervour. I n the Katyuri records the invocation for goddess Durgs or
Nand2 Bhagwati is repeated frequently.
Temples belonging to goddess Dur@ and Uma are many in Kumaon.
I t appears, however, that Urns and DurgZ attained independent entity resp
-

6. nhattacllarya, H. D.. Tlrc Age oj-Imperial Unf!y, p. 466.

6 . Eaneriea, J . N., ' ~ a k ~The
i ' Clas~wnlAgr, p. 4 3 9 .
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pectively, for we see equal number of temples belonging to both of the
goddesses.
During these days the worship of Durga has become comparatively
popular, while that of Uma has receded into background. We do not know
when this happened first. But it appears that the growing influence of the
S a t a s in the region of Kumaon might have brought out this change, It
have been probably due to their influence that various forms of Durga
received adoration in Kumaon and particularly the MahiS8suramardin1 aspect
gained stronger ground. The goddess is known by various names today.
Important anlong them arc Durgs, KZli, Karhsamardini ', MahiS~suramardinl
Tripurasundari8, Chiimuqda and Chaqdik~. Each of them is associated with
one or the other feats of the goddess.
Besides, the eight k1Ztrikas also seem to have attained some prominence
in Kumaon. Several sculptures partaining to them were carved during the
Katyuris and the Chands. Shrines were attributed to them and usually all
of them enshrined togcther in one temple. But we have instances of separate
temples of Vaisyavi, V3rzhi and N~rasimhiin various parts of Kumaon.

The worship of Rcma
The worship of Raghunztha or Rama has been popular throughout
India. According to R. G. Bhandarkar "the belief in Ramass being an incarnation of V i s ~ uexisted in all probability in the early centuries of the
Ghristian Era."
He further remarks that as there is no mention in the work
of Patafijali, nor is there any inscription in which it occurs, these circumstances show that though he was an avatZra of Vigvu, there was no cult in his
honour.
The cult of Rzma was probably founded in about 12th, 13th century
A. D. It is stated that Madhva or Aannadtir~ha,the founder of the sect,
-- --

7. In I-loriuai;o,

it is rela~edhow \rignu descended to PTitala and persuaded N i d r z - k ~ l a r ~ p i n ~

to I)e born as ninth child of Yaioda, when he was born as lirishpa in order to dcreat
l<amsa's dcsign. " ~ e n c ethe Vais?ava epithets in the hymn connecting her with Krishna
under worship at Srinagar ( Kotiya ) as Kamsamardini ( or crusher or Knlhsn
Atkinson, op. t i t . , p. 794-95.

1."

See

8. Tripurasundar~means a n ornamet of Tripura. Trlpura here represents the three aerial clties
of llle Asllras, one of iron, one of ailvar, and one of gold, which Indra with all his weapons
could not destroy. In the MahBhhBrata, Yudhisthira tells Krishca how Rudra destroyed the
three cities. See Atkinson,
d.,p. 796.

+.

9. nhandarkar, R. G., Vai.rlnoisrn, Sdoisrn and Minor Rtiigiou Systnns, 19 13, p.

4 7.
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had visited Badarik~hramaand brought the image of Digvijaya Rama. Thin
had led Bhandarkar to surmise that "the cult of Rama, therefore, must have
come into existence about the l lth c e n t ~ r yl0. ~ ~
Whatever we may surmise about the actual inception of the cult of Rzit is definite that the theme pertaining to the god come to take place in sculptural representation about the 6th century A. D. For example, the Dai~vatara
temple at Deogarh shows a R ~ m ~ y a panel.
na
l'
The antiqnity of the cult of Rama in Kumaon cannot be fully ascertained. The present day worship of Rama is especially performed on the
auspicious day of Ramanavami. The festival is celebrated throughout the
Kumaon region. Noteworthy places are Devaprayag, Pauri and Almora.
There are temples with RZma images at all these places. The day on the
Rzmanavami starts with a holy bath and then the worship of the image of
Rzma along with his consort Sitz and brother Lakshmaga is performed.
Like Kumaon, there is a similar practice of RHma worship in the Kulu
valley. The antiquity of the worship in Iculu goes back to the late mediaeval
period, when a king of this place instituted annual festival or me12 in honour of
Raghunztha. Here the pre-eminence of this god has reached so much that on
the occasion of this festival almost all the village gods are to be taken there for
paying their respect to Raghunztha ( or Rama ). l'"
The secondary gods and goddessis
Side by side with the BI-ahmanical religion, the worship of other
secondary gods and goddesses progressed in Kumaon. There are temples l3
attributed to them and their worship started probably in the late mediaeval
10. Bhandarkar, op. cit., p. 4 7.
11. Ray, N. R., ' ~ c u l ~ t u r e Ths
* , Classisal Age, PI. XXIII, Fig. 62.
( The earliest reference to the image of Rama is met with in the ~ a f i h m i h i r a ' aB C ~ O I a
Sotihita ascribed to the 6th century A. D. nut the reference h= been given as that
deified hero and not necessarily as that of a deity ).
See Ghurye, C. S., Indian Sadhur, Bombay, 1963, p. 66.
12. \'ogel, J . Ph., i ill Temples of Western ~imalayas", I . A . L., Vol. xx, no. 1, pp. 27-20.
13.

' h e ter~iplesof Garuda arc found in srlnagar, Joshima!h, Adbadari ancl several othcr p l a c e

of Kurnaon.

Dattatreya has his shririe at Dewalgarll and his Image is worahippd also at
Hanumln has his shrine in Almora and $rinagar. ~arbsara'sat

Dwarahrrt and Jageiwar.

J a u n s s r n ~ w a rin Dehradun District and hlandh~ta'sat Ukhimath. He is taken as a partial.!
lncarna[ion of Usnu. Knpila liar a shrine at grinasar and there are four temples to h a a6
Kapileivar in ditrercnt places of Kurnaon, Agaslyamuni in Carhwal and Cliauki in Kali
Kumaon respectively. Though almost all these sl~rinrshelong to about 16th-l 7th century,
they are signihcant from the point of view or religion in Kumaan.
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period of Kumaon history. Noteworthy among them are Garuda, Dattztreya,
H a n u m ~ n , Parzsara, Mzndhiita, Kapila, Agastyamuni, Ghatotakachha andGorakhan~th.
Gmakhandth
Among all of them, the influence of Gorakhanzth and his pantheon seem'
to be markedly visible even today in the whole of Kumaon. I t is, therefore,
essential to know something more about the GorakhanZthis in Kumaon. The
followers of Gorakhanathis are known as Darsanis or more distinctively as
KSnphat~s.
The antiquity of the pantheon is a subject of controversy. KanphatZs
believe that their sect existed before the world came into being:* which is evidently an exaggeration. As his following is widespread in India and Nepal,
there are several stories with new interpretation at every place about the antiquity of the sect. His followers frequently refuse to give the time and place
of his ( Gosakhan~th) birth, because they consider liim a superhuman. The
Nepalese hold that he came to Kathmzvdu from the Panjab. Other traditions from Oudh, Nasik and Gorakhpur in U. P. have some bearing ab'out
his connection with the Panjab. Therefore, on the basis of these traditions
and the presence of a monastery at Tilla in Panjab, it would seem best to
hold that Gorakhan~thwas a native of the Panjab.
T h e richest field for legends in which he plays an important part is
the Panjab. Later on PI/Iah%r~sh[ra
was dominated by the Natha Sarnpradzya.
The influence s p r e ~ dfar and wide during the mediaeval period. I t went as
far as M5lw:l and Rajptana. But rnore than this, the connectioll of the
Kznphatas is said to have remained with the Siddhas of Bengal, who had
composed poclns, klrown as the Chnry~padasbetween A. D. 950 and 1200. l6
i.Viih i l ~ ehelp of t~.nditions a~itl literary evidence, it may be said that
'Gorakhan5th or tlre sect of Kxnphat~sflourishecl about the end ofthe eleventh
'and the begi~lrii~lgof the twelfth century A. D.and anyway not later than
1200 A. D. "
'The Kanphaps dominatecl I(umao11 from the very beginning of its
inception: They are founil during tlic present tinles at various shrirles of
Bhairava or Hhairorh in the local dialect. Particularly at grinagar in Garllwal,
Gorakhan~this worshipped as an incarnation of Aiva. As far back as 1924,
.
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Briggs carried a survey of this region l 8 and found that tliere \vere a few
griIihastao scattered about in the neighbourhood of hinagat-. Below .&inagai
there is a small cavern where there is a gilded imngc of Gorakllall3~11. 13t:sides,
they have temples in Naini Tal, Almora ,and Dw%.i\hiit. Nczr tlic Dak
Bungalow in Almora is another private establishment. Tlic ~ c ~ n pcontains
li
small images of gods and goddesses includirig an iniage of Goraklian:~~liwith
large ear-rings greatly exaggerated. At DwZrahZt in village IGnia there is a
temple ascribed to NZganZth. A pir l9 of this sect looks after the temple.
They have their dominance in the entire Garllwal and Teliri also. At Dewalgarh and several othere places near Pauri Garhwal,~sucha? at DaduwZ Devi
and near by it, there are temples of Kanphatas. They arc now griliastas
having landed property and several other paraphernalia. But their customs are
still the same ancl they follow the rules laid down by the sect.
As stated earlier, the P~hupata-a one time popular sect of Kurnaon-got
merged up with the KHnphatZs, so much so that there is a total disappearance
now of the former sect in the region of Kumaon.

Local deities
The most significant aspect of the religious life of Kumaon is the reverence towards some of the local deities. Though they have lcss importance
from the orthodox point of view, it is essential to know something about
them since they appear to have been the outgrowth of Saivism and Vaig~avism.
Gha?ztdkartla

Ghaqtskarna or Ghandy~lis worshipped both by the lower and the
higher classes principally. "The name Ghaqtskarna means he who had ears
as broad as a bell or who lias bell in his ears." 21
About the character and antiquity of tliis deity, nothing is available
to explain. However, he is taken as an attendant of Siva ancl by some as a
manifestation of GapeSa. He is supposed to be of a great importance and
is worshipped under the form of a water-jar as the healer of the cutaneous
18.

Lriggs, op. cil., p. B ? .

1 L'.

Pir con~monlyconno:ci a :~luslimsaint.

Wlry Ile lias becn ralletl

3

pil. is err)!al~lidthal thc

NSlhapanthis I,y the adoption or the term contrived to escape u l t c r anni1:ilat:on a 1 !he hands
of the hfuslims. The explanation appears to 1x plausible. See Ghurye, op. cif., p. 197.
20. l'heir names are, however like f l ~ e Iianphats yogis alfixed witlr the word I;T~!I,such as
Covindnsth, Shambhunath, Kamalnxth cfc.

2 1. Atkinson, ap.

tit.,

p. 8 16.
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diseases. 22 He is a gatekeepr in many of the Kumaon temples and particularl~
in the temples of Garhwal.
Though in a different way, Ghant~karvais worshipped by the Newgr
community in Nepal. O n a certain auspicious day he is worshipped and
finally sunk in the river in the form of a statue lest he may injure the crops
and the cattle wealth.
"The current legend regarding the origin of thc local deity BholXnZth and
his consort Barhiqi forms one of the connecting links between the universal
hierarchy of spirits arid goblins common to all the mountainous countries." 23
With the higher class of people BholsnZth and his consort are, however, taken
as the form of R4ahZdeva with his Sakti.
The antiquity of the worship of B h o b n ~ t h goes back to the times of
the Chand R z j ~ of
s I<umaon,
T h e story runs like this: "One of the r ~ j ~of sAlmora, in the lower
Himalayas, had two sons; one of them fell into evil ways and when he was
disinherited his younger brother Gyiinchand succeeded. Many years after,
the elder brother appeared in the guise of a religious mendicant and Gyznchand procured a gardener to slay him and his pregnant Brahmapi mistress.
T h e dead man became a Bhiit or evil spirit, and is now worshipped as BholsnBh, 'innocent lord9, a title of Siva, of whom, by and by, he will become
a manifestation. His mistress and her unborn child also l~ecarne bhiits and
are particularly dangerous to gardeners. A small iron tlident, the emblem
of h a , represents him, '4 a ~ l dit is placed in the corners of the peasant's
huts to guard them against any suclden calamity."
h back
As stated above, the antiquity of the worship of B h o l ~ n ~ tgoes
to Chand's lime. However, it may be sur~nised that the belief in 'demons
and spirits, malignant and beneficerlt I n s its indigcnous origin. This very
belief in the course of time has the develop~nentof various stories about bhats
or evil spirits in the later clays of Kumaon's social life.
-- -

2 2 . Tllcre are ~ernplesattril,uted to this deity. One sucll is

at

1;ady~lgarhin Tehri Garllwal and

1mih rhr higher and lowcl. rlL~tses
ol' people woralrip it.
2 3 . Atkinron, np. tii., p. 6 17.
24. Tlieir images h a w also heen c at-veil; ollc such is in ,211nora and is still in worsliip.

See

Hriggs, op. ci,., p. D O .

26. Crooke, \.V., Rtligion and Iiolklars

of

Korlhtrn I n d i a , Cal.

1806.

pp. 160-6 1.

( This somewhat reminds us or tlie ancient Indian Yaksha cult which put much stress on the
rolk deities ( or smaller gocls or ljlr or the present tln:cs ) in the lndian villages ).

Satyaniith
At Dewalgarh there is a temple of Satyaniith. The service of the
temple is conducted these days by the SZdhus. I t is dfficult to say about the
nature of this god-whether it is Vaiznavite or Saivite. Atkinson has, nevertheless, propounded a view that it probably represents "one of those nonBr~hmanicaldeities affiliated to the regular system in course of time and
adored indifferently." '6 But the contention seems to have less weight.
Instead, it appears that the worship of SatyanZth originated as a sub-sect of
the Gorakhan2this. The Jogi or SZdhu at Dewalgarh, Known as the Pir, is of
the KBnphatB sect. H e follows almost all the rules laid down it the sect.
Briggs also speaks about a sub-sect of Gorakhanzthis and calls it as
SatanZthis, which according to him, has its prominence at Puri in Orissa. 27
Gahghndth
It is one of the favourite deities of the Doms or the lower class 01people.
The oiigin of the deity is accounted for in a similar way as that of
BholZngth. I t is said that a mcndicant falling in love with a courtier's wife
got himself murdered along with the lady at the hand of a LohZr or blacksmith.
Like BholSnZth and his companion the mendicant and his mistress became
gobliils and vexed the people, so that they built the temple and instituted a
regular service in honour of these spirits.
SmaSdna, Khavish ( or Preta )
"The demon smaS~nais usually found at burning grounds, which are
as a rule placed at the co~~fluence
of streams and hence called maraglliit." B
Smahna is supposed to be of a black colour and hideous appearance. Khavish
resembles srnas~nain his malignant nature. It is a belief that he becomes a
smaS~naor I<havish who dies either due to accident or some wasting diseases.
Both these demons possess many of the attributes of C h ~ m u q d aDevi.
The preta is usually shown being trampled by Chamuqdz in her sculptures.
Goril
Goril is also called Goriya, Gwel, Gtvall and Gol. His reputation is much
more and his popularity is uilquestionable among the lower classes in Kumaon.
H e has temples throughout Kumaon. But his worship is more prevalent in the
districts of Naini Tal and Almora than that in Garhwal and Tehri. He has
26. Atkinson, ob. sir.. p. 816.
27.

firiggs, op. si,., p. 6 4.

28. Atkinson, op.

flit.,

p. 0 2 1 .

local names derived from some celebrated place or person like Siva. Thus the
Goril at Garura is known as the Iriyakot Goril and so are the others.
We do not know anything about his antiquity. There are, however,
local legends about his origin that he knew about his past life because he
was born of a mendicant woman, wlio was engaged in austerities and penance.
As he was the son of a rZjZ he ascended the throne of ICumaon on attaining
maturity. Due to his wisdom be became an object of worship during his
Life time and more after his death. I t is believed that he was thrown in an
iron cage in the river Gorigarigs ( or Gauri gahg8 ) by his step mothers
during his childhood. H e floated there and reached finally a fisherman's
house where he was named as Goril after the river Gorigarig~.
In some places a regular daily worship of Goril is held and assemblies
meet on fixed dates to propitiate all the village deities. 30 Some small shrines
are attributed to these gods near the villages or in the boundary for the
protection of the entire village from caIamities and several other bad effects.
This goddess has been in the state of worship by the petty rZj?i9s of
Garhwal from the ealry mediaeval times. They assemble at Dewalgarh in
Garhwal twice a year, where her temple is situated, and pay their reverence.
"The goddess is usually represented as seated on throne, the three feet of
which rest on figures of Brahrnii, Vignu and Siva." 31
This is a most unusual representation. So it is dificult to explain
clearly about the nature of this goddess. Instances of GaneJa being trampled
by the Buddhist deities come to us from Nepal and Tibet. The Mah~yZna
Buddhist goddess Aparsjita is usually "represented two-armed and seated with
20. I n the Hirnnlayan I.olklorc tlie ~ l ~ s c r i p t i ois~ lJirTerc~~tly
given. T h e :luthor gives a different
1.c11cr.s
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benehcent. See Gairola, T. D., If;rnl~ldjto,~
F o ! l l o r e , hlld. 1 9 3 5 , pp. 166-57.
30. Tile wl~olecerrrnony is very i ~ ~ r e l c s t i n g . Tlie t r y 0 proL.ssio~;nlB r J l ~ ~ n ~k n os \ v ~as~ CihanluwS
ant1 Jagriyi ( who call as well I,e a non-lirnhrnin ) play ~na,:or~ o l e s . 'They take the rice in
lla~lclsa n d then sllitking i t allout mutter some unintrlligi1,l~rnanlras i n local dialects. The
a drum ant1 broi>zi. p l a ~ r( thili ) a n d the ~.elativcsof tllc sick
man 01. tlie sick person IiimsrlC d;111cc u n ~ i lone is su1)l)oscd to Le posscssetl by the bhill.
T h e person i n this stage explains t l ~ ccluse or the 1,113~'sanger. The result is commonly that
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one foot on GaneSa". " When standing, her left foot is put on the left leg of
Ga?leSa, in wllich pose she is called Gapapatisatnjk1Znt3. " Excepting this, we
do not have any other instance of any god being trampled. The present representation from Dewalgarh might have been the influence of Tgntrism, which
had once spread in the whole of north India including Kumaon.
In her present worship the gooddess is taken as the form of Dwgz
Since she was worshipped by the R3j;rs of Garhwal,
she was probably
named RZja-RsjeSvari ( which may mean the goddess of the KZjijas ).
The worship is generally performed during the b4naurZtriof Chaitra and
&dha and at the two harvest seasons." 35
Kshetrapdla and other tutelary gods
This is a tutelary god of fields and boundaries. It is a beneficent deity,
who does not nor~nallyforce his wo~ship on any one by injuring them or
their crops. Every village has a snlall temple, often not more than a few
fcet square.
T h e description of the god comes in SuprabhedZgama and KPraqZgama
The former recommends ngga yajnopavita for the deity and a garland of.
skull on the head with triiiila, khadga, kapala, khetaka etc. Rao had identified
it with Bhairava. 36
Kshetrap~lahas a temple connected with Jiigeiwar grant as guardian
of the sacred forest of TailkZra region. As the monuments at J~geSwarbelong
roughly to 9th and l lth century A. D., the shrine of Kshetrapda may also
be taken contemporary with this pesiod.
Another tutelary god of cattle is Chaumu. It is taken as the protector,
of cows and other cattle. Yet another is BadhHn, whose nature is the same
as that of Chaumu.
Some of the kings of Katyuri dynasty have temples after their names.
Particularly Rzja DhZmdeva ( a later Katyuri king ) has a temple in ParganZ
PZli of Kumaon. He is worshipped as a 'Kula-devatHY by some of the Joshi
Brahmins of Kumaon and particularly by those of Pokhar~in Garhwal.
32. Getiy, ~ p rip.,
. p. 4 3 ( rerc~red to In C:hnplel V

1-

43. Ibid.
4 4 . The goddess is vely popular in the area of Dewalgarh and is worshipped now as a family

C

deity ( or Kula-Dev~) by the ~ a 1 Z ' sof SurnXri in Garlnval.
36. Atkinson, ap. sit., p. 8 16.
36. Rao, Elenrtrlts of Hindu Isonagrop4r, Vol. [I, pt. 11, pp. 4 8 6 -
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Besides the worship of local deities, nHga ( or serpent ) is worshipped
throughout Kumaon and Garhwal.
The antiquity of Naga worship in India goes back at least a few
centuries before the Christian era. The testimony of Greek writer Aelian
"testifies to the existence of real serpent worship-the cult of live animal-in the
Panjab during the fourth century B. C.'' 97 Fergusson is of the view that
neither the Aryans nor the Dravidians were serpent worshippers and "any
traces of serpent-worship that may be found in the Vedas or earlier writings
of the Aryans must either be interpolations of a later date or concessions to
the superstition of the subject races." 38 He further adds that Indian snakeworship was un-Aryan in its origin.
Whatever might have been the nature and antiquity of serpent-worship
in India, it is proved by the discovery of terracotta figurines of nzgas at
Sonpur, District Gay%in Bihar that the snake was well known to the people
in about 7-6th century B. C. 3Vevertheless, it cannot be said whether
the serpent or its worship had attained popularity during those days.
About its antiquity in Kumaon, nothing definite can be said, but it
may be assumed that it must have had a long antiquity here also. In 1877
Rivett Carnac noticed a few cup-markings along with figures of snake carved
on the rocks in and around the region of Almora. 40 The above author has
quite significantly attributed them to some 'nomadic raceM41
The above view brings out a suggestion that these rock sculpturings may
go back to the most ancient past and probably they were done by the aboriginals of Kumaon. Thus the snake worship may be a non Aryan institution in
Kurnaon, wliich was probably handed down to the more civilized people in the
subsequent period.
The serpent became largely popular in all the religions. Apart from the
Hindus, it found place in the Buddhist and Jaina mythologies. In the Bu-ldhist
31. Vogel J. ph., Indian Serpcni-Lore, London, 1936, p. 2 .

38. Fergusson, J., Tree and Serfict~t IYorship, p. l 1 6 .
39. I.A. R., 1960-61, p. 6.
40. The present author has also examined one such sculpture of a snake carved on the rock near

4 1.

Kasar Devi in Almora. It is, still clearly noticed and appears to be considerably old.
Carnac, H. Rivett, "Rouglr notes on some ancient sculpturing8 on rocks in Kumaon similar
to those found in monoliths and rocks in ~ u r o ~ e "J ,. A, S. B., XLVL, Pt. I, pp, 1-16, 1877.
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literature the "dreaded serpent-demons are generally represc~~ted
as devout
worshippers of the Buddha." 42
T h e Buddha and the Jaina Tirtharikaras are often associated with n%gas
in their sculptural representations. In sculptures of the Gupta period, found
at SarnHth, the two nZgas suspended in the air 'half-bodieds empty their
water-jars over the head of the infant Buddha, who is shown standing on his
lotus. 43 With regard to the art of the Jainas, it should be noted that thc
Tirthankara Parbanatha is distinguished by a snake-hood. According to a
Jaina legend, it was the Yaksa Dharanendra who spread his many hoods
over the heads of the Arhat during a violent storm. "In all probnbility this
story was modelled after the legend of Muchilinda."
The Naga worship is very common even today throughout Garharnl and
in other parts of the Kumaon region. The Nzgadevat~s are known by
various names in Garhwal. Important among them are Bcni-niiga, Karakota
n2ga and V~suki-niiga. Out of them Karakofa holds a key position as he is
worshipped in Kumaon, Nepal and Kashmir equally. There are actually many
temples in Garhwal. "They are Vai~gavatemples to 6ela-niiga at P2qdukeSvar,
to Bhelaka-n2ga at Ratgaon and to Sangal-nHga at Talor. ... ..to B~npa-nags
at Margaon in Painkhand~;to Lahandeu nZga at Jelam in the Niti valley
and to Puskara-nZga at Kshetrapl Pokhari in NHgpur.') +'h4ore than this,
there exists a tradition in Garhwal that the Nzgas once resicled in the valley
of AlakanandZ.
T h e domestic worship of the Nzga is done more on the Nsga-Panchami
day, which falls during August-September every year. O n this day the ground
is freely smeared with cowclung and mud and figures of five, seven, or nine clay
serpents are rudely drawn with sandlewood powder or turmeric. Lamps are
lighted and waved before them, incenqe is burnt and food nncl fluits offerer].
This is repeated both in the morning and evening and in the night stories in
praise of the Nzgn are related. '"

Buddhism
Besides the worship of the Brahmanical gods and goddesses, some parts of
Kumaon were influenced by the Buddhism during the 7th century A.D. Srong
42.

Vogcl, np. s i t . , 9 3 .
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Tsang Gampo of Tibet employed a policy of expansionism in his frontier
region. H e was a staunch follower of Buddhism
and so along with other
parts in side Tibet, he must have tried to proselytise the inhabitants of the
border regions, which comprised the present day Garhwal and Kumaon.
Though we do not have a single instance of the following of this religion
in Kumaon during the present century, we have to surmise about its existence
here on the basis of the traditions and a fe ,v other direct evidences. There is one
t
universal tradition regarding the visit of Salikara
to the Himalayan region and
his driving out of the Buddhists and unbelievers and finally restoring the Brahmanical religion once again. Atkinson's I cmark in this connection is noteworthy :
"In Kumaon, particularly as in N ~ p a l , Sailkara displaced the BaudhamZrg
priests of Pa4upati at Kedar and of Niirzyana at Badarin~th.)"'
Besides, the remains of the Buddhism of Tibet or the Lsrn~ismare distinct
in and around the region of Badarin~th. But more than this the personal obsera vations of the author at ManZ are importa~it. O n enquiry it was revealed
that though the religion has totally disappeared totlay, the decaying tradition
still survives in the form of stories that the village was once under the Buddhistic influence. We do not know as to when actually the transformation in the
religious set-up of Manz took place. It can be, however, surmised that the
extinction of the Tibetan Buddhism after the visit of Sailkara followed a gradual
conversion of the people at MZnii. And this riltimatcly resulted in the total disappearance of the L'im~ismfrom this part of Kumaon in the course of centuries.
T h e evidence about the Buddhism at Govis;l~jaas given by Hieun-Tsang
remains at present uncorroborative until the area is suE?iected to scientific
excavations.

Jainism
We do not have evidence either literary or traditional about the exsitence of Jainism in Kumaon. Hieun-Tsang also remains almost silent about
the fkith in this region. But a few extant remains help us to believe that the
religion was not totally unknown to people. A few Tirthankara images
along with a multilatecl yaksa on the mountain top and the Gi~jardeotemple
4 7 . This Tibetan Euddhism or LnmLism is more or less an extension or the Indian nuddhism

Wadclell remarks in this conneclion that there is not any radical transformation of Indian
nuddhism by Tibetans. It is essentially and in details too the same as the popular later
theintic or MahZflna ( or "Great vehicle" ) iorm of Buddhism which had devclopcd early
in India and whlch was predominantly current there between the seventh and twelfth
centuries A. D. See Waddell, L. A., T h e BtrJJhism of Tibet or Lamaism, Caml,., 1 Q48 p. XI1 148,

Atkinson, ep. sit., p. 4 6 6 ,

executed in Jaina taste
testify to the existence of Jainism in and around
Dwiirahat. However, nothing can be stated about the other parts of Kumaon.

Conclusion
This brief appraisal proves that though the stronghold of Brahmanical
gods and goddesses has remained comparatively supel.ior from the ancicnt past,
the local deities have also attained sufficient importance throughout Kumaon.
Among the peasantry of the outlying parts, Vi!nu is little known and Aiva is
worsllipped under the Corm of Bl~airavaor tlie linga, but the common resort in
times of trouble or distress is Govil, Chaumu and o~liervillage gods. "The
truth is that popular religion in the llills is the worhip of fear, though BhagwZri
is named as the great god, he is supposed to allow miscliicvious ancl malignant
spirits to injure the person and property of people. When famine and pestilence
stalks abroad, the village temples are crowded and promises of o\~lationsarc
made." 50 A tradition comes to us that during the Chand rulers of Kumaon
the Krtli in Gangolill~t( Almora District ) receievd human sacrifices. Atkillson
remarks about this ritual that it has been borrowed from the Buddhist and the
daiva Tantras. 61
Whatever may be the local aspcct of the religioti of Kumaon, tlie laud is
most sacred due to the existence of the Badal-i and Kediir. T o the Hindus he
Kumaon Himalaya is what Palestine is to the Chri~tian.,,~' It is considered as
the home of great gods and its visit as the great way to final liberation. The
sources of Gailgs, YamunZ-the two sacred rivers of the Hindus-are taken
to be very auspicious. This living belief persists even roday resulting in the visit
of these holy places every year by several thousand pilgrims.

CHAPTER V111
HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY AND CULTURAL
ETHNOGRAPHY
Tlie iuscriptions ancl mainly the Copper-plate Slants from Kumaon
supply us clala, which can really be utilised in the study of tlie historical geography a l ~ dthe cultural ethliography of ancient Kumaon. The material, though
meagre, presents a n interesting account of various terms namely, administrative,
geographical ancl ethnological.
Tllc study of these aspects may be sumrnarily groupecl under the following heads :
I. Adlninist1,ative
11. Place names
111. Persollal names.
All tlie afo~.esaicldivisions are relatecl witli sevel.al components; hence an
elaborntc study of' eacli of' them will be necessary to biiil~lup an account.
I t rnay be sub-grouped in tlie following classes :
(a) The ter~itorialunits.

(11) The officers.
(a) 'The territorial utlits

Janapada
From almost all the available records of tlie Katyuris of ICumaon, we
get rcfercnces to various territol ial units. For example, tlie terms Janapada,
Bhukti, Vi4aya and Palliku have been very frequently used to denote various
territorial units.
The term Janapada connotes a province, More correctly it may be
statccl t11'1t it was "an important geog~aphicalterm ....wl~ich was both a state
:incl a cultural unit, its culturc couliting more than its geograplly. Its cultural
i~itcglityw ~ rcflcctecl
~s
and preserved in the maniiers, customs and above all
the dialecls 01' its pcople." '
1.

Agrawala.

V. S . , India

as ltnawn t o Pa!lini,

Alld., 1932, p. 1 Jb.
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Its antiquity goes back to k ~ i n i who
,
used it for an existing geographical unit during his times. a
The reference to the term has also occurcd in the Arthaliiscm. It is
used there for the "area covered by villages and towns of the whole kingrlorn
except perhaps the capital.. .,."?

.

'l'hen in tlie edicts of ASoka, we get this ullit mcntiotled.
During the Gupta period, this term seems to llnvc becn 1cpIaced IJy
another term Visaya, for both of tl~cmhave been taken as signifii~l~
onc rind
the same thing, though there are disagreeme~lts.
T h e Katyuri rulers of Kumaon retained the older tradition and used
the present term probably indicating a bigger unit as was done by Piivini for
calling the countries of Kamboja, GandhBra, Kapisa, BHlhika, etc. as
Janapadas.

The term Bhukti means a province. During the Gupta period, "ill tile
eastern part of the empire the following territorial units were current : gr.Sma,
vigaya, bhukti, k h a ~ d aand deSa." G The difference between Bhukti and
vigaya is that the Bhukti seems to have cienoted a larger extent of thc ter~itory
than a vigaya. The Bhukti had its origin in he Gupta times, wllen t l ~ eolder
models of admirlistration was changed with a new nomenclature.
The governor of a Bhukti is known by various designations in the epigraphical records as Bhogika, Bhogapati, Gopta, Uparika-Mah~rHja,Riijastll~ni~a,
etc. 7
Harga borrowed the same tradition.
I n the Kumaon records also the same tradition is repeated, but the occurence of the term in epigraphs is met with only once. s
2.

His dale has been roughly asrigned from 7th to l l ~ e4lh century D. C.

3.

p. 466.
Dikshitar, V. R . R.,

7/16

.Ilauryon P o l i l y , 1932,

See Agrawala, op. tit.,

P. 136.

6.

Agrawala, op. c i f . , p. 4 0 6 .
I b i d . , p. 48.
Sankalia, Sludisr in (h? tlir/orirrrl ~ I I JCullrrrol Gcogruphv ond Elhnagrnphy 01 G'lrjorota, I'oona,

7.

1 9 4 4 , p. 2 3 .
Ileni Prarad, The Sfofu i n Ansitn! I n d i a , Alld.. 1928, p. 2 0 5 .

8.

S e e J . A.S. B . , V o l . V L l , p . 1066.

4.

6.
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From almost all the available records of the Katyuris, we get the term
'Vipya indicating some sort of territorial unit during their rule.
As regards the meaning of the term, it may be said that it signified
probably a district in the modern sense of the term. Fleet has pointed out that
it would mean... ."a subdivision of a deia or m a ~ d a l a . " ~
T h e antiquity of the term goes back to the times of Pavini. He has
used it for denoting a 'province' called after its people. For example the
region of the Bibis is known as Saiba; the region of the M ~ l w apeople as Mglavaka. I n the A g ~ d h y a y ithus,
,
"the names according to vigaya seem to be
based on the ethnic distribution of population over particular areas for the
time being without reference to the form of government." l0
Though the Mauryan rulers did not designate the term for any of the
administrative divisions, it is certain that the conception of the term prevailed
during their times. AJoka appears to have divided the administrative set-up
of his kingdom into territorial divisions and sub-divisions. Thus there would
have been the units, namely Jdnapada, viiaya, ZhHr and Pradeia. But "\vhat
terms were used to denote the territorial division and its subdivisiolls in AiokaYs
time, we do not know.""
The term indicating a part of the administrative arrallgement occurs
in thz Gupta inscriptions. And it appears that the unit visaya along with
Bhukti, khavda, Deia, etc. were quite current in the eastern and central parls
of their empire. In the Datnodar copper plates the name occurs as "kotivarsha
vigaya" which was being governed ( Samvyavaharati ) by Kum~ramatyaVetra
varman, appointed to this responsible post by Upavika Chiratadatta, the head of
the Puydravardhana bhuktiw, who was finally under the glorious KumZragupta.
T h e above reference thus indicates that the Gupta administration was
divided into Bhukti province ), vigaya ( djstrict ) and grzma. l 3
After their decline, the succeeding powers continued the older administrative tradition of the Guptas. T h e H u ~ ToramayH
a
had under him a viceroy
0.

F l e e t J . F . , C . I . l . , C a l . 1888,Vol. III,p. 3 2 , 7 .

1 0 . Agr~wala,ap. t i t . , p. 3 5 .
l l . Dhandarkar, D. K . , Aieka, Cal. 1026, p. 6 1.
12. Uasak, R. C., h he Five Dzrnodarpur Copper Plate Inscriptions of the Cupta period", E . / . ,
XV. p. 114.

13. Ibid.
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ruling in the Airikina visaya. " Apart from the Hunas, we get the same term
used for a district during Har~a'sreign. l 6
I t therefore appears that the same tradition was handed down to the
rulers of Kumaon in the subsequent ce~ituriesand they also seem to have
divided the kingdom into territorial divisions, as is clearly indicated by 'Knrttikeyapura-visaye, Tanganapura-vi~ay~,
l6 etc.

In the Katyuri records the term occurs at least five times. Palli or
Pallika is "invented after pal" l7 which means to go to move, etc. It seems
to have no reference to it in the early Sanskrit literature, but the latcr use of
the term signified a small hamlet; "a village of wandering Iierdsmen ( abllirapalli ); of wild tribes; den of thieves or a house of C h ~ n d d a . "'"
According to Burrow and Emeneau, the word in Sanskrit has been
borrowed from the Dravadian languages. Iri the 7-umil Lexicon, it means
a temple, a small village, etc. The earlier reference to it is found in tlie Jaina
canonical texts, especially in the Uttargdhyana Siltra," where it ineans a den
of thieves.
he earliest portions of the Jaina canonical texts have been assigned
The meaning of the term in literature does
roughly to 3rd century B. C.
not, however, coincide with the later use in the i~lscriplionsfrom various parts
of India.
T h e use of the word is widespread. In Gujarat "the suffix palli or
pallika is met with for the first time in the Traikiitaka record." 22 In Madhya
Pradesh, the Vgkataka inscriptions and t.he Kalachiiri records use the suffix
at least four to five times.
In Kumaon records the use of the word seems to have carried the meaning for a small habitation.

"

14. Ghoshal, U. N., T h e Clarsiral Agr, p. 347.

1 6 . Trlpnthi, ap. tit., p. 138 ( referred to in Chnpter I 1
I S . Sircar, ep. rit., p. 280.
17. MonicrWilliamn p. 610.
18. Snnkalia, ap. tit., p. 6 3 .
19. 7 . L., M d r a r Univenity, 1830.

1.

2 0 . lllustratrd Ardharnagadhi D i r l i a w r y . 111, 8 2 8 .
2 1. Winternltz, M,,H i s t e r ~bj Indian Litnature, V. 11, Cal. 1033, p. 434.
2 2 . Snnknlin, ep. tit., p. 6 3 .
23. Gokhale, S., Studirr in lhr Histariral and Cultural Geography and Ethnography bj A f d h y a P r d r r h ,
p. 87. ( Thssia in the Dccc~nCollege and Poonb University Libreris ).
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T h e inscriptions from Kumaon contain the terms denoting designation
of oficess. 'This helps us to know more about the administrative set-up of the
region.
T h e first occurrence of such terms is met with in the A4okan Rock-edicts
at Kalsi. T h e officers are known as Yuktas, Lzjukas ( or Rajukas ), Prgdekika
arid Mahiimatras. :*

The Yitkfas
Di~ringAgoka, the class of these officers seem to have come under civil
where the
service. T h e name also occurs in the Arthahstra of Kautilya,
author has described about hirn more precisely. Kautilya draws our attention allout the yuktas and upnyuktas or their assistants. The duties of the
Bhandyuktas seem to have been "largely secretarial work and accounting."
askas is, however, of the view that they were "principally district officers who
managed kings property, received and kept accounts of the revenue and had
power to spend where expense was likely to lead to an increase of revenue."

''

Almost all these views appear to be in conformity and it appears quite
certain that thcy were entrusted with the task of revenue and account.

The Rdjukas
Rcsitlcs the yuktas, the R3jl1kas are mentioned in the KAsi rock inscription. It appears that these officers also belonged to the "department of
admir~istrationresponsible for surveying and assessing land."
Scholars have
identified them with the Rajjug~haka in the Jataka.
From it we know
that he was in charge of measuring lard and fixing boundaries I)y way of a
coyd. I n the Al.thaiiist1n the tcrrn occurs as 'Coraraj jukaJ, which denoted
that hc wn: a rural officer-connecte~lwith survey an11land settlement.
Smith
identifies the Rsjukas with "high officers itltermetliate in rank -between the
governors and the district officers ( pr~de6ikas).
It appears that the R ~ J u 24.

Hultuch, ap. air., p. 3 2 . ( referred to in Chapter V1 ).

2 6 . Rook 11, Chapter 9 .
26. Thapar Romila, A i a k a and rhc Decline of
2 7 . Uhandarkar, ap. t i t . , p. 6 3 .

t h e Alarrryas,

10G 1 , p. 109.

20. Thapar, ap. cil., p. 1 0 7 .
2 9 . /bid.

30 Dikrhitar, V . R . R., T h e Mauryon P o l i o , Madras, 1032, p. 61
3 1. Srnlth, V . A . , Aiaka, Oxford,

1801, p.

148.
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kas were given much of' judicial powers to deal with the cases and they were
the most important officers of the rural administration of ASoka. Mmkerji,
however, feels that they "were probably in charge of the districts and corresponded to the district magistrates of the present day." 32

I n the Arthahstra we note a class officers of called the Pradegf~s,33 who
may be probably identified with the Pr2deiikas. These officers were probably
in charge of the entire administrative set-up of a particular province. "Much of
their work consisted of touring."
But the term has been variously translated
by scholars as the head of the executive, the revenue and judicial service, the
divisional commissioner and the provincial "oficers entrusted with jurisdiction
over a specified area." 35 The Pr~deSikaswere probably at the head of the
administration, though different opininons have been forwarded by the other
scholars.36

The Mah~m8tras
T h e precise meaning of the term is not certain. Several officers are
referred to as the Maharnatras. The term appears to have been used for high
official or a dignitary only. In the Arthahstra the term is used to denote
a minister. The officers under this category seem to have held diKerent
portfolios and some of them were held responsible for the general aclministration. Some of them were known as the Dllammn hfah5rnXtras. This intlicates that these officers-quite different from the Ants MahamXtraq who were
in charge of the outlying provinces-were sent for the propagation of A4oka.s
Dhamma in the neighbouring states. Mookerji believes that the hfahxmztras
were probably the heads of special clepartrnent~.~~
IYllatevcr inight have becn
the nature of their duty, it is quite certain that the h4ah8m5traYswere...n highly
responsible cadre of officials and were doubtless greatly respected.
Apart from the list of officials in the ASokan inscription at Kzlsi, there
are several other terms in the records fiom Kumaon. Reference to them brings
before us a ,lotable administrative set-up under the rulers of the region.
.

--

-

--

4 2 . Rlnokerji, R. K . , "As'nka llle ~ r c a l " , T h t Acr o/ lrnprrilrl (Inrfv, 1 8 6 3 , p 00.
3 3 . Ilk. I , Ch. 1 2 .
3 4 . Thapar. ap. d . ,p. 106.
3 6 . Dikshitar, op. c i t . , p. 2 2 1 .
36. See Ibid. and Thapar, op. cil., Tor derails.
3 7 . hlookerji ap. bit., p. 80

48. Thapar ep. c i t . , p. 1 0 2

30
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The various chiefs are known in the records by the following names :
MahZkartakr tika

In charge of administrative departments
SZmanta
Kisoravadavago mahish yodhikrita
Dakpar~dhika
Dandapa4ika
Chauroddharanika
Asedhabhangiidhikrita
Kofta pZla
Kha~darakshZlhipati
Karnakika
Paft~k~pachgrika
Ghattapiila
Saulkika
Sth~n~dhikrita
Gaulmika
Gam~gamina
Head of the Militia or persons attached to it
Sarabhafiga
Khiidgika
Mahasamanta
Dandika
Agvapati
Foreign Department
VyZparitaka
Preinika
Diita
Palace o#cets and oficers with princely linsage
R%j~m%tya
Rajaputra
Kumaramgtya
R~jadauvarika
Riijanyaka
Coun(ry and uil/age o$cers and oficns of the tevYitorid units,
Vi3ayapati
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Bhogapati
Rgjasth~niya
Uparika
PrZntapala
Mahattama
Mahamanusya
Sreshtipurogan

Miscellaneous oficms
Vartmap~la
Viniyuktaka
Tad~yuktaka
Tarapati
Aik&fsv~rnina
Agnisvami
S~itaddaprakrityadhisthan~yana
Pratisurika
Pilupati
Kulach~rika
Abhitvaram~naka
Karika
Oficers by profession and th.e wam'ors
Vavika

Abhira
Thakkura
Bhatfa
The meaning of the terms and the nature of the duties of these officials
require consideration.

This official designation occurs in almost all the plates from Pandukeivar.
Besides, the term occurs in the Gupta inscriptions and the Pals inscriptions
from Bengal, specially the M u g h i r copper plate uses it.
The meaning of the term appears to have indicated certain class OF
executive officer 3y or possibly ~ u ~ e r i ~ ~ t e n d or
e n managers
ts
of state affairs. W
39. Ghoshal, U. N., "Administrative organination-~orth", T h r Age
Sircar, bp. sit., p. 287.

40.

af Imperiul

Knnuuj, p. 2 4 2 .
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T h e word occurs in almost all the platcs horn P~r>dukekvar. Tlle
official title has a long standing antiquity and occul.s in the Gupta records. It
is met with again during thc time of H a ~ - ; a *arid
~ finally tllc Palas of Bengal 43
hat1 appointed the officer of this dcsig~iationduring their rule.
Tlie meaning of the word is variously given as the chief doorkccper,
pe~.liapscllicfs of the palace guards " or chief warder or usher 45 or he coultl
be also a clutn. 4G
This designation appears in almost all the records from Pandukeivar.
This office Inay be "traced back to the time of the Iiusaqa emperors and the
Ikshv3ku king of Telugu country, was the controllirig autl~ority over tlie
davda~riyakas".47
I t lias been defincd by scholars differently. 111 some cases it meant a
general, wl~ilein others, a magistrate, a judge, etc. 4u

Simanla
Tlie oficial title occurs in the Pandukesvar coppcr plates quite frequently.
Besides, it occurs in the Madhuban~plateof H a r p . 4"
T h e meaning of tlie term appears to have been a feudatory chief
or
neighbouring tributary princes. 61

Kisoravndav~gomahishyodhikrita
Besides the frequcnt occurrence of the tcl-m in tllc K i i ~ ~ ~ i irecords,
on
wc notice its mention in the PAa inscriptions from Bengal.
T h e tide appears to have signified the officer holding cl~nrgc of colts,
mares, cows and she-buffaloes.

'"

p

-

~

ap.

4 l . Ileni l'rasad,

4 2. 'I'ril)atl~i,oh,
4 3 . Ghoshal,
44.

op.

tit,,

6il.,

Ghoshal, Tire

ail.,

p. 206.

p. l 4 l .
p. 2 4 2 .

C l a s s i c a l Age,

op. c i f , , p. l 4 l .
Salelore. K. N . , L* i n l h c

p. 3 4 4 .

4 6 , Tripathi,
4b.

G ~ r p t aA p ,

Cornbay, 1 0 4 3 , p. 206.

4 7 . (;hosIial, op. c i l . , 11. 3 4 3.

40.

Kanr, 1'. V., I l i l l o r y o j D h a r n ~ o j i r ~ l r uVol.
,
I 1 I , p. 9H6.

49.

I.eni I'rasacl, of. t i r . , p. 2 0 6 .

GO.

Icane,

011. r i l . ,

p. 1006.

Atkinson, 01,. r i l . , p. 4 70.
6 2 . Sircar, op. c i l . , 11. 2 8 3
5I.
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This title also occurs like the others in all the Piy?ukeivar records.
Besides, it also occurs in tlle YHla records.
The meaning of the term remains doubtrul. 13ut it probably rcl)resc~lted
#'an officer whose concern was with the ten apargdllas of which lllc king could
take cognisance." 53 The other view also takes the tcrcn ddapar;icllla as
carrying only a generic name for sins and ill its administrative scllsc, only
meaning judicial fines in general. 6 4 And therefore the official attached to
the Department may rightly be takcrl as L)asl>ar&cillika.
This means probably a n officer-in-charge of punish~nent, i , c. clilllinal
justice. '" . .
T h e word occurs in the Gupta 5G period. And then d u ~ i n gtlie 8111 to
10th century A. D. the use is very frequent in Bengal, Charnba, KasIlmir,
Kumaon, etc. for indicating police officers or judicial officers "who are invcsted with the power of punishment."

''

It probably means a thief-catcher or one 'wl~oexterminates tl~icves.
Besides its use in Kumaon records, it occurs in the Gupta irlscriptions.
The
use of the word is ~ioticedin the records of tlie Maitrakas ~ f ' v a l a b h i . ~Tile
'
Chanlba inscriptionsc1also include this officer along with the list OS otllcr ollicers.
T h e word ~ s e d h aoccurs in the K31yHyana S m ~ t in
i reference to the
plantiff, who according to il is allowed "by a process called Zsedlla, to keep
&fendent under legal restraint till the arrival of kings summons."
Hellce
his work was probably to prevent flights from the prison.
The word does not occur in other inscriptions so frequently. In the
PH!lduke&varplates, however, its use is quite frequent.
p
-

-

63. Kane, e p . ail., p. 087.
64. Beni l'rasad, op. tit., p. 403.
6 6 . Kane, ap. d . , p. 986.
6 6 , Saletore, op. ail., p. 40 1.

6 7 . Reni Prasad,

ofi.

sit., p. 4 0 5 .

6 8 . Kane, op. (if., 1). 984.
6 9 . Fleet, ap, cil., p. 2 18 and Salclore, a p , cif., p. 30 1.

6 0 . Ghoshal, 01,. tit., p. 348.
6 1. l3eni Prasad, c+, sit., p. 438.
6 2 . Ghoshal, e p . tit., p. 358.
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He was probably an officer in charge of a fort,B3 though he has also been
taken as the Kotawda and Kosapnla.
The word is used in all the plates from Pgndukesvar. The Pratih~ra
rulers also used it in their records and we notice its use in the Psla records

Kha?zdarakshiidhipati
He was probably in charge of a small territorial unit or the royal
engineer who looked after buildings falling in ruins.
I n the Chamba inscriptions he is, however, assigned a household duty, which probably was a
'sword guard',
obviously belonging to the bodyguard.
Besides its use in the Kumaon and Chamba records, it is used in the
Pgla inscriptions also.
He was an officer-in-charge of a state department or
Other view
is that the Kara~ika, who was in charge of Karanas or documents seems to
have bee11 a registrar7' or a writer, a scribe, etc.
The word karavika occurs in the TdeAvar copper plate grants, which
the editor. The Gupta inscriphas been wrongly red as the 'KspZlikas9
tions use this word for the retinue of clerks. 73
I t appears to have meant an officer to investigate offences against the
royal edicts and charters. "
Thc use of the word is not frequently met with in the records from other
parts of India
6 3. Kane, op. sit., p. 0 8 1.
6 4 . Arkinson, op. t i t . , p. 480.
6 6 . Ghoshal, ap. sit., p. 2 3 0 .

6 6 . Sircar, op. c i t . , p. 2 8 3

6 7 . Deni Prasad. o p . cif., p. 438.
6 8 . Kane, r p . ail.. p . 0 8 1 .
69. Ibid., p 9 7 9 .
70. I!eni Prasad, OF. sit., p. 300.
7 1 . Fleet, op. sir., p. 242.
72. Gupre, op. sir., p. 11 7 ( Referred to in Chapter I1 )
73. Saletore, op. sir., p . 301.
74. Sircar, op. cif. p. 282.
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The designation was probably used for the superintendent of landing places
on river banks.'Wther meaning of it has been taken to bc one who guards the
The use of the word does not seem to be popular in other inscriptions.
In the Kahla plate of Sdhadeva belonging to Samvat 1134, it occurs not
as Ghattapala, but Ghattapati.
This was a superintendent of tolls or customs duties.
The use of the word occurs in all the BndukeSvar plates. Besides, the
Gupta inscriptions also mention this officer.
Then the Palas of Bengal *
used the word in their inscriptions and finally we notice its use in the
Chamba inscriptions.
H e was probably a T h ~ n a d S i.r e. superintendent of police out-posts. 'l
The use of the term is not found frequently in other inscriptions from
India.

Gaulmika
The word has been variously defined. Fleet takes him to be a superintendent of woods and forests. 82 Sircar takes him to be a superintendent of police
station.
Atkinson on the other hand has taken him to be a soldier.
The word first occurs in the Gupta inscriptions. Then we see its use in
the inscriptions of the Pglas and the Senas of BenpLu Besides, the term has its
use in the Chamba inscriptions. "
75.

Ibid.

76. Atkinson, eh. #it., p. 480.

7 7 . Kane, ep. t i t . , p. 983.
78. Ibid., p. 1006.
70. Fleet, ep. bit., p. 62.
8 0 . Chosl~al,ap. sir., p. 242.
8 1. Sircar,+.

cil., p. 283.

82. Fleet, ep. r i t . , p. 62.
83. Sircar, op. air., p. 283.
84. Atkingon, ep. ail., p. 478,
86. Kane, ep. tit., p, 082.
86. Rcpi Prarad, 3. #it. p. 430.
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Gamiigamina
It hag also been variously defined. I t is taken to be a political officer
dealing with the exit from and entrance into towns.
Again it is taken to be
some kind of a messenger.
The actual meaning is however uncertain.
Besides the Kumaon records, it also occurs in the Pala inscriptions.
Other view takes him to be an
I t means probably a royal surgeon.
archer. 91
The use of the word is probably restricted to the Kumaon records.

Khdgika
In this case
I t probably means a swordsman or its superintendent.
also the use is restricted to the Kumaon records.
Mah~ssdmanta
The later
It means a commander-in-chief 93 or a great chieftain.
explanation may, however, be correct.
Apart from its use in the Kumaon records, it very often occurs in some
of the other inscriptions. Particularly the Gupta inscriptions use it to signify a
great chi~ftain.'~Then it is noticed in the Harsa inscription and finally in the
Psla rccnrds. 96
Da?zdika
The term is taken to be for a mace-bearer or probably a police officer.
Other view takes it to be a chastiser," while the other same as the Dandap~iika.9~
The tcrm has its use from the Gupta period onwards. Then it is used
it~scriptions
and finally in the C h a r n b ~records.
in the Pala
- .

8 7 . Sirrnr. ep. tit., p. 2 0 3 .
Rfl. Kanr, v. tit., p. 0 8 2
89. Kanr, op. tit., p. 0 8 2 .

80. Sircar,.eb. c i t . , ' ~ . 283.

0 1 . ~ t k i n s o n , ~ o ptit.,
. p. 470.
0 2 . Sircar, np. t i t . , p. 283.
0 3 . Atkinson, op. tit., p. 4 7 9 .
9 4 . Kanr, op. l i t . , p. 1000.

96. Ibid.
Q6. Ibid.
97.

Atkinson, ep. sit., p. 4 7 9 .

88. Sircar, op. sit., p. 283.
09. Kane, sp. sit., p. 986.
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He was a commander of cavalry.
I t was probably used for the foreign secretary or ambassador. lW
The use of the term has not been very frequent. But in the inscriptions
from the Deccan, Vygpritaka is the designation of one of the local officers. '01
It cannot, however, be stated as to what were the duties assigned to him.

Pres'nika
This seems to have been an officer-in-charge for sending messengers. lo2
The use of it is restricted to two records from Kumaon. Elsewhere it
is not seen at all.

Diita
He is a messenger or envoy. The use of the term has been very frequent
and its antiquity goes far back. The Taittiri,ya Samhitd ;mentions Diitas. lo9
I n the 13th Rock-edict of A b k a at Shahab~za~arhi,
there is a 'dutr who
was entrusted with diplomatic agency. His mission was probably to spread
peace and goodwill between respective states and the empire. 1°1 In the
Gupta period, the term came to be known as data or dijtaka. lo6 Later on it
is found in all the successive periods.
He was probably a King's-minister or a counsellor of the R@.
Its occurrance is met with first in the P r ~ k r i form
t
in the Ngsik inscription
as Vgyamaca.lo"atel.
on it occurs in the Gupta in~criptionsand finally in the
Psla records. l''

Rdjaputra
Literally it means a prince, but the use of the term in some of the inscriptions has signified a technical meaning for some officer such as the 'nobleman
or the knight? log
1 0 0 . Atkinson, op. a i l , p. 4 7 0 ,
l 0 l . Reni Prasad, op. tit.. p. 4 I 7
102.
1 0 3.
104.
106.
106.
107.
108.
100.
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Sircar, ap. tit.. p. 283.
1:eni Prasad, ap. rit., p. 4 4.
Dikshi~ar,op, sit., p. 181.
Saletore, ap. d . , p. 286.
E. I., VlII, p. 8 1 .
Fleet, ap. t i t . , p. 218.
Ghoahal, ep. rir., p. 242.
Kane, ap. sit., p. 1003.
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I t occurs in the Gupta inscription No. 46?1° Then all the Pala records
use it and finally the Chambg inscriptions contain the term. 'l1
All the
Pagdukehar records also use it.

Kumiinimiitya
He is a high official below a provincial governor. 11" Other view takes
him to be as the counsellor of a prince. 'l3 Sankalia believes that it may be a
personal title derived partly fiom the past and partly from the present nature
of the post. Thus the term Kum%ramatya lilerally a 'minister of a prince'
might have acquired the sense of a minister or 'officer.' 'l4
I t occurs in the A. P. I.l15 and in No. 46 of the Gupta inscriptions.
Later on the Maitrakas of Valabhi 'l6 used this word in their inscriptions.
Then the use is met with in the C h a m b ~inscriptions. 'l7 In Kurnaon, it is
used in all the plates.
It may mean a palace guard.
I t occurs in the T~lesvarcopper plate grants. Excepting this, the use
is noticed nowhere in the inscriptions.

Rajanyaka
I t means probably a prince. lie Its antiquity goes back to the Vedic
times. "In the Rgveda, the term Rzjanya denotes both the royal and noble
families."
It therefore means a chief ofthe noble family.
Aprrt from its occurrance in the Kurnaoil recortls, it is used in the
inscriptions from Bengal. '21

Vi;~ayapati
He was the head of a vigaya corresponding roughly to a modern district.
Though the institution, as already stated, has a fairly long antiquity, for the
-

l 10. Fleet, ap. cil., p. 2 18.
11 1. lleni Prasad, ep. t i t . , p. 4 2 0 .
112. Kanc,bp,sil., p. 9 0 9 .
I I 3. ~ ~ e eap.
t , cir., 1). 16 n . 7.
1 14. Sankalia, The .4rshacelagy of Gujaral, p. ' 9 6 , no 2 .

116.
11 6.
1 1 7.
118.
1 19.

Fleet, op. eir., p. 16, n. 7.
Choshal, cp. sit., p. 348.
lkni Prasad, ap. cif., p. 4 3 7 .
Atkinson, ap. sir., p. 4 7 0 .
neni Prasad, op. sir., p. 3 1 .

1 2 0 . Ibid.. p. 461
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designation seems to have occured in the Gupta times. The term has been
used in all the inscriptions of later times also.

Bhogapati
"One responsible for the collection of the Bhoga or the state share of
the land produce taken in kind as a rule one-sixth.". l'" Fleet was, however,
of the opinion that "in the inscriptions it is a technical official title, possibly
connected with the territorial terms bhoga and bhukti". u V n Kumaon
records it seems to have meant for officers in charge of j ~ g i r salso.
The word has occured frequently in all the inscriptions from the Gupta
period onwards.
Rijasthiniya
I t denotes literally an officer who had to deal with other Rgjasthanas
It appears that it actually meant a
or kingdoms or a foreign secretary. l"
viceroy or governor.
Its use is wide in almost all the inscriptions after the Gupta pe~iod. In
Kumaon records it was probably used for governors or land-lords. l"
Uparika
He seems to have been an officer somewhat like a ~rovincialgovernor.
The term occurs in the D ~ m o d a rcopper plate. As already stated, Uparika
was selected by the king himself. He is sometimes styled as Mah~r2jaand
Rzjaputra. However, the other view takes him to be a revenue officer. '"'
But the former seems to be correct.
From the Gupta period onwards the use of the word is very common
in the inscriptions.
H e was probably a guardian of the frontiers. 12'
T h e word does not occur so frequently. Besides the Kumaon records,
we notice the use in the Psla inscriptions.
121. Tripathi, np air., p. 1 4 0 .
122. Fleet, op d i t . p. 18.
123. nhagawan La1 Indraji, Bornbiy Ga:ttlrrr, Vol. I , p. 8 2 .
124. Sircar, op. sit., p. 283.
126. Kane, op. rit., p. 978.
126. Deni Prasad, op. c i ~ . ,pp. 297 and '299.
127. Atkinson, op. sir., p. 4 8 0 .
128. Choshal, op. rir., p. 242.
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Mahattamas
Its meaning is uncertain. Tt was, however, a village lieadman
according to one view. The use of the word is noticed in Kumaon and the Pnh
records equally. 13'
Literally, it lnealls a great man, a noble. Atkinso11 has, however, opined
that it means a village headman.
The term, exceptirig in the Kumaon records, does not occur anywhere.

Jrq[hipurggiin
This term is again an exception in the Kumaon inscriptions. I t may,
however, mean the chiefs of city guilds ( chaudhris ), 13' etc.
This word also seems to be strictly confirled to the P~ndukeSvarPlates.
It means probably the superintendent of roads 133 or probably the
manager of the dharmai9l%s.

Viniyuktaka
It is an officer whose functiolls are not clear. However, it appears that he
was a11,assistantsomething like a secretary of the divisional officers, the Bhogikas
and V i g a y a p a t i ~ . ~Another
~~
view takes him to be a subordinate ruling officer
appointed no1 by the crown, but by the governors or the viceroys. 135
The word occurs right from the Gupta period
in the Psla inscriptions, it is quite common. 13'

onwards.

Especially

Tadiiyuktaka
H e was also probably like Viniyuktaka and was appointed by the
governors.
138
The use of the word occurs in tllc Pals and the Kumaon records only.
~-

.- -.
~

1 2 9 . Sircar, op. cit., p . 283.
130. Choshal, op.sit., p. 2 4 2 .
l a l . Atkinson, ap. sir., p. 4 8 0 .
132. Ibid.
1 3 4 . Sircar, ep. sit., p. 283.
:34.

1:cni Prasad,

186.

Sircar,

136. Fleet,

O/I.

O~I.

1 3 7 . Ghoshal,

138. Ibid.

01, cir., p.

43U.

sir., p. 2 8 3 , n. 3 .
tit., p. 169, n . 6 .

ap. sit., p. '242.
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Tarapati
H e was taken to be superintendent of all ferries. lay Besides the use in
Kumaon, it is noticed in the Pila records and also in the C h a m b ~i~iscription?~

Aikdkisvamina
The meaning is not known.
plates.

I t occurs only h1 the T~lcJvar copper

Agnisviimina
I t may probably mean the fire officer, i. c. one who is in charge of'extinguishing the fire.
I t occurs only in the Tiileivar copper plates.

Sdshta daSaprakri~adaisthiir~batz
I t cannot be specifically explained. However, Atki~lsoliopiued that he
was probably a superintendent of the eigliteen departments.
Apart from the Pii~dukeSvarplates, it occurs in the ChambH plate of
Somavarmadcva and Asatadeva.
T h e meaning canriot be explained specifically. However, he was
possibly a superintendent of gladiatorial
in which Pratisiiras
( literally opponents ) i. e. prize-fighters took part. 143

Pilupat i
Pilupati was probably the liead of elepllant riders.
It occurs in the TaleSvar copper plate grants. Besides, its use is noticed
in the inscriptions of the Riistrakiitas of B e r a ~ ' and
~ ~ in some othcr inscriptions
from Niiggrjunakonda and Bengal.''l

Kulachiirika
It is again a new term. Kulika, lL6 Kulapati and Kulaputrakal" have,
however, occured in the inscriptions All the terms meant officer-in-charge of
139. Kane, op. sit., p. 8 8 5 .
140. Deni Prasad, op. sir., p. 4 3 0 .
141.

Atkinson, ap. €it., p. 480.
Vol. XVlI, p. 12.

142. E.I.,

143. Sircar, op, sit., pp. 283 and 285.
144. Cokhale, op. sir., p. 2 9 %
146. E. I , , XI[,p. 6.

146. Kane,

op. sit., p. 9 8 0 .

147. Ben1 Prasad, op.rit., p. 308.
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villages, who was probably granted a 'kula' of land for his salary. The use
of kulach~rika in the T ~ l e i v a rcopper plate may therefore mean a village
headman.
I t cannot be definitely explained. However, it may mean a mason.

Va?~ika,Abhira and Thakkura
Vanika was a merchant.
was a Thskura.

Abhira was an Al~iraor cowherds. Thakkura

It appears that these were mere titles after profcssions and they had no
official status. However, Sankalia lias pointed out their use during the ChAukyan
period in Gujarat. Thakkura was one of the officers. 14'
Besides designatory terms, the records give us a list of tlie place-names.
The study of place names is liighly significant from the point of view of cultural
and social history of a particular region.
Place names ill Kumaori have been studied as follows :

( i ) The group of place names according to their sufIixes.
( ii ) The significance of place names by analysing as far as possible
their name-contents.
( iii ) Conclusions.
The following suffixesare usecl ill t l ~ eplace names Srom tlic region of
Kumaon. They are ~brama, b h ~ i k a , grzma, gartta, kosl~la, kobta. palli,
pallika, pura, puri, sthali, sari, toli, valaka.
These sufixcs fall under the following groups

( i ) 'l'liose denoting village or town.
( ii ) Tliose indicative of small settlemelits.
( iii ) Those denoting forts, landscape, etc.
( iv ) Those after the birds, religious places, rivcrs, etc.

Sufixer indicating village or town
The suffixes falling under this category are grzma, pura, puri, etc.,
Griima means a village. It occurs right from the Pgvedic times. In
Taittriya Samhita
the words grama and ' x a ~ > y ahave
~
been contrasted with
148. Sankalia, A.G., bp. tit., p. 203.
148. Keiib and Macdonall, V t d i r Index, p. 4 3 2 .
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each other in their own meaning. PZnini mentions separately the villages and
tdwns (,,.gramanagaranam ( VII. 3. 14. ). lS0
There are at least fifteen place names suffixed with grama in the T3ldvar
and the PZndukeSvar charters.

Pura
T h e suffix 'pura' has also its antiquity right from the Rgvedic times. I t
is "a place containing large buildings, surrounded by a ditch and extending
not less than one kos in length.') P i ~ i n iuses the suffix "as an ending in
the, ..names of towns?' It'
There are at least ten instances of thc occurrence of this suffix in the
T~legvarand the PrindukeSvar ch~rters.

Puri
T h e word 'puriy appears to have the same meaning. Sankalia also opines
that the suffixes pura and puri denote a town or city. 19"
The suffix 'puri' has been used three times in the Kumaon records.
Sufixes indicating small settlements
T h e suffixes falling under this category are palli and pnllik~. They
have been already described in the preceding pages.
Sufixes denoting fmts,landscape, etc.
Under this category falls the suffixes kogtlla, kotta, sthali, etc.
Kos~haand Kotta
I t probably means a store house163 or a place surrounded by four walls.
Kotta is probably kola, which is a Dravidian word signifying a
stronghold.
T h e use of the word Kola is noticed in the illscriptio~lsfrom the lS4
Deccan and Madhya Pradesh. lS6
The use of these suffixes is not found much in the Kumaon records.
Hardly three instances of the use are with us. However, the use has been more
1 60. MonlerWillianu, p. 6 3 6 .
1 F 1. Agrawala, ap.ait., 6 4 .

1 6 2 . Sankalia, ap. cif., p. 6 0 .
163. whalley, p, "Place-namca in the United Provinces of Agra and ~ ~ d h J,U.P.H.,P.
",
11, Pt.
11, p. 41.
164. Mulay S., HLrforical Gragraphy and Cultural Ethnography of Drcron, p. 7 0 . ( Thesis in ~ h cPmna
Universily and Deccan College Librariec 1.

166. Gnkhale, rrp. sit., p. 7 7 .
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frequent during modern times, because the term appropriately fits in the mountainous set-up.

hhdt
According to Sankalia, it "by itself suggests a high-lying country, an
eminent table-land, or dry land as opposed to a damp low land." lS0
The Mahgbharata, Harivarhsa and the Jaina and P211 literature use the
of a natural ( akrtrima ) dry land.
word in this sense
The use is found in the Valabhi and Solanki records. lb9 In Kumaon,
however, there is only one instance of the use of this word.

Sujixes aJer birds, rivers, religious places, etc.
Under this class fall the suffixes Sari and drama.

Slih
According to Monier-Williams Sari means Sgrika, a kind of bird.laOBut S2r
means, in the present use, an enclosure, a village property and its management.lsl
The use of the word has been noticed at least three times in the Kumaon
records.

ASrama
It means a hermitage, the abode of ascetics.

16'

The use of the suffix has been done four times in the T ~ l e i v a and
r
P~ndukeSvar charters. For example, the word 13adaril<2iramaoccurs in the
P%gdukeSvar charters at least three times.

Miscellaneous s u . x e s
Under this class fall garttz and Vataka and bhatika and Toli.
Gartta. I t means a hollow. l" In Ku~naonrecords the use has been
noticed four times.
PZnini has used certain place-names ending with garta. They are Bhng-..
.- --

166. Sankalia,

~ p .ail., p.

167. Monicr-Williarns,
168. Agrawala,

64.

oh.

ap. ail., p.

1261-2.
66.

169. Sankalia, op. ei!., p. 64.
160. Monier Williams, p. 1 200.
161. Whalley.

bp.

t i t . , p. 31.

162. Monier Willlams, P. 168.

163, Ibid., p. 349.
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arta and Chakragarta. Agrawala has taken these two terms to indicate "the
peculiarity of the natural terrain formed by undulating loevsic dunes.)"%
It appears that its use in the Kumaon records meant for the place which
was situated in depression.

Viitaka
Usually we notice V3faka frequently in the records from different parts
of the country. This Vataka connotes in Sanskrit1" and Pali a temporarily
enclosed place. It may be a "garden plantation or an enclosure of a ( low
caste ) village consisting of boundary trees." leWowever, in Kumaon records
it is vataka and not Vgtaka. Here it has probably taker1 after the vata or
the banyan tree. The tree is taken to be auspicious in Kumaon like the other
parts of the country.

Bh~ika
I t means a plant of camphor. 16'

Toli
I t is probably derived from Tola ( a weight ). The use Q€ the wmd
probably denoted the quantity of the seed sown in a particular field. Sevcral
bind pieces in Kumaon and Garhwal are known by this name even during
these 'days.
The retention of the old suffixes in the modern place names is not found
much i s Kumaon and Gal-hwal. However, a few examples of this nature can
be cited.
In the case of grzma, it has changed into 'gaon'. But the place names
ending with the present suffix are either unidentifiable or devoid of the suffix
gaon. For example Garudagr~maoccuring in the first plate from Pandukduar
has abandoned the suffix grzma or gaon and is known now by the name
Garuda only.
Gartta and Kosthn are also not used. However, Kotta has changed
into Kola.
Palli or Pallih is changed into P ~ l i . Some of the villages in Garhwal
are known only as P ~ l during
i
these days.
Puri and pura have been retained in many of the modern place-names.
For example, there are Rgrnpura in Garhwal and kokpuri in the border of
Garhwal and Almora districts.
- -

-.

-

-

164. Agrawala, ap. ait., p. 66.
166. Monier Williams, p. 838.

166. Sankalia, ap. eft., p. 67.
167. Monier Williamg, p. 763.
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Sthali is nowhere retained in the modern place names. However,ariand toli are quite common i r ~Garhwal and Kumaon. For example there
is a village in Garhwal by the name ParsBri. Toli also ends even now in
many cases. For example, there are places known in Garhwal as Dudhatoli
and Martoli.
The use of vataka does not exist today.
Classification of the names
Besides the description of the suffixes, the classification of p l a ~ e - ~ a r n ~ ~
according to their content is somewhat difficult. Several of the names occuring
in records from Tsleivar and P2l;dukeSvar do not have any meaning in
the dictionary. So the interpretation of various place names may be taken as
provisional without any finality. The names may be classified as those after
the deities, after fruits, trees, flowers and forests and plants, after tribes,
profession, after birds and a few miscellaneous names.
After the names of the gods, there appcars to be many. They are after
Siva, Bralima, Kgrttikeya, V a r u ~ aand Kapila, ctc. For instance, there are
Brahmapura, Kgrttikeyapura, S i v a - m ~ s l ~ i c l l y ~ ~ uValy~irama,
ri,
Chandrapallik~,Devakhal and Anangslagartta in the records.
Besides, there. are names after the trees, flowers, fruits, plants, etc.
Examples may be cited of Ambap~liltii, Rilvaka, Champakatoli, QHdimika,
Nimvas~ri,Tryamvapura, Udumbrav2sa and Badarik~irama.
Two examples after the names of the tribes are also known to us. They
are Sakinnarii probably after the Kinliaras and the other Bti~ta-pallikaafter
Bhota or the Bhotiyas.
Then we have a few instances of the names after the profession of the
l l i k the goldsmiths,
inhabitants. For instance, there are S u ~ a r ~ a k ~ r a - p a after
Varddhi-pallika after the carpenters and Bhaffa-pallika after the Brahmanas.
The names after the birds are hardly two. They are Atvalaka meaning
a duck and Garugagrama after Garuda.
Names after personal names are also found iri the records. Thy are
Devadssatoli, DurgZbhatta, Harlapura, Ja~abhatya-pallik~,
Mamadatta and
Subhikshapura.
But there are a few names falling under miscellaneous group. A few examples may be cited of Ariphdrama, Bhclamastaka, Chiddaragartth Chadavaka, Gurunngsiiri, Ja yakula-bhukti, Kskasthalik~, Kollapuri, Nambarangagrarna, Ravva-pallik~,Sisankata, T a ~ o v a n aThappalasHri, YoyokHgram%
and several others. The identification of place names' with the modern
Names in Kumaon and Garhwal cannot be precisely done. However, efforts
have been made to suggest a provisional identification for many of them.

Inscriptional Placenames
Anangalagartta
-4nv~rigantika
Aristhaharna
Antarariga
Brahmapura
Badarikdrama
Bhelamastaka
Bilvaka
Bhatti-pallika
Bahira~y-pallika
Chancira-pallika
Champaka.toli
ChorapZni
Chorakataka
DevakhZla
Diirvasha~dake
Dadimika

-

.-

- -

--

List of Place-names and their identification zuith modem N a m s
Locality (Dishict) Ident$cation
Pen'od
Reference
Naini Tal
T.C.P-AI6' 6th century A.D,
P.C.P.-IV169 C. lothe century A.D.
T.C.P.A.
6th century. A. D.
P.C.P.-IV
C. 10th century A.D.
Garhwal
Naini Tal, Dhikuli
T.C.P-A
6th century A.D.
P.C.P. I1
9th century A.D.
Garhwal
Badarin~th
T.C.P.-A
6th century A.D.
Naini Tal
Bhela 17'
T.C.P.-A
6th century A.D.
Garhwal
Bilva-Kedgra
T.C.P.-A
6th centu~yA.D.
Almora
Bheti or modern Bhatisera in Srinagar, Garhwal
T.C.P.-A
6th century A.D.
T.C.P.-A
6th century A.D.
Naini Tal
Chandpur near Ramanagar
T.C.P.-B
6th century A.D.
Naini Tal
Champha, 5 miles west of
. Chaubatiya
Naini Tal
ChorapZni in Ramanagar
T.C.P.-A.
6th century A.D.
probably Choragalya
T.C.P.-A.
6th century A D.
Naini T a l
6th
century
A.D.
Naini
Tal
Devikhal
in Bhikiy~sena
T.C.P.-B.
C - B
6th century A.D.
Dadrni Village in Subakot
6th century A.D.
Almora
T.C.P.-A.
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168. Pagukdvar copper plates I , 11, 111 and IV.
170. Atkinson ~uggestedabout Antarangn-VIgaya that it lay in the Doab between tbe BhKgirathi and the Alslunan&.

correct.
17 1. Several of the nuner like this have been identified with the help of 1"=1 mile survy mapay
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Itrrcriptionol Place-names
Devadzsatoli
Durgabhatta
Drumati
Dipapuri
Harsapura
Garudagriima
Jyorgea

Reference
T.C.P.-B.
P.C.P.-JV
P.C.P.-I11
T.C.P.-A.
P.C.P. IV
P.C.P.I.
T.C.P.-A.

Period
6th century A.D.
loth century A.D.
9th century A.D.
6th century A.D.
10th century A.D.
9th century A.D.
6th century A.D.

Jayakulabhukti
K%rttikeyapura

B.I. "'l
P.C.P. ( allplates )
T.C.P.-A
T.C.P.-A
T.C.P.-A
P.C.P.-111

9th century A.D.

Kapilagartta
Karviragartta
Karvirakostha
mkasthalikz

6th century A.D.
6th century A.D.
6th century A.D.
9th century A.D.

Kanth~rapavva
Kollapuri
Krodahpi

T.C.P.A.
T.C.P.A.
T.C.P.A.

6th century A.D.
6th century A.D.

Khandska-pallika

T.C.P.A.

6th century A.D.

Ka~bhristhi
T.C.P.A.
Koqakalik2-gang3 grPma T.C.P.A.
Karakkota
T.C.P.A.

6th century A.D.
6th century A.D.
6th century A.D.

1 7 2 . B. I.=Bagdwnr Icucription.

Locati~p(District) Identification
hors
Devaldh~rnear B~geiwar
Garhwal
Garhwal
Almora
Naini Tal

ii

Durnka near Joshimath
Garura in Baijnath
Jhirna, about 16 miles
east of Ramanagar

Almora

Modem Matyiir

Naini Tal
Naini Tal
Naini TaE
Garhwal

KapileBwar
Karbar G h ~ t i
Probably near Ramnagar
Probably modern ThZli
near Joshimath

cl

B

P
9

8

4

8

P

6th century A.D.

Almora Kol~puri
Siipi, 13 miles south of
Naini Tal
Almora town
Garhwal
Probably modern KZndb
village or KhandZh
near Srinagar, Garhwal
Naini Tal

Karakota Dhar, 11 miles
south of Ramagarh

2S

Inscriptional Place-names
Lavanodaka
Mah~TsBla
Mammadatta
Madh yamapuraka
Nim baQri
Narnbvanga grams
Parigriima
Palibhutika
Pa talik~griirnaka
Pitrigaflga

Refirence
T.C.P.B.
T.C.P.A.
T.C.P.A.
T.C.P.B.
T.C.P.A.
P.C.P. IV
P.C.P. IV
P.C.P. I
T.C.P.B.
T.C.P.A.

Period
6th century A.D.
6th century A.D.
6th century A.D
6th century A.D.
6th century A.D.
10th century A.D.
10th century A.D.
9th century A.D.
6th century A.D.
6th century A.D.

Pallivataka

T.C.P.A.

6th century A.D.

T.C.P.B.
T.C.P.A.
P.C.P. IIT
P.C.P. IV
P.C.P. IV
P.C.P. IV
T.C.P.B.
T.C.P.B.
T.C.P.A.

6th century A.D.
6th century A.D.
9th century A.D.
10th century A.D.
10th century A.D.
10th century A.D.
6th century A.D.
6th century A.D.
6th century A.D.

Prabhila pallikz
Riiyyaka toli
Randhavakagriima
Ravvapallik~
Sisankata
Samekhakagrgma
S ~ d h u t u f ik~aag r ~ m a
Stambhasarikatika
Sora

T.C.P.A.
T.C.P.A.
T.C.P.A.

6th century A.D.
6th century A.D.
6th century A.D.

Locality (District)
Almora

Identification
LavanasHri
X

W

3

8

C1

Almora
roba ably Patalibagadh
probably in Garh. ( on way to Kedarnath )
wal.
A river existing in oldentimes.
Alrnora
Pallyu village near
SomeSwar

!

jfl

4

>
z
U

0
C
P
H

i

r

L4

Almora

Tungeivara

Naini Tal

Saur 19 miles west of
Ramanagar or sor
village in Pithoragarh

50

%
4
X

Refete~Ce
T.C.P.A.

Period
6th century A.D.
10th century A.D.
6th century A.D.

Thappals~ri
UdambaravZsa
Ustralamaka
Ulika

P.C.P. IV
T.C.P.B.
P.C.P. ( all
plates )
P.C.P. I1
T.C.P.A.
T.C.P.A.
P.C.P.I.

9th century A.D.
6th century A.D.
6th century A.D.
9th century A.D.

Varuqairarna
Vardhika-pallik~
Vare&ik~gr~ma
Yoyikagrama
Yosi

T.C.P. A.
T.C.P.A.
P.C.P. IV
P.C.P. IV
P.C.P. IV

6th century A.D.
6th century A.D.
10th century A.D.
10th century A.D.
10th century A.D.

Subhikshapura
Tr ya tnvapura
Tapovana

LucaIig (District) Iddifuation
Naini Tal
Son~rkhol~,
7 112 miles
north of Mukteivar
Almora
Probably near Baijnath
Garhwal

Tapoban near Joshimath

Almora

Thapla near Bageiwar

P

cl

Almora

Porbably Oli village near
Someiwar

5
B
S

Garhwal
Garhwal

Joshimath
Joshimath
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The cultural significance of personal names has already been streswd by
scholars like Kane''l and Sankalia.
The rules of naming a child have been
elaborately dealt with in the G~hya-Sotras.
From the study cjf Kane, it seems that the literary data pertaining to the
names fall into four periods. It is ( 1 ) Vedic, ( 2 ) Sntra, ( 3 ) Smfti and ( 4 )
Nibandha.
Vedic Period
I n the Vedic literature, there are a few instances of three names for one
person. The first is his ordinary name, the second, a derivative from Purukutsa
( his father's name ) and the last derived from Giriksita ( a gotra 'l5 ). But
usually we come across with two names. One of them was his own personal
name and the other his gotra name.
T h e names after the Vedic deitics are very rare.
Siitra Period

T h e G~hya-Siitras contain specific rules about naming the person. They
fail into three classes. T h e first one is represented by the description in the
Agvalayana
and the Apastambha17' G~hya-siitras.
Bh3radv%~a,"~Gobhila,
I n the second, there are HirapyakeSi,''l
S a n k h ~ ~ a n a , Baudh;iyaoa, 18Khrdira lS3 and Manava.
"According to
some, a secret name may be given at tlie tinie of birth, and tlie other after 10
days, 12 days, 100 days or a year." lS5
T h e third

comprises Piirabra

arld Baudhgyaniya

lm

173. Sankalia, op. rit., P. 9 8 .
174. Kane, P. V., "Kaming a Child or a Person, I. H. C., S l V , PP. 224-44.
176. Ibid., P. 226.
176. 1-16, S. B. E., Vol. 29, 183,
177. 16. 8-1

l, S. B.

E., Vol. 30, 282-283.

1 7 8 . S . B. E.,Vol. 30, 214.

-

179. Kanc, ep. d.,
P. 232.
180. S. R. E., Vol. 30, 67.
1 8 i . I . 24. 4-6, S. B E.. vol. 28, 60.
182. Kane, op. d.,( 11. 1 . 23-31

1, 233.

183. It. 2. 30-31, Ibid., 231.
184. Ibid.. 233.
186. Sankalia, ep. clt., p. 102.
106. Knne, op. d . , 234 ( I . 11. 4. 1 8
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S ~ t r a .They lay down that the nsmakarana should be on the I Om or 12th hy

and the name should be after naksatra; and the secand at upanayana should
add a Brahmin's name with iarman, varma11 for a Ktatriyass, gupta for vaisyass
and bhgya or dasa for siidras. la7
k ~ t Period
i

Manu has given only two rules for naming :
( i ) "The name of a Brshmaqa should be indicative of a m&@; 0f.a
kgatriya strength, of a vaiiya wealth and of siidras lowness." lss
( ii ) The names of the Briihmana king, a vaiSya and siidra should be
joined with upapscla ( suffix ) indicating their varied nature.
The Mitdk;ara, a commentary on the Ycsjn'avalkya srnrti le9speaks about
Sarikha, who says that a father should give a name connected with a hmily
deity.
This brief review of the rules for naming a person in different periods
thus presents a social system prevalent in those days.
The inscriptions from Kurnaon do contain a few names. I t is worth
enquiry whether they follow the rules enjoined in the G~hya-Stitras and Sm~tis.
A critical study of them brings out few interesting facts. There are
names of the ruling kings and queens, the names of the Brahmagas, names of
fhe officials and names of some other persons connected with the records.
Signijicance of the names flthe
Dynasty of Brahmapura
The Second Likh~ma!zdaldynasty
There are five rulers in the Brahrnapura dynasty. Visnuvarrnan appears
to have been the founder of the dynasty. The name of the son is Vriaavar.
man. Both the father and son have their names after Vignu and Siva, which
shows that the dynasty was a devotee of Visnu as well as of giva. The other
names are Agnivarman, Dvi-javarrnan and Dyutivarman. The first name is
after agni, the second after 'dvija3 a twice born or a B r a h m a ~ aand the third
term dyuti carries a personal attribute.
The suffix varrnan suggests the ksatriya origin. In this way it strictly
follows the rulcs laid clown in the G~hya-SGtras. The suffix varrnan may suggest another interpretation that the dynasty probably claimed or liked to be
regarded as ksatriya.

-

-

p
p
-

1 8 7 . Sankalia, ap. ci!., p. 102.
188. Sankalia, op. cif., p. 1 0 4 .
109. Ibid.
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The jirst d y n a s ~of Liikhdma?ldal
The rulers of this dynasty have their names after h a , Kjrttikeya and a
few after personal attributes. The first name JayadZsa signifies victory. Then
there is GuheSa, a name after the epithet of K~rttikeya. Achala indicates
immovability. By other meaning, it is also the name of h a . Chhngalesa is
probably after Chhagala, the name of Atri muni. Finally Kudrekadisa indicates that the ruler was the devotee of Rudra or Siva.
The suffix dzsa suggests that tlie dynasty was probably a non-Brahmanical one. However, it may also be surmised tliat they named them so indicating
their great devotion to gods.
T h e founder of the dynasty is named as Scnavarman probably after the
word SenZ or the army. Next is Aryavarmzn, which is after the Arian tribe.
Dattavarman may be after the god Datliitreya. Pradiptavarman is after
a personal attribute, which means lustre, splendor or brilliance.lg1 I4varavarman is after the Igvara-the supreme, especially h a . Vriddhivarman
suggests prosperity, success or advancement. Singhavarman is after Sirhha or
the lion, which suggests power, valour or strength. Jalavarman is after jala,
which may mean the richness or the wealth. Yajiiavarman is derived from
pjfia, which means a sacrifice, rite or ceremony. Kapilavardhana is after the
sage Kapila. Diwskarvarman is derived from Diwakar which means the sun
god. Then BhZskara is another name of Siirya. I i v a r ~is the name of Devi
and lastly Chandragupta is after Chandra, the moon.
T h e suffix varman also indicates here that they were either the ksatriyas
in origin or they claimed so or liked to be regarded as the ksatriyas.

The Katyuri dynasty of Kzlmaon
T h e first ruler has the name Vnsudeva. It is stated elsewhere that he
the
follower of t l ~ ecult of X7asudeva-Krishna. Basantana, the founder
was
of the dynasty at Kxrttikeyapul-a is ~ l a ~ n e lafter
l
Vasanta, the spring. The
name Kharpara is prob.lbly taken after a dish or the bowl. It is difficult to
know the sigt~ificallceof this name, but il can be nssurned that the king at the
time of his birth was l)~.obabl)lplaced on n siirpa ( or winnowitig basket ). 19'
190. Monier-Williams,

p. 294.

191. Ibid., p. 3 4 1 .
102. This practice is still in vogue in some parts of

Kumaon.

that a child will have longevity after he is put inside i t .

name as Surpa or Supya in the local

33

dialect.

I t is done just

under the belie1

Such a child will always be given a
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Adhidhaja is probably after the word adhi, which means over and above. The
next part may have bcen dhwaja, which changetl into tlhaja later on. Thus the
meaning of the name would be, a person, whose standard is over and above
every body. Tribhuvanarzja means a ruler of the three world. The name
Nimbarta has no significance and it appears that it was taken after the nimba or
the nimbaka tree. Another name Isfgana may probably mean a god of the ganas.
I n other words, Siva may be known by this name. Lalitasiira is after Lalita,
which means sporting. T h e next name Bhiideva literally means 'an earth
god3. lg3 I t indicates power on the earth. T h e name Salon~dityais somewhat peculiar. Ichhafa, DeSata and Padmafa are also peculiar. All of them
have been named in the Kashmirian fashion, where usually the name ends in ta.
For instance, there are names as Mammata, Kaiyata and Jejjata. The last
Ktyuri name Subhikshirs.ja is probably after Subhikg; which means a garland
formed of flowers. lg4 T h e entire meaning cannot be easily clerived.
T h e suffix deva is found for the first time in the Pundukegvar records.
According to Monier-Williams deva is often used at the end of names of the B r ~ h manas.'" However, it is difficult to accept the view in the case of the Katyuri
rulers, who were not Brahmanas. This epithet, besides the Katyuris, was
used by the Kalachtiris of Tripuri, lg6 the Pzlns of Bengal its also by the
rulers of Nepal. lg7

T h a names o f lodies oJthe royal household
The plates contain names of the ladies of royal hor~sehold. There are
such names as I 4 v a r ~and J a y ~ v a l iin the Lakhzmandal pra4asti. The Panduke4var plates give a long list of royal ladies. They are S?jjyanara Devi
Laddha Devi, N d u Devi, Vega Devi, Laya Devi, Szmx Devi, Padmalla Devi,
Singhii Devi, Singhfivalli Devi and I h n a Devi.
T h e names of the queens of Kntyuri dynasty are not totally Sanskritised.
I n many cases the corrupt form of Sanskrit is markedly visible.
All the names end with the epithet Devi as the name of the rulers end
in Deva. This Deva or Dcvi epithet may algo inclicate here the prosperity and
glory of the family.
1 9 4 . hfonier Williams, p. 71 6 .
1 9 4 . Ibid., p. 1 0 1 6 .
195. Ibid., p. 4 3 0 .

196. Gokhale, op. cif., p. 160.

197. nhagwan La1 Indraji, ep. tit., pp. 36-64. ( referred to in Chapter

V1 ).
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Names of the Brahmapas
T h e Taleivar rlatcs do not contain the namol of tlle Bralimarji~s. 'I'he
Lakhamandal praiasti, howevcr, gives a list of tlicm. They are Hllatta Vasudeva, Bhafa Qkanda anrl Bhatta Ksl~emaiiva, I n the P~ydukeSvarrcmrcls tllc
names occur as &ripuruja, B b a \ p Dhanasara, N ~ r a y a p d a t t a , l i v a adatta
~
and Aryatavata.
They are all Brahmanas is known by the suffix 'fiha\@' to every iianlc.
All of them are after the god's name. The Liikhzrnandal prahsli conlairis the
names of the Brahlnapas after Siva, Ki~ttikeyaand Vasudeva-Krirlma. Thc
P~ndukekvar plates bear names, which have been taken either aftcr pcrsonal
attributes or after the gods. T h e first name hripuru.;a in,licstes a11 illu~trious
person or it may mean tile name of the god. Dhailnasara is altcr Dlla~laor
Dhanapati-the
go l Kubera. NzrZya~;a and ISvara indicate god Vigyu and
the gods in general or Siva rcrpectively.

Names of oficials and other persons
Thc Tiilcivar copper plates give us a few namcs as Vaiihaclatta, Viyjud ~ s Siil
, yadatta, O d d ~ l a Dllanaclatta,
,
Lzvachandra, N a q ~ a k aa i d Ananta. All
of them are either oficials or coiiuected in the act of incising the grants All
,
VarSlla, etc. ljui
of these names are aster the gods such as, Siirya, V i ? ~ uAnanta,
the names Lavachaudrn, Na~jnaka and Oddala prcsent digerent explanation.
Among them the last two appear to be the names of some low-caste persons.
N a ~ ~ a might
k a have been probably derived fiom qa, which n~callsknowledge,
certainty, ascertainment, etc.

JVarnes of gods and goddesses
Apart from the popular names of gods and goddesses, tlicre are a few
names in the records from Kumaon, which are not known from anywlierc else
in India.
I n the Tdeivar char~el-S,there are references to Vir3~eivara-Sv~niina
and Ananta. 'I'he LZkl~ima~;dalinscriptions refer 10 Nzgendratanayii, Bliava,
while the P~qdukeivar copper plates give names as Dli~rjati, the goddess
N a n d ~ , MaheSvara and CliandraBckhare. The BageSwar praiasti refers to
VyPghreharadeva and goddess Chand~lamundZ.
The name Vir~neivara-Sw~minais ~ l l ename of Siva. It appears to
have been derived from Vjreivara;" which is the epithet of hiva or Mrabllaclra.
198. Monier-William, p. 863.
109. Ibid., p. 966.
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Ananta is Vizpu or deSa. N~gcndratanayZis Piirva~i,while Bhava '" is again
Siva. Dhiirjati is an epithet of ~uLlra-6iva?' Nandii is the epithet of Gauri.
Mahdvara and Chandrakkhara are both thc two well kliown epithets of Siva.

Conclusion
T h e inscriptions of Kumaon give us an insight into the administrative
system, names of peoples and places.
T h e empire under the Katyuris was divided into visaya, bhukti and
grzma or palli. T h e retention of the above institutions even after the Gupta
period onwards clearly reflects that the tradition left by the Guptas was also
accepted absolutely by the later dynasties of north India. At least the case
of Kumaon rulers is of this nature. As is seen earlier, the administrative setup of the PHlas, which also resem,bled much the Gupla type, influenced
the Kumaon administratioil in a larger context. And finally, we notice
sotne resemblance of Kumaon administration to the administrative pattern
of the rulers of Kanauj.
T h e grants cleraly indicate that the of land-pieces were donated to the
Briihmavas. For performing such acts, there were special officials mentioned
in the records.
The copper plates from 'I'~le!ivaras well as those from Pzr?duke!ivar bear
terms pertaining to the measurcnlerlt of land. 'There are such terms as khsri,
droea and kulya in the former grants, while the latter charters contain dro~avzpa,
n%lik%v8pa, hastaka and klliiriv~pa. T h e meaning of these words may be
204 A
explained briefly. Khiiri203 is a ~ C ~ S I IofI -grain
e
containing 16 dror?as.
d r o p is equal to 32 seers."'5 ICuly;~Ins I~een explained by Gupte meanillg a
channel for irrigation.206This is unacceptable. T h e word appears to have been
But the meaning is uncertain. FIowpopular during the Gupta pe~.iod
ever, it may be assumed that it was probll~ly derived from 61<uli', which
means the hand."'
The present day substitute for it may be musfi or 'muthi'
which is still used in Kurnaon. There are a few new words in the latter chart200. hfonier Ct'illiams,
201. Ibid., 4 6 8 .

5 0 2.

2 0 2 It 11as still ten~plcsin Alrnora and Ciarhwal.
203. KhPrl has still rerained its older form even now.

2 0 4 . Drona has a150 - remained uncllangeJ excepting that
present usage.
206. hlonier-U'illianls, p. 4 4 1 .
206. Guplc, op. cit. p. 1 2 1 , f. n. l .

207. Salatore, op. sit., p. 327.
208. hionier-\Villiams, p. 241.

it

\,ccorne dona or du?a in the
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crs. For instance, there is nalikav~pa,which probably meant a certain standard 'tubular vessel'.209 Hastaka is a measurement equal t3 the elbow to the tip
of the middle finger. T h e suffix vzpa in the terms of latter chatters was usually "connected with sowing seed". "O
. The place and personal names supplied by these records are many. T h e
second dynasty of rulers known as the Katyuris is the sul~ject of interest.
The significance of the name Katyura or Katyuri has remained a
matter of speculation itself. Atkinsori remarks regarding this that "the
question whether the clynasty gave its name to thc valley, whichever
arterwartis was known as ICatyiira or thc valley gave its name to the
"' kIe fur~hcr acltls that the
family who ruled in it is of some importan~e.,~
Katyura lnay be derived from that of the capital city, the Psli form of wliich
would hc I<Zrttil<eyapura,easily shortened into Kattikyiira and Rat y U I a. But
at once he changes his view and says that the resemblance bctween the name
Katyura and that of their capital city is purely accidental.
T h e above observations are quite significant, but it should be noted at
the outset that the name of the dynasty as Katyura or Katyuri never occurs
anywhere else in their records. Hence it may be assumed that the name Katyuri
came to be used in the later centuries. The word does not occur cven in the
Chancl's records. Therefore, it is difficult to point out precisely as to when
the word Katyuri was used for the first timc.
derivetl from
The word ICatyuri, as Atkinson also believetl, was
Kdrttikeyapura, the capital city of the dynasty. The name K&ttiktyapul a is
itself quite signilicant. I n the A. P. I , as stated elsewl~ere, it is known by the
name of Kartripura. This Kartripura woultl have been probably a Sanskritised form of the przkrit Kattipura, from which the words Katyur and K ~ r t t i keyapura might have been subsequently derived.

Among the place names, a majority of them do not have the pure Sanskritised form. Therefore most of them are not understandable. However,
the use of older suffixes, such as palli and griima, has been done quite frequently.
I t appears that most of the older place names have changed gradually.
I t is therefore difficult to identify the older ones with the modern names in
Kumaon.
208. ap. sit.) p. 480.
210. Ibid., p. 803.
2 11. Atkinson, op. cif., p. 468.

CHAPTER IX
KUMAON AND INDIA :AN EPILOGUE
T h e stridy of various aspects in the preceding pages attempts to offer for
the first time an insight into the llistory, culture and religion of the Icumaon
pcople. Attempts will now be madc to see how this Kumaon culture, to give
il a narnc, compares with contemporary cultures in oiller parts of India.
Tlic pl~ysical setting of the region has remained a constant barrier for
the ~~iigratiori
of pcople and transmission of ideas. I t is a well known fact that
mou~itains"repel poyiilation by their inaccessibility and also by thier harsh
coliclitions of' life, while the low lands attract it, both in migration and settlement." ' Hence rnoulltain systems present the most effective barriers which
man mcets on thc earth.
h4ountains are always regions of late occupation. Therefore, the history
of s u ~ l al rch40n is gerlerally late. "The inhospitable highlands of Switzerland,
the German Alps, and the Auvergne received their first population later when
the Alpine race began to occupy western Europe."' Owing to these high mountains Central Europe also came late into the foreground of history, "not till
the hlliddle Ages. Even the
civilization of Greece reached it only
by long detours around the ends of the mountain barrier."
h4orllitainq tend to create isolation. Political dismemberment, lack of'
cohesion due to physical barriers impending intercourse is the inherent weakness of tlic ~nountains. Political consolidalion is never voluntary. "It is always
forced upon tlicm fronl without, either by foreign conquest or by the co~istant
menace of. sucli conquest, which co~npels the mount ail^ clans to combine for
comlnon defcnce of their
T h e history of the mountainous region
is never thc history of a big consolidated empire. Geography has thus played
a vital role in shaping the philosophy of history of such a region. Kumaon
admital~ly illustrates this. Its early history has nothing remarkable to offer.
T h e later period has also little to say. Like the other regions of India Kurnaon
can not boast of having any ruler or dynasty of all India repute. Our study shows
that there w e ~ ea large number of petty chieftains constantlyfighting and destroy-

'

-

-

I.

Sernple, E. C . - l n ~ u s n c s j d G t a g r o p h i c Enviranmcnt, 101 1, New York, p. 621.

2.
3.

l b i d . , p. 6 2 2 .
I b i d . , p. 5 3 2 .

4.

lbid., p. 880.
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ing each other on the slightest provocation. But this is not unusual. Like Kumaon, the regions of Kangra, western Nepal and Tibet could not have any dynasty of supreme authority and fame. In the Indian plains Maharczshtra ant1 Rajasthan in a somewhat lesser degree afford the same historical account. Outside India, we may peep a while into the history of Greece and Switzerland.
The former is specially a land of mountains and small vallcys. "It has few
plains of even moderate size and no considerable rivers. I t is therefore wcll
adapted to be a country of separate communities, each protected against its
neighbours by hilly barriers; and the history of the Greekq, a. story of small
independent states, could not have been wrought out in a Innil of dissimilar
formation."'
Geography has even influenced the recent political outlook in India.
The concept of the demand of separate small-state in different parts of Inrlia
is due to the influence of geography. The natural segregation cauqes a feeling
of disunity among people from the rest of the political unit arid so they come
forward very often demanding their own political entily.
As the valleys and foothills are the most habitable and important sections
of mountains, it is very natural that ancient civilization is confined more in
them rather than in the mountains. The valley of B~gamati in Nepal, the
Kashmir valley and the foothills of northern Himalayas have presc~ltedto us a
significant evidence pertaining to the early history and culture of the mountainous regions. The foothills of Kumaon were also the hub of political activities
in the beginning of the Christian era or even a little before that. Therefore,
the early history of Kumaon is nothing, but the history of its foo~hillregion.
ICumaon witnessed 3 political unity under the Katyuris ollly at the beginning of 8th century A. D. Prior to it ( as briefly stated ), here wc1.e sevcral
factions and chiefs of various groups controlling a small territory a~lrlinvading
each other even on a slight pretext. "Tlieir quarrels generally arose out of
some love, intrigue or some aggressive behaviour of the neighl~ours." Hence
the unity of the wllole of Kumao~lfrom Toris in the west to Ksli in the east was
a remarkable feature of the Ka.tyriri rule in Kumaon. To matcrializc the vital
task of this unity, they appear to have clistributed the 1'1nd in various poli~ical
divisions. Their records very often mention such political units as visnya,
bhukti, palli and griima. It appears that the officers appoiilted to look after
these units were finally supervised by the rulers fiom their capital at IGirttiP
-

6.
6.
7.
8.

Rury, J. R., A History

of

Crsrcc. 1800, London, p. 4 .

Gairola. 1 H. F. ), op. cit, p. 18.
Slrcar, D. C., Studies in thr Csagraphy of Ansign1 and Afrdioeool I n d k , p. 229.

Sankalia, 6p. c i f , p. 2 4 7 .
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keyapura. T h e copper plate grants prove that the execution of deeds was
completed in the presence of all the officials, who had been probably summoto the capital at this occasion.
T h e downfall of Katyuris again revived the older separatist tendencies
in the region. Several erstwhile petty chiefs, who had been subdued by the
Katyuris, again rose u p and created chaos and anarchy in Kumaon. A great
need for unity was thus felt badly by the noblemc~lof Kurnaon and they invited a p ~ i n c efrom Jhiisi 10 rule over it. Though the alien dynasty could not
be as much successful as the Katyuris were, their emergcrice brougllt about a
cllange in the cultural set up of Kumaon
They brought Briilimanas
and masons along with them and monurneilts reflecting unique grandeur
were built in many parts of Kumaon. But the political conditions worsenecl
greatly so much so that the present Garhwal and Dehradun along wit11 some
parts of western Icumaon totally severed their unity and declared independence
in a11 respects. I n Garhwal the Pr~lasattained strength, while in the western
part of Kumaon a branch of the main Katyuri dynasty carved ail independent
principality.

T h e records of the Katyuris testify that Kumaon did not differ at all from
other parts of India, as far as the administration was concerned. Tt was very
natural for a small.state like Kumaon to borrow the tradition from elsewhere. In
north India the Guptas had done a pio~leeririgwork of framing an elaborate administrative system. Their tradition was subsequently borrowed by several ruling dynasties of India. Along with otliers, the Pillas also adopted almost everything of the Guptas. Their history shows that they had a supreme authority
over the wllole of northern India from 9th to the 12th century A. D. Dharmapsla and Devapala had gone to Kedarnnth and the assembly convoked at
Kanauj by the former king was attended hy the kings of Kangra and other
places in north India. I t appears, tlierefore, that the Kumnon rulers had also
to accept the Pala suzerairlty for some time and adopt their administrnlive
pattern for their own region.

Religions :
No connected account of religions and sects is available for want of political or other records. Though a few tribal dynasties like the Kupindas and the
Yau~llleyaspaid reverence to the Brahrnanical gods and goddess, any picture of
a definite religious system is absent from the region. I n the mediaeval period
the call~olicityamong people is markedly visible, but more than anything else
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there appears to be a popularity of some particular cults, such as those pertain
ing to Siirya, h a and Vivsu. However, it must be admitted that the popu
larity seems to have been a part of general impetus all thc Bralimanical cults
received during this period all over India.
The special feature of Kumaon religion is that Saivism in i ~ growth
s
and
development was deeply influenced by a few south Indian clements. The
reasons for it are quite evident. The Purlinas had made the Himalayas the
eternal abode of h a . Here are situated such shrines as Badarinath, Kedarnath and Jggeiwar. Pilgrims fiom all over India, but comparatively in large
number from the South, have been flocking to them fiom quite a remote past.
Then bnkara's visit to Kumaon in about 9111 century A. D. gave it a fudher
fillip, through which the Brahrnanical religjon specially the hivism got deep
rooted in its soil. Besides the revival of Hinduism, Sankara established a
matha at Joshimath, which he named as Jyotisamatha. He then preached the
efficacy of pilgrimage to Badari and Kedar along with that of Gaiigotri and
Yamnotri.
The contacts of Kumaon with the rcst of Irirlia appear to have existed
long becore, but the epigraphical evidence proves that pilgrimage to the holy
places had become very regular in the beginning of the Ch~istinnera.
The antiquity of pilgrimage in India is fairly long. The MahHbhMta
refers to the yZtrZs of Arjuna and Baldeva, whereas the Ksrli Insc~iptionsof the
1st century A. D. refer t o some of the holy places. But how far the custom
is pre-Aryan or non-Aryan as suggested by Sircar is difficult to ascertain.
Besides the Mahiibhiirata, ASoka refers to such ~racticesin his edicts and he
himself had made it a point to pay a visit regularly to places connected with
the Buddha's birth and death.
The Mahabharata refers particularly to holy Himalayas. The place was
considered to be an abode of the gods, where eternal salvation could be possibly
achieved. The P;il?dava brothers arc said to have ultimately retired to the
Himalayas, where trorn after being perished they were supposed to have
reached the heaven.
Like the rest of the country, Saivism spread in Kumaon with its several
ramifications. The P~dupatasgot a stronghold and so the Lakuliia cult was
fully accepted in Kumaon's religious set-up. It is believcd to have originated
in Gujarat in the 1st century A. D.; and in the subsequent centuries it s p ~ far
d
and wide. In the early centuries of the Christian era the cult became fairly popu
lar in and around the region of Mathura. In the later centuries it had a great
centre in Dalrla of the modern Jabalpur district. in Madhya Pradesh. In Mewar
7. Sircar, D. C., Studies in lhr Gsogrophy 4 Ancisnf and hftdiacoal Indlas P. *29.
34
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the cult existed in the 7th and 8th centuries and since then it has continued
to flourish. I n Kumaon the cult appears to have come either from Mathura
or Rajputana. Besides the Lakuliia cult, the Viraiaivas from the South
might have also influenced the religious set-up of ICedZrnBth, where they
were stated to have established a matha. Thus the influence of various cur.
rents of Saivisrn was so much that numerous litiga shrines came up in almost
every corner of Icumaon.
I n comparison to Saivism, Vaiq~avism was less popular in Kumaon.
However along with Kedarn~th, Badarinsth equally acquired an all India
importance.
Besides the worship of gods, the goddesses reached pre-eminence during the
mediaeval period in Kumaon. The reason for it was that the period synchronised
with the rise of a new philosophy and a new attitude towards the divine consorts in the wliole of India. The speculation of this period laid the "philosophical theory that not God as such but God as associated with his power ( Sakti )
is responsible for the creation, maintenance and destruction of the universe, and
hence the mysterious association of the supreme God with the Sakti" became
an order of the day.
Buddhism and Jainism,
as we have seen, were not much entertained in
Kumaon in compansion with the Brahmanical religions. I t is a strange pheno
menon that Kumaon does not have the traces of Indian Buddhism, while Nepal
and Tibet with the same conditions were highly influenced by it. Though there
is some evidence in the testimony of Hieun Tsang that there were a few monasteries and other Buddhist establishments in the foothills of ICumaon, the same cannot be substantiated now. Moreover, the remnants of Indian Buddhism are not
at all visible in the whole region. Buddhism from Tibet had spread over some
parts of Garhwal, but that too has vanished away in the unknown past. Only
some scanty remains prove its existence in the region bordering Tibet. Jainism
has also no early traces in Kumaon. They appear to have originated only after
the 12th century A. D., when closer contacts had grown up with Giljarat and
central India. From Gujarat particularly, the Jainism spread far and wide in
the mediaeval period and Sankalia rightly remarks that it not only sprcad there
"but broke its borders and spread to Malwa, Rajputaria and beyond."
The area around Dwarahat in Kumaon was probably one of them to be
influenced by the Jainism from Gujarat.
Etigraphy and Numismatics :
The evidences are comparatively meagre and the inscriptions of some
8. Sankalia, ap. eit., p. 2 4 7 .
8. Bhattacharya H.'D., "The Sakti cult)', T h e A8 af Itnpurhl Kanauj, p. 336.
10. Sankalia, o p . l . , p. 249.
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utility are very fcw. The development of script in Kumaon records appear to
have been followed on the north Indian pattern. A few instances of the Southern
variety of script and the Kutila of the North are there in Kumaon records.
The reason for variation in the inscriptions was due to Kumaon's everlasting
importance in religious field.
Besides the script, thc style in the praiastis closely resemble the PPh
grants from Bengal.
The coin-series from Kumaon have no special feature., though a few
local ones have already been pointed out.

Fine Arts and Sculpture :
In fine arts, we have no materials belongjng to the early period to compare
with those of other parts of India. But the late 18th-19th century witnessed
the artistic renaissance in Kumaon. The P a b r i painters excelled in the execution
of drawing con~lected with secular life or religion. The chief artist among
them was MolZ Ram ( 1760-1833 )," who enjoyed a considerable amount of
patronage at the court of Tehri Garhwal. Besides him, there were two other
artists of fame-Chaitu
and hIz~aku,-who were probably employed in
making a pictorial translations of the great Hindu classics and rendering the
stirring episodes, Yhrough the medium of line and colour." l' Chaitu and
MHnaku have left several interesting paintings. The former's "the Rape of
Yadava Women" may be taken as one of the first-rate pictures of his age.
Besides, the portrayal of Rukmifl-parinaya ( the wedding of R u k m i ~ ),i "the
Immolation of Sati", exhibit all the characteristic traits of Chaitu's art. l3
MZyaku was essentially a landscape-painter as revealed in "the sumptuousness of his warm colour schemes." l* M013 Ram, besides his artistic genius,
was a prolific writer and wrote poems, which have historical bearing on the
contemporary history of Garhwal.
Tliese painters are supposed to have migrated from the plains. Suleman
Shikoh, who had to take refuge in the court of Garhwal was accompanied by
his men including his personal painters. Shyam Das is regarded to be the
progenitor of Mola Ram's family. The two other painters appear to have been
related to M013 Ram. Like Kumaon, Kangra also gave refuge to political fugitives of this type and under the patronage of R;ij;l Sans~rChand,I<angra painters
Thus in collaboration with Garhalso contributed even more valuable

--- -- -

-

-- - - - - .-

11. Mehta, N. C.-Sfudier

in Indian Painling, Bombay, 1026, p. 48.

12. Ibid., ( about ~ a ~ k u place
' s of birth and his atay there arc disagreements in laler writers

13.

1.

Ibid.. p. 6 1.
14. Ibid., ( Mukundi Lnl'a latest book on Garhwnl paintings deal1 with the subject elaborntcl~.
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wal school of paintings, a new school was created which is know11 in a broader
sense as the 'Pah3ri School' of paintings.
I n the field of fine arts thus I<umaon has something significant to
offer to India.
Kumao~isculpture clocs 1101 afford a cllronological sequence, which we
notice in other parts of Intlia. Early sculptures are totally absent from
Kumaon. But whatever has survived of the Katyuri and Clland periods is
not at all inlcrior to the contemporary art of India. I t must be said that
Kumaori sculplure after tlie 8111 century onwards tunis up with several varieties and fbrms. Though Kumaon cannot sti ictly claim to have any sculpture of
regional value, a few Brahnlanical sculptures, such as the Visvariipa form of
Vi~nu, a seated Siirya and a few LaltuliSa sculp~uresmay be regarded as
Kumaonyscontribution to Indian sculpture and iconography.

Architecture :
In the field of architecture also, there are 110 early renlains to compare
with the monuments of' other parts or India. I n the later period, however,
Kumaon docs not lag bellind. It does not only go forward along with its
neighbours, but adopts several noteworthy styles, which are important from
the point of view of architectural history.
As describecl already, there are a few unique temples at JsgeSwar, Joshimath, P2~dukeBvarand U l i e ~ ~Their
.
stylistic pattern presents totally a different arid wliolly ullcomrnoli picture. Especially the two shrines at Yandukeivar are important, and it may be said that tliey contribute something new
to the Nsgara typc of temples in India.
Kumaon is full of temples. One unique [eature of tlie region is that a
i t apears
large number of nloliume~itsare confined to the footllill region.
that tlie inspiration in the field 01' art and architecture also got a ready absorp
tion in the lowcr ridges rntller than in [lie higher altitudes, where Badarilidth
and KedHrn3th are tlle only cxccptions.
Though tlie archilecture has been fully studiecl in tile prececlillg pages,
a few shrincs 01' late periocl ale worthy of descriptio1l. Tile most important
among them are tlie two sllrines of Biidariilath and Kedarnath, which, though
arcllitecturally late, arc OS all 11i:liacll;ll.~cter. Besides them, there ale a few
more at K5limatl1, Nalz, Ukllima~ll,Gupta li~slli, Dcwalgarh and Sriliagar.
l hey present to us some o l tllc earlier relnnants in tlleir architectural display.
I

-

16. See map
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T h e temple of K e d ~ m ~ t(l i fig. 28 ) from its exterior appearance
exhibits some late diaracteristics of' c. 17 century A. D., but some other evidences in the garbha-grilia and mavclapa prove that the tcrnple was built as
long back as the 10th or l lth century A. 1). It is stated by Sankrityayan
that the garbha-griha walls contain inscr iptions whicli may be roughly assigned
to 10th century A. D. Tliougll the prcse~it evidence could riot be verified, l'
the personal observatioll of t11c sculptural representation on g a r b h a - ~ l i doora
way is significant. The sculptural paliels depictirrg Siva in his various d k p
sitions present characteristic traits of c. 10-1 lth cclitury A. D.
Therefore, it appears that the templt: was i~iitiallybuilt by the Katyuris
and later on by the Rzjijas of Garliwal. Thougli we arc able to point out its
subsequent periods of repair, it may, however, be added that pilgrirns arriving
fiom different parts of tlie country might have made liberal donations for its
repairs and maintenance.
T h e shrine of Badarinztli in its present shape appears to be considerably late. I t cannot be said as to what would have. been its original plan
and shape. Whatever it might have been, tlie devastating landslides and
repeated avalanches have totally changed its older form.
Besides these two shrines, the temples at Kalimath are worthwhile to
be described. The temples in their original lay-out liad totally imitated the stylistic pattern of the Lakuliia and Natarsja slirines at JggeSwar and those of the
two small shrines at Bheta. Nevertheless, the eminent stepped arrangement on
the Sikhara has become more or less inco~ispicuous because of repeated repairs.
Hence the tcmples ill their plcselit appearalice may be placed in c. 16-17th
century A. D.
Other monuments at various places of Garhwal exhibit almost all the
late characteristics. Nevertileless, tlie sliririe at Dewalgarh particularly exhibits
the extension of ratlias upwards beyond tlie ~ieckcourse. This may very
well be taken as an earlier trait in the shine.
From our study, it is dcduced tliat I<un~aonhave had different cultural
phases from the early liistorical period till the 15th century A. D. Though
Kurnaon had remaincd receptive in all the periods, the progress of the land
was very well marked after the 9th celitury onwards. Kumaon was frequently
visited by people in their various missiolu. Some were political adventurisls,
while others as fugitives. 13ut the popularity of pilgrimage to Batlari and
l6. The authorities at Kedarnath were reluctant to help the prewnt writer during his visit

there in 186 1. Therefore, many delails inside the garbha-gyiha and mqdapo including the
iconography of hvc life-size statues could not be studied properly.
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KedHr attracted several savants and spiritual preceptors to visit this Himalayan region and leave a deep impress on the political, cultural and religious
life of the people there. This resulted in a gradual enlightenment of the whole
region.
I n the end, it may be noted that tllough Kumaon borrowed almost all
tile noble ideas from the lilcliall plains, il did also contribute something to the
neighbouring lands. The small Sikhara shrines of stepped arrangement at
Nirmand,17 a place adjacent to Tehri Gnrhwnl ancl a few Aikhara shrines at
Jhelli in the Western Nepalls remind us of the stylistic pattern of Kumaon
temples, particularly those at J~geSwarand Bhets.
This indicates that Kumaon blossomed various cultural flowers from
time to time and in its turn enlightened the adjacent lands always keeping
=loser contacts with the Indian plains.

1 7 . Franckc, sp. sit., P1. IZI figs. a and h.

18. Tucci, ep. tit., figs. 4 0 - 4 3 .
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APPENDIX-A
After the completion of this book, a few important aspects pertaining
to this region have been brought to light. The first in this category is
the excavation at Kashipur, which took place under the auspices of the
Northern Circle, Archaeological Survey of India ( see IAR 1965-66 ). The
site was taken up earlier fbr excavation as far back as 1939-40 by Shri Krishaa
Deva of the Archaeological Survey of India w i h the co-operation of Shri
Rameshwar Dayal, S. D. M. at Icashipur. Shri Krishna Deva succeeded in
tracing some brick walls along with a quantity of terracotta figurines. Later
on in 1960 the present author explored the site ( see pp. 13 and 38 ) and found
several important evidences.
With variable data to hand, the excavation in 1965 by Dr. Y. D. Sharma
was taken up with a limited objective in view, viz. to expose and ascertain
the nature of the building hidden under the main mound.
The excavation revealed the southern wall of a structure, which appeared
to be of a temple. The wall built of burnt bricks has graceful mouldings
with delicate employment of seven chaitya-windows and pilasters. I t
measures 29. 5 m. long and 5. 95 m. high from the fouridation. The northern
wall was also exposed a little. On stylistic ground the temple is assigned a
period between 6th to 8th centuries. A. D.
Yet the potsherds including the Painted Grey ware fo~uld during
excavation certainly take its history back to a few centuries.
Another excavation was conducted during 1967-68 by Shri S. P. Dabral
in the vicinity of Tarai region in Kotdwara, District Garliwal. The excavation results appearing in a news item point to the discovery of material
culture ranging roughly from first century A. D. to the Gupta period.
Detailed report of this excavatio~iis yet awaited.
Yet still more, we have been able to get an evidence of a I3uddhist
monastery from Rishikesh. Shri M. N. Deshpande, Joint D. G. A. in Archaeological Survey of India inspected a site at Rishikesh ( see IAR 1963-64 p. 45 ).
A structure rising up to a height of about 1. 22 to 1. 50 m. was found here.
The supposition of its being a part of some Buddhist monastery was confirmed
by the discovery of wedge-shaped bricks, probably used in the construction
of a stiipa or the apsidal end of a chaitya hall. The size of other bricks used
in the co~lstructionwas 36 X 21 X 6 cm. The associated pottery was dull red
ware assignable to the early centuries of the Christian era.
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T h e above excavations and discoveries are significant in the sense
that they are the first scientific forwarding steps pointing out an early
historical background of Kumaon and Garhwal Divisions including that of
Dehradun District.

APPENDIX-B

.

A dhwaja-stambha before a Siva shrine at Uttar Kashi contained an
inscription. Unfortunately, it slipped from the author's examination. The
inscription was first discovered by Shri C. M. Virabhadra Sarma of Secunderabad in 1938-39.
T h e pillar is called Sakti-stambha in the inscliption and was erected to
commemorate the victories of the ruler Guha. Shri S. Srikantha Sastri
propounded that the inscription is engraved in 'late Gupta characters of about
the sixtth century, but earlier than the Banskhera grants of Harsa". The
language of this inscription is Sanskrit and the Kzvya style is reminiscent of the
A. P. I. of ~ a m u d r aGupta and the Mehrauli Iron pillar inscription ( see New
Indian Antiquary, vol. 111, No I., April 1949, pp 34-36 ).
This ruler Guha is the son of Vanaj~dhipa GaneSwara, who went to
Sumeru with a cheerful mind. After him his son erected this Sakti-starnbha
( pillar ) in front of Sambhu, to frustrate the ambition of his enemies.
These two names are new to the long line of rulers from Garhwal and
Kumaon. From an inscription founcl at LZkh~maqdal ( see p. 39 ), we come
across a name Guheia who had ruled around L~khiimandalin cir. 5th century
A. D. As Guha ancl Guheia sound almost identical names and as their
respective inscriptions roughly belong to the same period, it may be assumed
that Guha or GuheJa were the names of one particular. ruler of some indigenous hill dynasty, who had ruled over the entire tract of Uttarkashi and
LZkhZmandal in about 5th-6th century A. D.
The name Gal?e4wara, also a name of Siva used in the Mahzbhzrata,
does not at all exist elsewhere in any inscription either from Garhwal or
LZkh~mapdal. What was the reason of this discrepancy cannot be pointed
out at the present state of our knowledge. Shri Sastri has propounded that
Gapedwara was probably one of the Aiavika rulers mentioned in Samudra
Gupta's A. P. I., whose ancestors might have paid allegiance to the Gupt"
The view remains tentative unless some fresh material throws further light
on this ruler.
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APPENDIX-C
Meanwhile Shri R . C. Agrawala of the National Museum, New Delhi,
has thoroughly studied the wooden panels from KatZrmal, which are now in
the above Museum. Shri Agrawala has pointed out elaborate elements in those
panels, which the present writer could not do for want of proper photographs
and due to other inpediments a t the time of the completioll of this work.
Shri Agrawala has propounded his views about figures and designs on
the doorway panels and pillars ( see R. C. Agrawala : Unpublished Kaprmal
Wooden Reliefs in the National Museum, New Delhi and connected Problems,
East and West, Vol. 17. pp. 83-95, 1967 ). Regarding a figure on the wooden
pillar, which was taken to be of Siirya By D. R. Sahni, Agrawala suggests him
to be of the builder of that particular temple and not of Snrya. Though the
figure does not carry out in a strict sense the eleme~lts of Siirya iconography,
the dagger hanging on tlie flat girdle ( belt ) is a typical trait of Siirya images;
also noticed in one of tlie illustrated Siirya sculptures from Dwarahzt ( see p. 179,
fig. 80 ). The figure does not hold lotus stalks and nor there is any evidence
of the boots, because the legs are totally disintegrated. However, the right hand
held above indicates a posture of holding some object, very probably a lotus
stalk, which has also disappeared now.
I t cannot be a builder of the temple for the simple reason that the
temple was dedicated to B u d h i i d i ~ aor Vridhiiditya-a title for Siirya. Secondly,
nowhere from Kumaon and Gasliwal we have any evide~iceof the image of a
donor or builder carved out on the front pillars or doorway. I t is always
the figure of a deity, to whom the temple is dedicated and none else.
It, therefore, appears that the present figure probably represented Siirya
and not the builder of the temple as suggested by Agrawala.
Besides this, the pillars are full of designs of the nagas ( serpent ) and
makaras ( crocodiles ) having round artistic floral tails reminding us very
characteristically the portrayal of this motif in early Indian art.
T h e door is also profusely carved with four panels in each compartments
( see fig. 15 A ). Besides gods and goddesses inside the panels, the door is
tastefully decorated with rows of "mailgalaghatas placed one over the other"
( Agrawala ), the lotus creeper and the rully bloomed lotus and its half roundels.
The musicians inside the lotus ~lledallions playing on long pipes are really
interesting. The instrument appears to be composite, for both of his hands
are holding each of the pipes. \\'hat was this instrument is merely a matter of
speculation. Agrawala has simply called them long pipes and has pointed out
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their similarity with tlie type found in the wooden door frames at Ter,
Osmanabad, A. P. The similarity callnot be justified, for the Ter ones are the
usual single tiiryas ( pipes ) commonly found in many stone architectural
l
appear
friezes from Gujarat, Rajasthan and central India. The K a t ~ r m a pipes
to be some sort of a modern San& ( ShahnHi ), ill which case also two to three
bamboo contrivances are used now for bringing ascending and descending
notes in the rhythm. It appears that the earlier forom of this instrument was
somewhat like this, having two pipes in composite form or separately, which
were held by musician in his two hands, so that rythmic symphony of this
instrument may be easily regulated and enchanting melodies produced.
Later on gradually it has probably changed its shape remaining a single pipe,
but carrying small bamboo accessories with it. The same idea of resonation
of a musical tune with the help of two pipes had probably originated the
famous composite flute found in the northern gateway of Ssnchi StDpa
( see Bhilsa Topes : A Buddhist Monument of Central India by A. Cunningham,
PL. XI11 ). This instrument had also evolved in course of time and
Dliavalikar has rightly pointed out its use even today throughout northern India
with its new name AlgojyZ ( Dhavalikar, M. K. : Sanchi A cultural Study, p. 67 ).
Inside various doorway panels there are gods sometimes with their
consorts. Bllairava in his Samli~ra form is very interesting and so is Agni
with his consort.

Viriitariipa Vij<zu :The cult of Visvu incarriatcd as Vaikur?thalias becn referred to in the
M a h ~ h h ~ r a t a The
.
cult had originated in Kashmir in about loth century
A. D. and was describcd sotrlctimes as K~shmiragama. But more than this
the evidence of the cult having its roots in Garllwal and Kuinaon is clearly
discerriible from the Khajuraha inscription of YaSovarmmadeva of V. S. 1011
( see E. 1. Vol. I. p. 129 vene : 93, by liielhorn, F. ). It says that "the lord of
Bho~aobtained tlie image ( Vaikuqllla ) from Kailzsa and from him S;lhi, the
king of K i r ~received it as a token of friendship, Gorn liim afterwards HerambapZla obtaiued it for force of elepllants and horses a ~ i dYaiovarman, the
Chandella king, received it from Devapzh, the lord of horses, the son of
Herarnbap~la:~ This statement leads us to surmise that tlie territories aroulld
Kailal and h'ldnasarovar and probably also tlie Varlnri and Kediir were ullder
some sort of influerice of this cult ill the lilt11 century A. D. ( see pp. 157-62
arid autlio~ a1licle : Two Encllallti~lgIcons, Kumaon Souvetrir, pp. 3 1-38, 1968)
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f.n., 201, 2 16 fa., 219
Aruna 177
f.n., 221, 223-27, 236
Aryan, 13, 14, 15, 18-20, 37,
f.n., 238 f.n., -45, 251
261 f.n., date of
224, race, 18, stock, 211, ,
gods, 14, 211, society, '
Katyiiri Chronology, 67,
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161, sculpture, 156, valley of, 29, temple at, 107
BaisZkha, month of the
Hindu calendar, 199 fan.
Baladeva, 160, 265
BalarHma, 160
Biila-Krishna, 162
BHleSwara, 59, Mahadeva,
72, inscription, 71
Bali, 61, 155, 200
BHllSvara, temple a t Champawat, 74, 109-16, 123,
125, double shrine, 109
Bandarpiinch, 4
Banerjea, J. N. 128, 133 f.n.,
141 f.n., 142, 170 fan.,
171 f.n., 175 f.n., 176
f.n., 178 f.n., 181, 184
f.n., 207, 215 f.n.
Banerji, R. D. 167, 185 f.n.
BiinskherH, grants of Harsa,
282
Banayan tree, 184, 249.
Bar&-adit, 98
Baraditya, 215
BHrhat, 26, 32, 34, 44, 45,
70, 143, 203, inscription,
70, 204, trident, 204
BHrHmandala, 63
Bareilley, 6, 10, 61, Kathgodam route, 6, .district,
133
Barnett, L. D., 202 f.n.
Basak, R. G., 230 f.n.
Basantana, 49-52, 257
Basava, 129 f. n.
Batuka-Bhairava, 83
Baudhsyana, 255
Beal, Samuel, 13

3eis, river, Menander's conquest beyond, 22 f.n.
Beckett, 44
Bedsa, rock cut cave in
Deccan, 88 f.n., 124
Besnagar, 175, 184
Bengal, 121, 130, 134, 166,
170 f.n., 174, 235, 237,
245
Beniniiga, 225
Beni Prasad, 224 f.n., 229,
236 f.n., 238 f.n., 241
f.n., 243 f.n., 245 f.n.
Benfey, Prof., 14
Bhiibar, 3, 7, 65, 69
Bhido SamkrHnti, ( or Bhidrapada Samkriinti ),
199 fan.
Bhagwaolal, Indraji, 70 f. n.
203, 243 fa., 258
Bhggwata cult, 184 f. n.
Bhiigirath, 60, 200
BhBgrrithI, river, 4
Bhagavadgita, 160
Bhagalpur, 54
Bhairava, 83, 218, 223,
miirti, 140, 284
Bh?ij.jB, rock cut cave, in
Deccan, 88 f.n., 124,176.
Bhandarkar, D. R., 141-42,
230 f.n., 232, 243 fan.
Bhandarkar, R. G., 144, 216,
217
Bhanekamalla, 70
BhBnuva, 209
BhEradwBja, 255
Bharata, 60
Bharhut, stIipa, 125
BhHskar, 40, 257
BhellakanHga, in Pokhri,
Nagpur Garhwal, 225
Bhela, 251,-mastaka, 250-51
Bhatta, 235,-skanda, 203,

259,-visudeva, 203,259,dhanasHra, 259, kbemaSiva, 259
Bhaltapallika, place name,
250-5 1
Bhattacharya, H. D., 186
fa., 215 f.o., 266 f.n.
Bhattasali, N. K., 157 f.n.,
174 fan., 178
BhaumB, 181,-ditya, 215
Bhava, 259,260
Bheti, 62, 87, 89, 92, 95,
208,270
Bhillanga, Kingdom, 43, 44
Bhilsa, 170
Bhima, 215, lake 4, tsla, 4
Bhitii, early sculptural reliefs
from, 170
Bhitargiion temple, 86
Bhoga, 243, pati, 229, 235
Bhogikii, an official, 229,244
BholHnlth, 220, 221
Bhota, 33, 250, country, 33,
the lord of, 284
Bhofiyiis, 7, 16, 34, 250
Bhiideva, 49, 51, 59, 258
Bhiidevi, 150
Bhukti, 228, 230, 243, 260,
263
BhtimisparSamudri, of - the
Badriniith image, 153
Bhiimi lmalaka, on temples,
93, 94, 97, 99
Bhiitapallika, 250
Bhiitika, place name, 248,
250,251
Bhiitanath, 97
BhuvaneSvara, 84, 181
B~gha,65 f.0.
Bihar, 88 f.n., 170 f.n.
Bijnor, District, 4, 31, 32,
Kotdwara road, 6
Bilsad Pillar Inscription of
Kumar Gupta, 199
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Brass image, of Mahis5suraBilaspur, 176
mardinr, from Chamba,
Bilvaka, place name, 250-51
Bilvakedir, 251
170
BfnBchand, 69
Briggs, G. W., 218 fa.,
Bira, 220 f. n.
219-21, 230 f.n.
Birachand, 69, 72, 73
British, 172, f. n., regime, 6,
75
Blradeva, 63, 76
Bisi, measurement of land, Bronze statues, of Rajas in
65
Kumaon, 92, 121
Boar, incarnation of Visnu, Brown Percy, 86, 90 f.n.,
57, 147, faced, 172
94 fn., 96f.n., 98 f.n.,
Bodhisattva, 121,LokeSvara,
.
102 f.n., 125 f.n.
121
Budhiditya or VridhBditya,
Bodhi tree, 205
a title for Siirya, 283
BrahmB, 58, 99, 110, 132, Buddha, 20, 21, 35, 38, 58,
137, 142, 155, 156, 159,
142, 143, 153, 154, 181,
161, 163, 164, 167, 177,
225, mirgi, 226, image,
178, 222, 250
187
Brahmachiri, 143
Buddhist, 19, 72, 86,89,185,
Brahmadeva, 65, 67
213, 224, 227, temples,
Brahmaputra, river, 23
71, stijpa, 91, 116, 117,
Brihmana, 18, 19 f.n., 37,
influence, 102, 226, chai58, 60, 61, 62, 72, 73,
tyn halls, 88, faith, 153,
116, 175, 200, 259, 260,
monastery, 153, 281,
264
designs, 35, expansionBrihmani, 172, 173
ism, 42, Goddess ApaBrahmnnic faith, 127, 213
riijiti, 222, deities, 222
Brahrnanical, 37, 213, 227,
Buddhism, 42, 43, 58, 65,
theme, 89, trait, 128,163127, 154, 225, 266, at
64, influence, 12, religion,
Govisina, 226, of Tibet,
214, 226, 227, 266, cults,
226, 266, Srong Tsang
265, temples, 38, architeGampo, follower of, 226
cture, 88
Buffalo-demon, 170, 171
Brahmapura, Kingdom, 31,
Biihler, G. 39 fa., 41, 190
32-38, 42, 43, 45, 46,
f.n., 191, 194, 202, 203
195,212, 250, 251, dyBury, J. B. 263 f.n.
nasty, 37, 256
Burrow and Emeneau, 23 1
BrBhrn1, script, 189, 191-92,
C
206-8 legend, 207, ornamental, 19
Cairn Square, near DeviBrahmeSvara, 62
dhnra, 78
Brahmor, in Kangra, 32
Casiri, or Khasas or Pliny,
Brhat SamhitB, 16, 23 f. n., l
12
160,163
I Cedar, tree, 206, 211, 212

Central Asia, 18, 19
Central Europe, 262
Central India, 94, 126, 192,
266, 283, alphabet, 191,
192, and Gujarat, 89
Chadavaka, place name, 250
Chaiti, 147
Chaitu, Pahari painter, 267
Chaitya, Buddhist, 86, window ornamentation on
BBgeSwar Shrine, 100, on
GopeSwar Shrine, 101,
building on Yaudheya
coins 208, caves in Deccan 124, arch as ornamental motif, 89, 102,
cave architecture, 124,
halls, 86, windows, 127,
28 1
Chakra, 137, 141, 150, 152,
156, 157, 158, 161, 170,
172
ChakrBta, 3
Chakrabortty, S. K., 205-6
Chakrapurusa, 159
ChakravarleSwara, 170
Chakravarti, Saroda Prasad,
10 f. n.
Chakragarta, suffix, 249
Chilukyan, temples, 126,
nlonuments, 123, area,
170 f.n., dynasty of LBta
30 f.n., period in Gujarat,
246
Chambi, 32, 33, 103, 121,
128, 237, inscriptions,
237-40, 242-45, Lab111
region, 103 fa., plate of
Somavarmadeva
and
Asa~adeva,245
Chamoli, 6, 7, town, 101
ChampBwat, 65, 68, 74975,
98, 107,109,111-15,122,

INDEX
124-26, 152, 162, 163,
172, raj, 73, 74, garh, 222
f.n., temples of, 162
Chaoipakatoli, place name,
250-51
ChampZwalJ, temple, 110,
I l l , 114, 122,152,Durgil
temple, 163
Champha, place name, 25
Chlmundg, 172-74, 21 5-16,
devi, 221
Chand, 5, 6, 65, 67, 69, 76,
80,107,116-18,186,21316, occupation of Kumaon, 65, 87, empire, 66,
rulers, 74, 227, rBjBs, 109,
chronology, 65, village,
74, in Kumaon, 65, rlj,
72, r5jBs of Kumaon,
122, 220, history, 73,
family, 73, records, 261,
period, 268, early rulers,
76, monuments, 103, Rise
of the, 64, 107, later dynasty of, 72
ChandBlan~ondZ,259
Chandi, goddess, 167,215,
216
Chlndpurgarh, 44, 45, 50,
74, 75, seat of Garhwal
rajas, 45, 251, the house
of, 43
Chandragupta, 11, 170, 199,
111, 55 fn., Maurya, 21,
of LBkhZmandal dynasty,
40, Vikmmlditya, 61,200
Chondrapallikl, place name,
250
ChandraSekhar, Siva, 50,
200, 2 13, 259, 260
ChandravamS~ Riljpiits, 64,
in KBli Kumaon, 67
Charyapadas, 21 8
Chatterji, S. K., 15, 128 f.n.

37

Chauki, place name, 217 f.n.
Chaukur, 68
Chaurnfi, 223
Chaund, village, 44 f.n.
Chauroddharanikll, 234
Chayana, altar, at Jdgatgrlrn,
79, sacrifical structure,
78.79
Chepang, tribe, 16
Chergoan, 103 f.n.
Chhabra, B. Ch. 39,191 f.n.,
193 fa., 196 f a . , 212 f.n.

Constellation of Zodiac, 199
Copper plate inscriplion,
197, from PllndukeSwer,
43, 48, 51, 55, 59, 188,
228, from 791egvnr. 260
Copper tridents, at BBrhBt
and Gopegwar, 188, 203,
204
Cousens, H., 26 f.n., 84 f.n.,
88, 89 f.n., 90 f.n.
Crocker, H. E., 102 f.n.
Cromlechs, or dolemns, in
Devidhura, 77-78
Chhagalesa, 39, 257
Crystalline
rock, the HimaChhatra, on RBkshasa deol
layas, compound of, 8
at Baijnlth, 97,-wali of
Cult
images, of gods, 83,
Nlla Votive Stlipa, 116,
127
-wali type in LHkhBCult of fire, K u s h f t ~King's
mandal Shrine, 102
attachment to, 177
ChhatreSvara type coins of
Cunningham, A., 20,23,26,
the Yaudheyas, 27
34, 35 f.n., 3 8, 132, 184
Chess-board pattern, in latf.n.
ticed windows at JilgeSwar, 81
Chiddragarttii, place name, Dabral, S. P., 11, 281
250
Dadhichi, sage, 61
Chinese, traveller, Hieun Dldimika, place name, 250,
Tsang, 13,31, 32, 35 f.~.,
25 1
138, annals, 33
Dadmi, village in Subakot,
ChitrZI, original home of
251
the Aryans, 19
Daduwldevi, near Nautiyal
Chopper, chopping tools, 9
gaon, Garhwal, 219
Chorakafaka, place name, Dahla, in the modern Jabal251
pur district, 265
Chorapgni, place name, 251, Dak-bunglow in Almora, 219
in Ramnagar, 251
Daksha, KhasH daughter of,
Chora-rajjukas, an official,
17
232
Dakshinil-mfirti, of Siva,
Cis-Sutlej, 23
133, 135
Citran fruit, in Lakulisa's DlkshinBtya, 61
hand, 142, 144
Dlmaravana, near JlgeSwar,
16
Clay Serpent, 225
Coomaraswamy, A. K., 79, I?arnaru, in Siva's hand, 129,
147
113 fan., 176-77, 179 fen.
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Damodarpur copper plate,
230,243
Dancing posture, h a , 110
Danda, SUrya's associate,
146, 177, 178

I Deodlr, tree, 206
I

'

DandeSvara,

telnple at "geSwar, 80, 81
Dandika, an official, 234
Dandanlyaka, 236
DandapBSika, an official, 240
Darada, tribe, 19
DBrdic, tribe, 14
Dark *ge, in KumaOn history, 212
DBruvana, near JlgeSwar, 16
DHsa, 256
DaSaratha, 60
DaSiiparPdhita, an official,
237
DaSiivatiira, temple a t Deogarh, 217
DaSBvatira, temple in Gujarat, 86
Dasgupta, S. N., 133 f.n.
Dasyus, 37

Dattavarman, 40, 257
Deccan, 88 f.n., 201, 241,
247
Deer, on Kuninda coins,
206, on reverse of Yaudheya coins, 208-9, on
Vylkhylna-Dakshiniimiirti of Siva, 133
Dshradun 3, 6, 7, 8, 10, 24,
27, 56, 68, 102, 122, 188,
193, 212, 264, region,
134, 141, town, 179, district, 9, 13, 102, 123,208,
217 f.n., 282
~ e f h i73
, f.n., 78
Demons, on Rlkshasa deol
ab Baijniith, 121, belief
on, 211

Dikshitar, V.R. R., 229,232,
233, 241 f.n.
DilPpachand, 60, 122
Diliparnafijari, 121
Dlpachand deva, 121
Dipadhara, l20
DIpalaksh~ill, 120
DipBpur~,
~ 252 ~
~
Diskalkar, D. B., 179 f.n.
Diviikarvarn~an,40, 257

Deogarh, 133
DeSa, 223-30
DeSafa, 51, 59, 258, deva, 60
Deshpande, M. N., 281
Devadas;qol~, place name,
250, 252
D
~ 166
~
~
Devakhll, 250, 251, in Bhikiylsena, 251
I

I

I

.

Devalgarh, 45, 75, 149, 217, Divykadlna, 176, 193
219, 221, 223, 262, 268, 1 Dolemns, 77
image, 151, in Garhwal, DO^, in Nepal, 16
, Drona, measurement in land,
222
53, 260, viipa, 260
Devaldhiir, near BBgeSwar, 1,
'
Drumali,
place name, 252
252

I

I

: Dumkl,
D~ldllltolI,250
near Joshimath, 252

,

Devapala, 51, 64, imperial
designs
of, 57, 284
DevaprayBg, 217, BrZhnli
inscriptions, 188
DevIdhuri, 77
I
DevImahltmya, 169
1
Dhaky, M. A., 106 f.n.,'
123 f.n.
I

; Durgibha!ta,

Dliamma Mahiimltras, 233
Dhampur and Pokhri, 31
Dharmaplla, 54, 57, 202,
214
Dhanadatta, 117, 259
Dhanapatl, 259
Dhanaslra, place name, 259
Dhanusa, 135, 169, 171
Dhavalikar, M. K., 284
l Dhell, river in Kashipur, 4
Dhikali, 26, 35
Dhotl, 120, 147, 156, 183
1
Dhruvaswiimini, 54 fan.
Dhunda, 37
Dhundumlra. 68
I DhUrjap, 213 f.n., 254, 261
Dhwaja, 258
Dhyha-Oadri, l51
Dikpiila, 139

)

1

1

1

250, 252
Durgii Devi, 62, 84, 115,
169, 214, 215, 243, cult
of, 168
DBtaka, 234, 236, 241
DvldaSlditya, 176
Dvija, 256
D Vijavarman, 256
Dwilrahlt, 19, 20, 64, 66,
68, 103-5, 108, 109, 112,
118, 127, 146, 156, 163,
177, 178, 181, 182, 217
f.n., 219, 227, 266, Shrines, 106, images, 179,
temples of, 104, 107
DwBrapllaka, at Lgkhiiniandal, 119, Bhairava at
JiigeSw;lr as, 140
Dynastic Symbol, pine as
206
Dyutivarmun, 256,361

E
Ear-lobes, 142
Early Gupta, 178, monarch,
55 f.n.

~
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INDEX
Early historical, 77, period
of Indian history, 80
Early Vedic period, 165
Earth Goddess, 158
Eclectic tendency, during
Katynris and Chands, 213
EdhurHy AdhujH, on Kashipur coins, 207
Edicts of ASoka, 229
EkBdaSarudras, 159
EkHvali, 119
Bk-HathiH deol, at Thal, 95,
extension of rathas at, 96
Ek-Hathii naulfi a t Champfiwat, 115
Eklingji temple, in Udaipur,
114
Elephanta cave, 35, 128
Elephant, friezes on Gujardeo temple, 111, 123, on
Siva image at BaijnBth,
132-33, 147, on Kalyiiqsundarmortr from J o s h ~
math, 139, in Gajalakshmi
figure in Maniyan Group
at DwiirahHt, 174
Elliot and Dowson, 5 f.n.,
46 f.n.
Ellora cave, 67, 135, 170,
relief, 138, 171
Epigraphical evidence, of
history, 80, 104,112, 188,
210
Epigraphs, 12, 13, 209
Epigraphy, l l , 209
Epics, 11, 165, 168, 182
Ethnologists, on Khasas, 18
F
Falcon, in association with
Ganapati, 147
Fergusson, J., 117, 224
Finials, on the roof of Vaiti1 Deol temple, 86

Fire alter,:on KushBna coins, Gamagfirnina, 234
I
207
j GaoHi, Chaukhutiya, 33, 63
Firishta, 29, 30, 31, account j Ganapali, 47, 109, 147, 172,
I
Samakrsntl, 223
of, 29, 67 f.n.
1 Gapa, Siva's, 135
Firoz iughlak, 5
Fleet, J. F., 29 f.n., 191, 199, GanQaka, river, 22
224 f.n., 230, 237 f.n., GandhHra, 229
238 f.n., 239, 241 f.n., Gandharva, 83
, GaneSa, 63, 102, 103, 127,
242 f.n.
131, 132, 137, 166-67,
Floral design, in religious
172, 222. 223. w o r s h i ~
architecture, 115, 125
of, i45, lh6, 2i4,
oi,
144
Flower and vase motif, on
Gapxkvara, 147, vanajldhitemples in Kurnaon, 82
pH, ruler in Uttarklshi,
Fly-whisks, in Jaina icons,
143
'
282
Gahgi, 12, 15, 88, 103,227,
Foliage, on pillars, 81
descent of, 75, sculpture,
Folk appeal, 187
Folk deities, in Kumaon, !
175, valley of, 211
Ganges, 5, IS, 21, 22 f.a.,
220 f.n.
23,26, 31, 33,73
Folklore, of Kurnaon and l
1
Gangetic
valley, 32, plains,
Garhwal, 11, 46, 48, 61
543
Foothills, of Kumaon, 6, 56,
Ganguli, D. C., 30 f.n.
263,266
Francke, A. H., 20 f.n., 78 Ganguli, 0.C., 150
Garbhagriha, 80, 81, 88, 90,
f.n.
93, 94, 96, 97, 99, 100,
Friezes, of elephants in Bili101, 103, 109, 111, 112,
Swar temple, 117
198,269
Frisking deer, on Bhairava- Giirga, 142
rnurti, 140
Garhwal, 23, 24, 26, 27, 32,
Fuhrer, A., 10, 32 f . ~ . ,113 ,
42, 44, 50, 70-72, 74-76,
G
'
93,98,101,108,122,129,
130, 138,141, 157,166,
Gads,145, 150, 152, 155-'
58, 165-68, purusa, 159 ,
169, 170,212, 217, 219,
Gadhw3 inscription, 199
221, 226, 250-254, 260
f.n., 264,266,269,district,
Gairola, T. D., 11 16, 44, i
45 fan., 48 f.n., 74 f.n.,
26, 32, 35, 44, 87, 136,
222 f.n., 263 f.n.
i
206, 208, 281, rajas, 6,
Gajahasta pose, 130
45, dynasty, 44,-Kumaon,
Gajalakshmi 174, sculpture, 1
32, school of paintings,
267-68 Division, 282-84,
174
Gajasimha, 123
I
rulers of, 108, region of,
Gajiisura, 136
75, petty rajas of, 222,
GajHtanka, 134, 136
temples in, 221, 225
m

m

,

/

1

I
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Garhwali, dialect, 7
Gartti, suffix, 246
Garuda, image, 44, 73 f.n.,
79, 127, 150, ,159, 161,
164, 165, 172, 182-184,
217 f. n., 218, 249,
emblem, 173, Chayana,
79, grima, 249-52, in
Baijnsth, 252, motifs, 182
Garura GyBnchand, 73, 74,
113
GarutmBn, 182
Gaulmika, an official, 234
Gaurr, 33, 165,232, 260
Gaya inscription, 203
German Alps, 262
G e t t ~ A.,
, 144, 145 f.n., 223
GhandyBI, 219
GhantH, 169, 171
Ghanpkarqa, 219,220
Ghaptuwfi, 222 f.n.
Ghatotakacbha, 110, 218
GhattapHla, an official, 234,
239
Ghora, 128
Ghoshal, U. N., 224 En., 231
f.n., 235-39 fan., 247 f.n.,
243 f.n.
Ghumli, 100
Ghurye, G. S.,217-18 f.n.
Gnari, 33
Goet& H., 11, 32-34, 46, 65,
66, 72, 73, 84-86, 89 f.n.,
lo3-lo79 112-15* 117,
120, 121, 227
GohnB, lake in Garhwal, 4
Gokhale, S., 231 f.n., 245
fan., 247 f.n., 258 f.n.
GopeSwar, Shrine, 70, 93,
Gop in Gujarat, 90 f.n.
97, 101, 104, 106, 108,
124, 130, 140, 174, 186,
203, 214, Sculpture, 130

Gorakhangth, guilded image
at Srinagar Garhwal,
218-19
Gorakhansthi, 221, in Kumaon, 218
Gorakhpur, 218, district, 59
Goril, 221-22
Gongahgii, or Gaurlgahgfi,
222
G O r i ~ a221
*
Gorunnasiri, place name,
250

Gupta (S), 29, 84, 86, 201,
264, period, 13, 38 fen.,
54f.n.,55f.n., 75,117,
120, 123, 124, 144, 149,
161, 169, 179, 215, 222,
229, 237, 260, 281, civilization, 66, coins, 182,
209, Sculpture from Deogarh, 132, Art, 99, 150,
155 dynasty, 55 f.o.,
temples, 125, Script, 194
f.n., inscriptions, 166,
200, 235, 238-42, adGovindnath, 291 f.n.
n1inistration9230
Govisina, 26, 32, 36-38, 42,
Gupfa,
a title for VaiS~as,
43, 45, 46, 56, 212, King256
dom of, 213
GuptakBshi, 87, 116,268
Graha, 180-91
Grima, 221, 230, 246, 260, G " ~ t e , R., 1°, 34 f.n.* 37
f.n., 194-96, 238 f.n., 260
261, 263
Guruk"la
Granitic rocks, near Devidwar, 35 f.n.
dhoora, 77
Gwalior,
39, 100, 128
Gravel, at Kalsi, 9
Gwel,
221
Greece, 262-63
H
Greek, characters of script
Hala,
Ploughshare,
158
in Kushina coins, 207,
a n , 22, 92, writers, 20, Haldu, SamkrBnti, 199 f.0.
writer Aelian 224, His- Halebidu, in Mysore, 165
HammIra, Chand ruler, 69
tory, 263
Hammlradeva,KatyDri ruler,
Glhya-Siitra, 255-56
113
Grierson, G. A., 7 fen.
Hamsa, 173
G r ~ v i 96
,
Hand-axes, at Kalsi, 9
Guha, 282
Handmade articles brought
Guheda, 257, 282
by Tibetans, 21
Gujarata, 86, 98, 100, 105,
106, 112-18, 122-214, HanumBn, 217 f.n., 218
On
Kuninda
140, 141, 159, 162, 170,
coins,
24,
205
183 fa., 231, 265, 266,
283, gop temple in, 28, HBra, garland, 40, 120, 137,
140, 141, 147, l5O9 155,
89, 114, and Rajputana,
156, 158, 164-66, 168,
120
171,
l749 l g l , lg2
Gujardeo, temple at DwBrah i t , 64, 112, 114, 115, Hardwir, 31, 32, 35, 56,187
122, 123, 187
Hari Datt, 35 f.n.

lNDEX
HardwBr-Rishikesh Road, 6
Hardwick, 44
Hargreaves, 83
Hari, 69, 140
Harichand, 74
Hari hara - P i t h a h a , 164,
miirti, 140
Harijana, 16
HarivamSa, purina, 215,216,
f.n., 248
HarmikB, I16
Harsa, 42, 43, 197, 229, 236
Harsadeo Joshi, 73
Har~apura,250,252
Harsavardhana, 1-21, 122,
reign, 231, inscription,
240
Hastaka, 260-61
Havell, E. B., 128 f.n., 129
Hayagriva 161
Hemispherical Dome, in
temples, 110, 116
Henwood, W. J., 77,78
Herarnbapgla, 284
Herodotus, 12, 33
Hieun-T-Sang, 13, 26, 31,
32Y 34, 35, 37, 38, 41, 429
659 212' 213s 226' 266y
account, 36
Hill pony, 208, symbol, 205
HimBlaya, 5, 9, 16, 19, 21,
57y l g 3
232
34, 42, 70, 102, 117, 129,
211, ranges, 3, lesser
zone, 8, art, 113, of Nepal and Kurnaon, 14,
folklore, 222 feu.
Hindu, 7, 17, 19, 180, 224,
227, pantheon, 42, 211,
212, temple, 89, gods, 21 3,
mythology, 163, architecture in Kuniaon, 117

-
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Hinduism, 5, 16, 17,43, 153,
temples, 82, union, 75,
265
Buddhism, 266, tradition,
Hiranyakadipu, demon, 157
61, collection, 145
Hiranyakeil, name of the 1ndo-~reeks,22, 25, 197
eage, 255
Indra, 131, 139, 184, 195,
Hisbry, of Kumaon, 10-12,
212, 216 f.n.
15, 20, 25, 30, 45, 50, 80 lndrachand, 29, 69
Hodgson, 12, 20
IndrBnl, with Vajra, 172
39
lndus, river, 14, 23, 46
of the Aryans'
Indus Valley Civiiiratio.,
14
165
H o ~ ~ palm
u z ~leaves, 203
lranian (S), 14, 176, 177, inHorse, 139,208, faced figure,
fluence, 176, elements,
159, 161, sacrifice, 78
176, affinity, 178, 179
Hucchimalligude, telllple i ~ t
Iriylkot Goril, 222
Aihole, 84
Iron trident, at Gopegwar,
H"ltzsche, E., 21, 129, 189
106, ,he
of Siva,
f.n., 191, 232 f.11.
220
HClnas, 14, 231, ToramBna,
258
230
Istaganadeva, 49, 51, 52, 56,
Hypostyle halls, in temples,
258
101 f.n.
flvara, 39, 40,257-59
I
Ilvaradatta, 259
Ichchhafadeva, 60, 236,258 jSvaraofiga, a n inhabitant of
Iconographical texts, 175
Rauhltaka, 203
Idlr, in Gujarat, 115, 159
Rvaravarman, 40,257
lkshvaku King of Telugu
J
country, 236
JagatgrBm, 13, 41, 79, 212,
Ik~unlatiriver, 22 fan.
Eagle shaped altar at,
lrnaus or lsamos, 22 fan.
l
79, excavation at, 78
Imperial, secretariat, 190, Jagati, of the temples, 85,
94, 96,98, 111
titles, 54
imprecatory Verses, 200-1
JBgegw~r,56, 66, 67-69, 80,
India, 3, 10, 15, 18-22, 27, 1
81, 83-85, 88-90, 92, 93,
30,47,60, 85,108,112,/
95-97,103,104,107,117,
121, 123-27, 130, 132,
116, 120, 123, 128, 134, j
141, 144, 145, 149, 150, 1
133, 140, 142, 144, 164,
160,162,176, 177,180,
165,169,172, 173,177,
180, 181, 214, 217, 265,
204, 205, 212, 218, 263, 1
266
1l
268, 270, Shrine, 81-83,
Indian, Sculpture, 119, 123,
94, 123, Sculpture, 131,
132, 142, 165, grant, 223,
art, 38, 123,138,154,175,
group of temples at, 67,
176, 182, history, 24, 29,
80, 120
77, architecture, 125,

1
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JBgirs, 243
Jagriya, in Garhwal a n d
Kumaon, 222 f.n.
Jahnu, 37
Jaina, 112, 142-44, 185, 187,
224, 225, 248, temple, 90,
elements, 112, styles, 111,
features, 143, image, 112,
143, icon, 186, figures,
143, iconography, 185,
Isflchana, 143, Tirthankara, 143, taste, 227, cannonical texts, 143, 225,
231, Jainism in Kumaon,
226-27,266
Jaipur, 78
JHlandhara, 5, 32, 39, 40,
103, ( see also Jullaodar,
29 f.n., prince of, 40 )
Jalavarman, 40, 257
Jalheri, in temple, 112
JBmbhala, 185
JamunB, (or Yamuns) river,
3, 9, 12, 15, 22, 26, valley, 22 f.n.
Jana, 131
Janapada, 228, 230
JanghB~of the temple, 82,
90994-955 100, 108, 112
JBnhavi, river, 4
Jat% 128, 140, 142, Juta, 32,
140, 161, 164, mukufa,
130, 139, 164, 165, 167
Jaugada, ASokan rock edicts
at, 190
Jaunsiir-Bgwar, 7, 19, 102,
208* 217
area, lo8
JaunsBri, dialect, 7
Jaya, 119,209
Jayabhagapallikl,
place
name, 250
Jayadiisa, 39, 257
Jayakulabhukti, 250,252

JayBvalli, 40, 258
Jejata, Kashmiri name, 258
Jesuits M a p of Tibet, 33
Jhininrnatha Kula, 71
Jhirna, near Ramnagar, 252
Jaana, 132, 134, niudr5,121,
155, 167, dakshiniimiirti
of Siva, 133
Jodhpur, 86
Jog1 ( Yogi ), 221
Joshi, Brahmins of Garhwal
and Kumaon, 68,223
Joshimath, 20, 22, 26, 45,
46, 47, 50, 62, 71, 85, 86
f.n., 87, 90, 95, 127, 139,
146, 147, 1115-169, 188,
*3 217 f.n., 254, 268, branch
of KatyQris, 213, image
of Nlittya-Gaqapati, 146,
148
Jooni, 29
Jubbal, in Himachal Pradesh, 10
Juhur, 33
Julian M., 37
Junnar, rock cut cave in
Deccan, 124, 193
Jwiiliimukhi, in Kangra, 24
Jye$ha,month of the Hindu
calendar, 198
Jyorana, place name, 252
Jyotirija, 74
Jyotirdhlm, 50 f.n.
Jyoti~arnatha,265

1

Kahala plate of So$hadeva,
239
KailiSa, 284
Kaiyata, a name of Kashmiri
fashion, 218
Kak, R. C., 161 f.n.
KakshEsana, 93,96, 105, 118
KiiksthalikB, place name,
250, 252
Kala, S. C., 208, 212 f.o.
KalachQri, family, 59, of
Tripuri, 258, records,231
KaluSa, 88, 91, 93, 94, 97,
163
KslBs, of SurnBri village in
Garhwal, 223 f.n.
Kali Age, 197
Kill, goddess, 135, 215,216,
in Gangolihat, 227
KalikH, 245
KBli Kumaon, 15, 69, 72,
217 f.n.
Kiihmath, 137-38, 169,214,
268, 269, image, 137-38,
160, praiasti at, 204,
image of UmBmaheSvara,
136-38
Kali, river, 3-5, 10, 69, 263
Ksliyamardana, 162-63
Kalsi, D e h r a d u ~ district,
~
4,
9, 41, 189-91, 212,231
Kalsi Rock Edicts of ASoka,
12, 21, 188,189,191, 192,
198, 232
Kolliipuri, place name, 249,
250
K
Kalylnarajadeva,
S I , 53
~ ~ b47,~valley,
l , 46
of
Kacheri, temples, 92, 95, KalyiinasuodarmQrti,
Siva, 138
104, group of temples,
Kamalaniith, 219 f.n.
97, 105
Kanialssana
pose, 137, 154,
~ ~ 158,d206 ~ ,
156
Kadamba tree, 199
Kadavar, DaSiivatBra, temple Kirna, village in Dwirahlt,
219
at, 86

Kamandalu, 156, 163, 164,
166-69, 181
Karnbojas, a tribe, 14,19 f.n.
Kanauj, 30 f.n., 31, 42, 65,
139,160,229,264, region,
22 f.n., image, 159-61
KBndB, village in Garhwal,
252
Kane, P. V., 236 f.n., 240
f.n., 242 f.n., 243 f.n.,
245 f.n., 255
Kangra, 15, 19, 20, 23, 24,
103, 120, 128, 263, 264,
267, valley, 32, region
36, paintings, 267
Kanishka, J, 25,
Kankachiti, altar, 79
Kankana, 37, 132, 139, 155,
158, 164, 165, 179, 182
185
KBnkapBla, 44, 45
Kaonada, 193, 199
KanaphatB, 141, 21 8, Yogis,
219 f.n., sect, 221
Kanthiirapavva, place name,
252
Ktintipura, in Nepal, 71
KHrqakika, an official, 234
KapBla, 140, 173, 223, mBlB,
140
Kiipiilika, 238
Kapila, a sage, 217, f.n.,218,
250, 257
KapilagarltB, place name,
252
Kapilavardhana, 40, 257
KapileSvara, place name;217
f.n., 252
Kapisa, 229
KarlBrpur, in Punjab, 29 f.n.
KHrttikeya, image 149, six
headed, 209
Ksrttikeyanagara, 13

KBrttikeynpura, 13, 29, 30,
34, 43, 45, 47, 48, 50,
52, 54 f.n., 55 f.n., 56 f.n.,
59 f.n., 62-64, 250, 252,
257, 261,263
Karllpura, Kingdom, 35, 46,
48 f.n., 72, grilma, 34, 29,
30, 46, 55 f.n., 72
KarnBli, river, 33
Karnaparvan, 17
Karabandha, 137 f.n.
Karvan, in Gujarat, 141
Karavlrapura, 46
Karvlragarttl, place name,
252
KarbiirghZ!i, 252
KnrikH, an official, 235
Karka, SamkrBnti, 199 f.n.
Karakolta, place name, 225,
252
KaragGa-mukup, 166
KBranBgama, 223
Karle, cave in Deccao, 88
f.n., ( see also KBrli inscriptions, 124, 193 f.n.,
215, 265 )
KarodasOrpi, place name,
252
Karvirakostha, place name,
252
KasBrdevi, in Alrnora, 224
f.n., rock inscription, 193
Kasara~in Gujarat, 126 f.n.,
193
KBshkara, tribe, 19
Kashmir, 5, 18, 19, 41, 161,
225, 237, valley, 263, 284
Kashmiras, 14, 41
Kashmirian, temples, 99 f a .
KashmirZgama, 284
Kgshipur, 4, 13, 25, 27, 37,
38, 120, 122, 125, 145,
155, 206, 281, sculpture,
of GaneSa, l46

Kashinath Adhikari, 38
Kasapatyrus, l 2
Kaprmal, shrine, 92, 93, 95,
97, 98, 100,101, 103,104105, 106, 108, 120, woo,
den panels, 282, pipes,
284
KBvyamimHnsB, 13, 54, f.n.,
of RBjaiekhara, 13
I Katabh~ig~hi,
?CC
place name,

1
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Kafihasta pose, 119, 158,
165, 175, 177-78
Kathehir, 73
Kathmandu, 21 8
Kathiawar, 100, 115
Kators, 46, 47
Katyiiris (S), 5,6, 13,43, 4548, 50, 51, 54, 63, 64, 66,
67, 75, 76, 80, 87, 98,
107, 108, 118, 186, 188,
202, 212, 214, 215, 230,
258, 261, 263, 268, 269,
rulers, 46, 61, 66, 72, 90,
100, 106, 113, 213, 258,
of Kumaon, 228, 229,
263, dynasty, 31, 50, 52,
55, 67, 223, 257, house,
68, 108, rajas, 58, 65,
Kings, 64, 65, history,
49, history of western
Kumaon, 68,69, records,
202, of DwHrahBt, 63,
107, prince, 84, successes,
62, grants, 199 f.a., temples, 214, immigration,
50 f.n., Chronology, 67,
later, 107-8, downfall of,
264, collateral line of, 59
Katyiir valley, 32, 34, 37, 46,
48, 50 f.n., 63, 72, 261,
of Kumaon, 29 fa., 34
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Kityfiyana-smliti, 237
Kaurniirl, 172-73, on peacock, 172
KauSika, 142
KiyBrohana, 141
Kedir, 284
KedBrnBth, 3, 5, 6, 54, 129,
151, 187, 202, 214, 253,
264-66, 268, 270, shrine,
129, 269
Kedirkhanda, 5, 12, 75
KedfireSvar, 23, 168
Keith and Macdonell, 246
f.n.
Kelkar, D. G., 120 f.n.
Ketu, 181-82
Kevala tree, in Jaina icon,
186
Keyma, 132, 137, 142, 148,
150, 155, 164-67, 179,
182, 185
Khadga, 137, 148, 158, 170,
173,223
Khadgika, 234
Khidira, personal name, 255
Khajuraho, group of temples, 94, 96, Shrines, 95,
inscription of YaSovarmmadeva of V. S. 101, 284
Khandiih, 252
Khandaka-pallikii, 252
Khanda, 229-30, rakshfidhipati, 234
Khiiri, measurement in land,
260, viipa, 260
KharagO, 5
Kharpara, 137, 140, 257
Kharparadeva, 51, 53
Kharosthi, legends, 206
KhaSa, 12-20, 23, 198, 21 1,
of Nepal, 18, chiefs, 72,
tribe, 46, 48
KhaSZLdhipati, 54 f.n.

Khasia, 12, 18, 23, 33, 69,
raja, 69, interruption in
Kurnaon, 67, interregnum, 65 f.n.
Khafvli~gii,137
Khetaka,137,158,161,169,
171, 223
Khetikhiin, 98
Khiching, 140, 147
Khmer, image of GaneSa at,
145
Khotan, 31, 33
Kielhorn, F., 48, 70, 198,
199 f.n., 200 fan., calculation of the date of KatyDri rulers, 49
Kinchl, 33
K i r ~ t a , 12, 14-17, 19 f.n.9
21 1, putra, 53
Kirila-mukufa, 140, 150,
152, 155, 157, 158, 160,
168, 178, 179, 181
Klrttimukha,91,166, Design,
166, symbols, 81, 82, 83,
figures, 123, 143
Kirtti-stambha, 112
Kishangarh, 179
Kisora-vadnvago-niahishyodhikrits, an official,
2 34
Kiu-pi-shwnng-na, 37, 38
Kolliipuri, place name, 250
Konakalikiigangigrfima,
place name, 252
Kondane, rock cut cave in
Deccan, 88 f.n.
KoSala, 21
Kosapiila, 238
Kogha, 246, 247, 249
Kosi, river, 4, 9, 21, 98
Kola, 247, 24')
Koga, 246, 247, 249, piila,
234

I

Kotaw~Ia,238
Kotdwiir~,281
Kotivarsha vilaya, 230
Kriichalladeva, 72
Krishna, 95 fa., 110, 111,
162,216f.n.,Ksliyamardan theme, 115
KlishnByana, scenes, 162
Krishna Deva, 96 f.n., 281
Ksatriya, 256, strength, 256,
28 1, origin, 256, tribes,
19 f.n.
Kshetrapiila, 223,
Kubera, 85, 127, 259, the
King of Yaksas, 184
Kuchabandha, 138
KulachBrika, 235,246
KuladevatB, Riiji Dharmadeva as, 223
Kuladev~, Goddess RiijaRiijeSvari as, 223
Kulaputraka, 245
Kulapati, 245
Kulinda, 12
Kulindrene, 22 fen.
Kulu, 19, 20, 24, 32, 103,
120, 129, valley, 217
Kulya, measurement of land,
260
Kumaon, 3-6, 8-19,21, 22,
24, 27, 29, 32-34, 36, 37,
42, 43, 49, 50 54, 56, 57,
60, 61, 62, 65,68-71,7477, 80, 84-87,91, 92,9598, 100-4, 107, 109, 112,
114, 116, 117, 121-25,
127, 131, 133, 134, 136,
141, 144, 147, 148, 155,
156, 166, 169, 170, 172,
180-83, 185, 188, 191,
193, 196, 199, 202, 203,
204, 209, 21 2, 214,216,

INDEX
223, 224, 226, 237, 238,
243, 245, 248, 250, 263,
266, 267, 282,284, Himalayas, 4,213, region, 20,
47, 64, 67, 76, 175, 225,
sculpture, 119, 268, people, 211, garhwal, 190,
250, history, 12, 29, 46,
70, records, 200,224,229,
231, 237, 242, 247,248,
249, art, 187, Statesman
Harsadeo Joshi, 67 f.n.,'
unification of, 21, class
of Sadhus in, 141, Enploration and Excavation
in Kumaoo, 9,210, Doms
of, 16, 18, 221
Kumbha, 175
KumHrHmHtya, an official,
230,234,242
Kumlra Gupta, 230
Kumlravana, 5
Kiirmavana, 6
Kunar, valley, 19
Kundala, 25, 139, 142, 158,
161, 165, 166, 168, 171,
174, 179, 181, 183, 185.
Kunet, 20,23
Kuninda, 12, 20, 22, 23, 24,
26, 27, 30, 36-38, 47, 55
f.n., 204, 211, 264, dynasty, 25-27, 205, type
of coin, 205-6, empire, 56
Kuru, 37
KUrma, 5, 175
Kiirmiichala, 5,6, 10
KusBna, 10, 12, 22,25, 26,
37, 47, 193 f.n., 197, 204,
206,'invasion, 27, dynasty,
207, images, 172 kings,
177, period, 172, 201
Kufila, variety of script, 193,
script of north, 267

38

L

Ladduka, 147
LaddhHdevi, 258
Lahul, 33
Lakshmana, 217
Lakshmi, 131, 156, 165, 174,
175, 184 f.n., 212
LakshmI-Narayana, 126,ternple, 112, at Baijniith,
113, dated slab at, l l 2
LlkhHman$al, 10, 38, 39,
41, 102, 103, 108, 119,
123, 130, 134, 148, 169,
212, 282, prasasti, 39,
79, 101, 103, 106, 188,
202,203, 258,259, shrine,
106, 108, 119,124, panel,
172, 173, temple, 97,104,
123, 175, dynasties, 38,
images, 149, fragmentry
inscription, 188,193,259,
excavation around the
Shrine of, 106, first dynasty of, 257.
Lakhanpura, 32,63
LakutI. 141. 145
LakuliSa, 56, 84, 87, 89, 90,
103, 120, 121, 127, 142,
144, 265, 168, 269, cult
144, 266, Shrine, 89,
sculpture, 141, 143, 144
Lakuta, 142, 144
Lalita pose, 130, 258, asana,
136
Lalitapiifan, in Nepal, 71
Lalitasiiradeva, 48-52.55-59,
159, 198, 200, 201, 258,
inscription year21,22,55
Lamaism, 154,226
Lansdowne, 3,208
Latham, Dr., 16
Latticed window, 81, 84, 95
Lavachandra, 259

Lavanodaka, place name,
253
LavanasBri, place name, 253
Layadevi, 258
Leh valley, i n Ladhakh, 20
f.n., 78
Levi, S., 42 f.n.
Linga, Siva, 81, 83, 96, 101,
141, 227, Shrines, 141
Linga Purtina, 141
Lingrlja, temple in Orissa,
123
Linguistic Limits, of Kumaon and Garhwal, p. 7
Lippa in Tibet, 20
Loessic, dunes, 249
LohHr, 221
LohHgh&t, 50
Lomas Rishi cave, Bihar, 88
f.0.
Longhurst, A. H., I66 f.n.
Lotus, 161, 175, 176, 208,
throne, 137, 142, 150,
163, 174, bud, 169, platform, 130 petals, 82,
Stalks in Siirya's hands,
177, 181
Lunar, race, 36

M
Madlwar, 31, 37, 132
Madhu, 156
Madhuban plate of Harp,
236
Madhya Pradesh, 106, 108,
128, 170, 175, 192, 231,
247, 265
Madhyamapuraka, 253
Magadha, 21
MahHbhHrata, 11, 12, 15, 17,
33, 38, 147, 184, 215,
216 fen., 265, 282, 284
Mahabalipuram, 89, 94, 170,
rathas at, 86
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Mana, pass, 7, 154, 185,'W
MBnadeva, 64
Mandfikini, river, 4
Mandlra mountain, 5
Mandapa, 81, 83, 90, 93, 94,
96-98, 100, 101,103,110,
115;269, hall, 81, 99
MBndhPtB, 176, 217 f.n., 218
Mandor, 82
MBnodaya ICBvya, 74,75
MBnsBh, 74, 75
Mgnasarovara region, 14,
284
Manu, 226, 256
Manaku, artist, court painter of Tehri-Garhwal,
267
Mangala, 256
Mangalaghata, p. 283
Maraghata, 221
Miirtoli 250
Matha at Joshimafh, Sankargchgrya, 265
Mathura, 126 f.n., 147, 155,
161, 176, 178, 179, 193,
266, pillor inscription,

Mahiideva, 220
Mahamitra, an official, 232
MahBriijB, an epithet, 27, 39,
243
Mahimanusya, an official,
235
MahBdandanByaka, an 05cial, 234
Mahtiklrtak~tika,an official,
234
MahBpratihBra, an official,
234
MahBrnZtra, an official, 233
Maharashtra, 218,263
MahBsBmanta, an official,
235
MahBttama, an official, 235
MahBsiila, place name, 253
MahZyana, 222, 226 f.n.
MaheSvara, 259.260
Mahisasura, 171 ,
Mahislsuramardini, 168,169,
170, 216, sculpture, 170
Mehraull Iron Pillar Inscription, 170, 282
Maitrakas, of Vallabhi, 237,
242
Majumdar, D. N., 18
Makara, 175, Mukha, 90,
motif, 89,283
Makara-SamkarPnti, 199 f.n.
M d i , 71, 72, 120, 132, 139,
142, 150, 152, 159, 164,
166, 167, 168, 171, 179,
182, 183, 185
Malwa, 218, 230,266, Lake
near Nainital, 4
MPlavaka, 230
Malla, family of Nepal, 70
Mammalian fossils, 8
Mammata, Kashmirian name,
258
MBmadatta, 250, 253

1

Monier-Williams, 231 f.n.,
247 f.n.,-249 f.n., 257 f.n.
-60 f.n.
Monastery at Tilla, 218
Moradabad-KBshipur line, 6
Mother Goddess, cult of,
165
Motichandra, 12
Mount Abu, 115
Mookerji, R. K., 231 f.n.,
233
Myityufljaya Shrine, at JigeSwar, 66, 80, 81, 82, 87,
92,93, 104, 140
Muchiliida, legend of 225
Mukuta, 139, 162, 183,185
Mukundi Lal, 267 f.n.
Mulay, S., 247 f.n.
Munghyr copper plate, 235
Mosala, 158, 160
Musti, 260
Mussoorie, 3
Muthi, 260
Muzaffarnagar, District, 4
N

Nacrasomtou, a
region
33
around
Tibet,
99
NBga, 14, 15, 18,58, 89, 129,
Mgtriki, 171
130, 135, 196, worship,
Maurya, 21, rulers, 230
224,
devntas, 130, 225
MByBpur, 31, 35
Pai~chmi,
225, 283
Mehta, N. C., 267 fan.
NBganBth,
110,219
Meru, lake, 14
Mesa, 199 f.n., Sari~krBnti, Nggadatta, 203
Naga-Yajfiopav~ta,223
199 f.n.
Metamorphic rocks, of Hi- Nggari, script, 4,20, 180,207
malayas, 8
Niigari, 204,207
Mewar, 265
Nagar, M. M., 159 f.n.
Milam pass, 3, 6
Nagarjunikonda, 245
Mirzapur, 78, 190 f.n.
Nagara, architectural type,
Misra, N. N., 11, 97, 98 f.n.
117,268
MitBkSara, 256
NiigendratanayB, name in
Modaka, 131, 146
the Singhpura inscription,
39, 193, 200, 212, 259,
Mola Ram, court painter in
Tehri-Gnrhwal, 263
260

INDEX
Nail headed, script, 191
Naik, A. V., 145 fan.
Nakqatra, 256
Nil&, 62, 92, 95, 104, 268
Nalanda, 86
Niilikiivipa, measurement,
260,26 1
Namaskiramudrs, 159
NHmakarna, Samsklra, 256
Nambarangagrima,
place
name, 250,253
Nandii, epithet of Gaurl,
259,260
Nandas, tribe of, 21
Nandiidevl, 3, 8, 60
Nandakot, 3
Nandipida, altar, 205, 206,
21 1
Nainital, 3, 4, 6, 7, 35, 71,
219, 221, 251-254, District, 25, 26, 38, 45
Naini, lake, 4
Niriiyana, 24, 51, 62, 132,
215, 259, at BadrinBth,
226
NHriiyanadatta, 259
Narayankoti, 62
Narain A. K., 25 f.n.
Narasimha, 50 f.n., 157, 160
Nirasimhl, 21 6
Niirada Kunda, 153, 154
Naravane, V. S., 99
Narachanda, 72
NHsik, Maharashtra, 88 f.n.,
124, 193 f.n., 218, inscription, 241
Nisudevi, 258
Natariija, Siva, 56, 81, 88,
89, 101, 123, 127, 130,
131, Shrine, 87, 126,
Shrine at JlgeSwar, 269
NafeSa, 130, 135
Nature worship, 21 1
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NLtha-Sampradiya, 121, 128'
Nithapanthis, 219 f.n.
Nannaka, official of T. C. P.
grants, 259
Naukuchiya; lake, 4
Naula, spring, 63, 115
Nauriitra of Chaitra,in Garhwal, 223
Nautiyal, K. p , 5, 13 f.n.,
23 f.n., 24 f.n., 26 f.n.,
128 f.n., 141 f.n., 160 f.n.,
204 f.n., 205 f.n., 206f.n.,
207
Navagraha, 152,176, 180,
18 1, image. 127, slab,
104, lintel, 112, on Ratneiwara, and Champ%wall Shr~nes,l I l
Navadurg3, 56, 84, 90, 125
Shrine at JggeSwar, 85,
87, 96, oblong plan of,
85
NavalakhH temple, Gujarat,
100
Nayir, river in Garhwal, 4
Negro race, 16

Nilotpala, Bower, 132, 167
Nimbaka, 258-59
Nimbartadeva, 49, 51, 53,
54, 59, 258
Nimbart-Nirudevi, 52
Nirnbassri place name, 250,
253
Nirmand, in Kaagra, 270
Niti, pass, 7, 10
Nomadic race, 224
Non-Aryan, 265
Northern India, 16, 19, 23,
25, 48, 57, 60, 65, 78, 88,
f.n.,130, 133,136, 176,
203, 214, 218, 260, sculp
ture, 170, fashion of
images, 178, pattern of
script, 267
Northern Black Polished
ware, 13, 38 f.n.
Nrittya-Ganpati, 146, 147
Nrittyn-Siistra, 129
Nurnisrnat~c,11, 13, 23, 209,
evidence of history, 24,
25, data, 204, 210
NU-Wang,A tribe in Eastern
Tibet. 33

'

19, 24, 30, 42, 60, 70,
121, 122, 218,222, 225,
226, 266, western, 263
Nepalese, 15, 71, 218, western, 116, stiipa, 102,
annals, 71
Nepali, 7
Newar, from Nepal, 220
Newell, D. J. F., 5 f.n.
Nibandha, 255
Niche, 82, 88, 99, 101, 102,
118
Nidri-KHlariipini, 216 f.n.
Nigliva, ASokan Edicts, at,
190
Nikshubha, 177

V

1

Odras, tribal group, 19 f a .
Oddalas official in T. C . P.
grants,
0-h-tchi-ta-10 or Ahicchatra,
38
Ojha, G. H., 193 f.n.
Oldham, on Kartripura, 19
f.n.
Oli, village, 254
Orissa, 35, 78, 86, 110, 140,
141, 147, 170 f.n.
Orissan ten~ples, 123, sculptures, 147
Osia, near Jodhpur, 82, 86,
84 f.n., 9-1, 96, 102, 188
Osian group of temples, 103
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Pallivataka, place name, 253 ParaSurHmeshwar, temple at
Orissa, 84
Padeia, Asokan pillar edicts Palli~u, village near
swar, 253
Parigrhma, place name, 253
of, 190
PgfichBchlr~as~
129
Pargiter, F. E., 37
Padma, 137, 152, 157-58,
184
PiifichBla, 22 fa., 30 f a .
PHrSvadevatii, 99, 163-64
Padmalladevi, 258
Pancharatha, Plan of the ParSvan&h, 185
temple, 80, 112
Padma-pitha, 177-78
Parusni, place name, 37
PadmBsana, 142, 145, 153
PaflcharBtrin, doctorine of, pgrvati, 39, 129, 132, 138,
160-61, 164
Padmatadeva, 51, 52, 59, 61,
139, 165, 166, 193, 212,
190, 198,200,258
PaflchakedBra, 151
215, 260, sculpture, 166PadmanBbha, 156
68
Paflchvadarr, 151
Pahiir~ur, copper plate ins- Paflch~yatana,plan, 93 f.n., PaSa, 137, 172
cription, 197
Pashtar, in Kathiawar, 100
-94
Pahlri, School of Paintings,
PiinQava, 8, 10, 17, 119, 265 PBSupata, 141, 142,219,265,
influence, on Saiva sculp267, 268 dialects, 7
1 Pande, B. D., 11,46,47
ture,
214
Pahalavas, a tribe, 14, 19 ; Pandes, of Kumaon, 68
PaSupati,
at Kedary 226
fa., 22
1 Plndukefvar, 22, 46, 48, 51,
Palpilika, ant gold, 33
PBtHla,
216
f.n.
54, 58, 90, 117, 122, 124,
Paiojanl, 137, 158, 166, 171
PBtali-bBgadb,
253
190, 194, 196, plates, 11,
f.n.
Patiram,
44,
45
Painted Grey ware, 13, 28 1
51, 53, 54, 199, 202, 204,
Patahputra, 22 f.n., 190
pala¶ 54Y 57, 68* lo8, 122, 1
210, 236, 239, 244-45,
PatalikBgrBmaka, place name,
224m 239y 261y 264, 267,
247, 259, records, 203,
2j3
grants
Bengaly ' l 7 !
237, 258, 259, plate of
pataajali, 216
201, 225, 236, 25% 264,
Lalitrsaradeva, 188
Patharaghiit, 167
temples of
91,
Pandey, R. B., 189 f.n., 193 pattadakal, 90, 117
l
54, 91, inscripf.n., 197 fa., 201,203 f.n. Pa((akiipachBrika, an ,,sCial,
tions of DevapBla~ 54, PBn$uwBIB, near liardwar,
234
32, 33 1.n.
55, 235, 237, 238, 240,
Paunchand, 121
Panegyric, an eulogy in ins24 1-45
Paun RBJH, 99, 121
crlption, 203
Palaeography, a source of
Pauqdraka, tribe, 19 f.n.
Kumaon history, 48,61 Panigrahi, K. C., 86 f.n., Paurava, 36, 37, dynasty, 368
l36 fa., 141, 142 f.n.
fan., of ASokan inscriprulers, 36
tion, 189
i P a ~ i n i 229,
,
230, 247, 248
pauri Garhwal, 217, 219
Pa1lava, sculpture of Dat- Pantaleon, coins of, 190
phoor, Raja mentained by
shin8mUrt1, 133
Papanilha teolple, at Palta- 1
Plrahta, 29
' dakal, 117
Physical features, of KhaSas
Palestine, 227
or Jaunsar-Bawar, 19
PPli, pargana in Kumaon, Paradas, a tribe, 19 fen.
223
Puram-bha&iirdka, 53
Phungur, of Kumaon, 68
paranlr-Buddha, 58
PPli literature, 248
Pillai, L. D. C., 199 fan.
PBlibhutiki, 253
I I'aram-maheSvarah, 56
Pillar Edicts of ~llahabad,
Palll, a suffix, 213, 231, 246, Paramasthiina, 151
190
Pilra~Brl,place name, 250
247,249,260, 26 1
Pillared, portico at Dwlrahat, 93, 103, 105, niche
PallikB, a suffix, 228, 231, PBrasara, sage, 217 f.n., 218
ParaSu, 135, 145, 167
at BPgeSwar, 120
246-47, 249

P
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1
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1

I

1

1

INDEX
Pilibhit, 6
Pilgrimage, to Badarinsth,
265, to Badri and KedBr,
269-70, antiquity of,
265
Pilupati, 235
Pindari, glacier, 3, 4
Pine tree, on Almora coins,
205, 206,2 11
Pingala, SUrya's associate,
177, 178
Pir, 219, 221
Pitalkhori, cave in Deccan,
88 f.n., 124
Pitrigangl, river, 253
Pithoragarh, 6, 7
Pliny, 12
PokharB, in Garhwal, 223
Pot and foliage, design, 125
Poting, 3
Polytheism, i n religion, 187
Post Gupta traits, 84 f.n.,
138, period, 31
Pothi, 142, 144
Pottery, source of history,
12, 13
PO-10-ki-mo-pou-10, place
name mentioned by Hieun Tsang, 31
Powell Price, J. C., 11, 21,
22, 24, 30, 32, 36, 44, 46,
47, 54, 205, 206
PrabhHrnandala, 158
PrabhHvah, 137
Prabhilapalliki, place name,
253
PrBchya, 61
PrBdakshiqipath, 101
PriideSiki, an oficial, 230233
Pradiptavarman, 40, 257
Prahalida, 157
PrBkrita, 179, 241
Pramod Chandra, 128, f.n.

PrBntapala, an official, 235
PratihBra, 60, 66, 82, 86, 87
Ln., 245, type temple,
117, 193, 238, art, 84,
Pre-tradition, 87, elements, 94 f.o.
Pratlchya, 61
Pratisurika, an official, 235
Pratytig, 177-78
Pre-Gupta time, 174
Pre-Aryan, 33
PravardhamHna, vijayarilja
Samvatsare, I99
Prayag Dayal, 206, 208
Prehistory, 9
Prehistoric times, 9
PreSnika an official, 234
Preta, 221
Pritchard, Dr., 16
Prithu, 57, 200
Proto-Auslraloid, race, 18
Protohistoric period, 77
Ptolemy, 15, 22 fen.
Punka-vardhan bhukti, in
Bengal, 230
Punjab, 8, 10, 17, 24, 218,
224
Piiranachand, 29, 68
Pura, sufix, 246-47, 249
Purlnas, 11, 14-16, 23, 36,
37, 243, 155, 164, 165,
175, 212, 265
PurBnic, accounts, 168, literature, 29, 79, 182
Purandara, 195
Puri, in Orissa, 202, 246-47,
249
PLirnabhadm Chaitya, in
description of the, 143
Piirna KalaSa, 125
Puru, 29, 37
Purukutsn, personal name
255

~uruga-Stikta,160
Pugan, devat8, 175
Pustaka, 177
Quartzite rock, thal temple
on, 96
Quartz, ( boulder of ), at
Kalsi, 189
Radhia, Pillar Edicts of
ASoka, 190
RaghunBth, worship of, 216,
217, temple at Devaprayiig, 212
Rihti, in Trivikrama, image,
155, in Navagraha slab,
181
Rahul Sankrityayan, 42, 50,
166
Raiki, a term in the Maila
family of Nepal, 71 f.n.
Rainka Chabutra, at Joshimath, 7 1
Railings, of Bharhut and
Sanchi stnpas, 125, 232,
on Almora coins, 205
Rajputana, 7, 94, 98, 102,
103, 112-18, 122-24,
126, 142, 218, 266, temples, 114
Rajputs of Nepal, 72
Rajis, of Askot, 16, 17
Rljakkhara, 13, 54 f.n., 55
f.0.
Rajasthan, 78, 141, 172 f a . ,
263,283
Rajasthani, 7, 82, 183 f.n.,
art, 183 f.n. Gujarati
Style, 120
Rajasthlniya, an official, 229
235
R5jBs of Garhwal, 44, 108,
223, 269
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Ralnchandran T. N., 41,79
RBnidatta, 64 f.n.
Rimpurvi 190
Rameshwar Dayal, 38 f.n.
Rirnadaras, inscribed on
Trivikrama image at
Kishlpur, 155
Rimgupta, 55 f.n.
Rarnpura, in Garhwal, 249
Randhawalcagrima, place
nanie, 253
Ranikhet, 35

Rija-RajeSvari, at Dewalgarh, 222-23.
Rijabunga, 68
Rij5 Dhinideva, of Katyari
. dynasty, 223
Raja of Kanauj, Somachand
the brother.of, 65
Riji-vikrarniditya, 61
Raj& Sansiirchand, of Kangra, 267
Rgji Soniadevn, 63
Riiji Kanakapaln, 50
Raj5 ASokach~lla,70
RijZ of Jhoosl, 67
R i j 3 Miinadeva, 63
Raj3 Pradumanshah, 44
Rajani, 177
Riijaputra, an official, 234
Rijanyaka, an official, 234,
242
Riija Ao, ,209
R i j ~ n ~ l t yan
a , official, 234
Rijya-Kirita, 14-17
Rijadawirika, an oficial,
234
Riijuka, 190, 232
Rajjugahaka or Riiji~ka,in
the Jiitakas, 232
Rikshasiis, at RBkshasZ
deol, 121
Rikshasii deol, at Baijnith,
17, 93, 97, 98, 103, 104,
105
Rimgangs, river, 4, 21, 32,
34, 95, valley of, 108
Ramoagar, 4, 6, 21, 26, 95,
Nainital District 9
RBmanavarnl, 21 7
Ramdeo Riithor, 30, 31
Ram, worship of, 216, antiquity of the cult of, 216,
217, Digvijaya, 217
Ram(n1esa ), 123, 149, 217

Riddhi, 185
Ripughangala, 140
Ri~abhaniith,143
Rishikesh, 281
Ritter, Prof., 16
Rivett, Carnc, 224
Rock Edicts of Kalsi, 190
Rod&, 106, group 97 f.n.
Rohilkliand, 22 f.n., 73, 176
Rohillas, 136
Route of Migration of the
Aryans, 14
Rowland, Benjamin, 129 f.n.
Rao, T. A. G., 28, 134, 135
Robert Shnfer, 14
f.tl., 137 f.n., 146, 147,
Rsi, in Vyikhyina-dakshing149, 156, 163 f.n., 16569, 170 f.n., 175, 178,
223
Rudra-Siva, 16 f.n., 257,260
Rapson, E. J., 205, 207
Rudrachand, 72
RBshtrakDfas, 30 f.n., 31 f.n., Rudrapriyag, 4
66, 87, of BerBr, 245
Rudralnal tern~leat SiddhaRatneSvnra temple, at ChamP L Iin~ Gujarat, 100
piwat, 109, 110, 114, 125 RudveSadisa, 39, 257
Ratandeo temple, 92, 95, Rukmini-Parinaya, 267
104, 163, 175, 195
Runda~nila,140
Ratna-Kundala, 150, 152, ROpa~nandana,138
185
S
Rnturi, H. K., 11, 44
Sadhujii, an epithet, 26 f.n.
Rnul JogI, 180
Sidhutungakagrima, place
RZvi, river, 22 f.n.
name, 253
Ravvapallik5, place nanie, Sagara, 200
250, 253 .
Saharanpur, 4, 10, 26
RZwat, Raja of Rumaon, Sahiiyapil, 74, 75
68 of Damkot, 64
SahajapBI, 75
Riiwal of Badriniith, 153
SahaSrim, Bihar, 179
Rawain, 10
Sahi, the King of KirB, 284
Ray, N. R., 217 1.n.
Sahni, D. R., 283, 284
Raycliaudliri, H. C., 22 f.n.
Saivism, 55, 149, 212, 214,
RByyakatoli, place name,
219,265,266, in Kllrnaon,
75
25 3
Regnii, D.R., 15, f.n., 42 f.n. Saiva, 230, centres, 186
Saiviga~nas,136
Rgveda, 37
Rgvedlc times, 246, hymn, Saivite, 180, 221, images,
127
182
'

,
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Saiva Tantras, 227
SajjyanBrBdevi, 258
Saka, 14, 19 fa., 183 f.n.,
197, year, 157
SakinnarH place name, 250
SBktas, 216
Sakti, 81, 101, 266, cult, 165,
stambha, 282, of Siva,
165, UmB, 128
SaktyByudha, 170
SBlivBhana, 47
Saletore, R. N., 236 f.n., 237
f.n., 238 f.n., 241 f.n.,
260 f.n.
SalonBdilya, 152, 258
SHmadevi, 258
Samabhanga, 177
Sampha, 33
Samudragupta, 29, 282, praSasti, 55 f.n., inscription,
30, 191
SHmanta, 234
Samaraghanghala, 40
Sarnbodhi, 191
San~hitH,160, 161
Samkrsnti, 199
Samapadasthiinaka pose, 166
SamekhakagrHma, 253
Samvyavaharati, in Damodarpur, copper plates,230
SanBi or Shahnii~,284
Slich1, 174, stnpa, 125, northern gateway, 284
S a n k a r ~ c h i i r ~ a65,
, 75, 83,
153, 214, 226 visit to
Kumaon, 265, arrival in
Kumaon of, 213
Sankalia, H. D., 86 f.n., 89
fen., 100 fa., 106 f.n.,
119, 123 f.o., 124 fan.,
125, 126 f.n., 140 f.n.,
141 fan., 145, 215 En.,
229,231 f.n., 242,246 f.a,
247, 248, 249 fen., 255,
256 fa., 263 f.n., 266

$aukha, 137, 150, 156, 157,
158,163, 184, 177,256
Sankrityayan, Rahul, 5 Ln.,
11, 15, 19, 20, 22, 29 f.n.,
42 fan., 74f.n., 8 1 f.n.,
92 f.n., 96 f.n., 115 f.n.,
125 f.n., 131,153 f.n.,166
f.n., 269
Sanslrchand, 29.
Sanskrit, 37, 193, 203, 249,
literalure, 23 1
Sani, planet, 181
Sandhera in Gujarat, 126 f.n.
Sandhi, 198
Saptaratha, 109
SaptarnHtcikBs, 86 f.n., 171,
172, 174
Sarbhai~ga,an official, 231
Sarrna Gupta, 13
SBrnZth, 99, 225
Saraswati, S. K., 82 f.n., 83
f.n., 86 f a n , 91 f.n., 94
f.n., 100 f.n., 181
Saraswati, Goddess, 144,174
SHri, a term, in inscriptions,
246,. 248
SBrikB, bird, 248, 250
Sarpakundala, 182
Sarpa-yajflopavita, 35, 167
Sarthol, 33
SHs-Bahii, Shrine at Gwalior,
98,100
SBstrik rules, 149, 158, 166,
180
SBStadaSaprakritysdhisthaniyana, nn official, 235,245
Sat, lake, 4
Satapatha BrBhmann, 79 f.n.
SBtvata list, 182
SBttvata SainhitB, 160
Sattvasila, Good disposition,
55

;atyanilrByana, 107, temple
157
iaulkika, an official, 234
iaurnya, 128, 136, 140,151
javitl, 175
iayana Variety, Visnu, 68,
149,156
Schrader, F. Otto, 160 f.n.,
161 f.n.
Semple, E. C., 262
Sengupla, used for sarmagupla, 54 f.n., 130 f.n.
Senavarman, 40, 41, 257
Senas of Bengal, 239
Sera i n Srlnagar G ~ r h w a l ,
25 1
Serpent, design on roofs, 162
$egansga, 260, at PBndukeSvar, 225
$esHsayanamiirti, 21%
Shah, Priyabala, 159 f.n.
Shall, U. P., 159 f.n.
Sllafer Robert, 14
ShambhunBth, 219 f.n.
Shankalpa, Pass, 3
Sharma, Y. D., 281
Shelarwiigli, in Deccan, 103
f.n.
Shukla, D. N., 136, 155 f.n.
ShyBmdas, 267
$ibis, region of, 230
Siddhas, of Bengal, 218
Siddhaiu, 193, 197
Siddapura, Edicts of ASoka,
190
Sikhara, 80, 83, 84, 88, 91103, 112, Shrine at Jhelll
in western Nepal, 270
Silparatna, 180, 182
Silavarman, 41, 47, 79, 212,
inscription at Jagatgram,
188, 192
Simha, 257
Sibhavshini, 169
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Simla, 20
SmaSBna, 221
Simsapikfi, 253
Smith* V. A-* 29, 191 to.,
232
Singhavarman, 40,257
Smriti,
255
Singhudevi, 258
Soakhood,
on Psdvanltha,
Singhuvalidevi, 52, 258
225
Sioo-Tibetan, 15
Sircar, D. C., 22 f.n., 25, 48, Sogdins, a tribe, 14
49.57 f.n., 60 f.n.,-62 En., Solar month, 199. disc, 176
79, 120, 190 f.n., 192, 198 Solanki temples, 98, vaghela architecture, 113
f.n., 200 f.n., 212, 213
fen., 224 fen., 231, 235, Soma, 181
236 f.n., 238-39,241 f a . , Somachand. 29, 64, 65-68,
243 fan., 245 fen., 248
lo7' accesrioo. 65
Somadeva, 64
fen., 263 f a . , 265
Sirmur, Himachal Pradesh, Somanath, in Gujarat, 140,
10.26
162, relief, 162
Sisankata, 250, 253
SomavaiSr, 64,65
SitB, 217
Same'vara, 254,
142
Siva, 39, 55, 56, 59, 60, 75, SonLkhol% place name, 254
88, 89, 97 f.n., 98, 99, SorB, place name, 253
101, 102, 110, 111, 115, Sor, village in Pithoragarh,
25 3
122, 127, 130, 132, 133,
134, 137, 141, 147, 148, Sources of Kumaon Garhwal
history, 12, 15
152, 159, 163, 166, 196,
South
India, 134, 186-( n ),
200, 209, 211,215, 217
31,
133, 180, 192, elef.o., 219, 220, 222, 227,
ments in Kumaon, reli250, 256, 260, 265, 269,
gion, 265, immigrants,
temple, 81, 103, worship,
180, temples, 88, traits
212, trimtirti, 82, 83,
in
Bhairnvarnarti, 140,
icons, 135, tanGva, 89,
193, sculptures,
sculpture, 214, nfittya129
mlirti, 129, libga 166-67
Southern,
122, 189, variety
Sivalik, hills, 3, 8
of
script,
191, 267, ChaSivaramamurti, C., 130, 133,
racterstic
of
Script, 192
135, 137, 139 f.n., 159Spate,
0.
H.
K.,
3 f.n.
161, 170 fa,, 174 f.n.
Squatted lion, on BBgeSwar
Sivapalita, 205
temple, 86, 101, on KuSivam~shichya~uri,
250,253
maon temples, 122
Sivadattasa, 205
Sresh{ipurogan, an official,
Six-arched hill, 206
235
Skandgupta, lndore grant
Srichakra,
halo, 181
of, 199
place
Skandapurgna, ( Manush- $rig%lakhohnaka,
khaq$a 1, 5
name, 253

Srikantha Sastri, 282
Srinagar, in Garhwal, 32,
35, 45, 74, 75, 182, 183,
206, 216 f.n., 217 f.n.,
219, 252, 268
Sripurusa, name of the Brlh.
mana, 259
sritatvanidhi, iconographi.
cal text, 182
Srivatsa Symbol, 142, 158
Srong Tsang Gampo, of
~ i b ~42,
( , 225-26
Srunghana, near Kbhipur,
26
Srut, 163-64
Sruva, 164
Stambhas, 113
Stambhasarikatika, an offi.
c.al, 253
Stella Kramrisch, 82 fa.,
86, lZOfSn., 128,129
Sthali, Suffix on place names,
246,248,257
SthBnaka, 149, mlirti, 157
Sthlnadhikrita, an official,
234
Stone temples, in Kumaon,
77
StrFr'jya* 33
S f n ~ aat
, Ngla in Garhwa',
116
of A'oka* 38
Subhiksapura, place name,
62, 250, 254
Subhiksarfijadeva, 51,52, 62,
63, 198, 20°* 258
Subhika, 258
Subrahamapya, l49
Sudhfi, Chand ruler, 69
Suddhiiradeva, 64
Siidra, 256
Sug, in Kangra, 26 Sukra,
181
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V
(
Vlhana,KU~mansYaniun8's
U
175, niusaka as NrittyaGanapatl's
147
Udaipur, Ekliiigji temple at,
Vaijayariti, 139, 152, 155-56
114
i
Udambaravasa, place name, Vajasaney i-Sahhi13, 215
250, 254
Vaikuntha, 159, 162, form I
Udarabaodha, 130, 138-39,
of Visnu, 159
155, 159, 164-65
Vaikarlana, 61, 200
Udayagiri, in former Gwa- VaikanasBgarna, 155
lior stale near Vidisha, Vainyagupta, 197
39,170
VairBtapatfan~,32
Udgama, temple, 82, 83, 99,
V a i s ~ a71,
, 228-30, 256, 260,
101, pediment, 101
26 3
UdIchya, 61
Vaisgava, 53, 62, 145, 151,
187, shrmer, 162, inlager,
Udyaoachand, 74, 116
127, temples, 225
Ugra, 140
172, 173, 216, o n I
Ujhaio, village in KBshipur, Vaispavi,
garuga, 172
38
Vaisnavism, 149, 213, 219,
Ukhimath, 217 f.n., 268
266
I,
Ulika, place name, 251
Vaisnavite, 221
i
UmB, 132, 134,137,152, 165, VaiSravana, 185
215, 218 mahedvara- Vaitt%ldeol,at BhubaneSvara, /1
rniirtis, 134, 136, 138
86
Vaiv&hikarnDrti, of Siva, 138
Uomatta-uchchhista-Ganapati, 146
Vakataka styles, of benediction, 201, inscriptions,
Upanayana, Samsklra, 256
23 1
Upapila, an official, 256
Vakratunda, 144
Uparika, a n official, 235, Vallabhl, Solank~ records,
mah&r&ja, 223, chirata248
datta, 230
Viimadeva, 218
Upavita, fashion, Siva in, Vgmana, 154-55, 157
132
VanamBla, 150, 158, 165
Urddhvalinga, 144
Vanika, 235, 246
Viipa, suffix,261
Usa, 177, 178
Varada
pose, 32, 137, 139,
Us~ralamaka, place name,
150, 163, 166, 172
254
Uttarsyana, 199 f.n., Sam- Varaha, 160, 259, purfina,
136, image, 86
krLnti, 48, 198
Varghadatta,
259
Uttarlya, 150
Vgrahi, 172, 216, on prosUttarhdikapali, Kubera as,
trate human figure, 172
1 84
Variihamihira, 23, 32, Byahatsarbliit8 of. 217 f.n.
UttarPkhaod, 5, division, 6 I
Vardhikgpallik5, place name,
UttarkBshi, 6, 282
250, 254
Uttar Pradesh, 3-5, 7, 10,
VareSikBgrBrna, place name,
118, 159, 170 fen,, 21 8
254
Tucchi, G., 70, 71, 116 f.n.,
183 f.n.
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Vartarnapiila, 235
Varu~,
250
VarunLSrama, place name,
250, 254
Vasatis, lrlbe, l 7
Vilsanta, 257
Vnsanta-tilaka, 193
Vasudev~, 50, 87, 92, 257,
shrine a t Joshimath, 50,
85,-Krishna, 257, 259,
cult of213
Vasudeva 11; of KushB~a
dynasty, 25
v;,sldeva of Kanauj, 31
Vasudeva Tripathi, 63
VHPukiniga, 225
Va!;~ka, 246, 248-49
Vals, M. S., 83, 120 fen., 123
I.n., 131, 134, 135 Ln.,
149 fen,, 175 fan.
Vaulted roof, of Navadurga
Shrine, 85
VByu, 139, 141, 148, puriina,
37
1849

VLyamaca, for Rnjmatya in
Nasik mssriptioo, 241
Vadanagar, te~i~ple
i n Gujnrat, 126 i.n.
Vediiiitic Hinduism, 154
Vedas, 79, 224
Vedic, Age, 79, 175, 225,
religion, 21 1, limes, I I,
c i v ~ l ~ z a t ~ oI In, , niaillra,
144, I~terature,255,gods,
1Y4, deities, 255
Vegade\i, 52, 298
Ven~ikis,tribe, 25
Vetravarman, 230
Vidyiidhara, 121, 129, 132,
142, 147, 150, 152, 167,
182, 183
Vijaya-rljya, San1vatsare,l99
Vikhoti, San~krlnti,199 f.n.
Vikrnnia, era, 183 f.n.
Vikramaditya, Saga of, 61,
62
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